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NFAT! ! ! nuclear!factor!of!activated!TWcells!NFκB!! ! ! nuclear!factor!κB!NHEJ! ! ! nonWhomologous!end!joining!NHR! ! ! NWterminal!helical!region!NLS! ! ! nuclear!localisation!signal!NMR! ! ! nuclear!magnetic!resonance!NPC! ! ! nuclear!pore!complex!NTD! ! ! NWterminal!domain!Nudix! ! ! nucleoside!diphosphate!linked!to!x!Nup! ! ! nucleoporin!Nup153! ! nucleoporin!153kDa!Nup155! ! nucleoporin!155kDa!Nup214! ! nucleoporin!214kDa!Nup358! ! nucleoporin!358kDa,!a.k.a.!RANBP!Nup85!! ! nucleoporin!85kDa!Nup98!! ! nucleoporin!98kDa!NVP! ! ! nevirapine!NXF1! ! ! nuclear!RNA!export!factor!1!OWM! ! ! Old!World!monkey!pWTEFb! ! positive!transcription!elongation!factor!b!PAGE! ! ! polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!! !PAK2! ! ! p21Wactivated!kinase!2!PAMP! ! ! pathogenWassociated!molecular!pattern!PAP! ! ! poly(A)!polymerase!PAS! ! ! poly(A)!signal!PB! ! ! polybrene!PBL! ! ! peripheral!blood!lymphocyte!PBMC! ! ! peripherial!blood!mononucleocytes!PBS! ! ! phosphate!buffered!saline!PBS! ! ! primer!binding!site!PCP! ! ! Pneumocystis#carinii#pneumonia!PEG! ! ! polyethylene!glycol!PFA! ! ! paraformaldehyde!
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PFV! ! ! Prototype!Foamy!Virus!PHA! ! ! phytohemagglutinin!PI! ! ! PR!inhibitor!PIC! ! ! preWintegration!complex!POD! ! ! peroxidase!PPIase!! ! peptidylWprolyl!isomerase!PPT! ! ! polypurine!tract!PR! ! ! protease!PRR! ! ! pattern!recognition!receptor!PVDF! ! ! polyvinylidene!difluoride!qPCR! ! ! quantitative/real!time!PCR!RANBP2! ! Ran!binding!protein!2,!a.k.a.!Nup358!Rev!! ! ! regulator!of!expression!of!virion!proteins!RLU! ! ! relative!light!units!RNAPII! ! RNA!polymerase!II!RPMI! ! ! Roswell!Park!Memorial!Institute!Medium!RRE! ! ! Rev!responsive!element!RRM! ! ! RNA!recognition!motif!RS! ! ! arginine/serineWrich!RT! ! ! reverse!transcriptase!RTWqPCR! ! reverse!transcription!qPCR!RTC! ! ! reverse!transcription!complex!SAMHD1! ! sterile!α!motif!and!HD!domainWcontaining!protein!1!SC35! ! ! splicing!component!35kDa!SDM! ! ! site!directed!mutagenesis!SDS! ! ! sodium!dodecyl!sulphate!SGA! ! ! single!genome!analysis!SIN! ! ! selfWinactivating!SINE! ! ! small!interspersed!element!SIV!! ! ! Simian!Immunodeficiency!Virus!SIVcpzPtt! ! SIV!chimpanzee!Pan#troglodytes#troglodytes#SIVgor!! ! SIV!gorilla!SIVmac! ! SIV!rhesus!macaque!
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SIVmne! ! SIV!Macaca!nemestrina!SIVsm!! ! SIV!sooty!mangebey!SP! ! ! slow!progressor!SP! ! ! spacer!peptide!SR! ! ! serine/arginineWrich!SSCWH! ! ! side!scatter!height!STAT3!! ! signal!transducer!and!activator!of!transcription!3!STING!! ! stimulator!of!IFN!genes!SV40! ! ! Simian!Virus!40!TAE! ! ! Tris!acetate!EDTA!TAKW1!! ! tumour!growth!factorWβ!activated!kinase!1!TAMRA! ! tetramethylrhodamine!TAP! ! ! transporter!associated!with!antigen!presentation!TAR! ! ! transactivation!responsive!region!Tat! ! ! transWactivator!of!transcription!TBS! ! ! Tris!buffered!saline!TCR! ! ! T!cell!receptor!TE! ! ! Tris!EDTA!TEM! ! ! transmission!EM!TEMED! ! tetramethylethylenediamine!TFP! ! ! transframe!protein!TI! ! ! therapeutic!index!!TI! ! ! transcriptional!interference!Tm! ! ! melting!temperature!TNFα! ! ! tumour!necrosis!factor!α!TNPO3! ! transportin!3,!a.k.a.!TRNWSR2!TRIM! ! ! tripartite!motif!TRNWSR2! ! transportin!of!serine/arginine!proteins!2,!a.k.a.!TNPO3!UTR! ! ! untranslated!region!V3! ! ! variable!loop!3!Vif! ! ! viral!infectivity!factor!VLP! ! ! virusWlike!particle!Vpr! ! ! viral!protein!r!
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1.1.1 HIV&1*–*a*primate*Lentivirus**The!Baltimore!classification!system!places!the!family!Retroviridae#in!Class!VI,!a!group! defined! by! a! positive! singleWstranded! RNA! (+ssRNA)! genome! that!replicates!through!a!doubleWstranded!DNA!(dsDNA)!intermediate!by!virtue!of!a!virally! encoded!RNAWdependent!DNA!polymerase,! reverse! transcriptase! (1W3).!The! Retroviridae# are! further! characterised! by! a! dimeric! genome! of! 7W10Kbp,!virions! 80W100nm! in! diameter,! a! lipid! envelope! modified! with! EnvWencoded!viral! glycoproteins,! and! an! integrase! enzyme! that! catalyses! permanent!integration! of! the! dsDNA! reverse! transcripts! into! a! host! genome! forming! a!provirus! (4).!Retroviruses!all! encode! two!polypeptides!–!Gag#and!Pol!–!which!encode! for! the! viral! structural! and! enzymatic! proteins! including! Pro,! which!encodes!the!viral!protease!that!cleaves!these!polypeptides!(5,!6).!!!The! family! Retroviridae# comprises! two! subfamilies,! Spumavirinae# and!
Orthoretrovirinae,! the! latter! of! which! includes! the! genus! Lentivirus! (4).!Retroviruses! can! also! be! categorised! into! simple! and! complex! viruses,! with!Lentiviruses! being! considered! complex! (7).! Lentiviruses! were! originally!characterised!by!their!slow!(“lente”!in!Latin)!progress!from!infection!to!disease.!Five!serogroups!of!Lentivirus#have!now!been! identified;!equine,!bovine,! feline,!ovine,!and!primate,!the!latter!comprising!the!species!Simian!Immunodeficiency!Virus! (SIV)! and! Human! Immunodeficiency! Virus! 1! and! 2! (HIVW1! and! 2).! In!addition!to!Gag,#Pol,!and!Env,!Lentiviruses!are!characterised!by!the!presence!of!regulatory! genes! Tat# and! Rev,! speciesWspecific! accessory! genes! (8),! and! the!unique! ability! among! retroviruses! to! replicate! efficiently! in! nonWdividing! cells!(9).!!!
1.1.2 The*discovery*of*HIV&1*as*the*causative*agents*of*AIDS*Patients! with! symptoms! of! an! acquired! immune! deficiency! syndrome! (AIDS)!were!first!officially!documented!in!1981!when!a!cohort!of!homosexual!men!in!
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the! USA! presented! with! cancers! such! as! Kaposi’s! sarcoma! and! opportunistic!infections! such! as! Pneumocystis# carinii# pneumonia! (PCP)! (10W12),! which! are!characteristic! of! immune! deficiency,! before! eventually! succumbing! to! the!disease!(13).!!!In! 1983,! the! laboratory! of! Luc!Montagnier! isolated! a! novel! retrovirus! from! a!lymph!node!of!a!homosexual!male!with!multiple!lympadenopathies,!which!they!believed! to! be! a! causative! agent! of! AIDS,! and! subsequently! named! the! virus!Lymphadenopathy!Associated!Virus!(LAV).!(14).!They!identified!it!as!a!member!of! the! Retrovirirdae! by! its! density! and! reverse! transcriptase! activity.! Its!similarity!to!the!Deltaretrovirus!Human!TWLymphotropic!Virus!I!(HTLVWI)!with!respect!to!TWcell!tropism!was!noted,!but!this!new!virus!differed!from!HTLVWI!in!antigenicity! and! the! two! viruses! shared! only! 10%! genetic! homology! (14).! In!1984,! the! laboratory! of! Robert! Gallo! reported! the! isolation! of! another! virus!thought!to!be!a!causative!agent!of!AIDS,!which!they!named!HTLVWIII!(15).!Unlike!LAV,!the!HTLVWIII!isolate!replicated!efficiently!in!TWcell!lines!and!thus!testing!of!this! virus! in! a! laboratory!became!possible.! It!was! later! confirmed! that!Gallo’s!isolate!originated!in!the!laboratory!of!Montagnier!(16)!and!that!this!virus!was!the! same! species! as! other! reported! AIDSWassociated! isolates! such! as! AIDS!Related!Virus!(ARV)!and!Immune!Deficiency!Associated!Virus!(IDAV),!and!thus!the!name!HIV!was!coined!to!encompass!all!isolates!(17).!HIV!was!identified!as!a!
Lentivirus#by!genetic!similarity!to!MaediWVisna!Virus!(MVV),!an!ovine!Lentivirus!(18,!19).!In!1986!a!virus!was!isolated!that!shared!many!core!epitopes!with!HIV!but! differed! significantly! in! its! envelope! glycoproteins! (20).! This! virus! was!subsequently!named!HIVW2!and!HIV!renamed!HIVW1.!!!
1.1.3 The*HIV/AIDS*pandemic*Within!a!year!of!discovery,!AIDS!was!no!longer!confined!to!males,!homosexuals,!or!the!USA.!Injecting!drug!users!(IDUs)!(21)!and!haemophiliacs!(22)!had!been!identified! as! highWrisk! groups,! and! it! was! understood! that! heterosexual! and!motherWtoWchild!transmission!of!the!pathogen!was!possible!(23).!Today,!sexual!transmission!is!by!far!the!most!common!route!of!infection,!but!motherWtoWchild!
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transmission! (in# utero,! during! delivery,! and! through! breastWfeeding)! is! also! a!common!route!in!less!developed!countries.!Despite!the!first!cases!of!AIDS!being!diagnosed! in! the! USA,! the! origins! of! HIVW1! have! been! traced! to! subWSaharan!Africa.! From!here! the!virus!has!become!pandemic,! but!70%!of!HIVW1! infected!people! are! still! found! in! this! region.! The!HIV! prevalence! rate! in! subWSaharan!Africa!is!estimated!at!5%,!with!no!other!region!of!the!world!reaching!above!1%!(24).! As! of! December! 2013,! UNAIDS! reported! that! 35! million! people! are!infected! with! HIVW1! globally.! The! number! of! new! HIVW1! infections! per! year!peaked!in!1997!and!has!fallen!by!21%!since,!but!there!are!still!an!estimated!2.1!million!new!infections!every!year!(25).!!!!
1.1.4 The*clinical*course*of*HIV&1*infection*and*AIDS*The! stage! of! HIVW1! infection! is! generally! assessed! by! measuring! the! level! of!viraemia! in!a!patients!plasma!and! their!CD4+!T!cell! count.!The! typical!clinical!course! of! infection! for! someone! not! receiving! any! antiretroviral! treatment! in!depicted!in!figure!1!(26).!For!1W2!weeks!after!initial!infection!with!HIVW1!there!is!an! asymptomatic! ‘eclipse’! phase! during! which! the! virus! is! replicating! and!disseminating!from!the!site!of!infection!but!cannot!be!detected!(26).!HIVW1!RNA!becomes!detectable!by!day!11!(on!average),!antigen!by!day!16,!and!antibodies!by!day!22,!at!which!point!the!patient!is!said!to!have!seroconverted!(25,!27).!The!virus!now!replicates!rapidly!in!both!the!gut!associated!lymphoid!tissue!(GALT)!and! in! peripheral! lymphoid! tissues! and! the! viral! load! increases! exponentially!(28).! During! this! ‘acute’! phase,! many! patients! experience! a! febrile! illness!including! lymphadenopathy.! Coinciding! with! peak! viraemia,! an! adaptive!immune!response!against!the!virus!appears,!which!is!followed!by!a!rapid!drop!in! viremia! (26)! until! a! consistent! viral! load! (known! as! a! ‘setWpoint’)! is!established.! The! subsequently! ‘chronic’! stage! of!HIVW1! infection! lasts! for! 8W10!years! (in! the!absence!of! treatment)!and! is!often!referred! to!as!clinical! latency!due! to! the! lack! of! symptoms.! However,! the! virus! itself! is! not! latent! but! is!replicating!rapidly.!As!a!result,!CD4+!T!cells,!which!are!the!primary!target!cells!of!HIVW1,!are!being!extremely!rapidly! turned!over.!Over! this!period,!viral! load!gradually!increases!and!CD4+!T!cell!count!gradually!decreases.!Once!the!CD4+!T!
Figure'1.'The'clinical'course'of'HIV61'infection'The$typical$course$of$an$untreated$HIV61$infection$over$time$(weeks$or$years$post6infection,$where$ a$double$ forward$ slash$ indicates$ a$ change$ in$units)$ assessed$by$CD4+$T$cell$count$(cells/µl$blood)$in$black$or$HIV$RNA$levels$(copies/ml$plasma)$in$red.$Arrows$highlight$ signiKicant$ clinical$ events/phases.$Adapted$ from$CofKin$and$Swanstrom$2013$$
28$
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!cell! count! becomes! too! low,! the! immune! system! is! unable! to! control!opportunistic! infections! such!as!PCP,! extrapulmonary!TB,! and!Cryptococcosis.!AIDS!is!defined!by!the!World!Health!Organisation!(WHO)!as!an!HIVW1!infection!accompanied!by! at! least! one! of! the! following;! a! CD4+!T! cell! count! below!200!cells/µl,!a!CD4+!T!cell!percentage!of!total!lymphocytes!of!less!than!15%,!or!any!one! of! a! list! of! AIDSWassociated! conditions,! which! includes! the! opportunistic!infections! described! above! as! well! as! HIVWassociated! encephalopathy! and!tumours!(26).!!!
1.1.5 Treatment*of*HIV&1*The!number!of!people!dying! from!AIDS!per!year!peaked! in!2005!at!2.3million!and! by! 2013! this! number! had! dropped! by! 35%,! primarily! due! to! access! to!antiretroviral!therapy!(ART),!which!are!now!received!by!37%!of!those!in!need.!The!WHO!recommends!treatment!be!initiated!once!a!patient’s!CD4+!T!cell!count!falls! below! 500! cells/µL.! Five! different! classes! of! antiretroviral! (ARV)! that!target!four!different!stages!of!replication!are!currently! licensed.!HIVW1!evolves!extremely!rapidly!and!so!it!readily!develops!resistant!to!single!drug.!Therefore,!combined/highlyWactive!antiretroviral!therapies!(cART/HAART)!involving!three!different! drugs! from! at! least! two! different! classes! are! used.! Although! these!treatments!can!effectively!inhibit!viral!replication!and!spread!and!the!immune!system! can! eliminate! already! productively! infected! cells,! neither! these! drugs!nor! the! immune! system! can! eliminate! the! reservoir! of! latent! proviruses.!Therefore,! the!virus!rebounds!rapidly!after! therapy! is! stopped!(29).!The!need!for! lifeWlong! therapy,! the! side! effects! of! therapy,! and! the! emergence! of!multiWresistant!variants!has!meant! that!a!great!deal!of! research! is!being!carried!out!into! new! classes! of! ARVs,! cure! strategies,! and! into! vaccines! and! other!prophylactics.!!!
1.1.6 The*origins*of*HIV&1*Since! the! discovery! of! HIVW1,! extensive! phylogenetic! studies! have! sought! to!identify!the!origin/s!of!the!virus.!HIVW1!comprises!four!lineages,!namely!group!M! (major! group),!O! (outlier! group),!N! (nonWO/M),! and!P.!Group!M! is! the!only!
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pandemic!strain,!accounting!for!the!vast!majority!of!HIV!infections!worldwide,!and! can! be! further! subcategorised! into! several! subtypes.! Group!O! represents!less!than!1%!of!HIV!infections!and!is! found!primarily! in!Cameroon!and!Gabon!whilst!only!13!cases!of!group!N!and!two!cases!of!group!P!have!been!identified!thus! far! (30,! 31).! HIVW2! is! quite! distantly! related! to! HIVW1! and! is! largely!restricted! to! western! Africa.! Patients! infected! with! HIVW2! tend! to! have!significantly! lower!viral! loads! than! those! infected!with!HIVW1,!do!not! transmit!the! virus! as! efficiently,! and! rarely! progress! to! AIDS! (32).! HIVW2! comprises! 8!lineages,! AWH,! although! only! groups! A,! B,! and! F! have! proven! humanWhuman!transmission! (30).! Phylogenetic! studies! have! revealed! that! each! HIV! group!arose! from!a! separate! zoonotic! transmission! event;! as! shown! in! phylogenetic!trees! in! figure! 2,! HIVW1! group! M! and! N! are! most! closely! related! to! the!chimpanzee! SIVs! (SIVcpzPtt),! HIVW1! group! P! is!most! closely! related! to! gorilla!SIVs! (SIVgor),! and! all! HIVW2! groups! to! sooty! mangebey! SIVs! (SIVsm)! (30).!Genetic!molecular!clocks!date!the!origin!of!HIVW1!group!M!to!the!very!beginning!of! the! twentieth! century! (33)! and! HIVW2! groups! A! and! B! to! 1940W50! (34).!Although! the! route! of! transmission! between! nonWhuman! primate! (ape! or!monkey)! and! human! for! all! of! the! aforementioned! viruses! remains! debated,!hunting/eating!bushmeat!is!considered!a!likely!culprit.!!! !
HIV-2  
Figure'2.'The'phylogenetic'origins'of'HIV'Phylogenetic$trees$showing$the$relationship$between$HIV61$and$other$Lentiviruses$(top).$Red$boxes/lines$indicate$a$magniKied$region,$which$shows$the$relationship$of$HIV61$ groups,$ SIVcpz,$ and$ SIVgor$ (bottom).$ HIV62$ is$ shown$ in$ orange,$ HIV61$ M$group$in$red,$N$group$in$cyan,$P$group$in$brown,$and$O$group$in$blue.$Filled$black$circles$indicate$a$zoonotic$transmission$event.$Open$circles$indicate$two$alternative$possible$zoonotic$transmissions$events.$The$scale$bar$shows$the$branch$length$that$represents$ 0.1$ nucleotide$ substitutions$ per$ site$ (10%$ divergence).$ Adapted$ from$Sharp$et$al.$2011.$$$ 31$
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1.2 The*lifecycle*of*HIV&1*
1.2.1 The*genomic*structure*of*HIV&1*Figure!3!shows!the!structure!of!the!9.7Kbp!HIVW1!genome!(35).!The!HIVW1!gag!gene!encodes!the!groupWspecific!antigen!(Gag,!p55)!polypeptide!that!is!cleaved!into! the! structural! proteins! matrix! (MA,! p17),! capsid! (CA,! p24),! and!nucleocapsid!(NC,!p7),!as!well!as!p6,!and!the!spacer!peptides!1!and!2!(SP1/2).!Approximately! 1! in! 20! times! that! gag! is! translated,! a! ribosomal! frameshift!occurs! meaning! that! pol! is! also! translated,! thus! producing! a! Gag>Pol! fusion!protein!(36).!Pol!encodes!the!enzymes!protease!(PR,!p10),!reverse!transcriptase!(RT,! p51/66),! and! integrase! (IN,! p31).! The! env! gene! encodes! the! envelope!glycoprotein! of! 160kDa! (gp160),! which! is! subsequently! cleaved! by! the! host!protease! furin! into! two! glycoproteins! of! 120! and! 41kDa! (gp120! and! gp41),!which! form! a! stable! heterodimer,! Env.! The! HIVW1! genome! also! encodes! the!regulatory! proteins,! transWactivator! of! transcription! (Tat)! and! regulator! of!expression! of! virion! proteins! (Rev),! and! accessory! proteins,! viral! infectivity!factor!(Vif),!viral!protein!r!(Vpr),!viral!protein!u!(Vpu),!and!negative!regulatory!factor! (Nef).!The! coding! sequence!of!HIVW1! is! flanked!by! two!nonWcoding! long!terminal! repeats! (LTRs),! which! comprise! many! transcription! factor! binding!sites!and!are!also!essential!for!integration!of!viral!DNA!into!the!host!genome.!!!!
























1.2.3 An*overview*of*the*HIV&1*lifecycle*Free!HIVW1!virions!attach!to!target!cells!when!gp120/gp41!trimers!embedded!in!their!membrane!engage!with! their!receptor,!cluster!of!differentiation!4!(CD4),!and!a!coreceptor,!either!CWC!chemokine!receptor!5!(CCR5)!or!CWXWC!chemokine!receptor!4! (CXCR4).! This! leads! to! fusion!of! the! viral! and! cellular!membranes,!such!that!the!viral!core!is!delivered!to!the!cytoplasm!(41).!Prior!to!nuclear!entry!the!viral!genome!undergoes!reverse!transcription,!which!converts!the!+ssRNA!genome!into!an!integration!competent!dsDNA,!and!the!virus!sheds!its!CA!core!in!a!process!called!uncoating!(40).!The!resulting!complex!then!enters!the!nucleus!via!the!nuclear!pore.!In!the!nucleus,!IN!orchestrates!integration!of!the!viral!DNA!into!the!host!genome,!forming!a!provirus!(42).!The!provirus!is!then!transcribed!by!the!cellular!RNA!polymerase!II.!mRNA!encoding!the!early!proteins!Tat,!Rev,!and!Nef! is! exported!and! translated!by!normal! cellular!processes.!Tat! and!Rev!then! regulate! transcription,! export,! and! translation! of! all! other! viral! proteins!(36).!Viral!proteins!and!newly!synthesised!genomic!+ssRNA!assemble!at!the!cell!membrane!and!the!virus!buds!from!the!cell!surface.!The!viral!protease,!which!is!packaged! within! this! immature! virion,! then! cleaves! the! Gag! and! GagWPol!polypeptides!resulting!in!maturation!of!the!particle!(43).!This!infectious!particle!is!then!able!to!infect!another!target!cell.!!!!
1.2.4 Entry*of*HIV&1*into*target*cells*Attachment!and!entry!of!HIVW1!into!target!cells!is!mediated!by!the!viral!protein!Env.! The!Env! gene! encodes! gp160,! which! forms! key! disulphide! bonds! and! is!heavily!glycosylated! in! the!Golgi!apparatus!(41).! It! is!subsequently!cleaved!by!the! host! protease! furin,! forming! heterodimers! of! gp120/gp41! often! simply!referred! to! as!Env,! and! is! secreted! to! the! cell! surface!where! it! forms! trimers.!Gp41!comprises!a!cytoplasmic!CWterminal!tail,!a!transmembrane!domain,!and!an!ectodomain! consisting! of! two! large! helical! regions! (the! CW! and! NWterminal!helical! regions,! CHR! and!NHR)! separated! by! a! loop! region! and! followed! by! a!short! fusion!peptide!domain! (38,!44).! In! contrast,! gp120! is! a!globular!protein!that!lies!on!the!cell!surface!and!consists!of!five!conserved!loops!(C1W5)!and!five!highly!variable!loops!(V1W5)!(41).!Env!trimers!are!incorporated!onto!the!surface!
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of! new! HIVW1! virions! during! budding! (detailed! in! section! 1.2.11.1)! such! that!each!virion!has!an!estimated!10W15!Env!‘spikes’!on!their!surface!(38).!Env!is!the!only!viral!protein!exposed!on!the!surface!of!virions!and! is! thus!a!major!target!for!antibodies.!Antibody!recognition!of!Env!is!reduced!by!its!glycosylation!and!the!variability!of!its!most!exposed!regions!(38,!41).!It! is!not!known!how!many!spikes!are!required! for!HIVW1!entry!but!some!reports’!estimates!are!as! low!as!one! or! two! (38).! Maintaining! a! low! number! of! viral! proteins! on! the! virion!surface!is!thought!to!further!contribute!to!antibody!evasion.!!!!Virions! can! reversibly! attach! to! the! surface! of! cells! nonWspecifically,! through!interaction!of!Env!with!heparan!sulphate!proteoglycans!(HSPGs)!or!of!two!nonWviral!proteins!such!a!ICAMW1!and!LFA,!or!specifically,!for!example!interaction!of!Env! with! CWtype! lectin! receptors! (CLRs)! such! as! dendritic! cellWspecific!intercellular!adhesion!moleculeW3Wgrabbing!nonWintegrin!(DCWSIGN)!(figure!5A)!(45).!Although!this!attachment!step! is!not!essential!and!the!virus!can!proceed!directly!to!receptor!engagement,!attachment!is!thought!to!help!bring!the!virus!in! closer! proximity! to! the! cell! and! thus! enhance! the! probability! of! Env!interacting!with!receptor!(41).!!!The! receptor! for! HIVW1! Env! is! CD4,! a! member! of! the! immunoglobulin!superfamily! that! enhances! T! cell! receptor! (TCR)! signaling! (46,! 47).! Direct!interaction! between! the! highly! conserved! CD4! binding! site! (CD4bs)! of! gp120!and! CD4! is! the! first! irreversible! step! in! HIVW1! entry! (figure! 5B)! (48).! This!interaction! causes! dramatic! conformational! changes! in! gp120! leading! to!exposure!of!variable! loop!3!(V3)!and! formation!of!a!4Wstranded!βWsheet!called!the!bridging!sheet,!both!of!which!are!coreceptor!binding!sites!(figure!5C)!(38).!HIVW1!can!use!two!different!coreceptors,!CXCR4!(49)!and!CCR5!(50W54),!both!of!which! are! sevenWtransmembrane! domain! GWcoupled! chemokine! receptors.!Different! HIVW1! strains! utilise! different! coreceptors;! strains! using! CCR5! are!named!R5!viruses,!those!using!CXCR4!are!named!X4!viruses,!and!those!able!to!use! both! are! name! R5X4! viruses.! Coreceptor! binding! induces! further!conformational! changes! in! gp120/gp41! such! that! the! hydrophobic! fusion!peptide!of!gp41!is!inserted!into!the!host!cell!membrane!and!the!fusion!peptide!!
Figure'5.'HIV61'attachment'and'entry'










folds!at!a!hinge!region,!bringing!its!CHR!and!NHR!together.!In!the!context!of!an!Env!trimer!this!forms!a!sixWhelix!bundle!(6HB)!(55)!which!brings!the!viral!and!cellular! membranes! into! very! close! contact! such! that! they! fuse! (figure! 5D).!Fusion!of!these!membranes!creates!a!fusion!pore,!through!which!the!contents!of!the!virion!can!enter!the!cytoplasm!(56).!!!The!vast!majority!of! transmitted!viruses!are! found! to!be!R5!viruses! (57).!The!importance! of! CCR5! as! a! coreceptor! is! demonstrated! by! the! fact! that!homozygosity! for! ccr5∆32! –! a! 32bp! deletion! in! the! ccr5! gene! which! causes!retention!of!CCR5!in!the!ER!–!confers!a!high!level!of!resistance!to!HIVW1!(41).!In!around! half! of! patients! the! virus! population! undergoes! a! ‘coreceptor! switch’!and!becomes!predominantly!X4!virus.!This!usually!occurs!late!in!infection!and!is!associated!with!progression!to!AIDS!(58).!The!reasons!why!HIVW1!preferentially!uses!one!coreceptor!over!another!at!different!stages!of!infection!remain!poorly!understood.!It!has!been!proposed!that!X4!viruses!are!more!easily!recognised!by!the!immune!system!and!so!do!not!arise!until!significant!immune!dysregulation!has! occurred,! late! in! HIVW1! infection.! It! has! also! been! hypothesised! that! the!virus! is! forced! to! switch! to!use!CXCR4!because! the!body!becomes!depleted!of!CCR5Wexpressing!cells!and!the!virus!needs!to!expand/alter!its!tropism!(58).!!!Another! unresolved!debate! about!HIVW1! entry! is!whether! it! occurs! at! the! cell!surface,! in!endosomes,!or!whether! it!can!occur!via!both!routes.!Until! recently,!the!observations!that!HIVW1!entry!does!not!require!a!low!pH!nor!endocytosis!of!CD4!and!that!expression!of!Env!is!sufficient!to!cause!cell!fusion!was!thought!to!support!the!hypothesis!that!entry!occurred!at!the!cell!surface!(38).!However,!a!recent!study!by!Miyauchi,!et!al.!(59)!used!singleWvirion!fluorescence!imaging!to!separate! the! stages!of! lipidWmixing! (fusion!of! lipid!membranes)! and! contentsWmixing! (entry! of! NC! fused! to! greenWfluorescent! protein! (GFP)! into! the!cytoplasm)!and!found!that!although!lipidWmixing!could!occur!at!the!cell!surface,!contentsWmixing! was! delayed! and! occurred! from! inside! endosomes! in! a!dynaminWdependent! manner.! Intriguingly,! contentsWmixing! could! occur! very!close!to!the!nucleus,!suggesting!that!the!viral!core!would!only!have!to!traverse!a!
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short!distance!of!cytoplasm.!Importantly,!this!study!was!carried!out!exclusively!in!HeLa!TZMWBl!cells,!and!the!route!of!entry!may!well!be!cellWtype!dependent.!!!As!well!as!spread!via!cellWfree!virus!HIVW1!can!spread!directly!cellWtoWcell.!This!occurs! when! an! infected! cell! comes! into! contact! with! an! uninfected! cell! and!forms!a!virological!synapse!(VS).!The!CD4Wgp120!interaction!is!essential!for!the!formation! of! a! VS,! but! it! is! thought! to! be! stabilised! by! integrinWICAMW1!interactions.! There! is! evidence! that! the! infected! cell! polarises! such! that! its!secretory!machinery!is!oriented!such!that!virions!assemble!at!the!VS!(60).!CellWtoWcell!spread!is!estimated!to!be!between!10!and!100!times!more!efficient!than!cellWfree! spread! in# vitro.! This! is! likely! due! several! factors! including! a! higher!multiplicity!of! infection.!CellWtoWcell! spread! is! also! thought! to!be!an! important!method!of!evading!antibody!recognition!in#vivo!(61).!!!Two!HIVW1!entry!inhibitors!have!been!licensed!thus!far.!Enfuvirtide!is!a!36Wmer!peptide! that!mimics! part! of! the! gp41! CHR! and! so! binds! the!NHR,! preventing!formation!of!the!6HB!(62).!Unfortunately,!this!drug!has!low!oral!bioavailability!and!so!must!be!injected!(41).!Maraviroc!inhibits!the!use!of!CCR5!by!binding!to!this!host!protein!and!allosterically! altering! its! gp120!binding! site! (63).! It!was!predicted! that! resistance! to! CCR5! inhibitors! would! arise! quickly! because! it!would!simply!select!for!outgrowth!of!X4!variants.!However,!this!only!occurs!in!a!minority! of! patients,! which! argues! for! the! notion! that! X4! viruses! have! some!replicative!disadvantage!in#vivo!(64).!!!
1.2.5 Trafficking*of*HIV&1*in*early*infection*Once! the! viral! core! enters! the! host! cell! cytoplasm! it! must! traffic! toward! the!nucleus! and! it! is! therefore! unsurprising! that! a! large! number! of! cytoskeletal!components!have!been!implicated!in!HIVW1!infection.!McDonald!et!al.!(65)!used!live!cell! imaging!to!show!that!cytoplasmic!virions! labeled!with!GFPWVpr!travel!along!microtubules!and!that!inhibitors!of!the!retrograde!microtubule!transport!motor! dynein! causes! accumulation! of! HIVW1! virions! at! the! cell! periphery.! In!addition,! Arhel,! et! al.! (66)! used! live! imaging! to! show! that! INWlabeled! virions!
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move!toward!the!nucleus! in!a!manner!that! is!kinetically!characteristic!of!both!microtubules!and!actin!but! that! their!movement!slows!down!as! they!near! the!NPC,! indicative! of! movement! via! perinuclear! actin! filaments! called!microfilaments.! There! has! been! difficulty! in! examining! many! purported!relationships! between! HIVW1! and! the! cytoskeleton! due! to! the! toxicity! of!inhibiting/depleting! cytoskeletal/motor! proteins,! the! apparent! redundancy! in!the! system,!and! the! fact! that! the! composition!of! the!virus!whilst! trafficking! is!debatable!and!may!change!over! time!(particularly!with!respect! to! the!state!of!the!CA!core!as!detailed!in!section!1.2.7)!(67).!!!
1.2.6 Reverse*transcription*Reverse! transcription! is! the!process!by!which!DNA! is!generated! from!an!RNA!template.! The! RT! enzyme! encoded! by! HIVW1! not! only! uses! the! +ssRNA! viral!genome!as!a!template!to!produce!a!complementary!WssDNA,!but!also!degrades!the! +ssRNA! template! and! subsequently! synthesises! the! +ssDNA! creating! a!dsDNA! product.! This! requires! RT! to! have! RNA! and! DNAWdependent! DNA!polymerase!activity!as!well!as!RNase!H!activity.!!!
Pol!encodes!a!polypeptide!that!is!cleaved!from!its!precursor!into!the!functional!peptides! p9,! p66,! and! p31! during! virion! maturation! (detailed! in! section!1.2.11.3).! p66! comprises! both! an! RNA/DNAWdependent! DNA! polymerase!domain! and! an! RNase! H! domain.! p66! initially! forms! homodimers! but! one!monomer! is! subsequently! cleaved! into! p51,! thus! losing! its! RNase! H! domain.!This!leads!to!the!formation!of!functional!p66/p51!heterodimers,!often!referred!to!simply!as!RT!(68).!As!shown!in!figure!6,!p66!forms!the!active!sites!of!both!the!polymerase!and!the!RNase,!whilst!p51!performs!a!structural!role.!The!structure!of! the!polymerase!domain!of! p66! is! often!described! as! a! right! hand,!with! the!‘thumb’,! ‘fingers’,!and! ‘palm’!designated!as! labeled! in! figure!6.!Unliganded,! the!thumb!nearly!meets!the!fingers,!but!the!thumb!moves!back!to!reveal!the!nucleic!acid!binding!cleft!and!the!fingers!move!forward!to!form!a!dNTP!binding!pocket!(40).!!!
Figure'6.'The'structure'of'HIV61'reverse'transcriptase'Crystal$ structure$ of$ HIV61$ reverse$ transcriptase$ (p55/p66)$ in$ complex$with$DNA$(PDB$1RTD$from$Huang$et$al.$1998).$The$inactive$scaffolding$p51$subunit$is$in$grey,$whilst$the$enzymatically$p66$subunit$ is$coloured$according$to$the$labels.$The$DNA$template$strand$and$primer$strand$are$highlighted$in$purples.$A$dTTP$molecules$in$the$polymerase$active$site$is$in$red.$The$two$Mg2+$ions$in$the$polymerase$active$site$are$ shown$ as$ grey$ spheres.$ Three$ domains$ of$ p66$ are$ labeled$ by$ analogy$ to$ the$human$hand$(Kingers,$palm,$ thumb).$ Image$ taken$ from$Engelman$and$Cherepanov$2012.$$
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The!trigger!of!initiation!of!reverse!transcription!is!unknown,!but!the!viral!core!lattice!has!8W10nm!gaps!between!hexamers!that!are!large!enough!to!allow!entry!of! dNTPs! (and! the! RT! inhibitors! described! below)! (69,! 70).! It! is! therefore!possible! that! exposure! to! dNTPs! inside! the! target! cell! is! sufficient! to! trigger!reverse! transcription! (71).!All! retroviruses!use! tRNAs!as!primers! for! their!RT!enzymes.! HIVW1! uses! tRNALys3,! which! is! packaged! into! HIVW1! virions! via!interaction!with!Gag!and!Pol,! respectively!(72).!The!3’!sequence!of! tRNALys3! is!complementary! to!an!18nt! long!sequence!within! the!HIVW1!genome!called! the!PBS!(primer!binding!site),!which!lies!immediately!3’!to!the!5’!LTR!(40)!(figure!7,!steps!1! and!2).! Priming! from! this! tRNALys3,!RT! synthesises!minus! strand!DNA!from!the!plus!strand!RNA!template!(figure!7,!step!3).!The!distance!between!the!polymerase! and! the! RNase! H! domain! of! RT! can! accommodate! 17! to! 18!nucleotides! and! thus! RNase! H!mediated! degradation! begins! 17W18nts! behind!DNA!synthesis!(73).!R!is!a!direct!repeat!that!is!present!at!both!the!5’!and!3’!ends!of!the!genome.!Having!reverse!transcribed!and!then!degraded!the!template’s!5’!R,! the!minus! strand! DNA! is! free! to! transfer! (or! ‘jump’)! and! to! anneal! to! the!template’s!3’!R!(figure!7,!step!4).!RT!can!now!continue!to!synthesise!the!minus!strand!DNA!along!the!length!of!the!genome!and!to!degrade!the!RNA!template!as!it!goes.!HIVW1!has!two!poly!purine!tracts!(PPTs),!which!are!resistant!to!RNase!H!mediated! degradation! (figure! 7,! step! 5).! The! PPT! lies! at! the! 3’! end! of! the!genome!whilst!the!cPPT!(central!PPT)!lies!within!pol.!These!PPTs!can!now!acts!as!the!primer!for!synthesis!of!the!plus!strand!DNA!(figure!7,!step!6).!The!cPPT!is!not! essential! for!HIVW1! replication,!but! is! thought! to!enhance! the!efficiency!of!plus!strand!DNA!synthesis.!As!the!tRNALys3!is!still!attached!to!the!5’!end!of!the!minus!strand!DNA!RT!also!reverse!transcribes!the!first!18!nucleotides!of!tRNA!into!plus!strand!DNA!until! it!reaches!a!modified!nucleotide!that!it!cannot!read!and!RNase!H!activity!subsequently!removes!the!tRNA!(figure!7,!step!7).!These!overhanging!18!nucleotides!of!tRNA!are!complementary!to!the!PBS,!and!so!the!plus!strand!DNA!transfers/jumps!to!anneal!to!the!PBS!of!the!minus!strand!DNA!(figure!7,!step!8).!DNA!synthesis!now!proceeds! in!both!directions!to!complete!the! plus! and! minus! strands! and! RNase! H! removes! the! PPT! RNA! primers,!creating!dsDNA!(40)!(figure!7,!step!9).! It! is! important!to!note!that!this!dsDNA!product!is!longer!than!the!+ssRNA!template;!both!the!5’!and!3’!end!now!have!! !
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the!same!LTR!consisting!of!U3,!R,!and!U5.!This!is!required!for!integration!of!this!DNA! into! the! host! genome! (detailed! in! section!1.2.9.1).!HIVW1! evolves! rapidly!and,! until! recently,! this! was! largely! attributed! to! the! fact! that! RT! has! no!proofreading! function! and! thus! has! very! low! template! fidelity.! However,! the!human! RNA! polymerase! II! also! has! no! proofreading! ability,! meaning! that!mutations! can! be! introduced! during! both! reverse! transcription! of! incoming!genomes! and! during! synthesis! of! new! genomes.! Although! it! is! impossible! to!measure!the!error!rate!of! these!two!enzymes! individually! in! the!context!of!an!HIVW1! infection,! the!overall!mutation! rate!per!HIVW1! replication! cycle! is! 2x10W5/nucleotide!and!thus!the!error!rate!of!RT!can!be!no!higher!than!this.!Reverse!transcription! further! contributes! to! viral! diversity! by! allowing! recombination!between! the! two! viral! genomes! to! occur.! Each! HIVW1! virion! contains! two!+ssRNA!genomes!and!RT!readily!moves!between!them,!particularly!during!long!pauses,!the!minus!and!plus!strand!transfers,!or!when!it!encounters!nicks!in!the!genomic!RNA!(40).!!!When!reverse!transcribing,!the!viral!complex!is!often!referred!to!as!the!reverse!transcription!complex!(RTC)!but!there!is!much!debate!about!the!composition!of!this! complex! and! the! roles! of! its! constituent! proteins.! NC! is! a! nucleic! acid!chaperone! that! coats! HIVW1! genomic! RNA.! It! has! been! implicated! in! genome!dimerisation! and! packaging,! tRNALys3! unfolding,! annealing! of! tRNALys3! to! the!genome,!facilitating!strand!transfers,!and!destabilising!secondary!structures!in!RNA!such!that!RT!can!progress!(74).!IN!is!also!present!in!the!RTC!and,!curiously,!many! IN!mutations! can! inhibit! reverse! transcription.!However,! the! enzymatic!activity!of!IN!is!not!required!for!reverse!transcription!to!proceed!and!thus!it!is!thought! that! IN! plays! a! structural! role! in! the! RTC! (75).! There! is! particular!disagreement! as! to! whether! CA! is! present! in! the! RTC.! Some! studies! have!suggested!that!the!majority!of!CA!is!lost!very!early!after!infection,!others!that!it!is! lost!sequentially!during!reverse!transcription,!and!others!that! it!remains!an!intact! core! until! immediately! prior! to! nuclear! entry! (details! of! uncoating! are!discussed! in! section! 1.2.7).! Other! proteins! such! as! Vpr,! Vif,! and! Tat! are!purportedly!part!of!the!RTC!but!their!roles!have!not!yet!been!elucidated.!!!
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Two! classes! of! ARVs! inhibit! reverse! transcription;! nucleoside! and! nonWnucleoside!reverse! transcriptase! inhibitors!(NRTIs!and!NNRTIs).!NRTIs!mimic!dNTPs!and!are!incorporated!into!viral!DNA!by!RT,!but!they!lack!the!3’!OH!group!required!for!incorporation!of!the!next!dNTP!and!are!thus!chain!terminators!(76,!77).! In! contrast,! NNRTIs! are! allosteric! inhibitors! that! cause! significant!conformational! changes! to! both! the! polymerase! active! site! and! the! primer!binding!site!of!RT!(76).!The!NRTI!azidothymidine!(AZT)!was!the! first! licensed!ARV! and!RT! inhibitors! remain! the!most!widely! used!ARVs,!with!11! of! the!29!licensed!ARVs!being!NRTIs!and!5!being!NNRTIS.!!!






(A)'Model$ of$ the$ mature$ conical$ HIV61$ core.$ CTDs$ in$ purple,$ hexamer$ NTDs$ in$orange,$ pentamer$ NTDs$ in$ yellow.$ (B)$ Crystal$ structures$ of$ CA$ hexamer$ and$pentamer$ (PDB$ 3H47$ and$ 3P05,$ respectively,$ both$ from$ Pornillos$ et$ al.$ 2011).$Images$ in$ (A)$ and$ (B)$ all$ taken$ from$ Pornillos$ et$ al.$ 2011$ (C)'Cryo6scanning$ EM$image$ of$ MT4$ cells$ infected$ with$ HIV61.$ Arrow$ highlights$ a$ conical$ core$ docking$proximal$to$an$NPC.$N$=$nucleus.$ne$=$nuclear$envelope.$npc$=$nuclear$pore$complex$
(D)'EM$ images$of$P4$cells$ infected$with$HIV61.$Left$panel$ shows$EM$ image$alone,$whilst$right$panel$has$immunogold$p24$labeling$superimposed,$revealing$$an$HIV61$core$ docking$ at$ an$ NPC.$ (C6D)$ Scale$ bars$ 100nm.$ Images$ taken$ from$ Arhel$ et$ al.$2007.$
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refer!to!complexes!that!are!competent!for!reverse!transcription!and!integration,!respectively.!HIVW1!can!efficiently!infect!nonWdividing!cells!and!is!as!dependent!upon!nuclear!pore!proteins!in!dividing!cells!as!in!nonWdividing!cells,!suggesting!the!virus!enters!the!nucleus!via!the!NPC!regardless!of!cell!cycle!stage!(79).!It!is!agreed!that!the!50W60nm!by!100W120nm!core! is! too! large!to!enter!the!nucleus!via! the! 30W40nm! wide! nuclear! pore! complex! (NPC)! and! so! cores! must!disassemble! in! the! cytoplasm! prior! to! nuclear! entry! via! a! processing! termed!‘uncoating’!(71).!However,!the!location,!kinetics,!mechanism,!and!consequences!of!uncoating!are!highly!controversial.!!
1.2.7.1 The!mechanism,!timing,!and!location!of!uncoating!Until! recently,! it! was! hypothesised! that! the! viral! core! spontaneously! uncoats!soon! after! entry! into! the! cytoplasm.! Early! work! used! transmission! electron!microscopy!(TEM)!to!visualise!virions!during! the!early!stages!of! infection!and!showed! that! the! dense! conical! core! was! undetectable! soon! after! entry! (80).!However,!this!was!likely!because!cores!are!difficult!to!differentiate!from!other!cellular! structures! unless! they! are! cut! along! the! correct! axis! to! view! their!conical! shape! (71).! Fractionation! of! infected! cell! lysates! by! sucrose! gradient!centrifugation! was! also! used! to! suggest! that! CA! dissociates! from! the! viral!genome!within!1hr!of!infection!(81,!82).!However,!this!method!has!been!heavily!criticised!for!using!strong!detergents!that!disrupt!important!interactions.!!The!hypothesis!that!cores!completely!uncoat!soon!after!entry!has!recently!been!challenged!by!reports!that!CA!directly! interacts!with!several!nucleoporins!and!that! these! interactions! are! required! for! HIVW1! nuclear! entry! (discussed! in!section!1.5.1)! (79,!83,!84).!These!observations! revealed! that! at! least! some!CA!must!remain!associated!with!the!virus!until!it!reaches!the!NPC.!One!alternative!hypothesis! is! that! uncoating! occurs! gradually.! This! hypothesis! is! primarily!supported! by! in# vitro! uncoating! assays! that! suggest! uncoating! is! biphasic.!Virions!are! stripped!of! their!membrane!and!MA! layer!with! strong!detergents.!The!resulting!naked!cores!are!then!ultracentrifuged!through!sucrose!such!that!the!dense!intact!cores!are!pelleted!but!the!less!dense!monomeric!CA!is!not!(85).!
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The! proportion! of! intact! CA! is! then! assessed! by!western! blot.! This! assay! has!been!used!to!show!that!when!cores!are!incubated!at!37°C,!they!spontaneously!uncoat! in! a! biphasic! manner;! disassembly! is! rapid! for! 30! minutes! before!slowing!down!significantly,!and!is!90%!complete!after!3hrs!(86).!However,!this!technique!yields!highly!variable!results,!uses!harsh!detergents!that!are!known!to! induce! uncoating,! and! does! not! allow! uncoating! to! occur! in! a! cellular!environment.!This!latter!argument!is!becoming!increasingly!important!as!more!CAWbinding!host!proteins!are!implicated!in!core!uncoating!(87W90).!In!order!to!overcome!this!problem,!recent!studies!have!used!immunofluorescence!(IF)!and!electron! microscopy! (EM)! to! visualise! cytoplasmic! viral! complexes.! Xu! et# al.!showed! that! the!RNA!within!RTCs!was!accessible! to!5Wethynyl!uridine! (EU),! a!small! molecule! RNA! dye,! but! not! to! RNase! A! (91).! Whilst! the! authors!interpreted!this!to!mean!that!cores!must!partially!open!or!uncoat!to!allow!EU!to!reach!the!RNA,!recent!atomicWlevel!structures!of!the!HIVW1!core!have!shown!that!it! is! porous! enough! to! allow! entry! of! very! small! molecules! such! as! EU! and!dNTPs!without!uncoating!(78).!!!It!has!recently!been!discovered!that!cofactors!interacting!with!CA!are!required!to! prevent! HIVW1! DNA! from! being! detected! by! cytoplasmic! innate! immune!sensors!(92,!93)!(discussed!further!in!section!3.3.7).!The!simplest!mechanism!as!to! how!CA! could! be! involved! in! hiding! viral!DNA! from! is! by! remaining! intact!throughout! the! cytoplasm! and! uncoating! at! the! NPC.! This! is! a! particularly!compelling!hypothesis!because!several!other!viruses,!including!Herpes!Simplex!Virus! I! (94W96),! some! Adenoviruses! (97,! 98),! and! Granuloviruses! (99),! are!known!to!dock!at!the!NPC!before!delivering!their!genome!into!the!nucleus.!This!hypothesis! is! supported! by! the! visualisation! of! intact! cores! in! the! nuclear!periphery.! For! example,! McDonald! et# al.# quantified! the! CA! signal! associated!with!RTCs!(detected!by!incorporation!of!fluorescent!dNTPS)!and!found!it!to!be!strong! as! that! of! extracellular! virions! (65),! suggesting! that! cores! are! intact.!Furthermore,! these! intact! cores! could! be! detected! in! perinuclear! regions! as!early! as! 30mins! postWinfection! (65).! In! agreement! with! these! observations,!Arhel,!et!al.! (100)!used!cryoWscanning!EM,! immunogold!p24!labeling,!and!DNA!fluorescent! in# situ# hybridisation! (FISH)! to! show! that! intact! cores! containing!
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DNA! can! ‘dock’! at! NPCs! (figures! 8C! and! D).! They! also! showed! that! the!disappearance! of! perinuclear! p24! correlates! with! the! appearance! of! nuclear!DNA!(100),!which!implies!that!these!cores!disassemble!at!the!same!time!as!their!contents!enters!the!nucleus.!The!development!of!extremely!small!tetracysteine!tags!(6!amino!acids,!0.7kDa),!which!fluoresce!when!in!complex!with!fluorescin!arsenical! helix! binder! (FlAsH),! and! superWresolution! EM! has! allowed!comparison! of! the! shapes! of! INWcontaining! complexes! both! in! extracellular!virions! and! inside! cells.! As! in! extracellular! virions,! many! cytoplasmic! INWcontaining! complexes! appeared! as! 100nm! long! conical! structures! and,!importantly,! were! often! seen! in! perinculear! regions! (101).! Taken! together,!these! findings! have! shown! that! intact! conical! HIVW1! cores! containing! DNA!reverse!transcripts!can!be!found!docked!at!NPCs.!!!Importantly,!not!all!cytoplasmic!viral!complexes!are!intact!and!localised!to!the!nuclear! periphery.! In! fact,! visualisation! of! individual! cytoplasmic! viral!complexes! has! revealed! that! they! differ! hugely! in! both! composition! and!location.! For! example,!McDonald! et#al.! show! that! only!~67%!of!RTCs! contain!detectable!amounts!of!CA!(65).!Importantly,!it!has!been!calculated!that!only!1!in!8!virions! that!reverse! transcribes!will!successfully! integrate!(102)!and,!as!yet,!there!is!no!assay!that!can!differentiate!between!viral!complexes!that!would!go!on! to! be! infectious! and! those! that!would!not.! It! is! therefore! possible! that! the!only! infectious! virions! are! those! that! remain! intact! until! they! reach! the!NPC.!Although!we!cannot!be!sure!as!to!which!RTC!composition!represents!infectious!virions,!the!fact!that!intact!cores!have!been!visualised!at!the!NPC!is!an!excellent!proof!of!principle.!!!
1.2.7.2 The!relationship!between!reverse!transcription!and!uncoating!A! complex! relationship! exists! between! reverse! transcription! and! uncoating.!There! is! a! wealth! of! evidence! suggesting! that! these! two! processes! are!interdependent!and!the!consensus!appears!to!be!that!the!viral!core!must!be!in!tact!for!reverse!transcription!to!begin!but!that!the!growing!reverse!transcripts!then!drive!uncoating.!In#vitro!reverse!transcription!reactions!have!revealed!that!
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RT!often!pauses!for!long!periods!of!time!(particularly!during!minus!strand!DNA!synthesis)!and!has!low!processivity,!frequently!falling!off!its!template!(103).!It!is! therefore! hypothesised! that! a! locally! high! concentration! of! RT! around! the!RNA! template! must! be! maintained! during! reverse! transcription! to! ensure!completion.!The!most!simple!mechanism!by!which!this!could!occur! is! that! the!majority!of!reverse!transcription!occurs!within!an!intact!core!(71).!!!Evidence!that!reverse!transcription!drives!uncoating!is!provided!by!the!finding!that! inhibition!of! reverse! transcription!delays!uncoating.! Several! studies! have!shown! that! inhibition! of! reverse! transcription! using! nevirapine! (NVP,! an!NNRTI)! stabilises! cores! and! slows/delays! uncoating.! This! effect! of! NVP! upon!uncoating! has! been!measured! using! three! different! assays.! Firstly,! the! fate! of!capsid! (FoC)! assay! is! a! biochemical! assay! that! involves! ultracentrifugation! of!virusWinfected! cell! extracts! through! a! sucrose! gradient! such! that! dense! intact!cores!are!pelleted!but!monomeric!CA!is!not!(104).!This!assay!has!been!used!to!show! that! infection! in! the!presence!of!NVP! increases! the!amount!of! intact!CA!(105).! Secondly,! the! effect! of! NVP! upon! uncoating! has! also! been! measured!indirectly,!as!follows.!TRIMCyp!is!an!HIVW1!restriction!factor!(detailed!in!section!1.3.1)!that!only!inhibits!intact!viral!cores.!It!interacts!with!CA!via!its!cyclophilin!(Cyp)! domain! and! so! cyclosporine! A! (CsA),! which! also! interacts! with! Cyp!domains,!can!be!used!to!prevent!TRIMCyp!from!interacting!with!and!restricting!HIVW1.! In!order! to!measure! the! timing!of!uncoating,!TRIMCypWexpressing!cells!are!infected!with!HIVW1!in!the!presence!of!CsA!(so!restriction!is!prevented)!and!infection! is! allowed! to! proceed.! ! CsA! is! then! removed/washed! out! at! various!time!points,!allowing!TRIMCyp!to!restrict!the!virus.!When!CsA!is!removed!and!TRIMCyp! is! still! unable! to! restrict! the! virus,! this! indicates! that! the! core! has!uncoated! (106).! This! assay! has! been! used! to! show! that!NVP! slows! uncoating!(107).!Thirdly,!immunofluorescence!has!been!used!to!show!that!NVP!increases!the! proportion! of! cytoplasmic! virions! associated!with! CA! (RTCs/PICs,! labeled!with! GFPWVpr)! (100,! 107).! Together,! these! studies! suggest! that! inhibition! of!reverse!transcription!prevents!uncoating!and!therefore!support!the!hypothesis!that!reverse!transcription!drives!uncoating.!!!
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In!light!of!these!observations,!it!has!been!hypothesised!that!unstable!cores!may!not!be!able!to!initiate!reverse!transcription!and!that!hyperstable!cores!may!be!unable! to! complete! reverse! transcription.! Forshey! et# al.! used! the! in# vitro!uncoating! assay! described! in! section! 1.2.7.1! to! show! that! E45A(CA)! uncoats!more!slowly!than!wildWtype!(WT)!HIVW1!whilst!P38A!uncoats!more!quickly!than!WT!HIVW1!(86).!They!interpreted!this!to!mean!that!E45A!cores!are!intrinsically!hyperstable! and! that! P38A! cores! are! intrinsically! unstable.! They! showed! that!both! of! these!mutations! are! defective! for! reverse! transcription! and! proposed!that! this! was! due! to! their! stability! defects.! However,! Yang! et# al.! recently!identified! compensatory! mutations! for! both! E45A! and! P38A! that! rescued!infectivity! without! altering! stability! (108).! Furthermore,! disruption! of!microtubules! with! nocodazole! or! with! siRNA! targeting! the!motors! dynein! or!kinesin! has! been! shown! to! delay! uncoating! without! affecting! reverse!transcription!(109).!These!data!show!that!changes!to!core!stability!and/or!the!rate!of!uncoating!do!not!necessarily!inhibit!reverse!transcription.!!!Despite! this,! we! cannot! rule! out! the! possibility! that! changes! in! stability!may!influence! reverse! transcription! in! some! circumstances.! Host! proteins! such! as!cyclophilin!A! (CypA)! (89,! 110)! and! small!molecules! such! as! PF74! (111)! have!been! shown! to! affect! reverse! transcription! by! interacting! directly! with! CA!(detailed! in!section!1.5.2.2!and!5.1,! respectively)!and!biochemical!assays!have!been! used! to! suggest! that! do! so! by! altering! core! stability.! However,! these!studies! have! produced! inconsistent! results! (87,! 90,! 112,! 113).! An! alternative!hypothesis! is! that! these!molecules! affect! reverse! transcription!by! altering! the!porosity!of!the!HIVW1!core!and!the!accessibility!of!dNTPs!to!the!viral!genome.!!
1.2.7.3 Host!proteins!influence!uncoating!As!well!as!CypA,!other!host!proteins!have!been!implicated!in!core!stability!and!uncoating.!Factors!proposed!to!destabilise!cores!include!transportin!3!(TNPO3)!(87)!and!tripartite!motif!protein!5!(TRIM5)!(114,!115),!whilst!factors!proposed!to! stabilise! cores! include! nucleoporin! 153! (Nup153)! (116)! and! Myxovirus!resistance! protein! B! (MxB)! (117).! The! evidence! supporting! a! role! for! these!
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proteins!in!uncoating!is!discussed!in!the!relevant!sections.!The!influence!of!host!proteins! upon! uncoating! may! explain! why! the! rate! of! uncoating! is! cellWtype!dependent!(118).!!!
1.2.8 HIV&1*nuclear*entry*
1.2.8.1 The!nuclear!pore!complex!As! discussed! previously,! Lentiviruses! are! characterised! by! their! ability! to!efficiently!infect!nonWdividing!cells.!In!order!to!do!this!it!must!traverse!the!NPC,!a!112MDa!complex!of!at!least!500!molecules!of!30!different!proteins!that!forms!a! 39nm! diameter! channel! through! which! all! nucleocytoplasmic! trafficking!occurs! (119).! The! proteins! comprising! the! NPC! are! named! nucleoporins! or!Nups! followed! by! a! number! denoting! their!molecular!mass.!Nucleoporins! are!classified!into!six!categories!according!to!their!position!and!role!within!the!NPC,!as!denoted!in!figure!9A.!Molecules!of!up!to!40kDa!can!diffuse!through!channels!in!the!NPC,!whereas!larger!molecules!require!active!translocation!(119).!Many!nucleoporins,! particularly! those! lining! the! channel,! contain! extensive!phenylalanine/glycine!(FG)!repeats,!as!shown!in!figure!9B!(120).!These!flexible!and!dynamic!repeat!regions!are!thought!to!form!a!dense!matrix!or!gel!that!acts!as! the! pore’s! permeability! barrier! (121).! All! transportins/karyopherins!identified! thus! far! are! at! least! mildly! hydrophobic,! which! is! thought! to! be!essential! for! navigating! through! this! selective! channel! (122).! Karyopherins!interact! with! their! cargo! via! nuclear! localisation/export! signals! (NLS/NESs),!and!their!directionality!is!controlled!by!a!gradient!of!RanGTP!across!the!nuclear!envelope.! ! Interestingly,! the! NPC! has! been! implicated! in! a! range! of! activities!aside! from! nucleocytoplasmic! transport! such! as! cell! division,! chromatin!organisation,!DNA!repair,!and!gene!expression!(119).!!
1.2.8.2 Viral!and!host!determinants!of!nuclear!entry!As!discussed!earlier,!HIVW1!must!uncoat!prior! to!nuclear!entry!due! to! the!size!constraints! of! the! NPC.! It! is! assumed! that! at! least! one! component! of! the!uncoated!HIVW1!PIC!must!contain!an!NLS!and!many!viral!proteins!have!been!!
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reported!to!contain!them.!Classical!NLSs!that!can!mediate!nuclear!entry!when!transferred!to!other!proteins!have!been!reported!in!MA,!IN,!and!Vpr,!and!also!in!the! cPPT.! Whilst! all! of! these! factors! have! implicated! in! HIVW1! nuclear! entry,!subsequent! studies! have! largely! refuted! these! observations! by! identifying!mutations! in! these! regions! that! do! not! affect! HIVW1! nuclear! entry! (9,! 122).!Yamashita!and!Emerman!(123)!showed! that! redundancy!cannot!explain! these!observations!by!making!a!chimeric!HIVW1!containing!MLV!IN!and!mutating!the!proposed! nuclear! localisation! determinants! in! MA,! Vpr,! and! the! cPPT,! and!showing!that!it!is!still!able!to!infect!nonWdividing!cells!efficiently.!However,!this!does!not!rule!out!the!possibility!of!more!redundant!NLSs!that!have!not!yet!been!discovered.!!!More!recently,!CA!has!been!identified!as!a!major!genetic!determinant!of!nuclear!entry.! Although! CA! does! not! enter! the! nucleus! itself,! there! is! increasing!evidence!that! it!orchestrates!many!events!prior!to!nuclear!entry.! It!was! found!that! chimeric!HIVW1!with!MLV! CA! is! unable! to! infect! nonWdividing! cells! (124)!and,! similarly,! that! mutations! in! CA! (such! as! A92E! and! G94D,! which! are!discussed! further! in! section! 1.5.2.3)! can! cause! HIVW1! to! become! cellWcycle!dependent!(125).!As!discussed!in!section!1.2.7,!the!virus!must!shed!its!CA!core!in!order!to!enter!the!nucleus!and!aberrant!uncoating!can!inhibit!nuclear!entry.!CA! has! been! found! to! interact! with,! and/or! be! the! genetic! determinant! of,!several!nuclear!entry!cofactors.!In!doing!so,!CA!may!determine!the!route!taken!by!the!virus!through!the!NPC!and!into!the!nucleus.!CAWdependent!host!cofactors!include!CypA,!TNPO3,!nucleoporin!358!(Nup358),!Nup153,!and,!most!recently,!cleavage! and! polyadenylation! specificity! factor! 6! (CPSF6).! The! interaction! of!these!cofactors!with!the!virus!and!their!effects!upon!nuclear!entry!are!discussed!in!detail!in!their!respective!sections.!!!! !
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1.2.9 Integration**
1.2.9.1 The!mechanism!of!HIVD1!integration!Once! inside! the! nucleus,! HIVW1! DNA! can! integrate! into! the! host! genome.! The!mechanism!of! integration!was!elucidated!by!analysing! the! intermediates!of! in#





















one!end!of! the!viral!DNA.!A! single! active! site! catalyses!both! the!3’!processing!and! DNAWstrand! transfer! reaction! for! the! end! of! DNA! it! binds.! The! distance!between! these! two! active! sites! dictates! the! 5nt! distance! between! the! two!phosphodiester! bonds! attacked! during! integration.! Raltegravir! is! the! only! IN!inhibitor!(INI)!or!integration!strand!transfer!inhibitor!(InSTI)!currently!licensed!for!HIVW1! treatment! (133).! It!binds! to! the! intasome,! interacting!with! the!DNA!and!with!the!Mg2+!ions!within!the!IN!active!site!(77).!!!Viral!DNA! that!enters! the!nucleus!but!does!not! successfully! integrate! into! the!host! genome! is! circularised,! forming! one! of! several! potential! deadWend! viral!products!depicted!in!figure!10C!(134).!The!nonWhomologous!end!joining!(NHEJ)!DNA!repair!pathway!can!ligate!viral!LTRs!to!each!other,!forming!2WLTR!circles!(135).!This! is!known!to!only!occur!within!the!nucleus!and!so!measurement!of!the!2WLTR!circles! is!often!used!as!a!measure!of!nuclear!entry.!Alternatively,!1WLTR!circles!can!form!as!a!result!of!homologous!recombination!between!the!two!LTRs! or! of! stalled! reverse! transcription! products! that! are! incapable! of!integration!(40).!Thirdly,!the!3’!ends!of!viral!DNA!can!attack!their!own!genome,!which!leads!to!a!variety!of!circular!DNA!products!known!as!autointegrants!(42).!Although! these! circular! forms! of! DNA! cannot! integrate,! they! can! persist! for!several! weeks! in! cells! in! culture.! Circles! can! even! be! transcribed! but,! for!unknown! reasons,! they! appear! to! produce! very! low! levels! of! Rev,! the! viral!exporter! of! unspliced! mRNA.! This! means! that! even! if! other! genes! are!transcribed!they!are!rarely!exported!from!the!nucleus!and!translated!(136)!(for!details!of!Rev!function,!see!section!1.2.10.3).!!!
1.2.9.2 The!characteristics!of!HIVD1!integration!sites!HIVW1!does!not!integrate!into!the!human!genome!at!random!nor!can!its!pattern!of! integration!be! explained!by! its!weak!preference! for!palindromic! sequences!(137,!138).! Instead,! there!appear! to!be!many!different!viral!and!host!proteins!and!genomic! features! that!can! influence! integration!site!selection,!which!have!been! extensively! studied.! After! the! sequence! of! the! human! genome! was!completed!in!2001!(139),!it!became!possible!to!map!integration!sites!onto!this!
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genome!and!to!measure!the!genomic!features!surrounding!them.!Schroder,!et!al.!(140)! reported! that! (in! SupT1! cells)! HIVW1! preferentially! integrates! inside!genes,! in! geneWrich! regions,! and! into! transcriptionally! active! regions! of! the!genome.! Many! subsequent! studies! have! also! measured! gene! density!surrounding! HIVW1! proviruses! and! all! cell! lines! and! primary! cells! (including!macrophages! and! activated! and! resting! T! cells)! tested! have! shown! a! strong!preference!for!integration!into!geneWrich!regions!(141,!142).!Notably,!the!gene!density!was!similar!whether!the!viruses!entered!cells!via!the!HIVW1!R5!Env!or!was!pseudotyped!with!the!Vesicular!Stomatitis!Virus!(VSV)!‘G’!envelope!protein!(VSVWG),! suggesting! that! the! route! of! entry! does! not! alter! integration! site!selection!(142).!!!Wang! et! al.! (138)! completed! the! largest! HIVW1! integration! study! thus! far! by!examining! over! 40,000! integration! sites! of! two! different! HIVW1! strains! and!confirmed!the!preference!of!the!virus!for!integration!inside!genes!and!in!geneWrich!regions.!They!also!identified!and/or!confirmed!that!several!other!genomic!factors!are!associated!with!HIVW1!integration;!HIVW1!integrates!into!regions!with!a! high! density! of! genomic! features! such! as! DNase! I! hypersensitivity! sites!(DHSs),! CpG! islands,! and! Alu! elements! (140,! 143),! but! with! a! low! density! of!features! such! as! LINEs! (138).! However,! each! of! these! genomic! features!correlates!with!gene!density.!For!example,!hypersensitivity!to!DNase!I!indicates!that! DNA! is! uncondensed! and! accessible! to! DNA! binding! proteins! such! as!transcription!factors!and!thus!DHSs!are!markers!of!transcriptionally!active!DNA!(144).!CpG!islands!are!also!associated!with!transcription!factor!binding!and!are!found!at!70%!of!known!promoters!in!the!human!genome!(145).!Methylation!of!cytosines!within!CpG!islands!leads!to!silencing!of!the!associated!promoter!and!so!it!follows!that!HIVW1!integration!negatively!correlates!with!CpG!methylation!(138).!Alu!elements!are!a!type!of!small!interspersed!element!(SINE)!and!are!the!most!abundant!transposable!elements!in!the!human!genome.!They!are!sites!of!transcription!factor!binding!and!so!it!is!unsurprising!that!they!are!particularly!abundant!near!genes!and! in! transcriptionally!active!regions!(146).! In!contrast!to! these! SINEs,! long! interspersed! element! (LINE)! density! is! negatively!correlated!with!both!gene!density!(147)!and!with!HIVW1!integration!frequency!
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(138).!The!fact!that!each!of!these!features!correlates!with!gene!density!and!with!each!other!means!that! it! is!extremely!difficult! to!discern!which!characteristics!actually!influence!the!virus.!!!
1.2.9.3 LEDGF/p75!determines!HIVD1!integration!inside!transcription!units!Integration!inside!genes!has!been!attributed!to!interaction!of!the!virus!with!the!cofactor! lens! epitheliumWderived! growth! factor! p75! (LEDGF/p75),! a!transcriptional!coWactivator!encoded!by!the!gene!PSIP1!(148).!LEDGF/p75!has!a!chromatinWbinding! domain! in! its! NTD,! followed! by! an! NLS,! two! A/TWhook!motifs,! and! a! CWterminal! direct! IN! binding! domain! (IBD)! (149W151).! A! crystal!structure!of! the!LEDGF/p75!CTD! in!complex!with!a!dimer!of! IN!core!domains!has! now!been! solved! (152).! Knockout! of! LEDGF/p75! (in!murine! cells),! RNAiWmediated! depletion! of! LEDGF/p75! (in! human! cells),! or! expression! of!LEDGF/p75’s! IBD! (which! acts! as! a! dominant! negative)! causes! a! postWnuclear!entry! block! to! HIVW1! infectivity! (153W155).! LEDGF/p75! inhibitors,! named!LEDGINs,! bind! to! IN! and! inhibit! its! interaction! with! LEDGF/p75,! thereby!potently!inhibiting!HIVW1!replication!(156).!!!As!well!as!improving!the!efficiency!of!integration,!LEDGF/p75!also!dictates!the!location!of!HIVW1!integration.!LEDGF/p75!binds!to!DNA!primarily!within!genes!and!depletion!or!knockout!of! this! cofactor!prevents!HIVW1! from!preferentially!integrating! inside! genes! (153,! 155).! LEDGF/p75! is! able! to! interact!with! both!chromatin!and! IN! simultaneously! (153)!and! is! required! to!do! this! in!order! to!enhance! HIVW1! infectivity! and! integration! inside! genes! (154).! These! findings!lead!to!the!hypothesis! that!LEDGF/p75!tethers!IN!to!genomic!DNA,! increasing!the! efficiency! of! the! integration! reaction! and! directing! integration! to!LEDGF/p75!binding!sites.!This!has!been!tested!by!fusing!the!IBD!of!LEDGF/p75!to!other!DNA!binding!proteins! (DBPs)!and!demonstrating! that! the! integration!pattern!of!HIVW1!follows!the!binding!pattern!of!that!DBP!(157).!For!example,!in!one! study,! the! chromatin! binding! domain! of! LEDGF/p75! was! exchanged! for!heterochromatin!protein!1!(HP1).!This!protein!binds!sites!of!H3K9!methylation!and!is!thus!a!marker!of!transcriptional!repression.!When!this!fusion!protein!was!
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overexpressed!HIVW1!preferentially! integrated!outside!genes!and! in!regions!of!low!transcriptional!activity,!confirming!the!tethering!hypothesis!(158).!!!Importantly,! although! INWLEDGF/p75! interaction! dictates! integration! into!genes,! it! is! not! sufficient! to! ensure! integration! inside! geneWrich! areas.! CA!mutations!or!depletion!of! cofactors!whose!use! is!dictated!by!CA!can! lead! to!a!dramatic! reduction! in! gene! density! surrounding! proviruses! without! affecting!the!proportion!of! proviruses!within! genes! (79,! 159).! ! In! agreement!with! this,!statistical! modeling! suggests! that! LEDGF/p75! affects! HIVW1! integration! site!selection!independently!of!all!other!factors!proposed!thus!far!(138).!!!The! role! of! LEDGF/p75! in! HIVW1! integration! may! help! to! explain! the! virus’s!preferences!with!respect!to!G/C!content,!which!varies!depending!on!the!size!of!the! window! surrounding! a! provirus! that! is! examined.! HIVW1! preferentially!integrates!into!regions!that!are!G/CWrich!across!an!area!of!250KbpW5Mbp,!which!is! likely! because! G/CWcontent! positive! correlates!with! gene! density.! However,!the!virus!favours!integration!into!smaller!50bpW100Kbp!A/TWrich!regions!within!this! larger! G/CWrich! region.! Local! A/TWrich! regions! of! DNA!may! be! targets! of!integration! because! they! are! sites! of! binding! for! the! A/TWhook!motifs! within!LEDGF/p75!(138).!!!
1.2.9.4 Genome!structure!can!determine!HIVD1!integration!site!selection!The! structure! of! DNA! within! chromatin! has! been! widely! proposed! to! affect!integration! site! selection.! Very! densely! packaged! DNA! is! thought! to! not! be!accessible! to! the! virus! because! extensive! regions! of! heterochromatin! such! as!centromeres! and! telomeres! are! cold! spots! of! HIVW1! integration! (138,! 160).!However,!within!euchromatin,! integration! is! favoured! in!DNA!associated!with!nucleosomes.! This! is! because! DNA! is! severely! bent! during! the! integration!reaction!and!the!distortion!of!DNA!on!the!surface!of!nucleosomes!enhances!the!efficiency! of! integration,! which! has! been! demonstrated! through! in# vitro!integration!reactions!(161,!162).!The!preference!of!HIVW1!for!A/TWrich!DNA!may!similarly!be!explained!by!its!increased!flexibility!(138).!As!well!as!the!structure!
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of!nucleosomal!DNA,!histone!modifications!have!been!linked!to!integration!site!selection.! Wang,! et! al.! (138)! reported! a! strong! positive! correlation! between!HIVW1!integration!sites!and!markers!of!transcriptionally!active!chromatin!(such!as!H3K4!trimethylation,!H3K9!and!H3K14!acetylation,!and!H4!acetylation)!and!a! negative! correlation! between! HIVW1! integration! sites! and! markers! of!transcriptional!repression!(such!as!H3K27!trimethylation).!These!relationships!between! histone! modifications! and! integration! site! selection! significantly!improved!the!ability!of!the!model!designed!by!Berry,!et!al.!(163)!to!predict!HIVW1!integration!patterns!(138).!!!
1.2.9.5 Other!determinants!of!HIVD1!integration!site!selection!Although! the! major! viral! determinant! of! integration! site! selection! is! IN!(primarily! due! its! interaction! with! LEDGF/p75),! HIVW1/MLV! chimeras! have!been! used! to! demonstrate! that! CA! also! significantly! influences! integration!preferences! (164).! CA! mutations! have! been! shown! to! alter! integration! site!preferences,!particularly!with!respect!to!gene!density!(79).!This!is!likely!due!to!the! fact! that!CA!dictates! interaction!with! early!HIVW1! cofactors,! such!as!CypA,!TNPO3,! and!Nup358,!whose! depletion! also! changes! the! average! gene! density!surrounding!HIVW1! integration!sites! (159)! (the!effects!of! these!cofactors!upon!HIVW1! infection! are!discussed! in! detail! in! their! respective! sections).! The!most!accurate!model! of!HIVW1! integration! site! selection! is! still! unable! to! accurately!predict! integration! patterns;! there! are! still! several! regions! of! unexpectedly!high/low! integration! frequency! (138).! There! must! therefore! be! other! viral!and/or!host!factors!influencing!integration!site!selection!that!have!not!yet!been!identified.!!!
1.2.9.6 The!consequences!of!HIVD1!integration!site!selection!It! is! often! proposed! that! integration! into! transcriptionally! active! regions! is!beneficial! to! the! virus! because! it! enhances! the! transcriptional! output! of! the!virus.! Microarrays! of! HIVW1! infected! and! uninfected! cells! revealed! that! the!median! level! of! transcription! is! 1.6W3! times! higher! for! viral! genes! than! host!genes!(140,!165).!!However,!this!difference!can!be!up!to!75Wfold!in!the!absence!
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of!Tat,!a!viral!protein!that!enhances!transcription!from!HIVW1!LTRs!(for!details!of!Tat!function!see!section!1.2.10.2).!This!dramatic!difference!was!independent!of! histone! modification! but! was! dependent! upon! the! genomic! features!described!previously!(as!discussed,!it!is!not!possible!to!distinguish!between!the!effects!of!each!of!these!genomic!features!because!they!correlate!so!strongly!with!each! other)! (166).! These! findings! suggest! that! the! local! environment! of! a!provirus!can!dramatically!alter!its!transcription!level!but!that!Tat!dramatically!enhances!the!transcriptional!activity!of!all!proviruses,!reducing!the!influence!of!the! local! environment.! It! remains! debatable! whether! the! modest! increase! in!transcription!of!proviruses!in!geneWrich!regions!would!have!a!significant!impact!
in#vivo.!Although!it! is!generally!agreed!that! integration! into!a!transcriptionally!active! region! is!beneficial! for! the!virus,! there! is!also!evidence! that! integration!into! a! region! that! is! too! highly! transcribed! can! negatively! impact! the! virus!through! transcription! inference! (TI)! (164).! If! a! provirus! is! located! near! to! a!highly! transcribed! gene! in! the! same! orientation! as! this! gene! then!transcriptional! readWthrough! can! occur! (167)! and! if! the! provirus! is! in! the!opposite!orientation!then!convergent!transcription!can!occur!(168).!!!During! HIVW1! latency,! the! provirus! is! not! highly! transcribed.! It! has! therefore!been! hypothesised! that! the! site! of! integration! could! determine! whether! a!provirus! becomes! latent! (169).! However,! there! is! accumulating! evidence!against!it!being!a!major!determinant!of!latency.!SherrillWMix!et!al.!(170)!recently!reported!a!study!of!HIVW1!integration!sites!in!5!different!latency!models.!Two!of!the!models!showed!a!negative!correlation!between!integration!inside!genes!and!latency!but!the!other!3!model!showed!no!such!trend.!Similarly,!only!one!model!showed! a! negative! correlation! between! gene! density! and! latency,! with! the!others!showing!no!correlation.!These!conflicting!results!suggest! that!some!(or!perhaps!all)!of!the!models!of!latency!currently!in!use!are!not!representative!of!latency! in# vivo.! Studying! latency! in# vivo# is! difficult! because! cells! containing!latent! proviruses! are! so! rare,! but! one! study! of! 74! intact! proviruses! from! the!resting! CD4+! cells! of! 16! patients! showed! that! 93%! lay! within! actively!transcribed!genes!(141).!Although!integration!into!genes!and!gene!density!may!
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be!a! contributing! factor! to!whether!a!proviruses!becomes! latent!or!not,! there!are!clearly!other!factors!involved.!!!
1.2.10 *Transcription*and*translation*of*the*HIV&1*provirus*
1.2.10.1 !HIVD1!transcription!and!splicing!The! proviral! LTR! contains! a! very! strong! promoter,! from!which! the! host! RNA!polymerase!II!(RNAPII)!begins!transcription.!Around!40!different!mRNA!species!are!produced!from!the!HIVW1!provirus!due!to!splicing!between!4!donor!5’!splice!sites!and!8!acceptor!3’!splice!sites.!These!transcripts!are!categorised!into!three!groups;!unspliced!~9Kbp!species!that!encode!Gag!and!GagWPol!and!are!also!the!viral!genome,!incompletely!spliced!~4Kbp!species!that!encode!Vif,!Vpr,!or!Env!and!Vpu,!and!completely!spliced!~1.8Kbp!species!that!encode!Tat,!Rev,!or!Nef.!All! HIVW1! mRNAs! are! 5’! capped! and! have! a! 5’! untranslated! region! (UTR)!comprising!R!and!U3!regions!and!a!3’!UTR!comprising!U5!and!R!regions,!which!contains!3’!processing!and!polyadenylation!signals!(171).!Host!cell!mRNAs!are!almost!always!completely! spliced,! and! incompletely! spliced/unspliced!mRNAs!are!retained! in! the!nucleus!due! to!recognition!of! splice!sites!by!host!proteins,!which! prevent! their! export! from! the! nucleus.! Therefore,! immediately! after!integration,! only! the! fully! spliced! mRNAs! encoding! Tat,! Rev,! or! Nef! can! be!exported! and! translated.! Tat! dramatically! enhances! the! efficiency! of!transcriptional! elongation!of! the!HIVW1!provirus! and!Rev! allows!export! of! the!other!viral!mRNAs!that!still!contain!splice!sites,!as!described!below.!!!
1.2.10.2 !Tat!and!TAR!Tat,! the! transWactivator! of! transcription,! is! not! required! for! the! initiation! of!transcription! by! RNAPII! but! it! dramatically! increases! the! efficiency! of!elongation.! This! means! that! Tat! also! encourages! the! production! of! more! Tat!through!positive!feedback.!Tat!does!this!by!interacting!with!a!region!of!the!RNA!being!synthesised!known!as!transactivation!responsive!region!(TAR).!TAR!is!a!highly! structured! RNA! sequence! that! lies! just! downstream! from! the!transcription!start!site!(+1!to!+59).!Tat!binds!to!TAR,!causes!a!conformational!change!in!the!RNA,!and!recruits!the!host!positive!transcription!elongation!factor!
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b!(pWTEFb).!pWTEFb!is!a!cyclinWdependent!kinase!(CDK)!comprising!the!catalytic!subunit! CDK9! and! the! regulatory! subunit! cyclin! T1! (CycT1)! (36).! A! crystal!structure!of!this!complex!revealed!that,!whilst!the!NTD!of!Tat!makes!extensive!interactions! with! CycT1,! the! central! core! domain! of! Tat! interacts! with! RNA!(172).! In! this! complex,! CDK9! is! activated! and! phosphorylates! many! host!proteins! involved! in! regulating! transcription.! For! example,! it! phosphorylates!the!negative!elongation!factor!E!(NELFWE),!causing!it!to!dissociate!from!TAR.!It!also!phosphorylates!DRB!sensitivityWinducing!factor!(DSIF),!converting!it!from!a!negative! to! a! positive! elongation! factor.! It! also! phosphorylates! the! CTD! of!RNAPIIWA,! the! initiating! form! of! RNAPII,! and! converts! it! into! RNAPIIW0,! the!elongating! form! (36).! Through! such! actions! the! TatWpWTEFb! complex! greatly!enhances!the!efficiency!of!elongation!during!transcription!of!the!HIVW1!provirus.!!!
1.2.10.3 !Rev!and!the!RRE!Normally,!incompletely!spliced!or!unspliced!mRNAs!are!retained!in!the!nucleus!and! eventually! degraded! as! a! part! of! normal! cell! turnover.! Rev! prevents! this!from! happening! to! HIVW1! mRNAs! by! binding! to! the! Rev! responsive! element!(RRE),! a! sequence! that! lies! within! an! intron! in! env! and! is! present! in! all!incompletely! spliced! or! unspliced! viral! mRNAs.! Like! TAR,! the! RRE! forms! a!stable!stemWloop!structure!in!RNA!and,!like!Tat,!Rev!binding!to!the!RRE!causes!conformational! changes! in! the!RNA!structure! (36).!Binding!of!Rev! to! the!RRE!RNA!causes!Rev! to!dimerise!and! form!a!VWshaped!structure,! in!which! the! two!monomers! interact! with! adjacent! sites! in! the! RRE! RNA.! This! dimerisation!creates!a!new!proteinWprotein!interface,!which!causes!other!Rev!dimers!to!bind!cooperatively!and!thus!form!higher!order!Rev!oligomers!along!the!RRE.!Figure!11!shows!how!Rev!oligomers!simultaneously!interact!with!RNA!and!Crm1,!the!exportin!that!mediates!nuclear!export!of!the!bound!viral!mRNA!(173).!!!
1.2.10.4 !HIVD1!translation!and!frameshifting!All!viral!mRNAs!are!translated!on!cytosolic!polysomes!except!for!Env!and!Vpu,!which!are!encoded!on!the!same!mRNA!and!are!translated!at!the!rough!ER!(43).!!The!longest!mRNA!encodes!Gag!and!GagWPol.!One!in!20!times!that!this!mRNA!is!!






translated,!a!+1! frameshift!occurs!at! the!end!of!Gag,! causing!readthrough! into!Pol! and! synthesis! of! the! GagWPol! polyprotein.! This! frameshift! is! due! to! two!elements,! a! slippery!UWrich! sequence!where! the! actual! framshift! occurs! and! a!pseuodknot! structure! in! the! RNA! that! causes! the! RNAPII! to! pause! at! the!slippery!sequence!thus!increasing!the!chances!of!slipping!(36).!!
1.2.11 *HIV&1*virion*assembly,*budding,*and*maturation*
1.2.11.1 !Assembly!at!the!plasma!membrane!As! an! enveloped! virus,! HIVW1! assembles! at! the! plasma!membrane! of! infected!cells! and! buds! from! its! surface.! Gag! and! GagWPol! are! polypeptides! during!assembly! and! are! not! cleaved! into! their! constituent! parts! until! maturation,!which!occurs!during!and/or!after!budding.!Whereas!cytoplasmic!Gag!is!soluble!and! monomeric! (or! in! low! order! multimers),! it! extends! into! a! rodWshape!structure!at!the!plasma!membrane!(174,!175).!Gag!is!thought!to!be!targeted!to!the!plasma!membrane!by!its!MA!domain.!tRNAs!interact!with!the!NWterminus!of!MA! and! prevent! it! from! interacting! with! membranes! that! lack! the! lipid! raft!component! PI(4,5)P2! (176).! Interaction! of! MA! with! PI(4,5)P2! induces! a!conformational!change!known!as!the!‘myristoyl!switch’!because!it!causes!the!NWterminal!myristoyl!group!of!MA!to!be!exposed!and!to!anchor!Gag!stably!in!the!membrane!(177,!178).!!!LiveWcell!imaging!has!shown!that!small!numbers!of!Gag!molecules!interact!with!HIVW1! genomic! RNA! in! the! cytoplasm! and! move! to! the! plasma! membrane!together!before!recruiting!many!more!Gag!molecules!from!the!cytoplasmic!pool!(179).! The!HIVW1! genome! dimerises! in! the! cytoplasm! via! a! sequence! in! its! 5’!UTR! called! the! dimer! initiation! signal! (DIS).! Several! genetic! studies! have!suggested! that! the! NC! domain! of! Gag! interacts! with! a! highly! structured!packaging! signal! (ψ),!which! is! only! present! in! the! viral! genome! (and!not! any!other!viral!RNAs),! thereby!ensuring!that!only! fullWlength!HIVW1!transcripts!are!incorporated!into!particles!(43).!Kutluay!et!al.!(176)!have!recently!shown!that!whilst! this! is! true! for! cytoplasmic! Gag,! multimeric! plasma! membraneWbound!Gag!interacts!with!viral!gRNA!much!more!extensively!and!that!ψ!becomes!less!
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important.! This! finding! suggests! that! conformational! changes! occur! in! Gag!during!virion!assembly!that!encourage!it!to!interact!with!the!viral!genome.!!!Env! reaches! the! plasma! membrane! independently! of! Gag.! Having! been! coWtranslationally! inserted! into! the!membrane! of! the! rough! ER,! Env! follows! the!secretory!pathway!to!the!plasma!membrane!(43).!Here,!the!MA!domain!of!Gag!recruits!Env!by!interacting!with!the!cytoplasmic!tail!of!Env!and!is!thought!to!be!essential!for!incorporation!of!10W15!Env!trimers!into!the!budding!virion!(180).!!!!As!in!mature!capsids,!the!CA!CTD!mediates!GagWGag!interactions!in!assembling!immature!virions.!Due!to!these!interactions!Gag!forms!a!hexameric!lattice!with!the! molecules! orientated! radially! (MA! on! the! outer! layer! at! the! plasma!membrane! and! p6! on! the! inner! layer)! as! show! in! figure! 12A.! Whereas! the!mature! lattice!bends!due!to!pentamers,! the! immature!core!bends!due!to! large!gaps/holes! (181)! (figure! 12B).! The! innermost! domain! of! Gag! is! p6,! which! is!thought! to! be! required! for! incorporation! of! Vpr! (182)! and! is! involved! in!recruiting! endosomal! sorting! complexes! required! for! transport! (ESCRT)!machinery,!as!described!below.!!!
1.2.11.2 !HIVD1!and!the!ESCRT!pathway!The!ESCRT!pathway! catalyses! fission!of!membrane!necks,! for! example!during!the! release! of! vesicles! inside! multivesicular! bodies! (MVBs)! and! during!separation! of! daughter! cells! during! cell! division! (183).! The! ESCRT! pathway!involves! over! 30! proteins! that! form! the! key! complexes;! ESCRTW0,! I,! and! II!complexes! interact! with! scaffold! proteins! and! orchestrate! formation! of!downstream! complexes,! ESCRTWIII! complexes! interact! with! membranes! and!form! helical/spiral! assemblies! that! constrict! the! membrane! neck! and! induce!fission,!and!the!ATPase!vacuolar!protein!sorting!4!(VPS4)!is!required!to!provide!the! energy! for! remodeling! and! recycling! of! ESCRTWIII! proteins! (184).! HIVW1!exploits! this! complex! system,! recruiting! components! of! the! pathway! to! Gag!during!assembly.!The!p6!domain!of!Gag!has! two! late! (L)!domains! that! recruit!the!ESCRTWI!component!tumour!susceptibility!gene!101!(TSG101)!and!ALGW2W!
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interacting! protein! X! (ALIX)! (185W187),! which! in! turn! recruit! the! VPS4! (188,!189)!and! the!ESCRTWIII! components! chromatin!modifying!proteins!2A!and!4B!(CHMP2A!and!CHMP4B)!(190).!Figure!13!shows!how!the!ESCRT!machinery! is!thought! to! assemble! on! the! inside! of! the! budding! virion,! with! CHMP2A/4B!forming!the!spiral!inside!the!membrane!neck!and!VPS4!providing!the!energy!for!depolymerisation!of!this!spiral!and!thus!constriction!of!the!neck,!which!leads!to!membrane!fission!(191).!!!
1.2.11.3 !HIVD1!virion!maturation!The!immature!virion!must!undergo!a!series!of!dramatic!conformational!changes!in! a! process! known! as!maturation! in! order! to! become! infectious.! This! begins!during!or!immediately!after!budding!and!requires!activation!of!the!viral!PR.!In!the!context!of!GagWPol,!PR! is!monomeric!and!dimerisation! is! required! to! form!the!active!site!of!this!aspartic!acid!protease.!Transient!dimerisation!of!PR!in!the!context!of!GagWPol! leads! to!autocleavage!of!PR! from!Pol.!The!PR!dimer! is!now!stabilised!and!can!catalyse!cleavage!of!the!other!GagWPol!cleavage!sites,!which!it!recognises!by!their!secondary!structure!rather!than!their!sequence.!PR!cleaves!5!sites!in!Gag!leading!to!the!production!of!MA,!CA,!NC,!and!p6,!as!well!as!release!of!the!spacer!peptides!SP1!and!SP2.!These!peptides!are!not!thought!to!have!any!role! in!HIVW1! infection!other! than! to!assist! the!correct! folding!of!Gag!proteins!during! this! cleavage! process.! GagWPol! is! cleaved! in! 5! sites,! leading! to! the!production! of! p6,! PR,! RTp66,! and! IN,! as! well! as! the! release! of! the! short!transframe!protein!(TFP),!which!is!a!result!of!the!frameshift!occurring!between!Gag! and! Pol! (43).! The! cleavage! sites! are! processed! with! very! different!efficiencies,!which!dictate!the!order!of!cleavage.!SP1/NC!cleavage!is!required!to!activate! Env,! although! the! mechanism! of! this! is! not! fully! understood! (192),!MA/CA!cleavage!disassembles!the!immature!lattice!leaving!a!membraneWbound!MA!layer,!CA/SP1!cleavage!produces!free!CA!that!can!form!the!mature!conical!core,! and!NC/SP2! cleavage! is! required! for! release!of!NC!and! formation!of! the!NC/RNA!ribonucleoprotein!complex!(43).!!!! !







!Maturation!can!be!inhibited!using!two!classes!of!ARVs,!protease!inhibitors!(PIs)!and! the! newly! developed! maturation! inhibitors.! There! are! 10! PIs! currently!licensed!as!ARVs,!all!of!which!interact!with!the!active!site!of!the!PR!dimer!and!directly! occlude! substrate! binding.! Resistance! mutations! can! of! course! arise!within! this! active! site! but! these! often! lead! to! significant! fitness! defects.!Compensatory!mutations!can!arise!within!the!active!site!and/or!within!cleavage!sites! (77).! Recently,! the! maturation! inhibitor! Bevirimat! was! discovered! to!inhibit!HIVW1!by!binding!to!the!CAWSP1!site!rather!than!to!PR.!Bevirimat,!which!is!not!licensed!as!an!ARV!drug,!prevents!cleavage!of!this!site!and!thus!leads!to!stabilisation!of!immature!uninfectious!capsids!(193).!!!! !
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1.3 HIV&1*restriction*factors*As! described! above,! HIVW1! has! evolved!many! interactions! with! host! proteins!and! to! exploit! many! host! processes! that! are! advantageous! to! the! virus.!Conversely,!host! species!have!evolved!proteins! that! interact!with! the!virus!or!disrupt!processes!essential!for!virus!replication.!In!the!case!of!HIVW1,!several!of!these! restriction! factors! have! been! extensively! characterised,! although! there!are! certainly! others! that! remain! unidentified.! Many! of! the! restriction! factors!described!below!not! only! inhibit! the! virus!but! also! act! as! pattern! recognition!receptors! (PRRs)! and! trigger! innate! immune! signaling,! which! induces! an!antiviral!state.!!!
1.3.1 TRIM5α*and*TRIMCyp*Stremlau!et#al.!(104)!identified!TRIM5α!as!a!primate!speciesWspecific!restriction!factor!of!HIVW1.!Tripartite!motif! (TRIM)!proteins!comprise!a! really! interesting!new!gene!(RING)!domain!with!E3!ubiquitin!ligase!activity,!a!coiledWcoil!domain!that!mediates!multimerisation,!and!a!type!2!BWbox!zinc!finger!domain.!TRIM5α!consists!of!an!NWterminal!TRIM!domain!and!a!CWterminal!PRYSPRY!domain.!This!PRYSPRY! region! interacts! directly! with! HIVW1! CA! and! determines! the! viral!specificity! of! the! restriction! factor,! so! it! is! under! strong! positive! selection!pressure!(194).!Two!separate!retrotransposition!events! in!different!species!of!monkey! have! lead! to! the! fusion! of! the! TRIM!domain! of! TRIM5α! to! the!HIVW1!cofactor! CypA! (which! can! interact! directly! with! CA,! as! detailed! in! section!1.5.2.2)!and!thus!the!creation!of!the!restriction!factor!TRIMCyp!(195,!196).!!!TRIM5α! inhibits! HIVW1! infection! prior! to! reverse! transcription.! It! has! been!proposed! that!TRIM5α! forms!a!hexagonal!cage!around! the!viral! core! (197)!as!shown! in! figure!14A!and! induces!core!disassembly! (114).! Interestingly,! in! the!presence! of! proteasome! inhibitors! or! RING! domain! E3! ligase! mutations,!TRIM5α! allows! reverse! transcription! to! proceed! and! does! not! affect! core!disassembly,!but!still! inhibits! the!virus!prior! to!nuclear!entry!(198,!199).!This!has!lead!to!the!hypothesis!of!a!twoWstep!mechanism!in!which!simply!binding!to!the!core!is!sufficient!to!inhibit!infection,!but!another!proteasomeWdependent!
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!step!is!required!to!induce!core!disassembly!and!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription!(200,! 201).! It! has! also! recently! been! shown! that! TRIM5α! induces! innate!immune!signaling!via!activator!protein!1!(APW1)!and!nuclear! factor!κB!(NFκB)!by! producing! unlinked! K63! ubiquitin! chains! that! are! recognised! by! tumour!growth! factorWβ! activated! kinase! 1! (TAK1).! Recognition! of! CA! cores! enhances!this!signaling,!suggesting!that!this!restriction!factor!is!also!a!PRR!(202,!203).!!!
1.3.2 Tetherin*A!virionWtethering!restriction! factor!of!HIVW1!was!sought!after! the!observation!that! deletion! of! the! accessory! protein! Vpu! prevented! efficient! release! of!budding!virions!from!the!surface!of!interferon!(IFN)!stimulated!cells!(204W206).!Using! microarrays! to! identify! candidate! genes,! two! groups! simultaneously!identified! the! IFNWinducible! transmembrane! protein! tetherin,! also! known! as!bone!marrow!stromal!cell!antigen!2!(BSTW2),!as!a!novel!HIVW1!restriction!factor!(207,!208).! IF!and!EM!have!since!been!used!to!show!the!accumulation!of!viral!particles!at!the!cell!surface!when!tetherin!is!overexpressed!or!Vpu!deleted!(208,!209).!The!NTD!of!tetherin!is!an!intracellular!tail!followed!by!a!transmembrane!domain.!Almost!the!entire!ectodomain!is!a!single! long!αWhelix,!which!mediates!tetherin! dimerisation! by! forming! a! coiledWcoil.! The! CTD! has! a! small!glycophosphatidylinositol! (GPI)!anchor,!which! is!able! to! interact!with!another!membrane! (210).! When! tethering! a! virion! to! a! host! cell! plasma! membrane,!tetherin! can! be! found! oriented! in! either! direction! (as! shown! in! figure! 14B)!(209).! Like! TRIM5α,! tetherin! has! been! shown! to! induce! innate! immune!signaling!via!NFκB!after!recognition!of!susceptible!HIVW1!mutants!(211).!!!Vpu! is! a! small! transmembrane! accessory! protein! that! antagonises! tetherin.!There! is! evidence! that! Vpu! interacts! with! tetherin,! causes! endocytosis! of!tetherin! from! the! surface,! and! also! that! it! prevents! trafficking! of! newly!synthesised! ! tetherin! to! the!surface,! so! its!exact!mechanism!of!action!remains!debated! (207).! Whilst! the! pandemic! HIVW1! group! M! uses! Vpu! to! antagonise!tetherin,!nonWpandemic!HIVW1!group!O!strains!use!Nef!to!do!this!(212)!and!HIVW2!uses!Env!(213).!NonWepidemic!strains!of!HIVW1!O!and!N!appear!to!be!unable!to!
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antagonise! tetherin! as! efficiently! and! this! has! been! suggested! as! a! significant!barrier!to!transmission!of!these!viruses!(214).!!!
1.3.3 APOBEC3G*Like! tetherin,! the! restriction! factor! apolipoprotein! B! mRNA! editing! enzyme!catalytic! polypeptideWlike! 3G! (APOBEC3G)! was! discovered! due! to! the! finding!that! Vif! was! required! for! HIVW1! infectivity! in! a! cellWtype! dependent! manner!(215).!APOBEC3G!is!an!polynucleotide!cytidine!demainase,!meaning!it!catalyses!the! conversion!of! cytidine! residues!within!RNA! into!uracil,! and!deoxycytidine!residues! within! singleWstranded! DNA! into! an! unnatural! base! that! base! pairs!with!adenosine.!During!reverse!transcription,!APOBEC3G!causes!hypermutation!of!the!newly!synthesised!minusWstrand!DNA!and!the!resulting!unnatural!base!in!the!minusWstrand!causes!guanosine! to!adenosine!mutations! in! the!plusWstrand!DNA! (216,! 217).!Up! to! 10%!of! cytidines! can!be! edited!during! one! replication!cycle,! which! leads! to! genetic! instability,! but! APOBEC3G! can! also! prevent!progression! of! reverse! transcriptase! (218).! APOBEC3G! dimers! are! packaged!into! HIVW1! virions! through! interaction! with! the! genomic! RNA! and! with! NC.!APOBEC3F!and!H!have!also!been!shown!to!restrict!HIVW1!but!do!so!much! less!efficiently! than! APOBEC3G! and! with! slightly! different! local! sequence!preferences! (219).! Vif! antagonises! APOBEC3G! and! F! by! recruiting! it! to! the!Cullin! 5! E3! ubiquitin! ligase! complex,! which! results! in! the! ubiquitination! and!proteasomal!degradation!of!protein!(220).!!!
1.3.4 SAMHD1*Some! myeloid! cells,! such! as! monocytes! and! dendritic! cells,! are! very! poorly!permissive! to! HIVW1! infection,! blocking! infection! postWentry! and! preWreverse!transcription.!This!restriction!was!known!to!be!antagonised!by!viral!protein!x!(Vpx),!an!accessory!protein!encoded!by!HIVW2!and!some!SIV!strains!(221).!Two!separate! studies! of! VpxWbinding! partners! simultaneously! identified! sterile! α!motif! and!HD!domainWcontaining!protein! 1! (SAMHD1)! as! the!myeloidWspecific!restriction! factor! (222,! 223)! and! it! has! since! also! been! found! to! restrict!infection! in! resting! CD4+!T! cells! as!well! (224).! SAMHD1! is! thought! to! inhibit!
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HIVW1! reverse! transcription! nonWspecifically,! by! reducing! intracellular! dNTP!levels!using! the!deoxynucleoside! triphosphate! triphosphohydrolase!activity!of!its!HD!domain!(225).!Interestingly,!overexpression!of!SAMHD1!does!not!confer!resistance!to!HIVW1!in!actively!dividing!cells!(222,!226)!and!so!regulation!of!this!restriction!factor!is!still!under!active!investigation.!!!The!NTD!of!Vpx!directly!interacts!with!the!CTD!of!SAMHD1!and!recruits!the!E3!ubiquitin! ligase! DCAF1,! leading! to! the! ubiquitination! and! proteasomal!degradation! of! SAMHD1! (227).! HIVW1! does! not! encode! Vpx! nor! any! other!protein!that!can!counteract!SAMHD1.!Due!to!the!fact!that!infection!with!HIVW2,!which! does! encode! Vpx,! leads! to! lower! viral! loads! than! HIVW1,! it! has! been!hypothesised!that!sensitivity! to!SAMHD1!may!be!beneficial! to! the!virus!(228).!This!is!supported!by!the!finding!that,! in!the!presence!of!exogenous!Vpx,!HIVW1!triggers!a!type!I!IFN!response!in!myeloid!dendritic!cells!(DCs)!(93).!By!avoiding!infection!of!such!myeloid!cells,!HIVW1!may!reduce!its!recognition!by!the!immune!system!and!so!actually!spread!more!efficiently.!!!! !
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1.4 HIV&1*accessory*proteins*As! well! as! encoding! structural! proteins! in! Gag,! enzymes! in! Pol,! the! viral!envelope! proteins! in! Env,! and! the! regulatory! proteins! Tat! and! Rev,! HIVW1!encodes! the! accessory!proteins!Nef,!Vif,! Vpr,! and!Vpu.!These!proteins! are!not!essential! for! virus! replication! in# vitro,! but! nevertheless! play! very! important!roles! in!HIVW1! infection! in#vivo.!As!described!above! in!sections!1.3.3!and!1.3.2,!Vif! and! Vpu! antagonise! the! host! restriction! factors! APOBEC3G! and! tetherin,!respectively.! Additional! functions! of! these! accessory! proteins! are! discussed!below.!!!
1.4.1 Nef*Nef! ! (negative! regulatory! factor)! is! a! small! nonWenzymatic! accessory! protein!that! is! not! essential! for! HIVW1! replication! but! significantly! increases! viral!infectivity!in#vitro!and!enhances!pathogenicity!in#vivo!(229).!A!small!number!of!patients! have! been! founded! to! be! infected! with! viruses! containing! large!deletions! in! Nef,! all! of! which! are! either! elite! controllers,! longWterm! nonWprogressors! (LTNPs),! or! slow! progressors! (SPs)! (230).! Nef! purportedly! plays!multiple!different!roles! in!HIVW1! infection!and!although!they!can!be!separated!genetically,!it!has!not!been!possible!to!determine!which!of!these!functions!allow!control! of! NefWdeficient! viruses! in# vivo.# It! has! recently! been! shown! that!infectivity! enhancement! of! Nef! is! dependent! upon! dynamin! 2! and! clatherin!(231).! Accordingly,! Nef! has! previously! been! implicated! in! the! clatherinWmediated!endocytosis!of!both!CD4!and!major!histocompatibility!complex!(MHC)!class!I!molecules! from!the!surface!of! infected!cells.!Nef! induces!endocytosis!of!CD4!by!interacting!directly!with!the!cytoplasmic!tail!of!CD4!and!with!activating!protein!2!(APW2),!a!clathrin!adaptor!protein.!Once!endocytosed,!Nef!also!targets!CD4! to! MVBs! for! degradation! in! lysosomes! (232).! Downregulation! of! Nef!prevents!superinfection!and!so!promotes!spread!of!the!virus!to!uninfected!cells.!Nef! also! induces! endocytosis! of!MHC! class! I!molecules! by! interacting!with! its!cytoplasmic!domain!and!also!the!clathrin!adaptor!APW1!(233).!This!reduces!the!ability!of!cytotoxic!T!lymphocytes!(CTLs)!to!recognise!infected!cells,!which!may!explain!why!it! is!beneficial! for!Nef! to!be!synthesised!so!early!after! integration!
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(discussed!in!further!detail!in!section!4.1.2).!Due!to!the!fact!that!CTL!responses!aren’t!relevant!in#vitro,!it!cannot!be!the!ability!of!Nef!to!downregulate!MHC!that!causes! it! to! increase! infectivity! in!culture.! It! is! there!either!downregulation!of!CD4!or!another!unidentified!factor!that!causes!Nef!to!increase!infectivity!of!the!virus!in#vitro.! !Nef!has!also!been!shown!to!interact!with!p21Wactivated!kinase!2!(PAK2),!which!has!been!implicated!in!cytoskeletal!scaffolding,!and!the!myeloid!specific! haemopoietic! cell! kinase! (Hck),!which! activates! the! signal! transducer!and!activator!of!transcription!3!(STAT3)!(229).!These!observations!have!lead!to!the!controversial!hypothesis!that!Nef!induces!cellular!activation.!!!
1.4.2 Vpu*As!described! in! section!1.3.2,!Vpu!efficiently! anatagonises! the!host! restriction!factor! tetherin.! Like! Nef,! Vpu! is! also! involved! in! downregulation! of! CD4.!However,!whereas!Nef!causes!endocytosis!and!degradation!of!CD4!from!the!cell!surface,!Vpu!recruits!an!E3!ligase!complex!to!CD4!in!the!endoplasmic!reticulum!(ER),!which!polyubiquitinates!its!cytoplasmic!tail.!This!causes!newly!syntheised!CD4! to! be! retained! in! the! ER! and! then! directs! it! into! the! ERWassociated!degradation!(ERAD)!pathway!(234).!!!




1.5 Cofactors*of*early*HIV&1*infection*Several!events!in!early!HIVW1!infection!have!been!extensively!studied!including!the! mechanisms! of! entry,! reverse! transcription,! and! integration.! However,! it!remains! unclear! what! happens! between! these! discrete! events.! Recently,! the!field! has! become! particularly! interested! in! the! composition! of! the! virion!throughout!early!infection,!the!timing!and!location!of!reverse!transcription!and!uncoating,! the!mechanism!by!which! the!virus! traverses! the!NPC,!and!how!the!virus!selects!its!site!of!integration.!Several!host!proteins!have!been!reported!to!interact! with! the! virus! during! early! infection! and! to! enhance! infectivity,! as!discussed!below.!!!
1.5.1 Cofactors*of*HIV&1*nuclear*entry*After! reverse! transcription! and! uncoating,! the! viral! PIC! enters! the! nucleus!where! it! integrates! into! host! chromatin.! HIVW1! infects! nonWdividing! cells! as!efficiently! as! dividing! cells! and! so!must! be! able! to! enter! intact! nuclei! via! the!NPC.!As!discussed!in!section!1.2.8.1,!the!NPC!is!selectively!permeable!and!whilst!molecules! below! ~40kDa! can! passively! diffuse! through,! larger!proteins/complexes! must! be! actively! transported! through! the! nuclear! pore!across!a!RanGTP!gradient.!Most!cargo!that!is!transported!into!the!nucleus!does!so!in!complex!with!a!karyopherin.!Karyopherin/cargo!complexes!are!thought!to!pass!through!the!NPC!by!making!sequential!weak!interactions!with!FG!repeats!from! many! different! nucleoporins! (119).! It! is! therefore! unsurprising! that!several! karyopherins! and! nucleoporins! have! been! identified! as!HIVW1! nuclear!import!cofactors,!details!of!which!are!discussed!below.!!!!!
1.5.1.1 TNPO3!!TNPO3! (transportin! 3,! TRNWSR2)! is! a! member! of! the! importinWβ! family! of!karyopherins,! which! import! SR! (serine/arginineWrich)! proteins! via! their!phosphorylated!RS! (arginine/serineWrich)!domains! (241).!A! role! for!TNPO3! in!HIVW1!infection!was!first!reported!by!Christ,!et!al.!(242),!who!demonstrated!that!depletion! of! TNPO3! caused! a! substantial! reduction! in! HIVW1! singleWround!infectivity,!and!this!observation!has!since!been!confirmed!by!two!independent!
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siRNA!screens!(243,!244).!Controversy!as!to!whether!TNPO3!depletion!inhibits!HIVW1! infection!prior! to!nuclear!entry! (242)!or!after!nuclear!entry! (245,!246)!has! been! explained! by! the! fact! that! some! quantitative! realWtime! PCR! (qPCR)!assays!for!2WLTRWcircles!were!also!detecting!autointegrants,!which!can!contain!two! LTRs! but! form! in! the! cytoplasm! and! so! do! not! indicate! nuclear! entry!(discussed! in! section! 1.2.9.1).! The! development! of! an! assay! that! exclusively!measures! 2WLTRWcircles! confirmed! that! TNPO3! depletion! does! indeed! inhibit!HIVW1!prior!to!nuclear!entry,!as!expected!(247).!One!study!reported!that!TNPO3!depletion!caused!CA!to!accumulate!in!the!nucleus!as!measured!by!fractionation!and!so!suggested!that!TNPO3!was!required!for!CA!export!(248).!However,!given!prior! reports! of! cores! ‘docking’! at! NPCs! (discussed! in! section! 1.2.7.1),! we!interpret! this! to! mean! that! cores! were! bound! to! the! outside! of! the! nuclear!pore/envelope! rather! than! inside! the! nucleus.! This! observation! therefore!supports!the!notion!that!TNPO3!is!required!for!HIVW1!nuclear!entry.!!As! well! as! preventing! nuclear! entry,! depletion! of! TNPO3! has! been! shown! to!change! the! integration! site! preferences! of!HIVW1.!Ocwieja! et! al.! (159)! showed!that! WT! HIVW1! integrated! into! regions! with! an! average! of! ~21genes/Mb! in!control!HEKW293T!cells!but!only!~11genes/Mb! in!cells!depleted!of!TNPO3.!As!expected,! this! reduction! in! gene! density! correlated!with! a! reduction! in! geneWassociated!genomic!features,!such!as!DNase!sites,!CpG!islands,!and!GC!content.!Similar! results! were! observed! in! HeLa! cells! (79).! Notably,! the! average! gene!density!surrounding!proviruses!in!TNPO3Wdepleted!cells!was!still!above!average!for!the!human!genome!(~7genes/Mb).!!!!TNPO3! has! been! shown! to! interact! directly! with! HIVW1! IN! by! yeastW2Whybrid!assay! (242),! coWimmunoprecipitation! (249,! 250),! and! AlphaScreen! (amplified!luminescent! proximity! homogenous! assay! screen)! (251).! Furthermore,! this!interaction!can!be!disrupted!by!binding!of!RanGTP! to!TNPO3,! consistent!with!the! behavior! of! nuclear! import! cargoes! (252).!However,! some!mutations! that!prevent!INWTNPO3!interaction!do!not!inhibit!infectivity!and!so!it!is!thought!that!TNPO3!may!be!redundant!for!the!nuclear!import!of!IN!(253).!In!agreement!with!this! observation,! the! requirement! for! TNPO3! in! HIVW1! infection! maps!
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genetically! to! CA,! not! IN! (250).! TNPO3! has! recently! been! shown! to! interact!directly! with! CA! as! well! as! IN! (87,! 245)! and! purified! recombinant! TNPO3!reportedly! stimulates! core! uncoating! in# vitro# (87).! A! model! that! takes! into!account!all!of! these! findings! is! that!TNPO3!first! interacts!with!CA!and! induces!uncoating,!which!exposes!IN,!which!then!interacts!with!TNPO3!or!an!alternative!karyopherin,!importing!the!HIVW1!PIC!into!the!nucleus.!!!
1.5.1.2 Nup358!!Nup358!(nucleoporin!358,!RANWBP2)!is!the!largest!known!nucleoporin!and!the!primary! component! of! the! filaments/fibrils! that! extend! from! the! cytoplasmic!face!of! the!NPC! into! the! cytoplasm! (119)! (as! shown! in! figure!9A).!The! tips!of!these!filaments!interact!with!microtubules!and!are!hypothesised!to!coordinate!trafficking! from! microtubules! through! the! NPC! (120).! Nup358! has! four! Ran!binding!domains!and!plays!an!important!role!in!the!formation!and!disruption!of!cargo/karyopherin/Ran!complexes.! It! also! comprises!a! zinc! finger!domain,! an!E3!ligase!domin,!and!a!cyclophilin!domain!(254).!!!Nup358!was!identified!as!an!HIVW1!cofactor!in!two!independent!siRNA!screens!(243,!244).! It!has!been! shown! to!be!essential! for!nuclear! import!of!Rev! (255,!256),! an! HIVW1! accessory! protein! required! for! Crm1Wdependent! export! of!unspliced! mRNAs! (Rev! is! discussed! further! in! section! 1.2.10.3).! Nup358! has!also! been! implicated! in! the! early! stages! of! HIVW1! infection,! with! Nup358!depletion! exhibiting! similar! phenotypes! to! TNPO3! depletion.! For! example,!Nup358!depletion!impairs!nuclear!entry!as!measured!by!2WLTR!circles!(79,!257W259)!and!leads!to!the!accumulation!of!CA!at!the!nuclear!periphery!as!measured!by!IF.!This! latter!effect!was!shown!to!be!specific!to!Nup358!and!did!not!occur!when! depleting! other! nucleoporins! such! as! nucleoporins! 214,! 98,! or! 153!(Nup214,! 98,! or! 153)! (258).! Furthermore,! Nup358! depletion! causes! similar!changes!to!HIVW1!integration!site!selection!as!TNPO3!depletion!(79,!159).!These!similarities!between!TNPO3!and!Nup358!suggest!that!they!both!function!at!the!same!stage!of!HIVW1!infection.!!!!!
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The! cyclophilin! domain! of! Nup358! (Nup358Cyp)! interacts! directly! with! the!CypAWbinding! loop!of!CA!and!catalyses!cis>trans! isomerisation!of!P90!(79,!88).!However,!the!significance!of!this!in!HIVW1!infection!remains!unknown.!Residue!V61!of!Nup358Cyp!was!found!to!be!essential!for!its!interaction!with!CA!and!also!to!be!under!strong!positive!selection!pressure,!which!supports! the!hypothesis!that!Nup358! acts! a! cofactor! of! viral! infection! through! its! interaction!with! CA!(79).! It! has! recently! been! shown! that! Nup358∆Cyp! (a! truncated! version! of!Nup358! that! has! no! cyclophilin! domain)! is! sufficient! for! HIVW1! infection! of!murine! cells! (260)! and! can! interact! directly! with! CAWNC! in# vitro,#albeit! more!weakly! than! the! fullWlength! protein! (258).! This! suggests! that! CA!may! interact!with!other!regions!of!this!enormous!protein,!as!well!as!its!cyclophilin!domain.!!!
1.5.1.3 Nup153!!Like! Nup358,! the! nucleoporin! Nup153! has! also! been! implicated! in! HIVW1!infection.! There! are! thought! to! be! several! different! populations! of! Nup153!within! the! nucleus! that! have! different! locations! and! dynamics,! and! play!different!roles.! It!was! first! identified!as!a!structural!component!of! the!nuclear!basket! (as! shown! in! figure! 9A).! In! the! absence! of! Nup153,! NPCs! are! mobile!within! the! nuclear! envelope! suggesting! that! this! nucleoporin! is! needed! to!anchor!NPCs!within!the!membrane!(261).!However,!there!is!also!evidence!that!Nup153! exists! throughout! the! nucleoplasm! and! is! mobile.! Recent! chromatin!immunoprecipitation!(ChIP)!analyses!revealed!that!it!interacts!with!up!to!25%!of!chromatin!and!preferentially!associates!with!actively!transcribed!regions!of!the! genome! (262).! The! dynamics! of! Nup153! have! been! studied! using!fluorescence! recovery! after! photobleaching! (FRAP)! and! it! was! found! that!Nup153!signal!returned!rapidly!(<120secs)!after!photobleaching.!This!suggests!that!Nup153!is!highly!mobile!in!comparison!to!other!nucleoporins!tested!(263,!264).! Intriguingly,! inhibitors! of! transcription! such! as! actinomycin!D! and!DRB!prevented!Nup153!signal!from!recovering!after!photobleaching,!indicating!that!Nup153! mobility! is! dependent! upon! active! transcription.! Furthermore,!Nup153NTD!was! found! to!bind!RNA!and!Nup153CTD! to! interact!with! lamin!B,!a!protein! involved! in! chromatin! organisation! and! transcriptional! regulation!
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(263).!These!observations!suggest! that!Nup153!exists! in!at! least! two!different!populations!within!the!nucleus.!!!Given!these!observations!and!the!fact!that!Nup153!is!such!a!large!protein,!it!is!unsurprising! that! visualisation! of! Nup153! using! immunogold! labeling! or!immunofluorescence!produces!different!results!depending!upon! the!antibodyWbinding! site.!What! is! surprising,! however,! is! that! antibodies! targeting! the! FG!region! of! Nup153! are! found! on! the! cytoplasmic! face! of! the! NPC! (265).! This!suggests! that! the!CWterminal!FG!repeat! region!of!Nup153! is! flexible!enough! to!extend!through!the!NPC!and!make!contacts!with!cytoplasmic!factors.!!!Depletion! of! Nup153! has! been! shown! to! specifically! inhibit! HIVW1! prior! to!nuclear!entry!in!several!studies!(79,!243,!244,!258,!259,!266).!As!with!TNPO3,!there! has! been! disagreement! as! to! whether! Nup153! interacts! with! HIVW1! IN!(267)! or! CA! (83,! 84)! in#vitro.! The! possibility! that! both! viral! proteins! interact!with!Nup153!is!supported!by!the!finding!that!HIVW1!chimeric!with!either!MLV!CA!or!IN!is!less!sensitive!to!Nup153!depletion!than!HIVW1,!but!that!HIVW1!must!be!chimeric!with!both!MLV!CA!and!IN!in!order!to!become!completely!insensitive!to!Nup153!depletion!(266).!As!with!TNPO3,!it!is!possible!that!Nup153!interacts!with! both! proteins! sequentially.! Despite! the! fact! that! Nup153! has! been!implicated! in! the!same!stage!of! infection!as!Nup358!and!TNPO3,! its!depletion!does! not! appear! to! have! a! profound! effect! upon! integration! site! targeting.!Whilst!one!study!found!that!Nup153!depletion!caused!a!subtle!but!statistically!significant! reduction! in! gene! density! surrounding! proviruses! (268)! another!study!found!no!significant!difference!(84).!!!
1.5.1.4 Other!nucleoporins!!TNPO3,!Nup358,!and!Nup153!are!by! far! the!most!well!studied!nuclear! import!factors!implicated!in!early!HIVW1!infection,!but!others!have!been!reported.!For!example,!depletion!of!Nup62!has!been!reported!to!specifically!inhibit!HIVW1!at!a!postWnuclear!entry!but!preWintegration!step.!This!channel!nucleoporin!has!been!shown! to! interact! directly! with! chromatin! and! HIVW1! IN! simultaneously,!
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suggesting!it!may!tether!the!virus!to!host!DNA!(269).!Nup98!and!Nup214,!which!are!components!of!cytoplasmic! filaments,!have!also!been!implicated! in!a!postWnuclear!entry!preWintegration!step!of!HIVW1!infection.!However,!their!depletion!inhibits!both!HIVW1!and!MLV!(84,!258),!suggesting!they!may!aid!HIVW1!infection!indirectly.!Depletion!of!importin!7!has!also!been!shown!to!modestly!reduce!the!nuclear! import! of! HIVW1! (270,! 271),! but! the! specificity! of! this! has! been!questioned! because! it! has! also! been! shown! to! reduce! transfection! efficiency!(272).!!!!
1.5.2 Cyclophilin*A*is*a*cofactor*of*early*HIV&1*infection*
1.5.2.1 Cyclophilin!A!is!a!PPIase!The!cyclophilins!are!a!family!of!peptidylWprolyl! isomerases!(PPIases),!meaning!they!catalyse!conversion!between!cis#and!trans!isomers!of!proline!(as!shown!in!figure!15A)!(273).!They!are!ubiquitous! in!prokaryotes!and!eukaryotes!and!17!have!been!identified!in!humans!so!far!(274).!Each!member!has!a!conserved!Cyp!domain! of! approximately! 109! amino! acids,! which! forms! a! variation! of! an! 8Wstranded! antiparallel! βWbarrel!with!2!αWhelices! closing! the!barrel! on! each! end!(273,!274).!Whilst! the!majority!of! cyclophilins!have!other! functional!domains,!four!of!them,!including!Cyclophilin!A!(CypA),!are!single!domain!PPIases!(274).!Most!cyclophilins!are!thought!to!function!as!chaperones!or!foldases!(274)!and!have!been! implicated! in!a! range!of! cellular! functions! including! trafficking!and!cell!signaling!(275).!CypA!is!the!archetypal!cyclophilin!and!the!most!abundant!in! the! family,! constituting! up! to! 0.6%! of! total! cellular! protein! (275).! It! is! an!18kDa! cytoplasmic! protein! that! was! first! identified! as! a! receptor! for! the!immunosuppressive!drug!CsA!(276)!and!subsequently!as!a!PPIase!(277,!278).!!!CsA! acts! as! an! immunosuppressant! by! dampening! T! cell! activation.! During! T!cell! activation,! Ca2+! and! calmodulin! activate! calcineurin,! a! Ser/ThrWprotein!phosphatase.! Calcineurin! dephosphorylates! the! cytoplasmic! nuclear! factor! of!activated! TWcells! (NFAT),! which! causes! a! conformational! change! in! NFAT,!exposing!its!NLS!and!translocating!it!to!the!nucleus!(279).!In!the!nucleus,!NFAT!forms!a!complex!with!transcription!factors!belonging!to!the!families!FBJ!murine!
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!osteosarcoma! viral! oncogene! homolog! (Fos)! and! Jun! protoWoncogene! (Jun).!This! complex! upregulates! interleukin! 2! (ILW2)! transcription! (280,! 281).! ! ILW2!then! stimulates! growth! and! differentiation! of! T! cells! and! the! production! of!other!cytokines.!CsA!interferes!with!this!pathway!by!forming!a!ternary!complex!with! CypA! and! calcineurin! (282W284),! which! prevents! calcineurin! from!interacting!with!NFAT!(285,!286).!!!!
1.5.2.2 Target!cell!CypA!enhances!viral!infectivity!by!interacting!directly!
with!CA!HIVW1! Gag! (p55)! was! originally! found! to! interact! with! CypA! and! the! closely!related!CypB!through!a!yeastW2Whybrid!screen!of!a!human!cDNA!library,!and!the!region!of!Gag! responsible! for!mediating!CypA! interaction!was! found! to!be!CA!!(p24)! (287W289).! Residues! 85W93! of! CANTD! form! a! dynamic! prolineWrich! loop!(now! commonly! referred! to! as! the! CypAWbinding! loop),! which! binds! to! the!catalytic!site!of!CypA’s!PPIase!domain!(89)!as!shown!in!figure!15B.!CA!residues!G89! and! P90! are! essential! for! interaction!with! CypA.! The! CA!mutation! G89V!abolishes! interaction! with! CypA! and! P90A! significantly! reduces! interaction!(290).!P85,!V86,!H87,!A88,!and!P93!also!make!energetically!favourable!contacts,!and!mutations!of!these!residues!reduce!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CypA!(288,!290).!CsA!inhibits!CAWCypA!interaction!by!competing!with!CA!for!the!PPIase!pocket!of!CypA! as! shown! in! figure! 15C! (291).! This! region! of! CA! is! highly! conserved! in!HIVW1!group!M!isolates!and!SIVcpz,!but!varies!significantly!in!group!O!isolates,!HIVW2,!SIVagm,!SIVmac,!and!SIVsm.!As!would!be!expected,!divergence!from!this!conserved! sequence! correlates! with! a! reduction! in! CypA! binding! (292).! The!interaction!between!CA!and!CypA!means! it! is!specifically!packaged! into!HIVW1!virions!and!so!it!was!suggested!that!this!packaged!CypA!was!essential!for!viral!infectivity! (110,! 288,! 289,! 293).! However,! Towers! et! al.! (294)! demonstrated!that!target!cell!CypA,!as!opposed!to!producer!cell!CypA,!was!required!for!HIVW1!infectivity!in!human!cells!(cell!lines!and!primary!cells).!!!
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1.5.2.3 The!relationship!between!HIVD1!and!CypA!is!cell!typeDdependent!Interestingly,!the!relationship!between!CA!and!CypA!is!cellWtype!dependent.!WT!HIVW1!is!inhibited!by!CsA!in!cell!lines!such!as!Jurkat!and!TE671!and!in!primary!peripheral! blood! lymphocytes! (PBLs)! but! was! not! inhibited! by! CsA! (in! some!cases!CsA!even!slightly!enhances!infectivity)!in!other!cell!lines,!such!as!H9!and!HeLa!(294W296).!This!cellWtype!dependent!nature!of!CypA!is!emphasised!by!two!CA!mutants,!A92E!and!G94D,!which!were!created!by!Braaten!et#al.!by! serially!passaging!HIVW1!in!Jurkat!cells!in!the!presence!of!CsA.!Despite!lying!within!the!CypAWbinding! loop! of! CA,! these! mutations! do! not! alter! the! affinity! of! CA! for!CypA!(297).!Intriguingly,!their!phenotype!is!cellWtype!dependent;!they!are!CsAWresistant! in! ‘permissive’! cells! such!as! Jurkat!and!TE671!but!CsAWdependent! in!‘nonWpermissive’!cells!such!as!H9!and!HeLa!(296).!Like!CsA,!CypA!depletion!or!P90A!or!G89V!mutation!can!rescue!A92E!and!G94D!in!nonWpermissive!cells!by!reducing! the! interaction!of!CypA!with! the!virus!(296).!A!study!of!six!cell! lines!found! that! permissive! cells! had! lower! CypA! levels! than! nonWpermissive! cells!(295).!Ylinen!et#al.!(298)!subsequently!showed!that!overexpression!of!CypA!in!permissive! TE671! cells! caused! them! to! become! nonWpermissive.! They! also!showed!that!A92E!or!G94D!infectivity!could!be!rescued!by!addition!of!CsA!up!to!10hrs!postWinfection,!suggesting!that!these!mutants!are!inhibited!because!they!are!hyperstable!(rather!than!because!they!are!unstable!and!prematurely!uncoat,!a!process!that!would!presumably!not!be!reversible!after!10hrs).!In!light!of!these!observations,! it!was! hypothesised! that! CypA! increases! core! stability! and! that!A92E!and!G94D!mutations!confer!increased!core!stability!because!they!evolved!to!compensate! for!a! lack!of!CypA!(having!been!selected! for! in! the!presence!of!CsA).!!!In!disagreement!with!these!observations,!a!recent!study!of!27!different!cell!lines!and! 32! HeLa! cell! clones! found! no! significant! correlation! between! CypA!expression! and! infectivity! (112),! calling! into! question! this! conclusion.!Heterokaryons!between!nonWpermissive!HeLa! cells! and!permissive!293T! cells!revealed! that! the!nonWpermissive!phenotype! is!dominant! (299).! It!was!argued!that!if!this!phenotype!were!solely!due!to!CypA!expression,!heterokaryons!would!have! an! intermediate! phenotype.! It! has! therefore! also! been! proposed! that! a!
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CypAWdependent!restriction!factor!may!be!present!in!(some,!if!not!all)!cell!lines!that! are! nonWpermissive! to! A92E! and! G94D.! However,! a! recent! genomeWwide!expression!analysis!failed!to!identify!such!a!restriction!factor!(300).!!!Curiously,!a!titration!of!CsA!revealed!a!biphasic!inhibition!curve!of!WT!HIVW1!in!most!cell!lines!tested;!low!concentrations!of!CsA!(<0.1µM)!enhanced!infectivity!but!higher!concentrations!inhibited!the!virus!(301).!This!could!be!interpreted!to!mean! that! there! is! a!weak!CypAWdependent! restriction! factor! present! in!most!cells!but!that!CypA!is!also!a!cofactor!of!HIVW1!infection.!If!so,!a!small!decrease!in!CypA!concentration!increases!infectivity!by!relieving!HIVW1!from!restriction,!but!a! larger! decrease! in! CypA! concentration! decreases! infectivity! because! it! is!needed!as!a!cofactor.!!!TRIM5α! is! an! example! of! a! known! restriction! factor! that! inhibits! HIVW1! in! a!CypAWdependent!manner!(for!details!of!TRIM5α!and!its!mechanism!of!action!see!section!1.3.1).! Isoforms!of!TRIM5α! from!Old!World!monkeys! (OWMs)!such!as!African! green! monkeys! (agmTRIM5α)! and! rhesus! macaques! (rhTRIM5α)!potently! restrict! HIVW1! in! a! CypAWdependent! manner! (294,! 302,! 303).! In!contrast,! CypA! does! not! enhance! huTRIM5αWmediated! restriction! (294,! 304)!and! has! even! been! proposed! to! protect! HIVW1! from! restriction! (294).!Importantly,! Shah! and! Aiken! (300)! found! that! huTRIM5α! expression! levels!could!not!explain!the!differences!in!A92E!permissivity!between!cells,!suggesting!that!huTRIM5α!is!not!the!cause!of!this!phenotype.!!!
1.5.2.4 CypA!may!alter!HIVD1!core!stability!As!discussed!in!section!1.5.2.2,!CA!residue!P90!interacts!directly!with!the!PPIase!active!site!of!CypA!(89).!Nuclear!magnetic!resonance!(NMR)!spectroscopy!has!revealed! that! CypA! catalyses! the! cisWtrans! isomerisation! of! the! peptide! bond!within!this!proline!residue!(305),!but!the!significance!of!this!isomerisation!has!been!disputed.!Lammers,!et!al.!(306)!solved!crystal!structures!of!CA!in!complex!with!CypA!or!acetylated!CypA!(which!is!catalytically!inactive)!in!which!the!P90!peptide!bond!adopted!the!trans#or!cis#conformation,#respectively.!Despite! this,!
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there! were! no! substantial! changes! in! CA! structure! outside! the! CypAWbinding!loop!and!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CypA!was!not!affected.!It!is!therefore!considered!unlikely!that!the!PPIase!activity!of!CypA!influences!HIVW1!core!stability.!!Whilst!CypA!may!not!alter! core!stability! through!PPIase!activity,! it!may!do!so!through!steric!effects.!Gamble,!et!al.!(89)!estimated!that!the!CAWCypA!ratio!in!a!virion! is! 10:1! and! suggested! that! this! would! sufficient! to! induce! ‘a! series! of!minor! dislocations’! that! could! lead! to! a! weakening! of! the! lattice! and! thus!disassembly.!Biochemical!studies!of!the!effect!of!CypA!upon!core!stability!have!produced! contradicting! results,!which! some! reporting! that! CypA! does! indeed!destabilise!cores!(90)!and!others!that!it!stabilises!cores!(87,!112).!!
1.5.2.5 CypA!determines!the!HIVD1!nuclear!entry!pathway!and!integration!
site!selection!Schaller! et# al.# (79)! recently! reported! that! that! the! sensitivity! of! HIVW1! to!depletion! of! the! nuclear! entry! cofactors! discussed! above! is! dictated! by! the!interaction!of!CA!with!CypA.!They! found!that! inhibiting!CAWCypA!interaction!–!either! by! G89V! or! P90A!mutation! of! CA,! CypA! depletion,! or! CsA! treatment! –!caused!HIVW1!to!become!insensitive!to!Nup358!depletion!and!significantly!less!sensitive!to!TNPO3!or!Nup153!depletion.!The!insensitivity!of!G89V!and!P90A!to!Nup358!depletion!could!be!explained!by!the!fact!that!these!mutations!prevent!CAWNup358Cyp!interaction.!However,!neither!CypA!depletion!nor!CsA!treatment!affects!the!affinity!of!CA!for!Nup358Cyp!and!so!the!insensitivity!of!WT!HIVW1!to!Nup358!depletion!under! these!conditions!must!be!due! to! the! lack!of!CAWCypA!interaction.!These!observations!suggest!that!cytoplasmic!interaction!of!the!viral!core!with!CypA!can!determine!the!downstream!nuclear!entry!pathway!taken!by!the!virus.!!!Based!upon!these!observations,!one!may!predict!that!G89V!or!P90A!mutation!or!CsA!would!reduce!the!average!gene!density!surrounding!HIVW1!integration!sites,!as!has!been!shown!for!TNPO3!or!Nup358!depletion.!Surprisingly,!the!opposite!is!true.!G89V!mutation!or!CsA!treatment!increased!the!average!gene!density!of!
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HIVW1! integration! sites! to! increase! from!~15genes/Mb! to!~20genes/Mb! (79).!As!discussed!in!section!1.2.9.6,! it!has!been!hypothesised!that!a!very!high!gene!density! may! be! disadvantageous! to! the! virus,! although! this! remains! to! be!investigated.!!!As! well! as! being! able! to! dictate! dependence! of! HIVW1! upon! downstream!cofactors,! CypA! has! been! shown! to! dictate! sensitivity! of! HIVW1! to! MxB,! a!recently! identified! IFNWinducible! HIVW1! restriction! factor! that! inhibits! HIVW1!nuclear!entry!(307,!308).!MxB!has!been!suggested!to!interact!directly!with!HIVW1!cores!and! to!prevent! them! from!uncoating! (117).!Serial!passage!of!HIVW1! in!SupT1!cells!overexpressing!MxB!lead!to!the!outgrowth!of!MxBWresistant!viruses,!which!were!repeatedly!found!to!carry!the!mutation!A88T!in!CA.!A88!lies!within!the!CypA!binding!loop!of!CA!and!A88T!is!a!known!CypA!binding!mutant!(309).!Other! CypAWbinding!mutations! in! CA! such! as! P90A! and! G89V! have! also! been!found!to!confer!MxB!resistance,!as!has!CsA!(307W309).!It!therefore!appears!that!CAWCypA!interaction!dictates!the!sensitivity!of!HIVW1!to!downstream!restriction!factors!as!well!as!the!dependence!of!HIVW1!upon!downstream!cofactors.!!
1.5.3 A*role*for*CPSF6*in*HIV&1*infection*
1.5.3.1 CPSF6!plays!a!role!in!3’!preDmRNA!processing!and!mature!mRNA!
export!Eukaryotic!preWmRNAs!are!postWtranscriptionally!processed!to!become!mature!mRNAs!in!two!steps;!endonucleases!cleave!the!3’!end!of!the!primary!transcript!at!a!CA!dinucleotide!in!the!UTR,!and!subsequently!poly(A)!polymerases!(PAPs)!polyadenylate! the!new!3’! end.!These! two! steps! involve! several!cis>acting#RNA!elements!and!an!estimated!80!transWacting!protein!factors!in!humans!(310).!The!components! required! for! each! step! have! been! dissected! using! in# vitro! 3’!processing! reactions.! Originally,! five! protein! fractions! with! unique! functions!were! identified,! and! each! of! these! is! now!known! to! be! a! complex! of!multiple!proteins.!One!of! these! complexes! is! cleavage! factor! Im! (CFIm)! (310,! 311).!UV!crossWlinking!experiments!revealed!that!CFIm!can!interact!with!RNA,!and!that!it!stabilises! the! interaction! between!RNA! and! the! cleavage! and! polyadenylation!
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specificity!factor!(CPSF)!(312),!a!complex!which!is!involved!in!recognition!of!the!poly(A)!signal!(PAS)!(310).!CFIm!is!a!heterotetramer!of!two!molecules!of!CPSF5!and! two!molecules! of! either! CPSF6[68],! CPSF6[72],! or! CPSF7! (312W315);! the!










throughout!the!nucleus,!it!is!also!enriched!in!nuclear!speckles!and!paraspeckles.!Thus,! it! colocalises! with! RNA,! RNAPII,! and! splicing! component! 35! (SC35),!suggesting! that! splicing,! 3’! processing,! and! transcription! may! all! occur!consecutively! or! even! simultaneously! in! one! location! (321).! ImmunoWEM! has!been!used!to!show!that!CPSF6!localises!to!perichromatin!fibrils,!which!are!sites!of! preWmRNA! processing! found! adjacent! to! sites! of! active! transcription,! only!when!active!transcription!is!occurring!(321).!!!Despite! exclusively! nuclear! staining! of! steadyWstate! CPSF6! (321),! several!proteins! shown! to! interact! with! CPSF6! are! thought! to! shuttle! between! the!nucleus! and! the! cytoplasm! (317).! Therefore,! Ruepp,! et! al.! (322)! used!heterokaryon!experiments!to!test!their!hypothesis!that!it!was!CPSF6!regulating!their!movements.!They!expressed!hemagglutininWtagged!(HAWtagged)!CPSF6!in!HeLa!cells! and!subsequently! fused! them! to!3T3!cells!using!PEG! (polyethylene!glycol).!By!2!hours!postWfusion!HAWCPSF6!was!present!in!both!the!HeLa!and!3T3!nuclei! of! all! heterokaryons! examined!whereas! the!nucleusWrestricted!negative!control!protein!(heterogeneous!nuclear!RNPWC)!had!not!move!between!nuclei,!unequivocally! demonstrating! the! ability! of! CPSF6! to! shuttle! between! the!nucleus!and!cytoplasm!(322).!Shuttling!of!CPSF5!tagged!with!yellow!fluorescent!protein! (YFP)! was! found! to! be! much! less! efficient,! but! was! significantly!enhanced! by! coWexpression! of! GFPWtagged! CPSF6.! Export! of! CPSF6! from! the!HeLa! nuclei! was! prevented! by! the! addition! of! Actinomycin! D,! which! inhibits!transcription!by!preventing!elongation!of!mRNA!by!RNA!polymerase,!implying!that!CPSF6!export!may!be!dependent!upon!mRNA!traffic.!Supporting!this!is!the!observation! that! the!NWterminal! region! (the! RRM)! of! CPSF6! interacts! directly!with!nuclear!RNA!export!factor!1!(NXF1).!Importantly,!CPSF6!was!also!shown!to!stimulate!mRNA!export!through!an!elegant!assay;!cells!were!transfected!with!a!plasmid! expressing! a! luciferase! mRNA! that! contains! an! inefficiently! spliced!intron! and! 6! binding! sites! for! the! bacteriophage!MS2! coat! protein.! Normally,!this!mRNA!is!not!spliced!and!so!is!not!exported!or!expressed.!However,! in!the!presence!of!RNA!export!factor!(REF)!(which!interacts!with!NXF1)!fused!to!the!bacteriophage! MS2! coat! protein,! the! mRNA! can! be! exported! despite! being!unspliced! and! is! thus! expressed.!CPSF6!was! able! to! substitute! for!REF! in! this!
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assay,!revealing!its!ability!to!promote!mRNA!export,! likely!through!interaction!with!NXF1!(322).!!Subsequent!fractionation!experiments!suggested!that!CPSF6!is!associated!with!cytoplasmic!messenger!ribonucleoprotein!complexes,!but!not!with! translating! ribosomes,! suggesting! it! may! be! involved! in! initiation! of!translation!but!dissociates!before!elongation!begins! (322).!From!these!studies!we!infer!that!CPSF6!shuttles!in!and!out!of!the!nucleus,!spending!little!time!in!the!cytoplasm,!which!may!explain!why! immunofluorescence!studies!do!not!detect!significant!cytoplasmic!CPSF6!staining.!!!
1.5.3.2 CDterminal!truncations!of!CPSF6!inhibit!HIVD1!!CPSF6!was!first!implicated!in!HIVW1!infection!when!Lee!et#al.!(259)!reported!the!results!of!a!screen!of!a!3T3!cell! cDNA! library! for!murine!restriction! factors!of!HIVW1.!They! identified!mCPSF6[72]W358,!a! form!of!murine!CPSF6[72]!that!was!CWterminally! truncated! at! residue! 358,! which! was! able! to! restrict! HIVW1!infection!after!reverse!transcription!but!prior!to!nuclear!entry!(prior!to!2WLTR!circle! formation).! It! was! shown! to! restrict! both! VSVWG! pseudotyped! HIVW1!vector! and! replicationWcompetent! HIVW1! in! both! murine! (3T3)! and! human!(HeLa)!cell!lines,!as!well!as!in!primary!human!T!cells.!Excess!virus!or!virusWlike!particles!(VLPs),!which!contain!no!genome,!were!able!to!saturate!restriction!by!mCPSF6[72]W358,!suggesting!a!virusWspecific!mechanism!of!action!as!opposed!to!disruption!of!a!cellular!process!required!for!viral!infection.!In!further!support!of!this,!restriction!was!found!to!be!specific!to!primate!Lentiviruses!(HIVW1,!HIVW2,!SIVmac,! and! SIVmne)! and! did! not! impact! the! infectivity! of! the! γWretrovirus!Murine!Leukaemia!Virus!(MLV).!!!In!order! to!determine! the!viral! requirements! for! restriction,!Lee!et#al.#serially!passaged! the! replicationWcompetent! HIVW1NL43/BaL! in! HUTWR5! cells! expressing!mCPSF6[72]W358! and! sequenced! the! outgrowing! virus! for! mutations.! The!mutation! N74D! in! CA! repeatedly! arose! and! allowed! complete! escape! from!mCPSF6[72]W358,! suggesting! that! this! restriction! factor! inhibits! the! virus!through! a! specific! interaction! with! CA.! Residue! N74! is! highly! conserved! in!primate!Lentiviruses!and! lies!within!helix!4!of!CANTD,!which! is!predicted!to!be!
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accessible!in!the!context!of!a!hexamer.!It!was!confirmed!that!mCPSF6[72]W358!from!cell! lysates!immunoprecipitates!with!CAWNC!tubes! in#vitro#and!that!N74D!mutation! significantly! reduces! the! level! of! precipitation! (259).! This! could!represent!a!direct!or!indirect!interaction!between!mCPSF6[72]W358!and!CA.!As!well! as! identifying!CA! residues! essential! for! its! interaction!with!mCPSF6[72]W358,! Lee! et# al.#narrowed! down! the! region! of! CPSF6! required! for! restriction.!They! found! that!mCPSF6[72]W300!could!not! inhibit!HIVW1!and! interacted!with!CAWNC! significantly! more! weakly! than! mCPSF6[72]W358,! suggesting! that!residues!300W358!are!necessary!for!interaction!with!CA!and!for!inhibition!of!the!virus.!!!
1.5.3.3 A!role!for!fullDlength!CPSF6!in!HIVD1!infection!Importantly,!mCPSF6[72]W358! is! not! a! naturally! occurring! protein! in!mice! or!humans.!Instead,!this!truncated!form!of!CPSF6!is!an!artefact!of!the!cDNA!library!screening!methodology!used,!which!used!random!primers!to!amplify!DNA.!Lee!
et#al.#!therefore!tested!whether!fullWlength!human!CPSF6[72]!was!able!to!inhibit!HIVW1!and!found!that!it!caused!a!2Wfold!reduction!in!titre.!They!also!showed!that!RNAiWmediated! depletion! of! endogenous! CPSF6! in!HeLa! cells! lead! to! a!~20%!increase! in! infectivity.! They! considered! these! effects! to! be! significant! and!suggested!that!endogenous!CPSF6!may!be!an!HIVW1!restriction!factor.!!!They! acknowledged! that! CWterminally! truncated! forms! of! CPSF6! were! much!more! potent! inhibitors! and! sought! to! determine! why.! They! noted! that! the!truncated! CWterminus! of! CPSF6! has! been! reported! to! contain! a! classical! NLS!(317).! We! confirmed! that! the! RS! domain! of! CPSF6! contains! a! classical!monopartite!NLS!with!the!consensus!of!!three!or!four!R/K!residues!and!one!H/P!residue! (507RRHK510! in! CPSF6[68])! using! PSORT! II! (http://psort.hgc.jp/form2!.html).! Lee! et# al.! showed! that! CWterminal! truncating! CPSF6[68]! or! [72]! just!before! this! NLS! (creating! hCPSF6[68]W526! or! mCPSF6[72]W526)! rendered! it!antiviral.! Through! fractionation! of! 3T3! cells! they! showed! that,! whilst!mCPSF6[68]! was! primarily! nuclear,! these! NLSWdeleted! forms! of! CPSF6! were!present!in!both!the!cytoplasmic!and!nuclear!fractions.!!
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!CPSF6! has! also! been! reported! to! interact! with! karyopherin! β2! (323),! which!binds! cargo! through! a! nonWclassical! bipartite! NLSs! with! the! consensus!sequences!ϕG/A/SϕϕX(11W13)PY!and!R/K/HX(2W5)PYC!(ϕ!denotes!a!hydrophobic!residue).! CPSF6! has! one! such! NLS! in! its! proWrich! domain! (CPSF6[68]!376RGPP379…385RPPPY389)! (324).!mCPSF6[72]W526! contains! this!predicted!NLS,!but! mCPSF6[72]W358! does! not.! The! fact! that! both! of! these! proteins! were!primarily!cytoplasmic!suggests!that!removal!of!the!classical!NLS!is!sufficient!to!mislocalise!the!protein.!!!Based!upon!their!observations!Lee!et#al.#hypothesised!that!endogenous!CPSF6!weakly! restricts! HIVW1! nuclear! entry! but! may! be! a! more! potent! inhibitor! in!circumstances!where! its!concentration! in!the!cytoplasm!is! increased,!although!they!did!not!speculate!as!to!what!circumstances!may!cause!a!change!in!CPSF6!localisation.!They!postulated!that!CPSF6!restricts!HIVW1!indirectly!by!preventing!interaction!of!CA!with!a!cofactor!of!nuclear!entry.!!
1.5.3.4 N74D(CA)!enters!the!nucleus!through!a!different!pathway!from!WT!
HIVD1!and!cannot!replicate!in!MDMs!!In!order!to!test!their!hypothesis!that!mCPSF6[72]W358!prevents!interaction!of!HIVW1!CA!with!a!cofactor,!Lee!et#al.#examined!the!sensitivity!of!the!mCPSF6[72]W358! !escape!mutant!N74D!to!depletion!of!known!HIVW1!cofactors.! Intriguingly,!they! found! that! N74D! mutation! makes! HIVW1! insensitive! to! depletion! of! the!cofactors! TNPO3,! Nup358,! and! Nup153! but! causes! it! to! become! sensitive! to!depletion!of!the!nucleoporins!Nup85!and!Nup155.!They!suggested!that!N74D!is!able!to!avoid! interaction!with!the!restriction!factor!CPSF6!by!using!a!different!nuclear!entry!pathway.!Schaller!et#al.#(79)!recapitulated!the!finding!that!N74D!is!insensitive! to! TNPO3! or! Nup358! depletion! and! less! sensitive! to! Nup153!depletion.!!!In! accordance!with! the! finding! that! TNPO3! or! Nup358! depletion! reduces! the!geneWdensity! surrounding! HIVW1! integration! sites! from! ~21! to! ~11genes/Mb!
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(159)! (discussed! in! sections! 1.5.1.1! and! 1.5.1.2),! they! also! found! that! N74D!mutation!caused!HIVW1!to!integrate!into!regions!of!a!gene!density!equivalent!to!a! random! site! in! the! genome! (~7genes/Mb).! In! other!words,! N74D!mutation!caused! HIVW1! to! lose! its! ability! to! selectively! integrate! into! geneWenriched!regions.!It!is!intriguing!that!N74D!and!the!CypAWbinding!mutant!G89V!have!such!opposing! effects! upon! HIVW1! integration! site! selection! given! that! they! both!exhibit!reduced!dependence!upon!nuclear!entry!cofactors.!Together!these!data!suggest! that,! in! HeLa! cells! at! least,! HIVW1! is! capable! to! utilising! multiple!different! nuclear! entry! pathways! that! result! in! different! integration! site!targeting.!Although!N74D!is!reportedly!as!infectious!as!WT!HIVW1!in!HeLa!cells,!Schaller!et#al.#found!that!it!was!unable!to!replicate!in!primary!monocyteWderived!macrophages! (MDMs)! (79).! This! suggested! that! the! nuclear! entry! pathways!taken!by!HIVW1!in!cell!lines!such!as!HeLa!differs!from!that!taken!in!primary!cells!such!as!MDMs.!! !
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1.6 Aims*of*this*study*As!detailed!in!chapter!3,!our!initial!aim!was!to!determine!whether!CPSF6!does!indeed!play!a!role!in!HIVW1!infection,!as!had!been!suggested!by!Lee!et#al.!(259).!In!our!hands,!CPSF6!did!not!affect!HIVW1!infectivity!of!HeLa!cells.!However,!we!provide!evidence!that!CPSF6!(but!not!its!binding!partner!CPSF5)!influences!the!dependence! of! the! virus! upon! the! interaction! of! the! virus! with! downstream!nuclear!entry!cofactors!and!upon!integration!site!targeting.!We!interpret!these!observations! to! mean! that! HIVW1! can! take! several! different! nuclear! entry!pathways!of!equal!efficiency!and!that! the!CAWCPSF6!interaction!can!determine!which!pathway!is!taken.!!!As! discussed! in! chapter! 4,! we! examined! clinically! relevant! CA! mutations!associated!with!escape!from!B*57/27+!CTL!responses!that!reportedly!alter!the!relationship! of! HIVW1! with! CypA! (325,! 326).! We! recapitulated! the! reported!observations!and!hypothesised!that!these!mutants!may!also!interact!differently!with! other! early! cofactors! of! HIVW1! infection! (specifically! those! discussed! in!chapter! 3).! Indeed,! we! found! that! the! B*27Wassociated! CTL! escape! mutation!R132K!causes!HIVW1!to!enter!the!nucleus!via!a!different!pathway!than!WT!HIVW1.! We! found! that! the! compensatory! mutation! S41A! largely! restores! the! WT!phenotype! but! identified! a! few! key! phenotypic! differences! that! suggest! other!unknown! cofactors! are! likely! involved! in!HIVW1!nuclear! entry! and! integration!site! selection.! These! observations! suggest! that! adhering! to! the! CPSF6Wdependent!nuclear!entry!pathway!described!in!chapter!3!is!important!in#vivo.!!!In! chapter! 5! we! discuss! the! recent! discovery! of! antiviral! compounds! that!interact! with! CA! in! the! same! pocket! as! CPSF6! (111,! 327).! We! examine! the!mechanism!of!action!of!these!compounds,!with!the!aim!of!better!understanding!how! different!molecules! interacting! with! the! same! pocket! can! have! different!effects! upon! the! virus.! We! provide! evidence! that! these! antiviral! compounds!inhibit! the! virus! by! a! reversible! mechanism! and! that! the! concentrations!required!to!displace!CPSF6!are!lower!than!those!required!to!inhibit!the!virus,!an!observation! that! separates! the! two! phenotypes! of! these! compounds.! In!agreement!with!this,!we!were!able!to!rationally!design!a!compound!that!inhibits!
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supplier*pMD.G! Envelope!! VSVWG!protein! CMV!promoter! (328)!p8.91Ex! Packaging!! HIVW1!gagWpol,!tat,!rev! ! (329)!pCIG3WB! Packaging!! BWMLV!gagWpol!! ! (330)!pCMVi! Packaging!! MoMLV!gagWpol!! ! (331)!pCSGW! Transfer!(SIN)! eGFP! HIVW1!LTRs! (332)!pCSLW! Transfer!(SIN)! Luciferase!(firefly)! HIVW1!LTRs! (333)!pCNCG! Transfer!! eGFP! MLV!LTRs! (333)!RNAi!Ready!pSIREN!RetroQ! Transfer!! shRNA!Puromycinr! MoMLV!LTRs!CMV!enhancer!Human!U6!promoter! Clontech!pEXN! Transfer! HAWtagged!transgenes!G418r!! MoMLV!LTRs!Derivative!of!pLNCX2! (334)!pBru3oriGFP3ΔEnv! HIVW1!ΔEnv! HIVW1!LAI!ΔEnv!eGFP!in!place!of!Nef! ! (335)!!Packaging!plasmids!express!proteins!required!for!virus!assembly!and!packaging!of! the!viral!genome.!Transfer!plasmids!express!the!viral!genome!that!will!be!packaged!into!virions.!This!genome! encodes! the! transgene/s! that! will! be! expressed! by! the! virus.! Envelope! plasmids!express!the!envelope!protein!that!will!assemble!onto!the!surface!of!virions.!VSV!=!Vesicular!Stomatitis!Virus.!CMV!=!Cytomegalovirus.!MLV=!Murine!Leukaemia!Virus.!MoMLV!=!Moloney!MLV.!SIN!=!selfWinactivating.!SIN!transfer!vectors!have!a!deletion!in!the!U3!region!of!their!3’!LTR!which,!during!reverse!transcription,!is!copied!to!produce!the!5’!LTR.!This!deletion!means!they! lack! viral! promoter/enhancer! activity! in! the! LTR! and! new! genomes! cannot! be!synthesised.!They!therefore!have!another!internal!promoter,!the!Spleen!FocusWForming!Virus!(SFFV)!LTR!promoter,!to!allow!expression!of!their!transgene.!eGFP!=!enhanced!GFP!!
2.1.2 Preparing*HB101*chemically*competent*bacteria*HB101! (FW!mcrB!mrr!hsdS20(rBW!mBW)! recA13! leuB6!araW14!proA2! lacY1! galK2!xylW5! mtlW1! rpsL20(SmR)! glnV44! λW)! as! described! in! (336)! were! used! to!inoculate!5ml!of!lysogeny!broth!(LB)!(tryptone!10g/L,!yeast!extract!5g/L,!NaCl!5g/L,!sterilized!by!autoclaving).!This!culture!was!incubated,!shaking,!at!37°C!for!approximately!18!hours.!1ml!of!this!culture!was!then!used!to! inoculate!200ml!LB.!This!culture!was!incubated,!shaking,!at!30°C!until!an!OD595!of!0.5W0.6!was!
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achieved! (as! measured! using! a! WPA! UV1101! spectrophotometer! (Biotech!Jencons)).!The!culture!was!divided!into!4x50ml!falcon!tubes!and!chilled!on!ice!for! 10mins.! Cultures! were! centrifuged! at! 4°C! and! 3000rpm,! for! 10mins.! The!supernatant! was! discarded,! and! the! bacterial! pellets! pooled! and! gently!resuspended! in!a! total!of!20ml!TFB1!buffer! (30mM!KAc,!100mM!RbCl,!10mM!CaCl,! 50mM! MnCl,! 15%! glycerol! (in! dH2O),! 0.45µm! filter! sterilized),! before!chilling!on! ice! for!5mins.!This!was!again! centrifuged!at!4°C!and!3000rpm,! for!10mins.! The! supernatant! was! discarded,! and! the! bacterial! pellet! gently!resuspended!in!2ml!TFB2!buffer!(10mM!PIPES,!75mM!CaCl2,!10mM!RbCl,!15%!glycerol! (in!dH2O),! 0.45µm! filter! sterilized),! before! chilling! on! ice! for! 10mins.!The! bacteria!were! aliquoted! (50µl! each)! before! being! snap! frozen! on!dry! ice.!The! competent! bacteria! were! stored! at! W80°C.! Competency! was! tested! by!transforming! 50µl!HB101!with! 10pg! of! pUC19;! over! 100! colonies! indicated! a!high!degree!of!competency.!!!
2.1.3 HB101*transformation*and*selection*50µl!aliquots!of!chemically!competent!HB101!cells!were!thawed!for!10mins!on!ice,!before!being!added!to!plasmid!DNA!(≤100ng!and!≤5µl),!and!then!chilled!for!a!further!30mins!on!ice.!Bacteria!were!then!heated!shocked!at!42°C!for!45secs,!and! chilled! for! a! further! 2mins! on! ice.! Bacteria! transformed! with! a! plasmid!encoding! Ampicillin! resistance! were! plated! onto! selective! agar! immediately!after!transformation.!Bacteria!transformed!with!a!plasmid!encoding!Kanamycin!resistance!were!‘recovered’!by!growing!in!LB!at!37°C!for!1hr!before!plating!into!selective!agar.! Solid! agar!was!made!by!dissolving!17.5g!agar! (VWR)! in!500ml!dH2O!and!autoclaving!on!a!liquid!cycle!before!storing!them!at!4°C.!Selective!agar!plates!were!made!by!melting!this!solid!agar,!adding!the!appropriate!antibiotic!for!selection!(Ampicillin!(Calbiochem)!used!at!100µg/ml,!or!Kanamycin!(Sigma!Aldrich)!used!at!30µg/ml),!pouring!it!into!petri!dishes!and!cooling!them!at!room!temperature,! before! storing! them! at! 4°C.! After! transformed! bacteria! were!plated,!they!were!incubated!upside!down!at!37°C!for!approximately!18hrs

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2.1.4 Plasmid*miniprep*Single! colonies! were! picked! from! agar! plates,! and! used! to! inoculate! 5ml! LB!containing!the!appropriate!selection.!Cultures!were!incubated,!shaking,!at!37°C!for! approximately! 18! hours.! Bacteria! were! pelleted! by! centrifugation! at!3000rpm!for!3mins,!and!the!supernatant!discarded.!Plasmid!DNA!was!extracted!using! QIAprep! Spin! Miniprep! Kit! (Qiagen).! Plasmid! DNA! concentration! was!measured! using! Nanodrop! NDW1000! (Thermo! Fischer! Scientific! Inc.).!Concentrations!between!0.2W1µg/µl!were!obtained.!!!
2.1.5 Plasmid*midiprep*Single! colonies! were! picked! from! agar! plates,! and! used! to! inoculate! 5ml! LB!containing!the!appropriate!selection.!Cultures!were!incubated,!shaking,!at!37°C!for! approximately! 8! hours.! 200µl! of! this! culture! was! then! used! to! inoculate!200ml!LB,!which!was! incubated,! shaking,!at!37°C! for!approximately!18!hours.!Cultures! were! centrifuged! at! 4000g,! at! 4°C,! for! 20mins,! and! the! supernatant!discarded.! Plasmid! DNA! was! extracted! using! QIAfilter! Plasmid! Midi! Kit!(Qiagen).!Concentrations!between!0.8W2µg/µl!were!obtained.!!!
2.2 Site*directed*mutagenesis*(SDM)*SDM! was! used! throughout! this! study! to! introduce! point! mutations! into!plasmids.!!!












JCR45! GAGATCTGGCTGAACATCTTAAGACAGCAG!JCR46! GTTCAGCCAGATCTCTTACCTGTCCTATAATTTTC!H87Q! JCR47! GTGCATCCAGTGCAGGCAGGGCCTATTGCAC!JCR48! GCCCTGCCTGCACTGGATGCACTCTATCCC!G116A! JCR55! CAAATAGCCTGGATGACACATAATCCACCTATC!JCR56! CATCCAGGCTATTTGTTCCTGAAGGGTACTAG!M96I! JCR51! GGCCAGATCAGAGAACCAAGGGGAAGTGAC!JCR52! GTTCTCTGATCTGGCCTGGTGCAATAGGCCC!I91V! JCR49! CAGGGCCTGTGGCACCAGGCCAGATGAGAGAAC!JCR50! CTGGTGCCACAGGCCCTGCATGCACTGG!L136M! JCR77! GGAGAAATCTATAAAAGATGGATAATCATGGGATTAAATAAAATAG!JCR75! GGGCTATACATTCTTACTATTTTATTTAATCCCATGATTATCC!R132K! p8.91Ex!L136M! JCR76! GTAGGAGAAATCTATAAAAAATGGATAATC!AF356! CCATTTTTTATAGATTTCTCCTACTGGG!S41A! p8.91Ex!R132K,!L136M! AF313! CATGTTTGCCGCATTATCAGAAGGAGCCACCCC!AF314! GATAATGCGGCAAACATGGGTATCACTTCTGGGC!A/V/T41S! pBru3ori!GFP3ΔEnv!viruses! JCR94! ATACCCATGTTTTCAGCATTATCAGAAGGAGCCACCCC!JCR95! CTTGTGGGGTGGCTCCTTCTGATAATGCTGAAAACATGGG!!
2.2.2 SDM*PCR*setup*SDM! PCRs! were! catalysed! using! Pfu! Turbo! DNA! Polymerase! (Agilent).! For!details!of!reaction!setup,!see!Table!3.!For!cycling!parameters,!see!Table!4.!The!annealing! temperature! of! the! SDM!PCR!was! adjusted! between! 50W60°C!when!trouble!shooting.!For!each!PCR,!a!negative!control!that!contained!no!Pfu!Turbo!was! included.! From!each!50µl!PCR,! 6µl!was! run!on! an! agarose! gel! containing!ethidium! bromide! (see! section! 2.3.2);! if! the! PCR!was! successful,! DNA! can! be!visualised!under!U.V.!light.!!!
Table*3:*SDM*PCR*reagents*
Component* Plasmid*DNA*<10kb* Plasmid*DNA*>10kb*
Pfu*Turbo*DNA*Polymerase*2.5U/µl* 2.5U! 1µl! 5U! 2µl!
Pfu*Turbo*10x*Buffer* 1x! 5µl! 1x! 5µl!
dNTPs*(Promega)*25mM*each* 250µM! 5µl! 500µM! 10µl!
Primers*(Sigma)*100µM* 2µM! 1µl! 4µM! 2µl!
Plasmid*Template* 50W100ng! ! 100W200ng! !

















Initial*denaturing* 95! 30! 1! 92! 30s! 1!
Denaturing* 95! 30! 12/16/18!for!1/2/3!mutations! 92! 30! 12/16/18!for!1/2/3!mutations!Annealing* 55! 60! 55! 60!
Extension* 72! 60/kb! 68! 120/kb!
Final*extension* 72! 120/kb! 1! 68! 240/kb! 1!!
2.2.3 DpnI*digestion*and*PCR*cleanup*44µl! of! each! completed! PCR! was! added! to! 1µl! DpnI! (NEB)! and! 5µl! Buffer! 4!(NEB)! and! incubated! at! 37°C! for! 2hrs.!DpnI! is! only! able! to! digest!methylated!DNA,! meaning! that! plasmid! DNA! produced! by! bacteria! was! digested! whilst!plasmid!DNA!produced!by!the!PCR!remained!intact.!The!DpnI!digested!PCR!was!cleaned!up!using!QIAquick!PCR!purification!kit!(Qiagen).!!!
2.2.4 SDM*product* transformation*and* selection*of* successfuly*mutated*
clones*After! DpnI! digestion! and! reaction! cleanup,! 5µl! was! transformed! into! HB101!competent! bacteria! and! grown! on! selective! agar! (see! section! 2.1.3).! If! the!negative! control! PCR! produced! no! colonies,! the! DpnI! digest! was! considered!successful.! Colonies! were! picked,! cultured,! and! the! plasmid! prepared! as! in!section! 2.1.4.! To! identify! successfully!mutated! clones,! plasmids!were! sent! for!sequencing!(Beckman).!!!
2.3 Cloning*and*subcloning*After! SDM! of! p8.91Ex! (or! its! derivatives),! a! small! region! of! the! successfully!mutated!clone!was!subcloned!back!into!the!parental!plasmid,!and!the!subcloned!region! sequenced.! This! was! to! ensure! that! any! mutations! unintentionally!induced!by!Pfu!Turbo,!which!has!an!error!rate!of!1!per!1.3x10W6!(equivalent!to!26%!of!10kb!products!after!18!cycles),!were!removed.!CA!mutations!made!in!a!p8.91Ex! background! were! subcloned! between! NotI! and! BglII.! Similarly,! after!SDM!of!pBru3oriGFP3ΔEnv! (or! its!derivatives),!we! subcloned!between!BssHII!
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and!ApaI.!DNA!sequences!designed!to!produce!shRNAs!(see!section!2.7.1)!were!cloned!into!RNAi!Ready!pSIREN!RetroQ!(Clontech)!between!BamHI!and!EcoRI.!!!
2.3.1 Restriction*enzyme*digestion*Promega! and! NEB! supplied! restriction! enzymes.! 3W5µg! of! plasmid! DNA! was!digested! in! a! total! volume! of! 50µl! for! use! in! cloning,!whereas! approximately!500ng!was!digested! in! a! total! volume!of! 20µl! for! analytical! purposes.!Digests!were! carried! out! in! the! presence! of! bovine! serum! albumin! (BSA,! supplied! as!100x)!and!the!buffer!(supplied!as!10x)! indicated!by!the!manufacturer.!Digests!were!carried!out!at!the!temperature!indicated!by!the!manufacturer,!and!for!the!appropriate! amount! of! time! given! the! concentration! of! the! enzyme! and! the!amount!of!DNA!being!digested.!!!
2.3.2 Agarose*gel*preparation*and*running*1%!agarose!gels!were!made!by!dissolving!1g!of!powdered!agarose! (Sigma)! in!100ml!of!1x!TAE!(200ml!50x!TAE!(Tris!acetate!EDTA,!VWR)!made!to!10L!with!dH2O).! Ethidium! bromide! was! added! to! a! final! concentration! of! 0.2µg/ml!(Sigma,!supplied!at!10mg/ml).!DNA!samples!were!run!alongside!GeneRuler!1kb!DNA!ladder!(Thermo!Scientific),!using!the!DNA!loading!dye!provided!with! the!ladder.!DNA!bands!were!visualised!by!UV!transillumination!(UVP!BioDocWIT).!!!
2.3.3 DNA*extraction*from*agarose*gels*DNA!bands!visualised!on!an!agarose!gel!were! cut!out!using!a! scalpel,! and! the!DNA!extracted!using!QIAquick!Gel!Extraction!Kit!or!MinElute!Gel!Extraction!Kit!(both! Qiagen)! for! products! above! and! below! 4kb,! respectively.! After! elution,!DNA!was!kept!on! ice!at!all! times.!DNA!concentration!was!measured!using! the!Nandrop!NDW1000.!!!
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2.3.4 DNA*ligation*Ligations!were!performed!at!vector:insert!molar! ratios!of!1:3!and!1:10! (other!ratios!were! tested!when! troubleshooting).!Using!20W100ng!of!vector!DNA,! the!required!amounts!of!insert!DNA!was!calculated!using!the!following!equation;!! ng!of!vector!x!kb!of!insert!!!x!ratio!=!ng!insert!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!kb!of!vector!!!!A!vectorWonly!negative!control!was!also!included.!Ligations!were!carried!out!in!a!total!volume!of!20µl,!using!1µl!of!T4!DNA!Ligase!(Fermentas)!and!the!provided!10x!buffer! at! a! final!1x! concentration.! Ligations!were! incubated!at!22°C! for!1!hour!(4°C!for!16!hours!was!also!tested!when!troubleshooting).!Ligations!were!then! transformed! into! HB101! competent! bacteria! and! grown! on! solid! agar!containing! the! appropriate! selection! (see! section! 2.1.3).! If! the! vectorWonly!negative!control!produced!no!colonies!this!indicated!that!the!digestion!by!both!enzymes! was! complete! and! that! no! selfWligation! of! the! vector! had! occurred.!Colonies!were!picked,!cultured,!and!the!plasmid!prepared!as!in!section!2.1.4.!To!identify! successfully! mutated! clones,! plasmids! were! sent! for! sequencing!(Beckman).!!!
2.4 Mammalian*cell*culture*





Characteristics*HeLa! Cervical!epithelial!cells!from!human!adult!with!cervical!adenocarcinoma!! DMEM!10%!FBS! Adherent!HEK!293T! Kidney!cells!constitutively!expressing!Simian!Virus!40!(SV40)!large!T!antigen!from!human!foetus!! DMEM!15%!FBS! Adherent.!Highly!transfectable.!!TE671! Human!embryo!medulloblastoma!cells! DMEM!10%!FBS! Adherent!THPW1! Monocytes!from!human!child!with!acute!monocytic!leukeamia!! RPMI!10%!FBS! Suspension!CEM! T!lymphocytes!from!human!child!with!acute!lymphoblastic!leukemia! RPMI!10%!FBS! Suspension!Jurkat! T!lymphocytes!from!human!adult!with!acute!T!cell!leukemia!! RPMI!10%!FBS! Suspension!CRFK! Feline!kidney!cortex!cells!! DMEM!10%!FBS! Adherent!!DMEM!=!Dulbecco’s!Modified!Eagle!Medium!+LWGlutamine!(Gibco!Invitrogen).!RPMI!=!Roswell!Park!Memorial!Institute!Medium!1640!(Gibco!Invitrogen).!FBS!=!Foetal!Bovine!Serum!(BioSera).!!!!
2.4.2 Cell*culture*reagents*When!washing!cells,!phosphate!buffered!saline!(1x!PBS!–Ca!–Mg!(Lonza))!was!used!at!10ml/100mm!dish.!When!removing!adherent!cells!from!culture!plates,!Trypsin!0.25%!+EDTA!(1x,!Gibco!Invitrogen)!was!used!at!3ml/100mm!dish.!For!storage,! cells! were! pelleted! by! centrifugation! at! 3000rpm! for! 3mins! and! the!supernatant! discarded! before! resuspending! in! FBS+10%!dimethyl! sulphoxide!(DMSO,! Sigma).! Cells! were! aliquoted! into! cryovials! (at! a! density! of! ≥5x106!cells/ml!and!at!least!500µl/cryovial)!before!being!slowly!cooled!in!a!Mr!Frosty!(Thermo!Scientific)!container!at!W80°C.!After!24hrs,!cells!could!be!transferred!to!liquid!nitrogen!for!long!term!storage.!!!
2.4.3 Primary*CD4+*T*cell*culture*Primary!CD4+!T!cells!were!isolated!and!activated!by!MarieWTheresa!RodriguezWPlata! as! follows;! Buffy! coat! residues! were! supplied! by! the! National! Blood!Service! and/or! from! healthy! volunteers.! Peripheral! blood! mononuclear! cells!(PBMCs)! were! obtained! by! Lymphoprep! (Stemcell! Technologies)! density!gradient! centrifugation! of! heparinWtreated! blood.! CD4+! T! cells! were! purified!from!PBMCs!with!the!indirect!magnetic!labeling!system!MACS!(Miltenyi!Biotec)!according!to!manufacturer’s!instructions.!Cells!were!cultured!at!a!concentration!of! 2! x! 106! cells/ml! in! RPMI! supplemented!with! 10%! heatWinactivated! human!
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serum! containing! 10U/ml! ILW2! (Roche! Applied! Science)! and! 3μg/ml!phytohemagglutinin!(PHA,!SigmaAldrich).!Cells!were!maintained!at!37ºC!in!5%!CO2!in!a!humidified!incubator.!!
2.5 Virus/vector*production*
2.5.1 Transfection*and*virus/vector*collection*100mm!plates!of!HEK!293T!cells!were! transfected!at!60W80%!confluency.!Per!100mm!plate,!for!3Wplasmid!transfections,!the!following!was!mixed!and!made!to!≥15µl!with!TE!(10mM!TRIS!pH8,!1mM!EDTA);!1µg!of!packaging!plasmid,!1µg!of!envelope! plasmid,! and! 1.5µg! of! SIN! transfer! plasmid.! For! 2Wplasmid!transfections,! 2.5µg! of! packaging/SIN! transfer! plasmid! and! 1µg! of! envelope!plasmid! was! used.! Per! 100mm! plate,! for! 1Wplasmid! transfections,! 3.5µg! of!plasmid!was!made!to!≥15µl!with!TE.!Per!100mm!plate,!10µl!FuGene!6!(Roche)!was!added!to!200µl!OptiMEM!Serum!Free!Media!(Gibco!Invitrogen),!mixed!by!inverting,!and!added!to!the!previously!prepared!DNA.!Solutions!were!incubated!at! room! temperature! for! 15mins.! 293T! cells! were! provided! with! 8ml! fresh!media! prior! to! transfection.! DNA/OptiMEM/FuGene! mixtures! were! added! to!cells!dropwise,!whilst!swirling!the!plate!to!ensure!even!distribution.!At!48,!72,!and! 96hrs! postWtransfection,! virusWcontaining! supernatants! were! collected,!0.45µm!filter!sterilized,!aliquoted,!and!stored!at!W80°C.!!!
Table*6:*Three&plasmid*transfections*
Vector*type* Packaging*plasmid* Transfer*plasmid* Envelope*plasmid*HIVW1(GFP)!! p8.91Ex! pCSGW! pMDG!HIVW1(Luc)!! P8.91Ex! pCSLW! pMDG!BWMLV(GFP)! pCIG3WB! pCNCG! pMDG!HIVW1!LAI!ΔEnv!GFP! pBru3oriGFP3ΔEnv! pMDG!TransgeneWexpressing! CMVi! pEXN! pMDG!shRNAWexpressing! CMVi! RNAi!Ready!pSIREN!RetroQ! pMDG!!!
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2.5.2 DNase*treatment*of*virus*Plasmid!contaminants!of!viral!supernatants!were!removed!by!addition!of!DNase!I! (lyophilised!bovine!pancreas!DNase! I! (Affymetrix),!6.110U/mg!reconstituted!to! 1U/µl,! used! at! 70U/ml! virus)! and! DNase! buffer! (10x! 400mM! Tris! HCl,!100mM!MgSO4,!10mM!CaCl2,!pH8.0,!0.22µm!filter!sterilised,!used!at!1x)!for!2hrs!at!37°C.!!!
2.5.3 Quantification*of*virus*by*RT*enzyme&linked*immunosorbent*assay*
(ELISA)*Viral! titres! were! standardised! using! the! Colorimetric! Reverse! Transcriptase!Assay!(Roche).!This!ELISA!involves!a!serial!dilution!of!0W2ng/well!recombinant!HIVW1!RT!(for!creation!of!a!calibration!curve),!lysis!of!viral!samples,!an!in#vitro!reverse! transcription! reaction! that! incorporates!digoxigenin! (DIG)! and!biotinWlabeled!nucleotides! into! reverse! transcripts,! attachment!of! reverse! transcripts!to! microplate! wells! precoated! in! streptavidin,! labeling! of! reverse! transcripts!with! antiWDIGWperoxidase! (POD)! antibody,! cleavage! of! a! POD! substrate,! and!measurement!of!the!coloured!reaction!product!using!a!Multiskan!FC!Microplate!Photometer! (ThermoScientific).! Values! between! 20W200ng/µl! were! obtained.!All!samples!were!tested!in!duplicate.!!!
2.6 Mammalian*cell*infections*All! Lentiviruses! used! in! this! study! are! SIN! vectors,! meaning! they! can! only!complete! a! singleWround! of! infection! and! express! no! proteins! other! than! the!transgene!encoded!by!the!transfer!plasmid.!!!!
2.6.1 Infection*for*flow*cytometry*or*luciferase*assay*When!using!adherent!cell!lines,!cells!were!seeded!in!24!well!plates!at!5x104/ml!and!500µl/well.!24!hours! later,!media!was!discarded!and!replaced!with!250µl!media!containing!the!appropriate!concentration!of!virus!and!8µg/ml!Polybrene!(PB,!hexadimethrine!bromide,!Sigma).!48W72!hours!later,!cells!were!thoroughly!
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trypsinised! (by! addition! of! 300µl! 1x! Trypsin! +0.25%! EDTA)! and! fixed! (by!adding!300µl!of!1x!PBS!+2%!paraformaldehyde!(PFA)).!!When!using!suspension!cell! lines,!cells!were!diluted!to!105/ml.!24!hours! later,!cells!were!pelleted,!supernatant!discarded,!and!replaced!with!half!the!volume!of!media.! 250µl! was! seeded! per! well! of! a! 24! well! plate.! Another! 250µl! media!containing!the!appropriate!concentration!of!virus!and!PB!is!added.!48W72!hours!later,!cells!were!fixed!(by!addition!of!250µl!of!1x!PBS!+!2%!PFA).!!!In!all!experiments,!an!uninfected!control!well!was!included!to!aid!analysis.!Each!virus!was!titrated!on!each!cell! line!before!experimentation;!starting!from!neat!supernatant,!a!2W!or!3Wfold!serial!dilution!of!10W12!points!was!carried!out.!For!all!subsequent!experiments,!at!least!4!viral!dilutions!were!carried!out,!with!the!aim!of! achieving! between! 1W30%! infection! as! assessed! by! flow! cytometry! (see!section! 2.8)! or! achieving! data! within! the! linear! region! of! the! assay! when!measuring!Luciferase!activity!(see!section!2.9).!!








Aphidicolin!(ApC)! 2µg/ml! At!seeding!(and!replenished!at!infection)! Calbiochem!Cyclosporine!A!(CsA)! 5µM! At!infection! Sandoz!PFW3450074!(PF74)! ≤20µM! James.L!SmBz! 10µM! Selwood.!D!Oxenford.!S!Warner.!J!BIW1! as!specified!SAL!compounds! as!specified!!
2.7 Protein*depletion*and*expression*
2.7.1 RNAi*target*and*shRNA*oligonucleotide*design*19mer! RNAi! target! sequences! were! designed! using! RNAi! Target! Sequence!Selector! (http://bioinfo.clontech.com/rnaidesigner/sirnaSequenceDesignInit.!do,!Clontech),!and!checked!using!the!Basic!Local!Alignment!Search!Tool!(BLAST,!NCBI)! for! complementarity! to! offWtarget! sequences.! shRNA! sequences! were!designed! using! shRNA! Sequence! Designer! (http://bioinfo.clontech.com/rnai!designer/oligoDesigner.do,!Clontech)! to! include! the!hairpin! loop!TTCAAGAGA,!an!MluI!site,!and!–!as!overhangs!W!a!5’!BamHI!site!and!a!3’!EcoRI!site.!Typically,!3!target!sequences!were!designed!and!tested!for!each!target.!RNAi!targets!used!in!this!study!are!shown!in!Table!8.!!!






Annealed! oligos! were! subsequently! cloned! into! pSIREN! RetroQ! by! digestion!with!BamHI!and!EcoRI!(see!section!2.3).!Colonies!were!screened!by!analytical!digestion! with! MluI,! which! is! found! within! the! oligonucleotide! but! not!elsewhere! in! pSIREN.! Positive! ligations! were! confirmed! by! sequencing!(Beckman).!!!!!
2.7.3 Transduction* of* mammalian* cell* lines* with* shRNA/transgene&
expressing*vectors*Both! RNAi! Ready! pSIREN! RetroQW! and! pEXNWbased! retroviral! expression!vectors!were!produced!by!3Wplasmid!transfection!as!described!in!section!2.5.1!and!Table!6.! In!all! experiments,! a! control!vector!was!also!used.! In! the!case!of!pSIREN!RetroQWbased!vectors,!a!nonWtargeting!shRNA!was!used.! In! the!case!of!pEXNWbased! vectors,! the! parental! plasmid! pEXN! (which! encodes! no! protein)!was! used.! The! following! protocol! applies! to! both! depletion! and! expression!experiments.!!!When!using!adherent!cell! lines,!cells!were!seeded!in!6!well!plates!at!5x104/ml!and!2ml/well.!24!hours!later,!media!was!discarded!and!replaced!with!1ml!fresh!media! and! 1ml! vector! and! PB.! 48hrs! later,! cells! were! thoroughly! trypsinised!(300µl),!counted,!and!reseeded!for!infection!as!described!in!section!2.6.1.!When!using! suspension! cell! lines,! cells!were! diluted! to! 105/ml.! 24! hours! later,! cells!were!pelleted,! supernatant!discarded,!and!replaced!with! in!half! the!volume!of!media.!1ml!was!seeded!per!well!of!a!6!well!plate.!1ml!vector!was!added!to!each!well.! If! toxicity!was! problematic,! the! amount! of! vector!was! reduced! down! to!500µl!or!250µl/well.!!!Initially,! all! depletion! experiments! cells!were! carried!out!without! selection! as!follows;!48hrs!postWtransduction,!cells!were!reseeded!for!infection!as!described!in!section!2.6.1.!A!transient!depletion!such!as!this!was!preferable!as!it!reduced!the!duration!of! the!experiment!and!thus! the! likelihood!of! toxicity.!However,! if!this! protocol! led! to! inadequate!depletion,! cells!were! selected!with!puromycin!((Merck)!used!at!1µg/ml)!at!48!hours!postWtransduction!for!48W72hrs!(or!until!
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an! untransduced! control! well! was! completely! killed)! before! reseeding! and!infection.!In!all!protein!expression!experiments,!cells!were!selected!with!G418!(Geneticin!GW418!sulphate!(Invitrogen)!used!at!500µg/ml)!was!added!at!48hrs!postWtransduction! for! 5W10days! (or! until! an! untransduced! control! well! was!completely!killed).!!!At! the!time!of! infection,!samples!were!also!collected!for!Western!blotting!(see!section! 2.13)! or! SYBR! Green! qPCR! (see! section! 2.12)! in! order! to! assess! the!extent!of!depletion!or!expression.!!!HeLa!cells!clones!stably!expressing!the!shRNAs!against!Control!A,!Nup358!and!TNPO3,! were! provided! by! T.Schaller! (79),! and! were! maintained! under!puromycin!selection.!!!!Where! simultaneous! depletion! experiments! were! performed,! the! less! toxic!depletion!was!carried!out! first! (this!may!or!may!not!have! included!selection),!and!at!least!72hrs!were!left!between!the!first!and!second!transductions.!Where!simultaneous!expression!and!depletion!experiments!were!performed,!a! stably!expressing!cell!line!was!created!first,!and!the!depletion!performed!second.!!!
2.8 Flow*cytometry*The!proportion!of! infected,!and! thus!GFP!expressing,! cells!was!determined!by!flow!cytometry!using!the!BD!Accuri!C6!(BD!Biosciences).!Live!cells!were!gated!by! forward! scatter! height! (FSCWH)! and! side! scatter! height! (SSCWH),! which!describe!size!and!granularity!respectively.!10,000!alive!cells!were!measured!for!each!sample.!An!uninfected!negative!control!sample!was!used!to!design!a!gate!for!GFPWpositive!cells,! as!measured!by!FLHW1,!which!describes! fluorescence!of!515W545nm!wavelengths.!!!Only!values!between!1%!and!30%!were!used!for!analysis.!Below!or!above!these!levels! we! did! not! observe! a! linear! relationship! between! viral! input! and!infectivity,! suggesting! that! one! GFPWpositive! cell! did! not! represent! one!
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infectious!viral!particle!or!infectious!unit!(IU),!which!we!sought!to!measure.!The!Poisson! distribution! tells! us! that,! above! 35%! infectivity,! there! is! a! dramatic!increase! in! the!chances!of!one!GFP!positive!cell!being! infected!by! two!viruses!and!thus!representing!more!than!one!IU.!Values!of!percentage!infectivity!were!normalised!by!viral!input!as!follows;!! percentage!of!cells!GFP+!x!number!of!cells!in!well!!!=!IU/ml!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ml!virus!in!well!!!!The!viral! input! (for!HIVW1!viruses!only)! could!also!be!normalised!by!ng!of!RT!per!ml!of!virus!as!calculated!by!RTWELISA!(described!in!section!2.5.3),!resulting!in! a! value!measured! in! IU/ngRT.! For! each! condition! tested,! viral! titres! were!calculated!from!three!different!viral!inputs.!The!mean!and!standard!deviation!of!these!triplicate!values!were!then!determined.!!!
2.9 Luciferase*assay*Cells!that!had!been!infected!with!HIVW1(Luc)!for!48!hours!were!lysed!by!adding!100µl! of! Permeabilisation! Buffer! (Biotium)! per! well! and! freezing! for! at! least!30mins.! This! was! thawed! and! mixed! vigorously! by! pipetting.! 20µl! was!transferred!into!a!well!of!a!96Wwell!GloMax!Luminometer!Light!Plate!(Promega).!30µl! of! SteadyGlo! Luciferase! Assay! Substrate! (diluted! as! per! instructions! in!SteadyGlo! Luciferase! Assay! Buffer)! (both! Promega)! was! then! added! to! each!well.!The!number!of!relative!light!units!(RLU)!were!read!3!times!using!a!GloMax!96!Microplate!Luminometer!(Promega)!and!an!average!was!taken.!!!An!uninfected!negative!control!was!used!to!measure!any!background!light!and!this!value!was!subtracted!from!all!other!measurements.!As!discussed!in!section!2.8,!a!titration!of!virus!was!used!to!determine!the!amount!of!viral!supernatant!that! resulted! in!a! linear! relationship!between!viral! input!and!RLU!output.!For!each!sample,!at!least!three!titration!points!within!the!linear!range!were!used!to!calculate!the!average!RLU/ml!virus.!!!
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2.10 *Nucleic*acid*extraction*and*reverse*transcription*
2.10.1 *DNA*extraction*DNA!was! extracted! from!mammalian! cells! using!QIAamp!DNA!Blood!Mini! Kit!(Qiagen).!DNA!concentrations!of!25W200ng/µl,!as!measured!by!nanodrop,!were!obtained.!DNA!was!stored!at!W20°C.!!
2.10.2 *RNA*Extraction**RNA!was!extracted!from!mammalian!cells!using!the!RNeasy!Mini!Kit!(Qiagen),!including! the!optional! ‘OnWColumn!DNase!Digestion’!step.!RNA!was!stored!at! W80°C.!!
2.10.3 *cDNA*synthesis*1µg!of!RNA,!as!measured!by!nanodrop,!was!reverse!transcribed!into!cDNA!using!Omniscript!RT!Kit!(Qiagen).!cDNA!was!stored!at!W20°C.!!
2.11 *Taqman*quantitative*PCR*(qPCR)**
2.11.1 *Principles*of*fluorescent*reporter*probe*qPCR*Taqman! reporter! probes! comprise! a! targetWDNA! binding! sequence! with! a!fluorophore!at!one!end!and!a!fluorescence!quencher!at!the!other.!In!this!study,!the! fluorophore!used!was!FAM!(6Wcarboxyfluorescein)!and! the!quencher!used!was!TAMRA!(tetramethylrhodamine).!When!unbound!or!when!bound!to!ssDNA,!the! quencher! is! in! close! proximity! to! the! reporter! and! so! fluorescence! is!quenched.! qPCR! probes! are! designed! to! hybridise! to! the! region! of! DNA!amplified!by!the!primers.!Therefore,!the!annealing!step!of!the!PCR!causes!both!primers! and! the! probe! to! anneal! to! target! ssDNA.! ! During! extension,! Taq!polymerase! extends! 3’W5’! from! primers! and! simultaneously! uses! its! 5’W3’!exonuclease!activity!to!degrade!the!probe.!Degradation!of! the!probe!results! in!the! fluorophore! being! released! such! that! it! is! no! longer! in! proximity! to! the!quencher.! Therefore,! the! fluorescence! detected! by! a! qPCR! thermal! cycler! is!directly!proportional!to!the!amount!of!target!DNA!presence!in!the!reaction.!!
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2.11.3 *Taqman*qPCR*setup*2x! TaqMan! Gene! Expression! Master! Mix! was! used! in! these! experiments! and!contains!the!following!components;!AmpliTaq!Gold!DNA!Polymerase!Ultra!Pure,!UracilWDNA!glycosylase!(not!required!in!these!experiments),!dNTPs!and!dUTP,!ROX! passive! reference,! and! optimized! buffer! components.! A!master! mix! was!made!as!detailed!in!Table!10!and!15µl!transferred!to!each!well!of!a!MicroAmp!Fast!Optical!96WWell!Reaction!Plate!with!Barcode!0.1!mL!(Applied!Biosystems).!



















































5µl!of!DNA!(either!DNA!extracted!from!mammalian!cells!(see!section!2.10.1)!or!plasmid! DNA! standards)! was! then! added! to! each! well! and! mixed! gently! by!pipetting.!6!plasmid!standards!were!used!in!each!experiment!at!concentrations!of!101,!102,!103,!104,!105,!and!106!copies/µl!in!10µg/ml!sheared!salmon!sperm!carrier! DNA! (Thermo! Fischer).! Each! DNA! sample/standard! was! tested! in!triplicate.! A! negative! control! well! in! which! DNA! was! replaced! by! dH2O! was!included!in!order!to!ensure!there!was!no!contamination!of!the!master!mix.!PCR!plates!were!sealed!with!MicroAmp!Optical!Adhesive!Film!(Applied!Biosystems)!and!briefly!centrifuged!to!collect!liquid!and!remove!any!bubbles.!!!
Table*10:*TaqMan*qPCR*reagents*
Component/*Stock*Concentration* Volume*(µl)*2x!TaqMan!Gene!Expression!Master!Mix! 10!FAM/TAMRA!Probe!7.5µM! 0.5!Primer!1!7.5µM! 1!Primer!2!7.5µM! 1!dH2O! 2.5!
Master*Mix*Total* 15µl*DNA!sample!(20W150ng/ul)!!or!plasmid!standard!(101W106!copies/µl)! 5!
Total* 20µl*!





GFP* 2LTR* GFP* 2LTR*Polymerase!Activation! 95! 10mins! 1!Denaturing! 95! 15secs! 40! 50!Annealing/extension! 60! 60secs! 90secs!
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!
2.11.5 *TaqMan*qPCR*analysis*To!rule!out! the!possibility!of!plasmid!DNA!contamination!of! the!virus!and! the!extracted!DNA!it!was!ensured!that!all!boiled!and!negative!controls,!respectively,!had!undetectable! levels!of! target!DNA.!Like!all!PCRs,!qPCR!has!an!exponential!phase!in!which!each!cycle!results!in!the!number!of!copies!being!doubled,!before!it! plateaus.! It!was! ensured! that! all! Ct! FAM! (cycle! threshold! FAM,! the! cycle! at!which!FAM!was!first!detectable)!values!were!taken!from!the!exponential!phase!of! the! reaction! (visualised! by! plotting! DNA! copies! against! cycle! number).! A!standard! curve!was! created! by! plotting! the! original! target!DNA! copy! number!(which!is!known!for!the!standards)!against!Ct!FAM!value.!The!equation!of!this!curve!was!then!used!to!convert!the!Ct!FAM!value!for!each!well!into!the!original!number!of!target!copies!in!that!well.!This!copy!number!was!normalised!to!the!amount!of!DNA!put!into!each!well!and!also!to!the!amount!of!virus!used!(either!measured!in!ml!or!ngRT).!Each!sample!was!measured!by!qPCR!in!triplicate!and!an!average!taken.!Each!experimental!condition!was!carried!out!using!at!least!3!different! viral! doses,! from!which! an! average! and! standard!deviation! could! be!calculated.!!!!
2.12 *SYBR*Green*qPCR*
2.12.1 *Principle*of*dsDNA&binding*dyes*as*qPCR*reporters*SYBR!Green!I!Dye!binds!nonWspecifically!to!dsDNA!and!fluoresces!when!it!does!so.! The! level! of! fluorescence! detected! by! a! qPCR! thermal! cycler! is! therefore!directly!proportional!to!the!amount!of!DNA!presence!in!the!reaction.!!!







2.12.3 *SYBR*Green*PCR*setup*2x! SYBR! Green! PCR! Master! Mix! (Applied! Biosystems)! was! used! in! these!experiments! and! contains! the! following! components;! SYBR! Green! I! Dye,!AmpliTaq! Gold! DNA! Polymerase,! dNTPs,! ROX! passive! reference! dye,! and!optimised!buffer!components.!For!each!primer!pair,!a!master!mix!was!made!as!detailed! in! Table! 13! and! 20µl! transferred! to! each! well! of! a! MicroAmp! Fast!Optical!96WWell!Reaction!Plate!with!Barcode!0.1!mL!(Applied!Biosystems).!5µl!of! cDNA! (500ng! total)! was! then! added! to! each! well! and! mixed! gently! by!pipetting.!Each!cDNA!sample!was!tested!in!triplicate.!A!negative!control!well!in!which!cDNA!was!replaced!by!dH2O!was!included!in!order!to!ensure!there!was!no! contamination! of! the!master!mix.! PCR! plates!were! sealed!with!MicroAmp!Optical! Adhesive! Film! (Applied! Biosystems)! and! briefly! centrifuged! to! collect!liquid!and!remove!any!bubbles.!!
Table*13:*SYBR*Green*qPCR*reagents*




2.12.4 *SYBR*Green*PCR*cycling*parameters*qPCRs! were! carried! out! using! a! 7500! Fast! RealWtime! PCR! System! (Applied!Biosystems)!as!detailed!in!Table!14.!The!system!was!instructed!to!detect!SYBR!as!the!reporter!and!ROX!!as!a!reference!dye.!!!!!!!
Table*14:*SYBR*Green*qPCR*cycling*parameters*
Step* Temp*(°C)* Time** No.*of*Cycles*Polymerase!activation! 95! 10mins! 1!Denaturing! 95! 15secs! 40!Annealing/extension! 60! 60secs!
Melt!Curve!
95! 15secs! 1!60! 60secs! 1!60!to!95!+0.3°C/sec! Approx.!2mins!total! 1!95! 30secs! 1!60! 15secs! 1!!Due! to! the! fact! that!SYBR!Green! I!Dye!binds!nonWspecifically! to!dsDNA,! it!was!necessary!to!test!that!these!primers!only!bound!to!one!specific!target.!This!was!done!using!a!meltWcurve!analysis,!also!known!as!a!dissociation!analysis,!which!identifies! the! temperature! at!which! 50%!of! dsDNA! dissociates! (which! causes!the! SYBR! Green! level! to! drop! as! it! does! not! bind! ssDNA).! If! two! different!temperature! peaks! appear,! this! suggests! that! two! different! regions! of! DNA!(with!different!Tms)!have!been!amplified.!This!was!not! found!to!be!a!problem!with!the!primers!described!above.!!!!!
2.13 *Western*blotting*
2.13.1 *Sample*preparation*Laemmli!Buffer!(4%!SDS,!20%!glyercol,!0.004%!bromophenol!blue,!0.125M!Tris!HCl,! pH6.8)! was! supplemented! with! 5%! freshly! added! βWmercaptoethanol!
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(Sigma)! just! before! addition! to! cells.! 2x105! cells! were! pelleted! and! lysed! in!100µl!Laemmli!buffer+βWME.!Unless!otherwise!stated,!samples!were!kept!on!ice.!Samples!were!sonicated! for!10secs!and!then!boiled! for!10mins.!Samples!were!briefly!centrifuged!to!collect!liquid.!Samples!were!stored!at!W80°C.!!
2.13.2 *Sodium*dodecyl*sulphate*(SDS)*polyacrylamide*gel*preparation*SDS! polyacrylamide! gels! were! prepared! as! detailed! in! Table! 15.!Tetramethylethylenediamine! (TEMED)! and! ammonium! persulfate! (APS)!were!added! immediately! before!pouring! the! gels.!Usually,! 10%! resolving! gels!were!used.! However,! when! blotting! for! proteins! larger! than! 250kDa! (e.g.! Nup358)!7%!resolving! gels!were!used.!The!MiniWPROTEAN!Tetra! System! (BioRad)!was!used! for! casting! and! running! all! gels.! Resolving! gels! were! poured! first! and!topped!with!a!layer!of!isopropanol!in!order!to!ensure!an!even!interface!with!the!stacking! gel.! Once! set,! isopropanol! was! removed,! rinsed! with! dH2O,! and! any!remaining!liquid!dried!with!blotting!paper.!The!resolving!gel!was!then!overlaid!with!stacking!gel,!into!which!a!10W!or!15Wwell!comb!was!inserted.!!!
Table*15:*SDS*polyacrylamide*gel*recipe*
Component* Supplier* 10%*resolving* 7%*resolving** 6%*stacking**Acrylamide!! Flowgen!Bioscience! 10ml! 7ml! 2ml!BisWacrylamide! 4ml! 2.8ml! 800µl!SDS!20%! ! 150µl! 150µl! 50µl!1M!Tris!pH8.8!(running)!! ! 11.25ml! 11.25ml! !0.5M!Tris!pH6.8!(stacking)! ! ! ! 2.5ml!dH2O! ! 4.5ml! 8.7ml! 4.6ml!TEMED!! Sigma! 10µl! 10µl! 10µl!APS!20%! BioRad! ! 150µl! 150µl! 50µl!
Total* * 30ml* 30ml* 10ml*!
2.13.3 *Polyacrylamide*gel*electrophoresis*(PAGE)**The!MiniWPROTEAN!Tetra!System!(BioRad)!was!used!to!run!all!Western!blots.!Samples!were!run!submerged!in!1x!running!buffer!(10x;!144g!glycine,!30g!Tris!base,!10g!SDS,!made!to!1L!with!dH2O).!10W20µl!of!sample!was!loaded!per!well,!
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alongside!10µl!PageRuler!Plus!Prestained!Protein!Ladder!(Fermentas).!Samples!were! run! at! 150V! for! 1W2hrs,! or! until! the! desired! ladder! separation! has!occurred.!!!The!Mini!TransWBlot!Electrophoretic!Transfer!Cell!System!(BioRad)!was!used!to!wetWtransfer! all! Western! blots.! Samples! were! transferred! submerged! in! 1x!transfer!buffer!(10x;!144g!glycine,!30g!Tris!base,!made!to!1L!with!dH2O),!onto!either!Hybond!polyvinylidene!difluoride!(PVDF)!membrane!(GE!Healthcare)!or!Immobilon! PVDF! membrane! (Millipore).! Membranes! were! activated! in!methanol!for!1min!before!layering!onto!gels.!This!gelWmembrane!sandwich!was!surrounded! by! transfer! bufferWsoaked! Whatman! blotting! paper! (Sigma).!Transfers!were!carried!out!at!4°C,!either!at!100V!for!2hrs!or!at!20V!for!18hrs.!!!After! transfer,!membranes!were!blocked! for! nonWspecific! antibody!binding!by!incubation!in!1x!TBS!(Tris!buffered!saline!10x;!120.5g!Tris,!400g!NaCl,!made!up!to!1L!with!dH2O,!pH7.6)!+0.1%!Tween!20!(BioRad)!+5%!powdered!milk,!on!a!rocking!platform!at!room!temperature!for!at!least!1hr.!!!









used*at*Primary!(unconjugated)! βWActin! 42! Ab6276!Abcam! Mouse!! 1/20000!CPSF6! 68! Ab99347!Abcam! Rabbit!! 1/2000!CypA! 18! SA296!Biomol! Rabbit! 1/5000!
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Nup153! 153! Ab24700!Abcam! Mouse! 1/2000!Nup358! 358! C288!Catavas.E! Rabbit! 1/2000!Nup155! 155! Ab73292!Abcam! Rabbit! 1/2000!Nup85! 85! 45W102!ProSci! Goat! 1/1000!TNPO3! 95! Ab54353!Abcam! Mouse! 1/100!Secondary!(HRP!conjugated)! Goat!Abs! ! RPN4301!GE! Rabbit! 1/5000!Mouse!Abs! ! NXA931!GE!! Sheep! 1/5000!Rabbit!Abs!! ! NX934V!GE!! Donkey! 1/5000!Primary!!(HRP!conjugated)! HA!(HA!tags)! ! 3F10WHRP!Roche! ! !!!Membranes!were!treated!with!Amersham!ECL!Select!or!Prime!Western!Blotting!Detection! Reagent! (GE! Healthcare)! or! RapidStep! ECL! Reagent! (Calbiochem).!The! HRP! bound! to! the! secondary! antibody! cleaves! these! chemiluminescent!substrates,!resulting! in! luminescence!that! is!detected!by!Amersham!Hyperfilm!ECL!Film!(VWR),!a!process!known!as!autoradiography.!!!In!order!to!blot!for!a!second!protein!on!the!same!membrane,!bound!antibodies!were!removed!using!a!pH2.2!glycine!stripping!buffer!(15g!glyine,!1g!SDS,!10ml!Tween!20,!made!to!1L!with!dH2O,!pH2.2,!kept!at!4°C)!for!30mins!on!a!rocking!platform.! Membranes! were! then! blocked! and! probed! with! antibodies! as!described!above.!!!
2.14 *SureSelectXT2*integration*site*analysis*To!avoid!the!bias!introduced!by!other!methods!(such!as!AluWGag!PCR!and!MluI!digestion),! randomly! sheared! DNA! from! infected! cells! integration! sites! was!enriched! for! provirusWcontaining! DNA! using! SureSelectXT2,! which! uses! beads!coated!in!baits!designed!against!HIVW1!LTRs.!!!!!
2.14.1 Infections*for*SureSelectXT2*integration*site*analysis*6x105!HeLa!cells!were!seeded!into!a!10cm!dish.!24!hours!later!(approximately!1.2x106!cells!present),!cells!were!infected!with!DNase!treated!viral!vector!(see!sections!2.5.2!and!2.6.1)!in!a!total!of!6ml!with!a!multiplicity!of!infection!(MOI)!of!~0.8.! Cells! were! maintained! for! 7! days,! which! ensured! that! cytoplasmic,!
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unintegrated! reverse! transcripts! were! mostly! degraded! and! thus! their! LTRs!would!not!saturate!the!SureSelectXT2!baits.!Cells!were!never!split!more!than!1:4!every!2!days,!which!ensured!that!integration!site!diversity!was!not!lost!over!the!7! days.! On! day! 7,! cells!were! counted! and! samples! of! 106! collected.! DNA!was!extracted! as! described! in! section! 2.10.1.! DNA! concentration! was! measured!using!the!QuantWiT!dsDNA!BR!Assay!Kit!with!a!Qubit!2.0!Fluorometer!(both!Life!Technologies).!!!
2.14.2 *DNA*shearing*DNA!was!sheared!as!described! in!the!SureSelectXT2!Target!Enrichment!System!(Illumina)!protocol,!with!the!changes!described!below.!In!part!2!step!1,!3µg!of!DNA!was!made!to!130µl!using!1x!Low!TE!Buffer!(Applied!Biosystems)!in!a!DNA!LoBind!Tube,! 1.5ml! PCR!Clean! (Eppendorf).! ! An! S220! Focused!Ultrasonicator!Sample! Preparation! System! (Covaris)! was! used! to! shear! the! DNA! to! a! target!fragment!size!of!300bp.!!!
2.14.3 *SureSelectXT2*target*enrichment*system*kit*The!SureSelectXT2!Target!Enrichment!System!for!Illumina!(Agilent)!consisted!of!SureSelectXT2!Reagent!Kit!for!MiSeq!Platform!for!16!Samples!and!SureSelectXT2!Capture!Library!5190W4846.!The!capture! library!was!custom!designed!to!have!baits!targeting!the!LTRs!of!HIVW1!and!HIVW2.!Baits!were!120nt!each,!shifted!by!1nt! each,! and! covered! the! whole! 370nt! SIN! LTR! (resulting! in! 250! different!baits),!which!in!pCSGW!is!as!follows;!GATCTCCCTTTGGGCCGCCTCCCCGCATCGATACCGTCGACCTCGAGGGAATTAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCTTTAAGACCAATGACTTACAAGGCAGCTGTAGATCTTAGCCACTTTTTAAAAGAAAAGGGGGGACTGGAAGGGCTAATTCACTCCCAACGAAGACAAGATCTGCTTTTTGCTTGTACTGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAGATCTGAGCCTGGGAGCTCTCTGGCTAACTAGGGAACCCACTGCTTAAGCCTCAATAAAGCTTGCCTTGAGTGCTTCAAGTAGTGTGTGCCCGTCTGTTGTGTGACTCTGGTAACTAGAGATCCCTCAGACCCTTTTAGTCAGTGTGGAAAATCTCTAGCAG!!The! SureSelectXT2! protocol! was! followed! with! the! following! adjustments.!Between!part!2!steps!1!and!2,!DNA!was!cleaned!up!using!Agencourt!AMPure!XP!Beads!(Beckman!Coulter)!and!eluted!in!50µl.!!In!all!bioanalysis!steps,!either!the!
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DNA!1000!Kit!or!the!High!Sensitive!DNA!Kit!was!used!with!a!2100!Bioanalyzer!(all!Agilent).!In!part!2!step!8,!6!cycles!of!PCR!were!performed.!In!part!3!step!1,!8!indexed! gDNA! samples! were! pooled! for! hybridisation.! ! In! part! 3! step! 3,!Dynabeads! MyOne! Streptavidin! T1! (Life! Technologies)! magnetic! beads! were!used.! In! part! 4! step! 1,! 14! cycles! of! PCR! were! carried! out.! All! samples! were!sequenced!by!UCL!genomics!using!the!Illumina!Miseq!platform.!!!
2.14.4 *Integration*site*analysis**All! computational! analysis! was! carried! out! by! Alessandro! Riccombeni! as!follows;! for! all! libraries,! FastQC! (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/!projects/fastqc/)!was!used!to!perform!quality!control.!A!custom!Python!script!was! used! to! remove! potential! PCR! duplicates! from! each! library;! in! case! of!multiple!fastq!records!with!the!same!sequence,!only!one!was!kept.!Low!quality!bases!were! trimmed! using! seqtk! (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk).! Reads!were!locally! mapped! on! the! proviral! construct! sequence! using! Bowtie2! (PMID:!22388286)! with! WWveryWsensitiveWlocal! settings! and! maximum! one! reported!mapping!per!read.!Reads!which!completely!mapped!on!the!construct!sequence!were!discarded.!Partially!mapping!reads!were!split,!and! the!soft!clipped!parts!were!mapped!using!tophat2!(PMID:!23618408)!with!very!sensitive!settings!and!maximum!one!mismatch!on!version!hs19!of!the!human!genome.!Custom!Python!scripts! were! used! for! the! downstream! analysis.! Unmapped! reads! and! reads!mapping! to! multiple! positions! were! discarded.! The! mapping! of! each! hard!clipped!read!was!matched! to! the!corresponding!whole! reads'!partial!mapping!against! the! construct! sequence,! obtaining! the! coordinates! of! viral! integration!sites.!Controls!were!prepared!for!each!library!by!taking!a!random!10%!subset!of! all! reads!mapping! completely! on! the! human! sequence! and! considering! the!first! mapping! position! as! a! control! site.! To! estimate! gene! and! CpG! densities!around!sites,!a!compressed!version!of!the!RefSeq!annotation!of!hs19!was!used.!RefSeq!gene!and!CpG!islands!annotations!were!downloaded!from!UCSC!(PMID:!22908213).! For! each! strand,! overlapping! features! were!merged! and! features!whose! coordinates! were! nested! or! identical! to! another! feature's! were!
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discarded.! Density! scores! and! the! ratios! of! sites!within! genes!were! clustered!using!Pvclust!(PMID:!16595560).!!
2.15 *Statistical*analysis*Having! calculated! mean! and! standard! deviation! values! for! our! samples,! we!sought! to! test! whether! the! difference! between! two! samples! was! statistically!significant.! To! do! this! we! utilised! the! unpaired/independent! twoWsample!Student’s!tWtest,!which!tests!the!null!hypothesis!that!samples!1!and!2!are!equal.!It!assumes!that!variation!within!samples!follows!the!normal!distribution.!The!‘!tWstatistic’! (t)! is! calculated!using! the!mean!values!of! samples!1! and!2! (!1! and!!2),! the! standard!deviation!of! samples!1!and!2! (s1#and#s2),! and! the!number!of!data!points!within!samples!1!and!2!(n1!and!n2)!as!follows;!! ! = !! − !! ÷ !×!!where!Α = !! + !! ÷ !!!!!and!B = !! − 1 !!! + !! − 1 !!!!! + !! − 2 !!The! tWstatistic! is! then! compared! to! the! t>distribution! (using! a! t>distribution!probability! table)! to! find! a! pWvalue! (calculated! probability).! The! more! the! tWstatistic! diverges! from! the! tWdistribution,! the! lower! the! p>value.! p>values! are!conventionally! considered! ‘statistically! significant’! when! p≤0.05,! which!indicates!that!the!probability!of!the!null!hypothesis!being!true!is!≤5%.!In!other!words,!there!is!≥95%!certainty!that!the!null!hypothesis!is!false!and!that!the!two!samples! differ.! In! this! study! *! indicates! p≤0.05,! **! indicates! p≤0.01,! and! ***!indicates!p≤0.001.!!! !
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3 Chapter*3.*The*role*of*CPSF6*in*HIV&1*nuclear*entry*!
3.1 Introduction*As! detailed! in! section! 1.5.3,! Lee! et# al.! (259)! hypothesised! that! endogenous!CPSF6!is!a!restriction!factor!of!HIVW1.!They!showed!that!exogenous!expression!of!hCPSF6[72]! inhibited!the!virus!~2Wfold!and!depletion!of!endogenous!CPSF6!increased!HIVW1!infectivity!~1.2Wfold.!They!showed!that!artificially!CWterminally!truncating! CPSF6! such! that! its! classical! NLS! is! removed! (mCPSF6[72]W358)!caused!it!to!mislocalise!to!the!cytoplasm!and!to!potently!inhibit!the!virus.!They!proposed! that! endogenous! CPSF6,! which! is! predominantly! nuclear! at! steady!state,! might! localise! to! the! cytoplasm! under! certain! conditions! but! did! not!speculate! as! to! what! these! conditions! might! be.! We! consider! the! evidence!supporting!CPSF6!as!an!HIVW1!restriction!factor!to!be!very!modest.!However,!we!were! compelled! by! the! evidence! that! CPSF6! interacts! –! be! it! directly! or!indirectly! –! with! HIVW1! CA! and! that! this! interaction! is! conserved! in! primate!Lentiviruses.! We! were! also! extremely! interested! in! the! observation! that! the!mCPSF6[72]W358!escape!mutant!N74D!utilises! a!different! set! of!nuclear! entry!cofactors! than! WT! HIVW1! and! that! this! results! in! different! integration! site!targeting! (79).! This! phenotype! is! reminiscent! of! another! CA! mutant,! G89V,!which! prevents! interaction! with! the! cofactor! CypA! (discussed! in! section!1.5.2.2).! Based! on! the! conservation! of! CAWCPSF6! interaction,! the! similarities!between!N74D!and!G89V,! and! the! finding! that!N74D! is!defective! in! some! cell!types! (specifically! MDMs)! we! sought! to! test! an! alternative! hypothesis! that!CPSF6!is!a!cofactor!of!HIVW1!infection!and!that!CWterminal!truncations!of!CPSF6!are!dominant!negatives.!!!!!! !
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3.2 Results*
3.2.1 HA&hCPSF6[68]&358* restricts*HIV&1* prior* to* reverse* transcription,*














































































Figure' 17:' hCPSF6[68]6358,' but' not' full6length' hCPSF6[68],' restricts' HIV61'
prior'to'reverse'transcription$$
(A)' A$ schematic$ diagram$ of$ hCPSF6[72],$ hCPSF6[68],$ HA6hCPSF6[68],$ and$ HA6hCPSF6[68]6358.$The$checked$box$indicates$the$region$of$CPSF6$deKined$by$Lee$et)







!transcripts!by!qPCR!at!6hrs!postWinfection!or!for!percentage!infectivity!at!48hrs!postWinfection.! We! found! that! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! caused! a! 15–fold! block! to!HIVW1! infection! (figure! 17E).! Unlike!mCPSF6[72]W358,!which!was! reported! to!inhibit!after!reverse!transcription!(259),!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!inhibited!reverse!transcription! by! 12Wfold! (figure! 17F).! This! suggests! that! neither! exon! 6! nor!residues! 322W358! of! CPSF6[68]! affect! the! ability! of! CWterminally! truncated!CPSF6!to!restrict!infection,!but!that!one!or!both!of!these!regions!influences!the!stage!of!restriction.!Lee!et#al.!hypothesised!that!hCPSF6[72]W358!inhibited!HIVW1! nuclear! entry! by! preventing! interaction! between! CA! and! a! nuclear! entry!cofactor.!However,! the! fact! that! two!different!CWterminal! truncations!of!CPSF6!inhibit! the!virus! at!different! stages!of! infection! (before!or! after! transcription)!argues!against!this!idea.!!!
3.2.2 HA&hCPSF6[68]180&321*is*sufficient*to*inhibit*HIV&1*nuclear*entry,*but*













































































Figure' 18:' GFP6HA6hCPSF6[68]1806321' restricts' HIV61' prior' to' reverse'
transcription''$


















postWinfection.! We! found! that! HAWGFPWhCPSF6[68]180W321! was! sufficient! to!restrict!HIVW1! infection!10Wfold! (figure!18C),! suggesting! that! this! region!of! the!proWrich!domain!of!CPSF6!is!sufficient!for!interaction!with!HIVW1!CA.!However,!unlike! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,! HAWGFPWhCPSF6[68]180W321! did! not! inhibit! reverse!transcription!(figure!18D).!This!shows! that! the!RRM!of!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! is!dispensable!for! interaction!with/restriction!of!HIVW1!but!that! it!does!influence!the!stage!of!inhibition.!The!RRM!interacts!with!CPSF6’s!binding!partner!CPSF5!and! also! has!weak!RNA!binding!properties! (discussed! in! section!1.5.3.1).! The!fact! that! such! a! small! peptide! of! the! CPSF6! proWrich! domain,! which! has! no!known! function!other! than!mediating!proteinWprotein! interactions,! can! inhibit!the! virus! suggests! that! inhibition! is! mediated! simply! by! interacting! with! the!virus.!!!
3.2.3 N74D* mutation* escapes* HA&hCPSF6[68]&358* without* altering*





























































































































Figure' 19:' The' N74D'mutation' in' CA' allows' HIV61' to' escape' restriction' by'
hCPSF6[68]6358'without'affecting'viral'titre'























































therefore! repeated! this! experiment! and! also! tested! the! effect! of! depletion! of!CPSF5,! a! known! binding! partner! of! CPSF6.! We! transduced! HeLa! cells! with!pSIRENWbased! vectors! expressing! CPSF6! or! CPSF5Wtargeting! shRNA! or! a! nonWtargeting!control!shRNA.!CPSF6!depletion!caused!visible!cell!toxicity!by!6!days!postWtransduction! and! CPSF5! by! 4! days! postWtransduction.! Therefore,! these!depletions! were! carried! out! transiently! and! with! no! antibiotic! selection.!Successful!depletion!of!CPSF6!was!detected!by!western!blot!(figure!20A)!and!of!CPSF5!was!detected!by!SYBRWGreen!qPCR!(figure!20B)!on!the!day!of!infection.!Cells!were!infected!with!WT!or!N74D!HIVW1(GFP)!and!infectivity!measured!48!hours!later.!Whereas!CPSF5!depletion!had!no!significant!affect!upon!viral!titre,!CPSF6!depletion!caused!a!2W3Wfold!decrease!in!viral!titre!(figure!20C).!However,!the!infectivity!of!N74D!was!also!reduced!by!a!similar!magnitude!despite!it!being!a! CPSF6Wbinding! mutant.! Furthermore,! neither! CPSF5! nor! CPSF6! depletion!caused!significant!changes!in!accumulation!of!late!reverse!transcripts!or!2WLTR!circles! (figures! 20D! and! E).! We! therefore! propose! that! this! small! defect! in!infectivity!is!due!to!an!offWtarget!effect!of!CPSF6!depletion,!possibly!as!a!result!of!CPSF6! depletion! affecting!mRNA! processing! (as! discussed! in! section! 1.5.3.1).!Together,! these! data! suggest! that! neither! CPSF6! nor! CPSF5! depletion!significantly!affects!HIVW1(GFP)!titre!in!HeLa!cells.!This!is!in!agreement!with!our!previous! observation! that! overexpression! of! HAWhCPSF6[68]! does! not! affect!viral!titre!(figures!17B!and!C).!!!












































































































































































Figure' 20:' CPSF6' and' CPSF5' depletion' affect' HIV61(GFP)' MFI' but' not'
infectivity,'reverse'transcription,'or'26LTR'circle'formation'































































































































































































































































































































































(A)'A$western$blot$of$ lysates$ from$HeLa$cell$clones$stably$expressing$Nup3586$or$TNPO36targeting$ shRNA$ or$ non6targeting$ control$ shRNA.$ β6actin$ serves$ as$ a$loading$control.$(B6D)'Cells$in$(A)$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$HIV61(GFP).$(B)'Viral$titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$(C)$Late$reverse$transcripts$were$measured$6hrs$p.i.$by$qPCR.$(D)$26LTR$circles$were$measured$18hrs$p.i.$by$qPCR.$(E)$Cells$in$(A)$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$WT$or$N74D$HIV61(GFP)$and$viral$titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$Each$experiment$includes$at$least$3$biological$repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$ns$means$p>0.05$(not$statistically$signiKicant,$*$means$p≤0.05,$ **$means$p≤0.01,$ ***$means$p≤0.001,$ as$measured$by$Student’s$ t6test.'
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Figure'22.'N74D'mutation' in'CA'reduces' the' sensitivity'of'HIV61' to'Nup153'











































































3.2.6 Depletion* of* CPSF6,* but* not* of* CPSF5,* causes* WT* HIV&1* to*
phenocopy*N74D*with*respect*to*cofactor*dependence*Having! found! that! HIVW1! infectivity! is! not! affected! by! HAWhCPSF6[68]!overexpression! or! CPSF6! depletion,! there!was! little! evidence! that! CPSF6! is! a!restriction!factor!or!a!cofactor!of!HIVW1!infection.!However,!the!report!that!the!CPSF6!binding!mutant!N74D!is!unable!to!replicate!in!MDMs!(79)!suggested!that!CPSF6!may!be!a!cofactor!in!these!nonWpermissive!cells!even!if!it!is!not!essential!for! infectivity! in! cells! as! permissive! as! HeLa.! If! so,! we! would! expect! CPSF6!depletion! to! phenocopy! N74D.! In! order! to! test! whether! CPSF6! depletion!phenocopies! N74D! with! respect! to! sensitivity! to! depletion! of! nuclear! entry!cofactors,!we!transduced!HeLa!cell!clones!stably!expressing!TNPO3W,!Nup358W,!or!nonWtargeting! shRNA! (control! shRNAW1),! a! second! time! such! that! they! also!expressed! either! CPSF6Wtargeting! or! a! second! nonWtargeting! shRNA! (control!shRNAW2).! As! before,! this! CPSF6! depletion! was! done! transiently! to! avoid!toxicity.!These!doubleWdepletions!were!confirmed!by!western!blot!(figure!23A).!In!cells!expressing!control!shRNAW2,!WT!HIVW1!was!sensitive!to!the!depletion!of!either! TNPO3! or! Nup358! whilst! N74D! was! unaffected! by! these! depletions!(figure! 23B),! in! agreement! with! our! previous! findings! (figure! 21E).! In! cells!depleted!of!CPSF6,!neither!WT!nor!N74D!HIVW1!were!sensitive!to!depletion!of!TNPO3!or!Nup358!(figure!23C).!!!We!similarly!tested!whether!depletion!of!CPSF6!could!reduce!the!sensitivity!of!WT!HIVW1!to!Nup153!depletion.!In!agreement!with!our!previous!findings!(figure!22B),! Nup153! depletion! inhibited!WT!HIVW1! by! 14Wfold! and!N74D! by! a!more!modest!5Wfold! in!cells!expressing!control!sh2!(figure!23D).! In!cells!depleted!of!CPSF6,! both! WT! HIVW1! and! N74D! were! inhibited! approximately! 4Wfold! by!Nup153! depletion! (figure! 23E).! Together! these! data! show! that! CPSF6!determines! the! sensitivity! of! HIVW1! to! depletion! of! Nup358,! TNPO3,! and!Nup153.!In!other!words,!CPSF6!depletion!causes!WT!HIVW1!to!phenocopy!N74D.!
Figure' 23.' CPSF6' depletion' alters' the' sensitivity' of' HIV61' to' depletion' of'
nuclear'entry'cofactors'












































































































We! interpret! this! to! mean! that! there! are! multiple! possible! nuclear! entry!pathways!that!HIVW1!can!take!in!HeLa!cells!and!that!the!interaction!of!CA!with!CPSF6!dictates!which!pathway!is!taken.!It!seems!that!both!pathways!are!equally!efficient!in!HeLa!cells,!but!this!may!not!be!true!in!less!permissive!cells!such!as!MDMs.!!!!We!similarly!tested!whether!depletion!of!CPSF5,!CPSF6’s!binding!partner,!was!able! to!make!WT!HIVW1! insensitive!to!depletion!of!TNPO3!or!Nup358.!Despite!efficient! depletion! of! CPSF5! mRNA,! as! measured! by! SYBR! green! RTWqPCR!(figure! 24A),! HIVW1! remained! sensitive! to! depletion! of! Nup358! or! TNPO3!(figure! 24B).! In! agreement! with! our! previous! finding! that! GFPWHAWhCPSF6[68]180W321! is! able! to! restrict! HIVW1,! this! suggests! that! CPSF6! does! not!require!interaction!with!CPSF5!in!order!to!interact!with!HIVW1.!!!
3.2.7 N74D*mutation*or*CPSF6*depletion*retargets*HIV&1*integration*site*
selection,*whereas*depletion*of*Nup153*or*CPSF5*does*not*Having!found!that!CPSF6!depletion!phenocopies!N74D!with!respect!to!nuclear!entry!cofactors,!we!tested!whether!it!would!also!phenocopy!N74D!with!respect!to!integration!site!targeting.!We!also!tested!the!effect!of!Nup153!depletion!upon!integration! site! selection! due! to! the! disagreement! between! previous! reports!(84,!268)!and!the!effect!of!CPSF5!depletion.!We!infected!unmodified!HeLa!cells!with!WT!or!N74D!HIVW1.!We!also!transiently!transduced!HeLa!cells!to!express!shRNA!targeting!CPSF6,!Nup153,!or!CPSF5!(two!CPSF5Wtargeting!hairpins!were!tested! due! to! potential! problems! with! toxicity),! or! a! nonWtargeting! control!shRNA!and!achieved!efficient!depletion!(figures!25A!and!B).!We!infected!these!cells! with! HIVW1(GFP)! at! an! MOI! of! 1.0! and! extracted! DNA! 48hrs! later.! As!described!in!section!1.2.9.2,!some!techniques!used!to!amplify!provirusWgenome!junctions!can!introduce!bias!toward!certain!genomic!features.!To!avoid!this,!we!sheared!DNA!randomly!by!ultrasonication!and!enriched!for!provirusWcontaining!DNA! using! a! custom!designed! SureSelectXT2! Target! Enrichment! Kit!with! baits!targeting!the!HIVW1!LTR.!This!kit!involves!ligating!barcoded!adapters!to!each!!!



































































































































































Name! %!in!gene! Genes/Mb! ! CpG!islands/Mb!
HIV'1" 78.5" 18.2" 25.8"
HIV'1"shRNA"CPSF5'3" 81.8" 17.6" 27.9"
HIV'1"shRNA"Nup153" 75.3" 17.6" 26.0"
HIV'1"shRNA"control" 78.2" 17.6" 23.4"
HIV'1"shRNA"CPSF5'2" 71.7" 17.3" 27.2"
N74D" 70.4" 7.0" 6.1"




Figure' 25.' N74D'mutation' and' CPSF6' depletion,' but' not' CPSF5' or' Nup153'
depletion,'alter'HIV61'integration'site'selection'HeLa$cells$transiently$expressing$CPSF66,$Nup1536,$or$CPSF56targeting$shRNA$or$a$non6targeting$ control$ shRNA$ were$ measured$ (A)' for$ the$ extent$ of$ CPSF6$ or$Nup153$ depletion$ by$ western$ blot$ and$ (B)$ for$ the$ extent$ of$ CPSF5$ mRNA$depletion,$ normalised$ to$ the$ control$ β26microglobulin,$ by$ SYBR$ Green$ RT6qPCR.$




DNA!sample.!This! allowed!us! to! combine!multiple! samples!before! sequencing!DNA!by!MiSeq!(Illumina)!using!primers!designed!against!these!adapters.!!!!Computational! analysis! was! subsequently! used! to! characterise! the! DNA!surrounding! integration! sites! (all! computational! analysis! was! carried! out! by!Riccombeni!A).!Reads!were!first!mapped!to!the!pCSGWWderived!provirus!using!Bowtie2,! and! any! sequences! containing! solely! proviral! DNA! were! discarded.!Where! sequences! partially! mapped! to! the! provirus,! the! nonWviral! DNA! was!mapped! to! the! human! genome! (version! hs19)! using! tophat2.! Identical!integration!sites!were!assumed!to!be!PCR!duplicates!and!so!only!one!copy!was!kept!in!the!library.!Reads!mapping!to!multiple!regions!of!the!genome!were!also!discarded.!Between!206! and!2606! individual! integration! sites!were! identified!for! each! sample.!After!obtaining!genomic! coordinates!of! each! integration! site,!the!proportion!of!sites! lying!within!a!gene!were!measured.!Furthermore,!gene!density!and!CpG!island!density!(according!to!RefSeq!annotation!of!hs19)!were!measured!in!a!1Mbp!window!surrounding!each!integration!site!(500Kbp!either!side!of!the!provirus)!(values!shown!in!figure!25C).!Gene!and!CpG!island!density!were!used!to!cluster!the!samples!using!Pvclust!and!the!resulting!dendrogram!is!shown! in! figure! 25D.! The! bootstrap! probability! (BP)! and! approximately!unbiased!(AU)! (AU!assesses! the!variation! in!BP!values!when!changing!sample!size,!which!helps!to!reduce!the!bias!in!BP!values!caused!by!sample!size!(339))!pWvalues!shown!on!the!dendrogram!were!then!calculated!to!assess!the!confidence!in!tree!selection.!!!Similarly! to!Schaller!et#al.! (79),!we! found!that!WT!HIVW1!and!N74D!integrated!into! regions! with! average! gene! densities! of! 18.2! and! 7.0! genes/Mbp,!respectively.!As!hypothesised,!CPSF6!depletion! caused!HIVW1! to! integrate! into!regions!of!a!similar!gene!density!to!N74D!in!unmodified!cells,!6.4!genes/Mbp.!In!contrast,!expression!of!a!control!shRNA!caused!HIVW1!to!integrate!into!regions!of!a!similar!gene!density!to!that!of!HIVW1!in!unmodified!cells,!17.6!genes/Mbp.!Measurements!of!CpG!island!density!followed!the!same!pattern;!in!unmodified!cells!and!cells!expressing!nonWtargeting!shRNA!HIVW1!integrated!into!regions!of!25.8!and!23.4!CpGWislands/Mbp,!respectively,!whilst!in!cells!depleted!of!CPSF6!
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HIVW1! integrated! into! regions! of! 5.6! CpGWislands/Mbp,! thereby! phenocopying!N74D,! which! integrated! into! unmodified! cells! in! regions! of! 6.1! CpGWislands/Mbp.!Based!on!these!data,!WT!HIVW1!and!control!sh2!cluster!together,!whilst!N74D!and!CPSF6!sh1!cluster! together.! In!contrast! to!CPSF6,!CPSF5!sh2!and! 3! both! cluster! with! control! sh2,! indicating! that! they! did! not! have! a!significant!effect!upon!gene!density!or!CpG!island!density!at!integration!sites.!!!We!were! interested! to! test!whether!Nup153!depletion! affects! integration! site!targeting! because! although! it! is! a! cofactor! of! HIVW1! infection,! its! use! is! only!partially! dictated! by! CPSF6.! In! cells! efficiently! depleted! of! Nup153,! HIVW1!integrated!into!regions!of!17.6!genes/Mbp!and!26.0!CpGWislands/Mbp,!causing!it!to!cluster!with!control!cells.!This!suggests!that!although!Nup153!is!required!for!nuclear!entry!of!HIVW1,!it!does!not!influence!HIVW1!integration!site!targeting!in!the!same!way!as!TNPO3!and!Nup358.!!!Preferentially! integrating!within! genes! is! a! feature! of! HIVW1! attributed! to! the!interaction! between! IN! and! LEDGF/p75! (153,! 154)! (discussed! in! section!1.2.9.3).!However,! it!has!been!hypothesised! that!mutations! in!CA!determine!a!downstream!interactions!between! IN!and!HIVW1!cofactors!(250)!and!so! it!was!important! to! test! whether! these! depletions/CA! mutations! affected! the!proportion! of! proviruses! lying! within! genes.! However,! in! all! the! conditions!tested!the!virus!still!preferentially!integrated!inside!genes,!which!suggests!that!neither! CPSF6,! CPSF5,! nor! Nup153! affect! downstream! interaction! with!LEDGF/p75.!!! !
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3.3 Discussion*Since! these! data! were! obtained,! a! great! deal! more! research! into! the! role! of!CPSF6!in!HIVW1!infection!has!been!published!that!influences!our!interpretation!of! these!data,!which!will!be!discussed!here.!Crucially,! the! interaction!between!CPSF6! and! CA! has! been! shown! to! be! direct.! The! crystal! structure! of! the! 15Wresidue!peptide!CPSF6[68]276W290!(amino!acid!sequence!PVLFPGQPFGQPPLG)!in!complex!with!both!monomeric!CANTD! and!hexameric!CA!has!now!been! solved!(340W342).!These!structures!revealed!that!CPSF6!interacts!with!CA!in!a!pocket!that! extends! across! two! adjacent! monomers! within! a! hexamer,! as! shown! in!figure!26A.!Therefore,!CPSF6[68]276W290!interacts!with!hexameric!CA!with!a!14Wfold!higher!affinity!than!it!does!with!monomeric!CA.!Figure!26B!shows!that!the!CPSF6!binding!site!includes!NTD!helices!3!and!4!of!one!CA!monomer!(called!the!‘first’!monomer)!but!also!NTD!helices!2!and!7!and!CTD!helices!8!and!9!of! the!adjacent! monomer! (called! the! ‘second! monomer).! Figure! 26C! highlights! the!residues! of! both! proteins! that! form! key! interactions,! which! includes! residue!N74,! as! expected.! CA! residues! N74! and! N57! from! the! first! monomer! form!hydrogen! bonds!with! CPSF6! residues! L278! and! F284,! respectively,!whilst! CA!residues!K182!and!Q179!from!the!second!monomer!form!hydrogen!bonds!with!CPSF6! residues! G281! and! P280,! respectively! (340).! Like!N74D! (259),! several!other!mutations! in! this!CA!pocket! including!N57A,!M66F,!Q67A,!K70A,!S102D,!and!K182R,!have!been!shown!to!confer!escape! from!CWterminal! truncations!of!CPSF6!(83,!340,!342).!The!peptide!CPSF6[68]276W290! is!hydrophobic!and!buries!into!this!CA!pocket,!forming!an!almost!closed!loop.!Its!termini!both!project!out!of! the! binding! pocket,! and! so! we! speculate! that! this! region! of! CPSF6! may!protrude!from!the!fullWlength!protein!in!order!to!interact!with!CA.!However,!no!crystal!structure!of!fullWlength!CPSF6,!or!even!of!the!proWrich!domain,!has!been!solved!as!yet.!!!hCPSF6[72]W358! restriction! assays! and! ITC! have! been! used! to! show! that! the!interaction! between! CA! and! CPSF6! is! conserved! within! primate! Lentiviruses!(HIVW1,! HIVW2,! SIVmac,! SIVmne)! but! not! in! other! Lentivirus! serogroups! (FIV,!EIAV,! BIV)! or! γWretroviruses! (MLV)! (83,! 259,! 342).! Figure! 27A! shows! is! an!alignment!of!CA!aminoWacid!sequences!from!7!different!primate!Lentiviruses,!
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which! reveals! that! 20! of! the! 24! CA! residues! mediating! interactions! with!CPSF6[68]276W290! are! completely! conserved!within! these! primate! Lentiviruses.!When!the!level!of!conservation!is!mapped!onto!a!CA!hexamer,!as!in!figure!27B,!it! can! be! seen! that! the! CPSF6! binding! pocket! is! one! of! the! most! conserved!regions!of!the!protein.!Similarly,! it!has!been!shown!that!the!CAWbinding!region!of! CPSF6! is! completely! conserved! in! primate! orthologs! spanning! 35million!years! of! evolution! (343).! Whilst! these! observations! in! themselves! are! not!evidence!for!or!against!any!hypothesised!role!of!CPSF6,!they!are!consistent!with!CPSF6!being!a!cofactor!of!HIVW1!infection.!!!
3.3.1 The*interaction*of*CA*and*endogenous*CPSF6*does*not*affect*HIV&1*
infectivity*in*HeLa*cells*Is!discussed!in!section!1.5.3.3,!Lee!et#al.!support!their!hypothesis!that!CPSF6!is!a!restriction! factor! of! HIVW1! with! the! findings! that! hCPSF6[72]! overexpression!inhibited! HIVW1! infection! by! 2Wfold! and! that! depletion! of! endogenous! CPSF6!increased! HIVW1! infectivity! by! a! modest! but! statistically! significant! 1.2Wfold!(259).!In!disagreement!with!this,!we!found!that!neither!overexpression!of!HAWhCPSF6[68]! nor! depletion! of! endogenous! CPSF6! significantly! altered! HIVW1!infectivity.!Other! studies!have! since! recapitulated!our!observations! (247,!344,!345).!Furthermore,!we!found!that!N74D!mutation!did!not!affect!the!infectivity!of!HIVW1,!the!rate!of!reverse!transcription,!or!the!ability!of!the!virus!to!enter!the!nucleus!and!this!has!also!been!reproduced!by!other!groups!(344,!345).!Whilst!these! observations! argue! against! CPSF6! being! a! restriction! factor,! they! also!argue!against!it!being!a!cofactor!of!HIVW1!infection!in!HeLa!cells.!!!
3.3.2 Cytoplasmic*forms*of*CPSF6*restrict*HIV&1*by*simply*binding*to*CA*In!light!of!the!finding!that!CA!and!CPSF6!interact!directly,!there!has!been!great!interest!in!the!mechanism!of!inhibition!of!mCPSF6[72]W358,!despite!it!being!an!artificial! protein.! Lee! et#al.! (259)! noted! that! both! of! the! antiviral! factors! they!created!(mCPSF6[72]W358!and!mCPSF6[72]W526)!had!lost!their!classical!NLS!
* *
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!and!were!more! abundant! in! the! cytoplasm! than! endogenous!CPSF6,!which! is!predominantly! nuclear.! It! was! hypothesised! that! CWterminal! truncations! of!CPSF6! are! antiviral! because! they! mislocalise! to! the! cytoplasm,! rather! than!because!they!have!lost!some!other!function.!To!test!this!hypothesis,!Fricke!et#al.!(345)!fused!the!prototypic!classical!NES!from!protein!kinase!inhibitor!α!(PKIα)!to! the! NWterminus! of! fullWlength! hCPSF6[68],! creating! NESWhCPSF6[68].! As!hypothesised,! this! protein! was! almost! entirely! cytoplasmic! and! potently!inhibited! HIVW1.! Correspondingly,! it! was! shown! that! fusion! of! the! prototypic!classical!SV40!NLS!to!the!CWterminus!of!hCPSF6[68]W358!(342)!or!hCPSF6[72]W358!(247)!resulted! in! them! localising!exclusively! to! the!nucleus!and! losing!all!antiviral!activity.!!!Interestingly,! two! studies! have! assessed! localisation! of! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!through!immunofluorescence!using!an!antiWHA!antibody!(as!opposed!to!an!antiWCPSF6!antibody!which!confusingly!detects!endogenous!CPSF6!as!well).!Whilst!they!did!observe!a! significant!proportion!of! this!protein! in! the!cytoplasm,! the!majority! remained! in! the! nucleus! (247,! 342),! despite! both! predicted! NLSs!having!been!removed.!This!might!be!because!CPSF6!has!another!unknown!NLS!or!because! it! enters! the!nucleus! in!complex!with!another!protein.!Either!way,!the!amount!of!truncated!CPSF6!in!the!cytoplasm!is!evidently!sufficient!to!inhibit!HIVW1.!!!Having! established! that! CPSF6!must! be! able! to! interact!with! CA! and!must! be!cytoplasmic! in! order! to! inhibit! HIVW1,! the! mechanism! of! restriction! was!questioned.! In! this! study,! we! have! shown! that! a! GFPWHAWhCPSF6[68]180W321! is!able! to! inhibit!HIVW1.! Residues! 180W321! are! 44%!proline! and!have! no! known!function,!but!are!predicted!to!mediate!proteinWprotein!interactions!and!contain!the!CAWbinding!region.!Since!making!this!observation,!it!has!been!reported!that!an!even!smaller! region!of!CPSF6! fused! to!GFP!–!GFPWCPSF6[72]301W358!–! is!also!able!to!inhibit!HIVW1!(343).!The!fact!that!such!small!regions!of!CPSF6!can!inhibit!the! virus! suggests! that! no! functional! domain! of! CPSF6! is! required! and! that!simply!binding!to!CA!may!be!sufficient!to!mediate!restriction.!!!
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Whilst! the! field!concurs! that!cytoplasmic! localisation!and!an!ability! to!bind! to!CA!are!two!features!required!by!CPSF6!CWterminal!truncations!to!restrict!HIVW1,!the! mechanism! by! which! this! restriction! occurs! remains! debated.! Given! that!depletion!of!CPSF6!has!no!effect!on!HIVW1! titre,!CPSF6!CWterminal! truncations!cannot! simply! be! displacing! endogenous! CPSF6;! they!must! have! some! direct!effect! upon! viral! cores.! Several! studies! have! now! reported! that! CPSF6! (and!derivatives! of! CPSF6)! affects! the! stability! of!HIVW1! cores.! Consistent!with! this!hypothesis,! CPSF6[68]276W290!interacts!with! residue! L172,!which! is! involved! in!interhexamer! CTDWCTD! interactions,! and! residues! K70! and! K182,! which! are!involved! in! intrahexamer! NTDWCTD! interactions! (346).! Whilst! most! studies!have!found!that!CPSF6!stabilises!cores!(90,!247,!345)!it!has!also!been!reported!that!CPSF6!destabilises!cores!(344).!Core!stability!has!been!studied!through!two!different!biochemical!assays,!the!CAWNC!tube!assay!and!the!Fate!of!Capsid!(FoC)!assay.! The! CAWNC! tube! assay! is! a! purely! in# vitro! assay.! Recombinant! CAWNC!fusion! proteins! are! produced! in! E.coli# and,! under! the! correct! pH! and! salt!concentrations!and! in! the!presence!of!RNA,! they!spontaneously!assemble! into!hollow!helical!tubes!of!varying!lengths!(347,!348).!CAWNC!tubes!resemble!HIVW1!cores! because! they! are! formed! from! a! hexameric! CA! lattice.! These! tubes! are!incubated!with!the!recombinant!protein!being!tested!and!are!then!centrifuged!through! a! sucrose! cushion.! Whereas! intact! CAWNC! tubes! will! be! pelleted,!disassembled!CAWNC!will!not.!The!proportion!of!pelletable!CA!can!be!measured!by!western!blot!and!used! to!assess! the!degree!of!disassembly.!This! technique!has! been! used! to! show! that! recombinant! hCPSF6[68]W321! stabilises! CAWNC!tubes!(90).!This!assay!has!been!widely!criticised!for!two!main!reasons.!Firstly,!CAWNC!tubes!differ!from!viral!cores!in!shape,!size,!and!composition,!meaning!it!is! unclear! whether! they! have! the! same! stability! properties! as! HIVW1! cores.!Secondly,! the!CAWCPSF6! interaction!does!not!occur! in! the! context!of! a! cell.!To!avoid!these!two!issues,!the!FoC!assay!was!developed!(114).!This!assays!involves!infecting! cells! that! express! the! protein! of! interest! and! then! centrifuging! cell!lysates!through!a!sucrose!cushion.!The!proportion!of!pelletable!intact!CA!is!then!measured!by!western!blot! in! the!same!way!as! the!CAWNC! tube!assay.!The!FoC!assay!has!been!used! to! show! that!mCPSF6[72]W358! (247)!and!NESWCPSF6[68]!(345)!stabilise!cores,!which!is!in!agreement!with!the!data!obtained!from!the!CAW
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NC!assay.!In!disagreement!with!these!findings,!one!group!used!the!FoC!assay!to!show!that!CPSF6!CWterminal! truncations! including!exon!6!have!no!effect!upon!core! stability! but! those! excluding! exon! 6! induce! premature! uncoating! (344).!However,!this!observation!has!not!yet!been!repeated.!!!A!caveat!of!all!biochemical!assays!of!core!stability!is!that!they!measure!changes!in! the! stability! of! all! the! viral! cores! present! in! an! experiment! and! cannot!differentiate! between! cores! that! would! have! gone! on! to! be! successfully!infectious! and! those! that! would! not.! This! is! an! important! flaw! because! it! is!established! that! the! vast! majority! of! virions! do! not! successfully! reach!integration! and! are! thus! not! infectious.! Upper! estimates! of! the! ratio! of!infectious!to!nonWinfectious!HIVW1!virions!reach!1:1000,!although!these!figures!differ!depending!on! the!strain!of! the!virus!and! the! technique!used! to!produce!the!virus!(349,!350).!This!disparity!is!thought!to!be!partly!due!to!the!production!of! inherently!defective!virions!but!also!partly!because!some!virions!simply,!by!chance,!do!not! come! into! contact!with! required!host! cofactors.!Virions! can!be!defective!at!many!different!stages!of!infection.!However,!the!fact!that!cellWtoWcell!transmission!is!so!much!more!efficient!than!cellWfree!transmission!suggests!that!entry! in! particular! is! a! high! barrier! to! infection! (61).! In! agreement!with! this,!Thomas,!et!al.! (102)!showed! that! the!majority!of!nonWinfectious!virions! fail! to!reach!the!stage!of!reverse!transcription!and!calculated!that,!of!the!virions!that!do! successfully! reverse! transcribe,! 1! in! 8! is! infectious.! It! has! therefore! been!argued! that! the! FoC! assay,! which! only! takes! into! accounts! cores! that! have!entered!a!cell,! is!more!representative!of! infectious!virions! than!purely! in#vitro!assays.! However,! even! this! lower! ratio! of! 1:8! still!means! that! the!majority! of!virions!in!the!FoC!assay!do!not!represent!infectious!virions.!!!Despite!the!aforementioned!issues!with!biochemical!stability!assays,!there!is!a!consensus!that!cytoplasmic/antiviral!forms!of!CPSF6!stabilise!HIVW1!cores.!We!therefore! asked! why! endogenous! CPSF6! does! not! also! inhibit! cores.! One!possibility! is! that! a! certain! CA! occupancy! must! be! achieved! by! CPSF6! (i.e.! a!certain!proportion!of!the!~1056!CA!monomers!within!a!core!must!be!bound!by!CPSF6)! in! order! to! affect! stability! and! that! cytoplasmic! concentrations! of!
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endogenous! CPSF6! are! too! low! to! reach! this! threshold.! An! alternative!possibility!is!that!the!low!levels!of!cytoplasmic!endogenous!CPSF6!are!sufficient!to! stabilise! cores! but! that! this! stabilisation! is! transient! because! endogenous!CPSF6!is!only!transiently!in!the!cytoplasm!before!rapidly!shuttling!back!into!the!nucleus!(as!discussed!in!section!1.5.3.1).!!!
3.3.3 Antiviral* forms* of* CPSF6* can* inhibit* HIV&1* at* different* stages* of*
infection*In! contrast! to! mCPSF6[72]W358,! which! reportedly! inhibits! after! reverse!transcription! but! before! HIVW1! nuclear! entry! (259),! we! found! that! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! inhibits! reverse! transcription.! This! implicated! exon! 6! in! the!ability! of! CWterminal! CPSF6! truncations! to! inhibit! reverse! transcription.! In!agreement!with! this,!Hori!et#al.#(344)!recently!showed!that!removal!of!exon!6!from!several!different!CWterminal!CPSF6!truncations!(both!human!and!murine)!resulted!in!the!ability!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription.!However,!the!RS!domain!has! also! been! implicated! in! the! stage! of! inhibition! by! the! finding! that! NESWhCPSF6[68]! inhibits! after! reverse! transcription! (345).! Furthermore,! the! RRM!has! been! implicated! in! the! stage! of! inhibition! by! our! finding! that! HAWGFPWhCPSF6[68]180W321!inhibits!after!reverse!transcription.!!!Whilst! it! is! possible! that! exon! 6,! the! RRM,! and! the! RS! domain! each! have! a!specific! and! independent! effect! upon! the! virus,! we! consider! this! unlikely.! As!discussed! in! section! 1.2.7.2,! there! is! evidence,! albeit! controversial,! that!stabilising!cores!can! inhibit!reverse!transcription.!Therefore,!one!possibility! is!that!some!CPSF6!truncations!stabilise!cores!more!than!others!and!that!these!are!the!forms!of!CPSF6!that!inhibit!reverse!transcription.!Models!of!the!intact!core!structure! have! suggested! that! the! core! is! porous! enough! to! allow! dNTPs! to!access! the! viral! genome,! allowing! reverse! transcription! to! proceed! inside! the!core.!Forms!of!CPSF6!that!inhibit!reverse!transcription!may!physically!obstruct!these!pores!and/or!alter!their!conformation!such!that!dNTPs!cannot!enter!the!core.!Either!way,!it!is!important!to!note!that!NESWCPSF6[68],!the!construct!most!
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likely! to! represent! endogenous! CPSF6,! does! not! inhibit! reverse! transcription!(345).!!!
3.3.4 The*CA&CPSF6*interaction*determines*the*nuclear*entry*pathway*of*
HIV&1*We,!and!others,!have!now!shown!that!the!N74D!mutation!in!CA!causes!HIVW1!to!lose!sensitivity!to!depletion!of!Nup358!and!TNPO3!(figure!21E)!(79,!259).!N74D!mutation!has!been!reported!to!reduce!the!affinity!of!CA!for!Nup358Cyp!by!6Wfold!(79)! and! so! it! could! be! suggested! that! N74D! is! insensitive! to! depletion! of!Nup358!simply!because!it!cannot!interact!with!it.!However,!if!this!were!true,!we!would! expect! N74D!mutation! to! cause! a! similar! infectivity! defect! as! Nup358!depletion! does,! which! we! have! shown! is! not! the! case.! We! therefore!hypothesised! that! the! insensitivity! of! N74D! to! Nup358! and! TNPO3! depletion!was!due!to!its!inability!to!interact!with!CPSF6,!as!opposed!to!another!unknown!phenotype!of! this!mutant.! In! support! of! this!hypothesis,! several! other!CPSF6Wbinding!CA!mutants!have!since!been!shown!to!infect!independently!of!Nup358!and!TNPO3,! including!N57A,!Q67A,!K70R,! and!T107A! (342).! In! this! study,!we!confirmed!this!hypothesis!by!showing!that!CPSF6!depletion!causes!WT!HIVW1!to!phenocopy!N74D!and!become!insensitive!to!depletion!of!Nup358!or!TNPO3.!In!other!words,!the!dependence!of!HIVW1!upon!Nup358!and!TNPO3!is!dictated!by!the!upstream!interaction!of!CA!with!CPSF6.!!!!Two! studies! have! since! reproduced! the! finding! that! HIVW1! is! insensitive! to!TNPO3!depletion!in!the!context!of!CPSF6!depletion!(247,!345).!However,!their!interpretation!of!this!finding!differs!from!ours.!De!Iaco,!et!al.!(247)!postulated!that!TNPO3!(a!karyopherin!or!SR!proteins)!imports!CPSF6!(an!SR!protein)!into!the! nucleus.! They! used! immunofluorescence! to! show! that! TNPO3! depletion!results! in! a! slight! increase! in! the! cytoplasmic! levels! of! endogenous! CPSF6.! In!support! of! this! idea,! Maertens! et! al.! (351)! reported! that! TNPO3! interacts!directly!with!CPSF6!and!genetically!mapped!this!interaction!to!the!RS!domain!of!CPSF6.! In! contrast,! Fricke,! et! al.! (345)! did! not! detect! a! change! in! CPSF6!localisation! after! TNPO3! depletion,! despite! their! TNPO3! depletion! being!
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sufficient!to!relocalise!positive!control!proteins.!Based!on!their!observations,!De!Iaco! et# al.! suggested! that! the! only! reason! TNPO3! depletion! inhibits! HIVW1! is!because! it! causes! CPSF6! to! accumulate! in! the! cytoplasm,! which! is! antiviral.!Importantly,!even!if!TNPO3!does!transport!CPSF6!into!the!nucleus,!this!does!not!negate!that!possibility!that!TNPO3!also!imports!IN!into!the!nucleus!or!that!CAWCPSF6! interaction! determines! the! downstream! TNPO3WIN! interaction,! as! we!have!hypothesised.!!!Whilst!N74D!is!insensitive!to!depletion!of!Nup358!or!TNPO3,!we!found!this!CA!mutant! to! be! sensitive! to!Nup153! depletion,! albeit! significantly! less! sensitive!than!WT!HIVW1.!Intriguingly,!it!has!recently!been!reported!that!Nup1531410W1417!interacts!directly!with!CA!in!the!same!region!of!CA!as!CPSF6[68]276W290,!a!pocket!that! ! spans! two!adjacent!monomers!within!a!CA!hexamer! (as! shown! in! figure!28A)!(340).!CPSF6!F284!and!Nup153!F1417!lie!in!almost!identical!positions!and!form!hydrogen!bonds!with!CA!N57!that!is!essential!for!interaction!(figure!28B).!Despite! many! similarities,! the! CPSF6! and! Nup153! peptides! do! make! distinct!interactions!with!CA!and,! as! shown! in! figure!28C,!Nup153!does!not!hydrogen!bond!with! CA! residue! N74! (340).! Accordingly,! it! has! been! shown! that! N74D!mutation!does!not!affect!the!ability!of!Nup153CTD!to!coWimmunoprecipitate!with!CANTD!(83).!Therefore,!the!reduced!sensitivity!of!N74D!to!depletion!of!Nup153!cannot! be! due! to!N74D!CA! being! unable! to! interact!with! it! and! hypothesised!that,!like!Nup358!and!TNPO3,!dependence!upon!Nup153!is!determined!by!CAWCPSF6!interaction.!Consistent!with!this,!we!found!that!CPSF6!depletion!caused!WT! HIVW1! to! phenocopy! N74D! with! respect! to! Nup153! depletion! (as! with!Nup358!and!TNPO3!depletion).!!!We!were!intrigued!by!the!observation!that!HIVW1!retains!moderate!sensitivity!to!Nup153!depletion!in!the!context!of!CPSF6!depletion!or!N74D!mutation.!The!CAWNup153! interaction! is! conserved! within! primate! Lentiviruses! and! Nup153!depletion!inhibits!all!primate!Lentiviruses!tested!thus!far!by!at!least!10Wfold!(83,!340).!We!interpret!these!observations!to!mean!that!Nup153!depletion!inhibits!WT! HIVW1! directly! because! Nup153! is! a! specific! cofactor! of! infection.!Interestingly,!Nup153!depletion!also!inhibits!the!nonWprimate!Lentiviruses!FIV!!
Figure'28.'Nup153'interacts'with'CA'in'the'same'pocket'as'CPSF6'










and!BIV!by!~3Wfold!despite!the!fact!that!it!cannot!interact!with!their!CAs!(83).!As! discussed! in! section! 1.5.1.3,! Nup153! forms! the! nuclear! basket! and! is!required!to!anchor!the!NPC!into!the!plasma!membrane.!Its!depletion!therefore!has! dramatic! effects! on! the! overall! structure! of! the! NPC! (261).!We! therefore!propose! that! Nup153! depletion! inhibits! FIV! and! BIV! indirectly,! by! generally!disrupting! the! structure! of! the!NPC! (which! these! viruses! require! to! enter! the!nucleus!(9)).!Although!the!route!taken!by!N74D!to!the!nucleus!is!unclear,!it!has!been!shown!to!efficiently!infect!nonWdividing!cells!and!so!must!be!able!to!access!the! nucleus! via! the! NPC! (79).! We! therefore! hypothesise! that! N74D! remains!moderately!dependent!upon!Nup153!because,! like!FIV!and!BIV,! it! requires!an!intact!NPC!to!enter!the!nucleus.!In!other!words,!N74D!mutation!relieves!HIVW1!of!dependence!upon!CAWNup153!interaction!but!it!does!not!relieve!the!virus!of!dependence!upon!the!NPC.!!!Taken! together,! these! observations! suggest! that! CAWCPSF6! interaction! causes!the!virus!to!infect!via!a!nuclear!entry!pathway!that!is!dependent!upon!specific!interaction!with!Nup358,!TNPO3,!and!Nup153.!Without!CAWCPSF6! interaction,!the! virus! takes! an! alternative! –! but! equally! efficient! –! nuclear! entry! pathway!that! is! independent! from!specific! interaction!with!these!cofactors!but!remains!dependent!upon!the!NPC.!Lee!et#al.!suggested!that!N74D!mutation!caused!HIVW1!to! become! sensitive! to! depletion! of! Nup155! and! Nup85.! However,! we! were!unable! to! reproduce! this! observation.! Instead!we! found! that! neither!WT! nor!N74D! HIVW1! was! sensitive! to! Nup155! depletion! and! that! both! were! equally!sensitive! to!Nup85!depletion.! Therefore,! the! alternative! route! taken! by!N74D!remains! uncharacterised.! The! modest! sensitivity! of! N74D! to! depletion! of!Nup153!and!Nup85!suggests!that!it!requires!an!intact!NPC!to!enter!the!nucleus,!but! no! specific! interactions! with! cofactors! have! been! identified! as! yet.! It! is!possible! that!N74D! reverse! transcripts! enter! the!nucleus!via! a! relatively!nonWspecific!pathway,!such!as!transfection.!!!It!was!recently!reported!that,!like!CypAWbinding!mutations!(discussed!in!section!1.5.2.5),! the!CPSF6Wbinding!CA!mutations!N74D!and!N57S!confer!resistance!to!MxB,!a!recently!identified!restriction!factor!of!HIVW1!nuclear!entry!(307,!308).!It!
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therefore!appears!that!CAWCPSF6!interaction!not!only!dictates!the!dependence!of!HIVW1! upon! downstream!nuclear! entry! cofactors! but! also! the! sensitivity! of!the!virus!to!downstream!restriction!factors.!!!There! is! substantial! evidence! that! both! CAWCypA! interaction! and! CAWCPSF6!interaction!determine!downstream!interactions!with!Nup358,!TNPO3,!Nup153,!and!MxB.!We!hypothesise!that!both!CypA!and!CPSF6!stabilise!cores!and!prevent!their!uncoating!and!that!CPSF6,!a!protein! that! is!present! in! the!cytoplasm!but!rapidly! shuttles! to! the! nucleus! (322),! traffics! cores! to! NPCs.! As! discussed! in!section!1.2.7.1,! intact!cores!have!been!visualised!docked!at!NPCs.!Of!course,! if!cores! are! to! uncoat! at! the!NPC! and! enter! the! nucleus,! CypA! and! CPSF6!must!dissociate! from! them.! Given! that! Nup358! interacts!with! the! same! CA! loop! as!CypA! and!Nup153! interacts!with! the! same!CA!pocket! as! CPSF6,!we! speculate!that!Nup358!and!Nup153!compete!CypA!and!CPSF6,!respectively,!off!cores!once!they!reach!the!NPC.!If!neither!Nup358!nor!Nup153!stabilises!cores!–!something!that!has!not!yet!been!determined!–!cores!could!then!uncoat!in!the!vicinity!of!the!NPC.!After!uncoating,!the!viral!IN!would!be!exposed!to!TNPO3,!which!transports!the!viral!PIC!into!the!nucleus.!If!CA!cannot!interact!with!CypA!or!CPSF6!(either!due! to! CA! mutation! or! protein! depletion),! we! hypothesise! that! cores! uncoat!prematurely!in!the!cytoplasm.!The!viral!PIC!(minimally!including!viral!DNA!and!IN)!is!able!to!enter!the!nucleus!through!an!alternative!pathway,!which!remains!uncharacterised!but!is!independent!of!specific!interaction!with!Nup358,!TNPO3,!and!Nup153.!!!
3.3.5 The*CA&CPSF6*interaction*determines*the*integration*site*targeting*
of*HIV&1*As!discussed!in!section!1.2.9.3,!HIVW1!preferentially!integrates!inside!genes!due!to!the!interaction!between!IN!and!LEDGF/p75!(153).!HIVW1!also!integrates!into!regions!that!are!enriched!in!genes!and!transcriptionally!active!(138,!140).!It!has!been!shown!that!depletion!of!Nup358!or!TNPO3!causes!HIVW1!to!integrate!into!regions!of!a!gene!density!that!is!significantly!lower!than!in!control!cells,!but!is!still! enriched! in! genes! compared! to! a! random! site! in! the! genome! (159).!
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Furthermore,! N74D! HIVW1,! which! infects! independently! of! both! TNPO3! and!Nup358,!integrates!into!regions!of!an!even!lower!gene!density!that!is!equivalent!to! a! random! site! in! the! genome! (79).! In! other!words,! this! CPSF6Wbinding! CA!mutant! has! completely! lost! its! ability! to! selectively! integrate! into! geneWrich!regions.! In! this! study! we! used! an! unbiased! methodology! to! sequence! and!characterise!HIVW1! integration!sites.!Using!this! technique!we!recapitulated!the!observation!that!N74D!integrates!into!regions!of!a!gene!density!equivalent!to!a!random!site!in!the!human!genome!and!showed!that!CPSF6!depletion!causes!WT!HIVW1!to!phenocopy!N74D!in!this!respect.!We!suggest! that!depletion!of!CPSF6!has! a! more! profound! effect! upon! integration! site! targeting! than! depletion! of!Nup358!or!TNPO3!because!it!functions!upstream!of!both!of!these!cofactors!and!prevents! the! virus! from! interacting! with! either! of! them.! We! interpret! these!observations!to!mean!that!HIVW1!must!use!a!CPSF6/Nup358/TNPO3Wdependent!nuclear!entry!pathway!in!order!to!integrate!into!sites!of!optimal!gene!density.!!!The! field! has! taken! to! measuring! the! density! of! genes! surrounding! HIVW1!integration!sites!because!almost!all!genomic!features!that!correlate!with!HIVW1!integration! –! such! as! transcriptional! activity,! histone! markers,! CpG! islands,!DNase! I!hypersensitivity! sites,! and!GC!content!–!have!been!shown! to! strongly!correlate!with!gene!density!(138).!As!discussed!in!section!1.2.9.4,!the!fact!that!so! many! different! genomic! characteristics! and! features! correlate! with! each!other!makes!it!difficult!to!discern!which!actually!impact!the!virus.!For!example,!until! it!was!discovered! that! INWLEDGF/p75! interaction!determines! integration!inside! genes! without! affecting! gene! density! (138,! 352),! it! could! have! been!hypothesised!that! integration! inside!genes!was!a!result!of! integrating! in!geneWrich!regions,!or!vice!versa.!In!this!study,!we!found!that!neither!N74D!mutation!nor! CPSF6! depletion! prevented! HIVW1! from! preferentially! integrating! inside!genes.! This! shows! that! INWLEDGF/p75! interaction! is! not! dependent! upon! CAWCPSF6!interaction.!!!Models!of!HIVW1!integration!site!selection!are!not!yet!able!to!predict!the!pattern!observed!in#vivo!and!so!it!is!thought!that!there!are!other!unidentified!genomic!characteristics!that!influence!the!provirus!(138,!163).!For!example,!Lusic!M.!et#
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al! (unpublished! observations)! used! DNA! FISH! of! HIVW1! LTRs! to! locate!proviruses! within! the! nucleus! and! discovered! that! HIVW1! integrates! in! close!proximity! to! the! nuclear! envelope.! The! nuclear! periphery! is! generally!associated! with! densely! packed! heterochromatin,! but! it! has! recently! been!shown! that! NPCs! are! associated! with! euchromatin! (353).! Lusic! M.! et# al.##(unpublished!observations)!also!found!that!N74D!integrates!much!further!away!from! the! nuclear! envelope! than!WT!HIVW1,! toward! the! centre! of! the! nucleus.!This!tells!us!that!nuclear!architecture!does!not!force!the!virus!to!integrate!at!the!edge!of!the!nucleus.!It!appears!that!HIVW1!has!evolved!to!integrate!close!to!the!NPC,!which! suggests! that! integrating!here!must! somehow!be!beneficial! to! the!virus.! One! hypothesis! is! that! HIVW1! has! evolved! to! integrate! as! quickly! as!possible!once! inside! the!nucleus,! in!order! to!avoid!recognition!of! its! free!DNA!ends! by! host! DNA! damage! sensors! such! as! DNAWdependent! protein! kinase!(DNAWPK)! (354).! Another! hypothesis! is! that! integrating! near! the! NPC! is!beneficial!to!the!virus!because!it!results!in!integration!into!actively!transcribed!genes.!This!is!supported!by!recent!reports!that!nucleoporins!specifically!recruit!transcription!and!RNA!processing!machinery! in!order! to! link!mRNA!synthesis!and!export!(355,!356).!Intriguingly,!it!has!been!proposed!that!NPCs!within!a!cell!are! heterogeneous! in! composition! and! function! (357).! If! so,! CPSF6!may! only!traffic! to! NPCs! at! which! active! transcription! and! mRNA! processing! are!occurring.!It!is!therefore!possible!that!HIVW1!evolved!to!interact!with!CPSF6!to!only! to! be! targeted! to! NPCs,! but! specifically! to! NPCs! associated! with! active!transcription.!We! hypothesise! that! HIVW1! integrates! soon! after! traversing! the!NPC! because! it! is! fed! into! a! tightly! regulated! nuclear! entry! pathway! through!interactions!with!a!series!of!nuclear!entry!cofactors,!including!CPSF6,!Nup358,!and!TNPO3.!We!propose!that!N74D!is!not!fed!into!this!pathway!because!it!does!not! interact!with! this! series!of!nuclear!entry! cofactors.!Therefore,!once! inside!the!nucleus,!it!travels!further!before!eventually!integrating.!!Given! our! findings! that! CAWCPSF6! interaction! determines! downstream!interaction! with! Nup358,! TNPO3,! and! Nup153! and! that! depletion! of! CPSF6,!Nup358,! or! TNPO3! leads! to! integration! into! regions! of! a! lower! gene! density!than! in! control! cells,! we! predicted! that! depletion! of! Nup153! would! have! a!
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similar!effect.!We!were!surprised!to!find!that!Nup153!depletion!did!not!have!a!significant!effect!upon!integration!site!characteristics!of!HIVW1.!Whilst!Di!Nunzio!et!al.!(84)!reported!similar!findings!to!this!study,!Koh,!et!al.!(268)!reported!that!Nup153!depletion!caused!a!very!modest!but!statistically!significant!decrease!in!gene! density! when! examining! a! very! large! number! of! integration! sites.!However,! they! reported! that! Nup153! depletion! caused! a! similarly! small!decrease! in! gene! density! surrounding! N74D! proviruses,! suggesting! that! this!phenotype!is!not!controlled!by!CPSF6.!Given!that!Nup153!interacts!with!up!to!25%! of! chromatin! and! its! depletion! alters! expression! of! ~5,700! genes! (262)!(discussed! in! section! 1.5.1.3),! its! depletion! may! also! alter! the! positioning! of!DNA!with!respect!to!the!NPC!and!therefore!which!regions!HIVW1!integrates!into.!!!CypA!and!CPSF6!play!very!similar!roles!in!HIVW1!infection.!Both!interact!directly!with!CA!and!determine!downstream!cofactor!use.!It!is!therefore!surprising!that!this! study! and! others! have! shown! CypA! and! CPSF6! to! have! opposing! effects!upon! HIVW1! integration! site! selection! and! nuclear! positioning.! CAWCPSF6!interaction!increases!the!gene!density!surrounding!proviruses!whilst!CAWCypA!decreases! the! gene! density! surrounding! proviruses! (figure! 25)! (79).!Furthermore,!Lusic!M.!et#al.# #(unpublished!observations)! found! that!CAWCPSF6!interaction!increases!the!proximity!of!proviruses!to!the!nuclear!envelope!whilst!CAWCypA!decreases!the!proximity!of!proviruses!to!the!nuclear!envelope.!These!observations! reveal! that,! although! the! roles! of! CypA! and! CPSF6! in! HIVW1! are!linked,!they!are!not!redundant.!Intriguingly,!Schaller!et!al.!(79)!found!that!CsA!treatment!did!not!significantly!affect! the! integration!site!preferences!of!N74D,!indicating!that!a!lack!of!CPSF6!is!dominant!over!a!lack!of!CypA!with!respect!to!HIVW1!integration!site!selection.!!!
3.3.6 CPSF5*does*not*play*a*role*in*HIV&1*infection*In!the!nucleus,!two!monomers!of!CPSF6!interact!via!their!RRMs!with!a!dimer!of!CPSF5,!forming!the!heterotetramer!CFIm!(315).!CPSF5!is!nuclear!at!steady!state!but!shuttles! in!and!out!of!nuclei!efficiently!when!in!complex!with!CPSF6!(317,!321,!322).!It!is!therefore!possible!that!cytoplasmic!CPSF6!(which!interacts!with!
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HIVW1! CA)! is! in! complex! with! CPSF5.! We! therefore! tested! whether! CPSF5! is!required!for!CPSF6!to!interact!with!HIVW1!CA!and!to!carry!out!its!roles!in!HIVW1!infection.! In! this! study,!we! have! shown! that!GFPWHAWhCPSF6[68]180W321!(which!has! no! RRM! and! thus! cannot! interact! with! CPSF5)! is! able! to! restrict! HIVW1,!which! implies! that! CPSF6! is! able! to! interact!with! CA! alone.! Furthermore,! we!found! that!CPSF5!depletion!does!not!affect!HIVW1! infectivity,! the! sensitivity!of!HIVW1!to!Nup358!or!TNPO3!depletion,!nor!does! it!affect!HIVW1! integration!site!selection.! Together,! these! observations! argue! that! CPSF5! does! not! influence!HIVW1!infection!or!the!role!of!endogenous!CPSF6!in!HIVW1!infection.!!!
3.3.7 CypA*and*CPSF6*protects*HIV&1*from*innate*immune*detection*In!the!present!study!we!have!examined!the!role!of!CPSF6!in!HIVW1!infection!of!HeLa!cells.!These!cells!are!highly!permissive!and!easily!manipulated,!which!has!allowed! us! to! probe! the! effects! of! CPSF6! upon! the! early! stages! of! HIVW1!infection.!However,! it!was!noted!that,!whilst!WT!HIVW1!replicates!efficiently! in!MDMs,!neither!N74D!nor!P90A!are!able!to!replicate!in!MDMs!(79,!92,!358)!and!so! other! studies! focused! upon! the! role! of! CPSF6! in! these! primary! cells.!Rasaiyaah!et#al.!(92)!demonstrated!that,!unlike!WT!HIVW1,!N74D!induces!a!type!I! IFN! response! in! MDMs! that! is! detectable! by! IFN! ELISA,! RTWqPCR! of! IFNWstimulated! genes! (ISGs),! and!microarray.! They! showed! that! N74D! replication!could! be! rescued! by! preventing! the! induction! of! an! IFN! response! using! an!antibody!that!blocks!the!IFNWα/β!receptor!2!(IFNAR2).!In!the!absence!of!an!IFN!response,!N74D!replicated!as!efficiently!as!WT!HIVW1,!which!confirmed!that!an!antiviral!response!is!the!only!cause!of! its!defect!in!MDMs.!Rasiyaah!et#al.!went!on! to! show! that! shRNAWmediated! depletion! of! CPSF6! caused! WT! HIVW1! to!phenocopy! N74D! and! trigger! an! IFN! response! that! prevented! its! own!replication.!Intriguingly,!P90A!mutation!or!treatment!with!CsA!similarly!caused!HIVW1! to! induce! an! inhibitory! IFN! response.! For! both! N74D! and! P90A! the!induction!of! this!antiviral! response!was!shown! to!be!dependent!upon!reverse!transcription!but!not! integration.! In! agreement!with! this,! it! has! recently!been!shown!that!RNAWDNA!hybrids!are! the!pathogenWassociated!molecular!patterns!(PAMPs)! that! trigger! cGAS! (359).! In! agreement! with! this,! the! PRR! of! P90A!
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reverse!transcripts!was!found!to!be!cyclic!GMPWAMP!(cGAMP)!synthase!(cGAS),!a!recently!identified!cytosolic!DNA!sensor!expressed!in!myeloid!cells!(360W362).!However,!the!PRR!of!N74D!in!MDMs!remains!unknown.!We!interpret!these!data!to!mean!that!both!CypA!and!CPSF6!are!HIVW1!cofactors!that!prevent!exposure!of!reverse! transcripts! to! innate! immune!PRRs!by! interacting!directly!with!HIVW1!cores.!As!discussed!in!sections!1.5.2.4!and!3.3.2,!several!studies!have!proposed!that! CypA! and! CPSF6! stabilise! cores! and! therefore! delay! uncoating.!Furthermore,!several!studies!have!now!demonstrated! that!HIVW1!cores!can!be!seen! dock! at! NPCs! (65,! 100,! 101)! (see! section! 1.2.7.1).! We! therefore!hypothesise! that! CypA! and! CPSF6! delay! uncoating! until! immediately! prior! to!nuclear! entry,! thereby! minimising! exposure! of! viral! reverse! transcripts! to!innate!immune!sensors.!!!The!finding!that!N74D!and!P90A!replicate!as!efficiently!as!WT!HIVW1!in!MDMs!in!the!absence!of!an!antiviral!response!suggests! that! the!nuclear!entry!pathways!taken! by! these! viruses! are! as! available! and! efficient! in! MDMs! as! they! are! in!HeLa.!We!hypothesise!that!the!reason!N74D!and!P90A!do!not!trigger!an!innate!immune!response! in!HeLa!cells! is!because! they!have!defective! innate! immune!signaling! pathways.! For! example,! when! cGAS! detects! cytoplasmic! DNA! (for!example,!during!P90A!HIVW1! infection!of!MDMs)! it!catalyses!production!of! the!second! messenger! cGAMP,! which! then! activates! the! stimulator! of! IFN! genes!(STING)!(363W365).!However,!it!has!been!shown!that!HeLa!cells!are!insensitive!to!addition!of!cGAMP!but!that!the!STING!expressed!by!HeLa!cells!is!functional!in!other! cell! types,! suggesting! that! something! downstream! of! STING! may! be!defective!in!HeLa!cells!(Tan!CP,!unpublished!observations).!If!would!be!of!great!interest!to!reconstitute!this!signaling!pathway!in!HeLa!cells!and!to!test!whether!N74D!and!P90A!induce!an!antiviral!response!as!predicted.!!!! ! ! !
3.3.8 A*model*of*HIV&1*nuclear*entry*The!findings!presented!here!and!in!the!other!studies!discussed!have!lead!us!to!a!model!of!HIVW1!nuclear!entry,!which!is!depicted!in!figure!29.!We!propose!that!HIVW1!cores!interact!directly!with!cytoplasmic!CypA!and!CPSF6,!which!stabilise!!









4.1.1 The*CTL*response*to*viral*infection*The!majority! of! cytoplasmic! and! nuclear! proteins! –! including! viral! proteins! –!are!degraded!by!the!proteasome!into!short!peptides.!A!sample!of!these!peptides!are! translocated! into! the!ER! lumen!through!a!pore!created!by! the! transporter!associated!with!antigen!presentation!(TAP)!(366).!In!the!ER,!a!peptideWloading!complex!assists!in!the!assembling!the!MHCWI!complex!which,!as!shown!in!figure!30A,!comprises!a!TAPWtransported!peptide,!a!transmembrane!heavy!chain,!and!β2Wmicroglobulin!(367,!368).!This!MHCWI!complex!is!then!released!from!the!ER!and!follows!the!secretory!pathway!onto!the!cell!surface.!Immature!CTLs!express!TCRs! that! recognise! peptides/antigens! presented! to! them! in! the! context! of!MHCWI.!This!TCR/MHCW1!complex! is! then!bound!by!cluster!of!differentiation!8!(CD8),!as!shown!in! figure!30B,!which!prolongs!and!enhances!the!specificity!of!the! interaction! (369W371).!TCRs!only! recognise! foreign!peptides! (for!example,!viral! peptides)! because! T! cells! that! recognise! ‘self’! peptides! are! negatively!selected!in!the!thymus.!Unless!an!antigen!is!presented!by!a!professional!antigen!presenting! cell! (APC),! activation! of! CTLs! requires! a! secondary! signal! from!helper!CD4+!cells.!Activated!CTLs!produce! ILW2,!which!drives! their!own!clonal!expansion.!Mature!CTLs!then!recognise!other!cells!expressing!this!antigen!and!kill! them! through! several! different!mechanisms.! CTLs! release! perforin,!which!creates!pores!in!cell!membranes,!and!granzymes,!which!enter!the!cell!through!these!pores!and! trigger!apoptosis.!CTLs!also!produce!cytokines!such!as! IFNWγ,!tumour!necrosis!factor!α!(TNFWα),!and!chemokine!ligands!3,!4,!and!5!(CCL3,!4,!and!5),!which!can!induce!an!antiviral!state!in!surrounding!cells!and!so!reduces!the!spread!of!infection!(372).!!!
4.1.2 The*CTL*response*to*HIV&1*infection*In! acute! HIVW1! infection,! the! appearance! of! an! HIVW1! specific! CTL! response!coincides!with!a!rapid!drop!from!peak!viraemia.!However,!this!CTL!response!is!
Figure'30.'The'MHC6I'B*27'complex.'










usually!very!narrow,!targeting!1W3!epitopes!usually!in!Env!and/or!Nef!(373).!In!chronic! infection! CTL! responses! broaden;! an! average! of! 14! epitopes! are!targeted!with!the!majority! lying!within!Gag!and!Pol.!Up!to!19%!of!an! infected!individual’s! CTLs! can! be! specific! for! HIVW1! and! CTL! levels! remain! high!throughout!infection!until!the!onset!of!AIDS!(374).!Although!CTLs!are!unable!to!eliminate! HIVW1! infection,! they! are! thought! to! be! largely! responsible! for! the!ability! of! the! immune! system! to! control! the! virus! for! as! long! as! it! does.! Two!genomeWwide! association! studies! (GWASs)! have! sought! to! identify! the! major!genetic! determinants! of! the! outcome! of! HIVW1! infection.! They! identified!MHC!class!I!alleles!associated!with!both!protection!from!and!susceptibility!to!disease.!In!fact,!polymorphisms!in!the!MHC!class!I!region!of!the!genome!account!for!15W20%!of!the!variance!in!HIVW1!viral! load!set!point!(375,!376).!Furthermore,!the!importance! of! CTLs! in! SIVmac! infection! of! Rhesus! macaques! has! been!demonstrated! experimentally.! Transient! depletion! of! CTLs! during! acute!infection!lead!to!an!irreversible!loss!of!viral!control,!whilst!transient!depletion!during!chronic!infection!lead!to!a!temporary!loss!of!viral!control!(377).!!!Despite!CTL!responses!being!able!to!control!the!virus,!they!are!not!sufficient!to!clear! the! virus.! Several! reasons! for! the! inability! of! CTLs! to! clear! HIVW1! have!been! put! forward.! For! example,! the! HIVW1! accessory! protein! Nef! is! produced!early!after!infection!and!downregulates!surface!expression!of!MHCWI!(378).!Nef!induces! endocytosis! of! MHCWI! molecules! from! the! surface! of! infected! cells,!prevents! them! from! being! recycled! to! surface,! and! also! diverts! newly!synthesized! MHCWI! to! a! paranuclear! compartment! (229).! Nef! expression! has!been!shown!to!significantly!reduce!the!ability!of!CTLs!to!kill!HIVW1!infected!cells!(379).! A! few! patients! infected! with! NefWdeleted! viruses! have! been! identified!and,!although!they!are/were!all!LTNPs,!they!did!not!completely!clear!the!virus!(229).!This!suggests!that!whilst!Nef!does!reduce!the!efficacy!of!CTL!responses,!it!is!not!the!only!reason!that!CTLs!cannot!clear!HIVW1.!The!main!reason!that!CTL!responses!are!unable!to!clear!HIVW1!infection!is!thought!to!be!that!the!virus!can!continually!mutate!the!epitopes!targeted!by!CTLs,!thereby!evading!recognition.!It! had! been! hypothesised! that! the! latent! reservoir! is! seeded! very! early! after!infection! and! so,! if! the! reservoir! could! be! reactivated,! CTLs!would! be! able! to!
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eliminate!it.!However,!a!recent!study!found!that!the!reservoir!is!in!fact!dynamic!and! is! constantly! being! reseeded,! such! that! the! vast! majority! of! latent!proviruses! contain! CTL! escape! mutations! in! the! most! commonly! targeted!epitopes!and!so!could!not!be!eliminated!by!CTLs!(380).!!!!
4.1.3 Protective*HLA*alleles*target*epitopes*in*Gag**The!human!leukocyte!antigen!(HLA)!genes!are!human!MHC!genes,!and!encode!the!highly!variable!heavy!chain!of!the!HLA!complex.!HLAWA,!B,!and!C!are!highly!expressed!‘major’!HLA!genes!and!are!the!most!polymorphic!human!genes!with!over! 4,200! different! alleles! known! so! far! (381).! As! shown! in! figure! 30A,! this!variable!heavy!chain!forms!a!groove!that!binds!to!the!peptide!being!presented!(382).! This! groove! contains! 57! residues! that! can! potentially! interact! with! a!bound!peptide,!which!are!extremely!variable!between!different!HLA!genes!and!alleles!(due!to!strong!positive!selection!from!a!huge!number!of!pathogens).!As!a!result,! there! is! a!huge!diversity! in! the!peptides! that! can!be!presented!by!HLA!molecules!within!an!individual!and!within!a!population!(381).!!!Single! genome!analysis! (SGA)!has! revealed! that! CTL! escape!mutations! can!be!detected! in!HIVW1!as!early!as!25!days!after! infection!(383),!reflecting!both!the!strong! selective! pressure! put! upon! the! virus! by! CTLs! and! the! speed! of!HIVW1!evolution.! Mutations! within! the! HLAWrestricted! epitope! either! prevent! the!peptideWMHC!interaction!or!recognition!of!this!complex!by!the!TCR.!Mutations!flanking!the!epitope!can!also!impair!peptide!processing!and!presentation!(384).!As! well! as! allowing! escape! from! the! CTL! response! within! an! individual,! CTL!escape! mutations! can! accumulate! in! a! population! over! time.! For! example,!B*51:01!was!protective! for!clade!B! infections!early! in!the!HIVW1!epidemic,!but!the!accumulation!of!escape!mutations!within!B*51:01Wrestricted!epitopes!in!the!population!means!it!is!no!longer!associated!with!protection!(381).!!!It! is! not! clear! why! some! alleles! are! more! protective! than! others,! but! many!suggestions!have!been!made.!For!example,!it!has!been!proposed!that!protective!HLA!alleles!cause!higher!levels!of!CTL!proliferation!(381)!and!are!more!crossW
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reactive!(385).!A!major!factor!in!determining!the!level!of!protection!provided!by!a! given! allele! appears! to! be! the! epitope! it! targets.! The! alleles! most! strongly!associated!with!low!viral!load!are!B*57,!58,!81,!14,!and!27,!which,!intriguingly,!all! target! epitopes! in! Gag,! mostly! in! the! CAWencoding! region! (374).! Several!studies!have!now!demonstrated!that!the!breadth!of!GagWspecific!CTL!responses!correlates!with!CD4+!T!cell!count!and!negatively!correlates!with!viral!load!(386W388).! There! are! two!main! reasons!why! targeting! Gag! (and! specifically! CA)! is!thought!to!be!more!protective!than!other!regions!of!the!genome.!Firstly,!it!has!been! shown! that! presentation! of! GagWderived! peptides! (and! CTLWmediated!killing! of! these! cells)! occurs! as! early! as! 2! hours! postWinfection! and! is! not!dependent! upon! integration! (389).! This! suggests! that! GagWderived! proteins!(MA,!CA,!NC,!and!p6)!are!abundant!enough!in!incoming!virions!to!be!processed!and!their!peptides!presented!by!MHCWI!without!de#novo!protein!synthesis.!This!is!in!contrast!to!peptides!derived!from!Env,!for!example,!which!are!dependent!upon!de#novo!protein!synthesis!and!are!therefore!not!presented!by!MHCWI!until!much! later! in! infection.! Rapid! presentation! of! viral! peptides! allows! rapid!recognition!and!killing!of! infected!cells!by!CTLs,!before!Nef! is!produced!and!is!able!to!downregulate!MHCWIWmediated!antigen!presentation!(see!section!1.4.1)!(389).!The!second!reason!is!that!Gag!–!and!particularly!CA!–!is!one!of!the!most!highly! conserved! regions! of! the! viral! genome! and! so! CTL! escape! mutations!frequently! cause! significant! fitness! costs! to! the! virus! (390,! 391).! Viral! fitness!can! sometimes! be! restored! through! compensatory! mutations.! However,! the!appearance! of! these! compensatory! mutations! is! often! slow! due! to! the! low!replicative!capacity!(and!thus!evolution)!of!the!escaping!virus!and!the!fact!that!multiple!mutations!are!often!required!for!full!compensation!(325,!392).!!!
4.1.4 HLA* B*57* and* B*27* CTL* escape* mutations* in* CA* have* infectivity*
defects*that*can*be*rescued*by*CsA*HLA! alleles! B*57! and! B*5801! are! associated! with! HIVW1! control! in! acute!infection!and!slow!disease!progression!(393).!Both!B*57+!and!B*5801+!patients!mount! an! immunodominant! CTL! response! against! the! epitope! TW10! in! CA!(108TSTLQEQIGW117)! (394).! In! 84%! of! B*57+! patients! and! 63%! of! B*5801+!
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patients! infected! with! clade! C! viruses! (similar! values! are! seen! for! clade! B!viruses)!the!virus!escapes!this!CTL!response!by!evolving!the!mutation!T110N!in!CA,! a! mutation! that! has! never! been! detected! in! patients! without! these! HLA!types.!In!patients!infected!with!clade!B!viruses!HLAWB*57!is!also!associated!with!the!mutation!G116A!(395).!Like!many!CA!mutations,!T110N!causes!a!replication!defect!(325)!and!the!fitness!cost!of!this!mutation!in#vivo!is!reflected!in!its!quick!reversion! after! transmission! to! HLA! mismatched! hosts! (395).! T110N! is!frequently!found!in!the!context!of!compensatory!mutations!such!as!I91V,!M96I,!and! H87Q.! Intriguingly,! these! compensatory!mutations! lie! within/adjacent! to!the! CypA! binding! loop! of! CA! and! this! flexible! loop! lies! in! close! proximity! to!TW10! in! secondary! structure,! as! shown! in! figure! 31A.! It! is! therefore!unsurprising! that! these! compensatory! mutations! have! been! shown! to! confer!resistance!to!CsA!in!Jurkat!cells!(325).!!!Another! protective! HLA! allele! is! HLA! B*27,! which! targets! an! epitope! in! CA!called! KK10! (131KRWIILGLNK140)! (393).! Some! HLA! B*27+! patients! never!develop! any! CTL! escape! mutations! and! remain! LNTPs.! The! majority! of! HLA!B*27+! patients! develop! the! mutation! L136M! within! a! few! years! of! infection!(396).!Although!L136! lies!within!KK10,! it!does!not! interact!directly!with!HLA!but! rather! with! the! TCR! (397,! 398).! L136M! is! thought! to! escape! the! CTL!response,! but! the! epitope! remains! sufficiently! immunogenic! to! illicit! another!response!very!quickly!afterward!and!so!the!virus!remains!controlled!(399).!In!a!minority! of! HLA! B*27+! patients! the! escape! mutation! R132K! (or! rarely!R132Q/G/T! (400))! arises.! R132K! mutation! escapes! the! CTL! response! by!reducing! the! affinity! of! KK10! for! HLA! by! 348Wfold! (401).! The! appearance! of!R132K! usually! arises! in! the! context! of! L136M,! arises! late! in! infection! (on!average!9W12!years!postWinfection),!and!is!associated!with!progression!to!AIDS!(381,! 396).! Schneidewind! et# al.! found! that! whilst! L136M! mutation! does! not!affect! HIVW1! replication! in! Jurkat! cells,! R132K! mutation! causes! a! dramatic!replication! defect! (326).! They! therefore! hypothesised! that! R132K! must! be!accompanied!by!a!compensatory!mutation!within!CA!that!restores!viral!fitness.!Indeed,! they! found! that!R132K! is!almost!always!accompanied!by!S41A,!which!completely!restores!replication!in!Jurkat!cells.!We!hypothesise!that!R132K!!
Figure'31.'The'location'of'HLA6B*57'and'B*276associated'mutations'in'CA'





















mutation!may!arise!quite!quickly!but!that!it!replicates!so!poorly!that!it!does!not!grow!out! and! so! is!not!detected!by! sequencing.! Furthermore,! due! to! the!very!slow!replication!of!R132K,!it!takes!many!years!for!the!compensatory!mutation!S41A!to!arise.!!!Like! the! B*57Wassociated! mutant! T110N,! the! B*27Wassociated! mutant! R132K!has!an!altered!relationship!with!CypA.!R132K!mutation!reduces!the!replicative!capacity!of!HIVW1!by!over!100Wfold!in!Jurkat!cells,!but!its!titre!is!rescued!to!the!level! of! WT! HIVW1! by! the! addition! of! CsA! or! in! CypAW/W! cells! (326).! L136M!mutation!does!not!appear!to!affect!the!titre!of!the!virus!or!its!relationship!with!CsA.!However,!the!compensatory!mutation!S41A!restores!the!WT!phenotype!to!R132KWcontaining!viruses.!Although!S41!does!not!lie!within!the!KK10!epitope!in!helix!7,! it! lies! in!helix!2,!meaning!it! is!adjacent!to!KK10!in!the!CANTD.!We!have!noted! that! these! three! B*27–associated! residues! lie! in/near! the! pocket! of! CA!bound!by!CPSF6!and!Nup153!as!shown!in! figures!31B!and!C,!respectively.!We!therefore!hypothesise!that,!as!well!as!having!an!altered!relationship!with!CypA,!these!mutations!may!affect!interaction!with!CPSF6.!!!As! discussed,! mounting! evidence! suggests! that! the! ability! of! some! CTL!responses! to! control! infection! better! than! others! can! be! at! least! partially!attributed! to! the! fitness! costs! associated! with! escaping! these! responses.! The!fact! that! two! of! the! HLA! types! most! strongly! associated! with! viral! control! –!B*57!and!B*27!–!put!pressure!upon! the!virus! to!develop!mutations! that! alter!the!relationship!of!the!virus!with!CypA,!illustrates!the!importance!of!CypA!as!an!HIVW1!cofactor! in#vivo.!Given!our! interest! in!CypA,!particularly! its! relationship!with!CPSF6,!and!the!effects!of!these!two!cofactors!upon!HIVW1!nuclear!entry!and!integration!site!targeting,!we!sought!to!test!whether!CTL!escape!mutations!that!alter!the!relationship!of!the!virus!with!CypA!also!differ!in!their!relationship!with!other!components!of!the!nuclear!entry!pathway.!!!!!!
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4.2 Results*
4.2.1 CA* mutations* associated* with* escape* from* HLA&B*57&restricted*
CTLs*have*an*altered*relationship*with*CypA*but*interact*normally*
with*other*members*of*the*nuclear*entry*pathway**Brockman,! et! al.! (325)! reported! that! the! mutation! T110N! in! CA,! which! is!strongly! associated! with! escape! from! B*57Wrestricted! CTLs,! conferred! a!significant!delay!in!replication!in!PBMCs!and!Jurkat!T!cells.!They!also!reported!that!T110N!increased!the!sensitivity!of!the!virus!to! inhibition!by!CsA,!but!that!the!virus!could!be!made!insensitive!to!CsA!by!coWmutation!of!4!other!HLAWB*57Wassociated!mutations!(H87Q,!I91V,!M96I,!and!G116A).!Having!found!that!these!mutations!are!all!located!within!or!in!close!proximity!to!the!CypAWbinding!loop!(figure!31A),!we! sought! to! test! the!effects!of! each!mutation! individually!upon!viral!titre!and!CsA!sensitivity.!In!a!singleWround!infection!of!HeLa!cells!we!found!that!T110N!was!indeed!7Wfold!less!infectious!than!WT!HIVW1!when!normalised!to! ngRT,! but! that! H87Q,! I91V,! M96I,! and! G116A! also! caused! a! 3! to! 5Wfold!reduction! in! viral! titre! (figure! 32A).! In! the! presence! of! 5µM! CsA,! T110N! and!G116A!were! inhibited! 3W! and! 2–fold,! respectively,!whereas! neither!WT!HIVW1!nor! any!of! the!other!HLAWB*57Wassociated!mutants!were! significantly! affected!by!CsA!in!HeLa!cells!(figure!32B).!!!As!discussed!in!section!1.5.2.5,!CypA!has!been!shown!to!affect!the!interaction!of!HIVW1!with!downstream!nuclear!entry!cofactors!(79)!and!so!we!sought!to!test!whether! other! aspects! of! the! nuclear! entry! pathway! were! affected! by! these!mutations.!In!order!to!test!the!ability!of!these!virus!to!infect!nonWdividing!cells!we!preWtreated!HeLa!cells!with!ApC!24Whours!prior!to!infection;!ApC!is!a!fungal!metabolite!that!specifically!inhibits!DNA!polymerase!and!so!arrests!cell!division!in! early! S! phase.! We! found! that! ApC! did! not! significantly! affect! any! of! the!viruses!tested!(figure!32C),!suggesting!that!all!viruses!can!infect!via!the!NPC.!!!Data!from!our!lab!suggest!that!altered!interaction!with!CypA!–!due!to!either!CsA!treatment!or!P90A!mutation!–!reduces!the!ability!of!HIVW1!CA!to! interact!with!CPSF6!(Hilditch.!L,!unpublished!observations).!We!therefore!also!tested!



















but'not'ApC'HeLa$cells$that$were$(A)$unmodiKied,$(B)$+/6$5μM$CsA,$(C)$+/6$ApC,$were$infected$with$ a$ titration$ of$ HIV61(GFP)$ vectors$ carrying$ B*576associated$ mutations$ and$viral$titre$was$determined$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$All$data$are$representative$of$ at$ least$ 2$ independent$ experiments.$ Each$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$biological$ repeats$ and$ error$ bars$ show$ variation$ between$ these$ repeats$ (bars$represent$ one$ standard$ deviation$ from$ the$ mean).$ ns$ means$ p>0.05$ (not$statistically$ signiKicant,$ *$means$ p≤0.05,$ **$means$ p≤0.01,$ ***$means$ p≤0.001,$ as$measured$by$Student’s$t6test.$




















































!whether! the! increased! sensitivity! of! T110N! or! G116A! to! CsA! impacted! the!sensitivity!of!these!mutants!to!inhibition!by!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!and!included!the! CPSF6! binding! mutant! N74D! as! a! negative! control.! We! found! that! all!mutants!were! inhibited! to!a! similar!degree!by! this! truncated!CPSF6!construct!(raw/normalised!data!in!figure!33A/B).!It!has!also!been!previously!shown!that!CAWCypA!interaction!affects!the!sensitivity!of!HIVW1!to!depletion!of!the!nuclear!entry! cofactors!TNPO3!or!Nup358! (79)! and! so!we! tested! the! effects! of!RNAiWmediated!depletion!of!TNPO3!or!Nup358!upon!the!infectivity!of!the!HLAWB*57Wassociated! mutants,! again! using! N74D! as! a! negative! control.! Whereas! WT,!H87Q,! and! G116A! were! all! significantly! inhibited! 4! to! 5Wfold! by! Nup358!depletion,! I91V,! M96I,! and! T110N!were! inhibited! around! 2Wfold,! a! difference!that!was!not!statistically!significant!(figure!33C).!In!contrast,!we!found!that!all!viruses! tested! were! similarly! sensitive! to! TNPO3! depletion.! Taken! together,!these! data! suggest! that! the! increased! sensitivity! of! T110N! and!G116A! to! CsA!does! not! result! in! any! major! changes! in! the! way! these! viruses! interact! with!downstream!cofactors!such!as!CPSF6,!Nup358,!and!TNPO3.!!!
4.2.2 The* HLA&B*27* escape* mutation* R132K* in* CA* causes* a* significant*
post&reverse*transcription*pre&nuclear*entry*defect*in*cell*lines*and*
primary* CD4+* T* cells,* which* is* rescued* by* the* compensatory*
mutation*S41A*As!discussed!in!section!4.1.4,!HLA!B*27!is!associated!with!the!mutations!L136M,!R132K,! and!S41A! in!CA.!Whilst!L136M! is! reported!not! to! affect!HIVW1! titre! in!Jurkat! or! CEM! cells,! R132K! causes! a! significant! infectivity! defect,! which! is!compensated! for! by! S41A! (326,! 400).! Firstly,! we! tested! the! titre! of! these!mutations!–!both!individually!and!in!the!combinations!in!which!they!arise!–!in!HeLa!cells!(figure!34A).!In!a!single!round!infection,!we!found!L136M!to!have!no!significant!effect!upon!viral! infectivity.!As!expected,!R132K!caused!a!10!to!11Wfold!defect,!regardless!of!whether!position!136!was!leucine!or!methionine.!S41A!mutation!did!not! affect! viral! titre! alone,!but! it! completely! rescued! the! titre!of!R132K! or! R132K/L136M.! We! subsequently! focused! on! the! combinations! of!mutations!that!arise!in#vivo#in!the!order!in!they!arise:!L136M,!R132K/L136M,!!
























with'hCPSF6[68]6358,'Nup358,'or'TNPO3'HeLa$ cells$ stably$ expressing$ (A/B)$ hCPSF6[68]6358$ or$ empty$ vector$ or$ (C)$Nup3586$ or$ TNPO36targeting$ shRNA$ or$ a$ non6targeting$ control$ shRNA,$ were$infected$with$a$titration$of$HIV61(GFP)$vectors$carrying$B*576associated$mutations$and$viral$titre$was$determined$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$(B)$shows$data$in$(A)$normalised$ to$ viral$ titre$ in$ control$ cells.$ All$ data$ are$ representative$ of$ at$ least$ 2$independent$ experiments.$ Each$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$ from$ the$mean).$ns$means$p>0.05$ (not$ statistically$ signiKicant,$ *$means$p≤0.05,$**$means$p≤0.01,$***$means$p≤0.001,$as$measured$by$Student’s$t6test."


















































































(A)' HeLa$ cells$ were$ infected$ with$ a$ titration$ of$ HIV61(GFP)$ vectors$ containing$B*276associated$ mutations$ and$ viral$ titre$ was$ measured$ 48hrs$ p.i.$ by$ Klow$cytometry.$(B6D)'HeLa$cells$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$WT,$L136M,$R132K/L136M,$ or$ S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP).$ (B)$ Viral$ titre$was$measured$ 48hrs$p.i.$ by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ (C)' Late$ reverse$ transcripts$ were$ measured$ 6hrs$ p.i.$ by$qPCR.$ (D)$ 26LTR$ circles$ were$ measured$ 6hrs$ p.i.$ by$ qPCR.$ $ All$ data$ are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$Each$experiment$includes$at$least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$ and$ error$ bars$ show$ variation$ between$ these$ repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'



































































































































and! S41A/R132K/L136M.! In! disagreement! with! a! previous! report! that!R132K/L136M! was! compromised! for! reverse! transcription! (326),! we! found!that!R132K/L136M!formed! late!reverse! transcripts!as!efficiently!as!WT!HIVW1!(figure!34C).!Instead,!we!found!it!was!defective!in!forming!2WLTR!circles!(figure!34D),! suggesting! that! this!mutant! is! impaired! prior! to/at! the! level! of! nuclear!entry.!!!Due! to! previous! reports! that! this! phenotype! was! cellWtype! dependent,! we!titrated!these! three!viruses!onto!cells! frequently!used! in!HIVW1!assays!–!HeLa,!TE671,! Jurkat,! CEM,! and! THPW1! ! W! as! well! as! CRFK! cells! (which! are! used! in!section! 4.2.3)! (figure! 35A).! R132K/L136M! exhibited! a! significant! infectivity!defect!in!all!cell!lines,!although!the!magnitude!ranged!from!3Wfold!in!TE671s!to!over! 250Wfold! in! CEMs.! Importantly,! this! mutant! similarly! exhibited! a! 5Wfold!infectivity! defect! in! primary! activated! CD4+! T! cells! (figure! 35B),! the! cell! type!HIVW1!infects!most!commonly!in#vivo.!!!
4.2.3 Infectivity* of* R132K/L136M* is* rescued* to* WT* levels* by* CsA* and*



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure' 36.' R132K' or' A92E'mutation' in' CA' alters' the' relationship' between'
HIV61'and'CypA'
(A)'HeLa,$TE671,$Jurkat,$CRFK,$CEM,$or$THP61$cells$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$ WT,$ L136M,$ R132K/L136M,$ or$ S41A/R132K/L136M$ HIV61(GFP)$ with$ or$without$5μM$CsA$and$viral$ titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$ by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ (B)'HeLa$ cells$ were$ infected$ with$ a$ titration$ of$ WT$ or$ A92E$ HIV61(GFP)$ with$ or$without$ 5μM$CsA$ and$ viral$ titre$was$measured$48hrs$ p.i.$ by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ (C)'CRFK$cells$stably$expressing$omTRIMhuCypA$or$empty$vector$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$WT,$A92E,$L136M,$R132K/L136M,$or$S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP)$and$viral$ titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$ Klow$cytometry.$(D)$ shows$ the$data$ in$(C)$ as$ fold$ difference$ between$ titre$ in$ control$ cells$ and$ titre$ in$ omTRIMhuCypA6expressing$ cells.$ The$ dotted$ line$ indicates$ where$ fold$ change$ =$ 1.$ All$ data$ are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$Each$experiment$includes$at$least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$ and$ error$ bars$ show$ variation$ between$ these$ repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$$$$
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R132K/L136M! and! A92E! and! were! able! to! recapitulate! the! CsAWdependent!phenotype!of!A92E!in!HeLa!cells!(figure!36B).!!The! finding! that! CsA! is! beneficial! for! R132K/L136M! and! A92E! indicates! that!CypA!binding!to!these!mutated!cores!has!negative!effects!upon!viral!infectivity.!We! therefore! sought! to! test! whether! these! mutations! alter! the! interaction!between! CA! and! CypA.! As! a! surrogate!measurement! of! the! affinity! of! CA! for!CypA,!we!measured!restriction!by!omTRIMhuCypA!(provided!by!Schaller.!T),!an!artificial! construct! in!which! the! cyclophilin! domain! of! the! naturally! occurring!HIVW1!restriction!factor!omTRIMCyp!(see!section!1.3.1!for!details!of!restriction!mechanism)! is! substituted! with! human! CypA.! The! ability! of! this! protein! to!restrict! the! virus! is! determined! by! the! ability! of! CypA! to! bind! to! CA.! We!expressed!this!construct!in!CRFK!cells!because!these!feline!cells!do!not!express!TRIM5,!which!can!form!nonWfunctional!dimers!with!other!TRIM!constructs.!We!found! that! omTRIMhuCypA! restricts! WT,! L136M,! S41A/R132K/L136M,! and!A92E!HIVW1!by!40!to!47Wfold.!In!contrast,!it!only!restricts!R132K/L136M!by!25Wfold! (raw/fold! data! in! figure! 36C/D).! This! suggests! that! R132K! mutation!reduces! the! ability! of! CA! to! interact! with! CypA! but! that! the! compensatory!mutation! S41A! restores! the! affinity! to! that! of! WT! CA.! This! observation! is!particularly! interesting! because! it! suggests! that,! despite! exhibiting! the! same!CsAWdependent/resistant! phenotype,! R132K/L136M! and! A92E! differ! in! their!ability!to!bind!to!CypA.!!!
4.2.4 R132K/L136M* is* inhibited* by* Aphidicolin,* but* S41A* mutation* or*












































































































































































































(A)'HeLa$ cells$were$ infected$with$ a$ titration$ of$WT$or$A92E$HIV61(GFP)$with$ or$without$2μg/ml$ApC$and$viral$titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$(B)'HeLa,$ TE671,$ Jurkat,$ CEM,$ or$ THP61$ cells$ were$ infected$ with$ a$ titration$ of$ WT,$L136M,$R132K/L136M,$or$S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP)$with$or$without$2μg/ml$ ApC$ and$ viral$ titre$ was$measured$ 48hrs$ p.i.$ by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ Grey$ arrows$indicate$ values$ below$ the$ level$ of$ detection.$ (C)'HeLa$ cells$were$ infected$with$ a$titration$ of$ WT,$ L136M,$ R132K/L136M,$ or$ S41A/R132K/L136M$ with$ 5μM$ CsA,$2μg/ml$ApC,$both$CsA$and$ApC,$or$neither$drug,$and$viral$titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$(D)'As$in$(C)$but$with$WT$or$A92E$HIV61(GFP).$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$Each$experiment$includes$at$least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$ and$ error$ bars$ show$ variation$ between$ these$ repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$$ 185$
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S41A/R132K/L136M!HIVW1!were!modestly! inhibited! by!ApC! (2! to! 3Wfold)! but!R132K/L136M!was! inhibited!more! so,! from!4! to! 24Wfold.!We!have! previously!shown!that!R132K!mutation!reduces!the!efficiency!with!which!HIVW1!can!enter!the!nucleus!(figure!34D).!The!fact!that!the!infectivity!defect!of!R132K/L136M!is!exacerbated! in! nonWdividing! cells! suggests! that! the! virus! is! inefficient! at!entering! the! nucleus! via! the! NPC! and! that,! in! dividing! cells,! this!mutant!may!enter!the!nucleus!during!mitosis.!In!CEM!cells!ApC!inhibited!all!viruses!tested,!including!WT!HIVW1,!to!such!an!extent!that!any!infection!was!below!the!limit!of!detection!of! this!assay.!The! inability!of!HIVW1! to! infect!nonWdividing!CEM!cells!has!previously!been!reported,!but!remains!unexplained!(404).!!!Given!that!CsA!rescues!the!nuclear!entry!defect!of!R132K/L136M!in!unmodified!HeLa!cells,!we!hypothesised!that!CsA!would!also!rescue!its!nuclear!entry!defect!in!arrested!HeLa!cells.! Indeed,! in! the!presence!of!CsA,!ApC!had!no!effect!upon!the!infectivity!of!R132K/L136M!or!A92E!(figure!37C!and!D,!respectively).!These!observations! suggest! that! the! reduced! ability! of! R132K/L136M! and! A92E! to!enter! the! nucleus! via! the! NPC! is! due! (either! directly! or! indirectly)! to! the!interaction!of!CA!with!CypA.!!!
4.2.5 R132K* reduces* the* sensitivity* of* HIV&1* to* Nup358,* TNPO3,* or*
Nup153*depletion*and*to*omTRIMhuN358Cyp&mediated*restriction,*













































































dependent' upon' nuclear' entry' cofactors' and' S41A' co6mutation' restores'
sensitivity'
(A)'HeLa$cell$clones$stably$expressing$Nup3586$or$TNPO36targeting$shRNA$or$non6targeting$ control$ shRNA$ were$ infected$ with$ a$ titration$ of$ WT,$ L136M,$ R132K/L136M,$or$S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP)$and$viral$titre$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$(B)'HeLa$cells$ transiently$expressing$Nup1536targeting$shRNA$or$non6targeting$control$shRNA$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$WT,$L136M,$R132K/L136M,$or$S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP)$and$viral$titre$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$ cytometry.$ (C)' As$ in$ (A)$ but$ with$ WT$ or$ A92E$ HIV61(GFP).$ All$ data$ are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$Each$experiment$includes$at$least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$ and$ error$ bars$ show$ variation$ between$ these$ repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'
187$
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R132K,' but' not' A92E,' mutation' reduces' the' sensitivity' of' HIV61' to'
omTRIMhuNup358Cyp'
































































































































sensitive' to' hCPSF6[68]6358' and' S41A' co6mutation' does' not' restore'
sensitivity'HeLa$cells$stably$expressing$hCPSF6[68]6358$or$empty$vector$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$(A)'WT,$L136M,$R132K/L136M,$or$S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP)$or$





Like! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,! inhibition! by! these! CPSF6! peptidomimetics! can! be!used!as!a!way!to!measure!changes!in!the!structure!of!the!CPSF6!binding!pocket!and! so!we! sought! to! test! the! susceptibility! of! our!B*27Wassociated!mutants! to!inhibition!by!a!titration!of!these!compounds.!We!found!that!R132K/L136M!was!significantly! less! sensitive! to! inhibition! by! PF74! than! WT! or! L136M!(raw/normalised! data! in! figure! 41A/B).! Similarly,! R132K/L136M! was!completely! insensitive! to! inhibition! by! BIW1! whilst! WT! and! L136M! were!sensitive! (raw/normalised! data! in! figure! 41C/D).! Notably,! whereas! S41A! did!not!restore!sensitivity!to!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!this!compensatory!mutation!did!restore! sensitivity! to! both! of! these! antiviral! compounds.! For! example,! 6.7μM!PF74! inhibited!WT,! L136M,! and! S41A/R132K/L136M!HIVW1! by! 16! to! 18Wfold!but! only! inhibited! R132K/L136M! 4Wfold.! Similarly,! 90μM! BIW1! inhibited! WT,!L136M,! and! S41A/R132K/L136M! HIVW1! at! least! 7Wfold! but! did! not! cause!significant!inhibition!of!R132K/L136M.!Therefore,!although!S41A!mutation!did!not! restore! the! sensitivity! of! R132K/L136M! to! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,! it! did!restore!the!sensitivity!of!R132K/L136M!to!PF74/BIW1.!These!data!suggest!that!both! R132K! and! S41A! mutations! can! significantly! alter! the! structure! of! the!CPSF6/PF74/BIW1Wbinding!pocket!of!CA,!as!expected.!!!
4.2.7 N74D*mutation*rescues*R132K*infectivity,*but*CPSF6*depletion*does*
not*Having! found! that! R132K! mutation! reduces! sensitivity! to! inhibition! by! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!PF74,!or!BIW1,!but!that!the!compensatory!mutation!S41A!only!restores! sensitivity! to! inhibition! by! PF74! or!BIW1,!we! probed! the! relationship!between! these!mutations! and! CPSF6! further.! It! has! previously! been! reported!that!the!CA!mutation!A105T!rescues!the!tire!of!R132K/L136M,!like!S41A!does!(326).! Recently,! A105T! was! identified! as! a! CPSF6! binding!mutant! (247).!We!therefore! tested! whether! the! prototypical! CPSF6! binding! mutant,! N74D,!affected! the! titre! of! R132K/L136M.! Indeed,! we! found! that! N74D! rescued! the!infectivity! of! R132K/L136M! (figure! 42A).! Based! upon! these! observations,!we!hypothesised!that!the!CAWCPSF6!interaction!somehow!inhibits!R132K/L136M.!!!
Figure' 41.' R132K'mutation' in' CA' causes' HIV61' to' become' less' sensitive' to'




































































































































































































































































































































Figure' 42.' N74D' rescues' the' infectivity' defect' caused' by' R132K' but' CPSF6'
depletion'does'not'



























If!R132K/L136M!is! inhibited! for!nuclear!entry!because! it! is!unable! to! interact!with!certain!cofactors!of!the!normal!nuclear!entry!pathway,!a!lack!of!interaction!with! CPSF6!may! rescue! the! virus! by! releasing! it! from! its! commitment! to! this!normal! nuclear! entry! pathway.! However,! we! found! that! neither! efficient!depletion!of!CPSF6!(figure!42B)!nor!of! its!binding!partner!CPSF5!(figure!42C)!significantly!affected!the!titre!of!R132K/L136M!(figure!42D).! Interestingly,!we!found! that! the! titre!of!A92E,!which!has!WT!sensitivity! to!depletion!of!nuclear!entry! cofactors,! is! also! rescued! by! coWmutation! of! N74D! (figure! 42E).! This!suggests! that! N74D! mutation! rescues! the! titre! of! these! defective! viruses! for!reasons!that!are!unrelated!to!CPSF6!and!Nup358/TNPO3!dependence.!!!
4.2.8 HLA&B*27&associated* mutations* alter* HIV&1* integration* site*
selection**We!have!shown!that!the!CA!mutations!R132K!and!S41A!alter!the!way!in!which!HIVW1!interacts!with!several!components!of!the!nuclear!entry!–!Nup358,!TNPO3,!CypA,! and! CPSF6! –! all! of! which! have! previously! been! shown! to! alter! the!integration!site!targeting!of!the!virus!(79,!159).!We!therefore!characterised!the!integration!sites!of!these!HLAWB*27!associated!mutants!using!the!SureSelectXT2!target!enrichment!system!as!described!previously! in!section!3.2.7.!Figure!43A!shows!the!average!values!of!the!data!used!to!created!the!dendrogram!in!figure!43B.! L136M! integrated! into! regions!of!16.4! genes/Mbp!and! so! clustered!with!WT!HIVW1,!which! integrated! into! regions! of! 18.2! genes/Mbp.! Consistent!with!our! previous! observations,! R132K/L136M! integrated! into! regions! of! 11.1!genes/Mbp,!a!significantly!lower!gene!density!than!WT!or!L136M!but!still!geneWrich!compared!to!an!average!site!in!the!human!genome.!In!this!chapter,!we!have!shown! that! S41A/R132K/L136M! has! a! WT! phenotype! with! respect! to!infectivity! as! well! as! sensitivity! to! CsA,! ApC,! PF74,! BIW1,! omTRIMhuCypA,!omTRIMhuN358Cyp,! and!depletion!of!Nup358!or!TNPO3.!Therefore,! one!may!predict!that!it!would!also!phenocopy!WT!HIVW1!with!respect!to!integration!site!targeting.!Unexpectedly,!it!integrates!into!regions!with!only!8.5!genes/Mbp!and!so!it!clusters!with!N74D,!which!integrates!at!a!gene!density!equivalent!to!!!
Figure'43.'B*276associated'mutations'alter'the'integration'site'selection'of'
HIV61'UnmodiKied$HeLa$cells$were$infected$with$WT,$N74D,$L136M,$R132K/L136M,$or$S41A/R132K/L136M$HIV61(GFP)$at$an$MOI$of$~1.0.$At$24hrs$p.i.$DNA$was$extracted,$sheared,$enriched$for$fragments$containing$HIV61$LTRs$using$the$SureSelectXT2,$and$sequenced.$(A)'The$results$of$integration$site$analysis$for$gene$density,$CpG6island$density,$and$the$proportion$of$proviruses$within$genes,$sorted$by$gene$density$as$indicated$by$the$black$arrow.$(B)$A$dendrogram$based$upon$the$gene$density$and$CpG$island$density$values$shown$in$(A).$The$y6axis$of$the$dendrogram,$Height,$uses$arbitrary$units$to$represent$the$relative$closeness$of$either$individual$data$points$or$of$clusters.$The$nodes$are$statistically$supported$by$bootstrap$probability$(bp)$p$values$shown$in$green$and$approximately$unbiased$(AU)$p)values$shown$in$red.$The$red/blue$shading$in$C$and$D$highlights$the$two$major$clusters$formed$by$these$samples.$'
Name! %!in!gene! Genes/Mb! ! CpG!islands/Mb!
HIV'1" 78.5" 18.2" 25.8"
HIV'1"L136M" 84.4" 16.4" 22.4"
HIV'1"R132K,"L136M" 73.4" 11.1" 14.5"
HIV'1"S41A,"R132K,"L136M" 71.6" 8.5" 8.6"















random.! The! only! way! in! which! we! have! found! S41A/R132K/L136M! to! not!phenocopy! WT! HIVW1! is! with! respect! to! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated!restriction.!This!could!be!interpreted!to!mean!that!the!inability!of!this!mutant!to!integrate! into! regions! enriched! in! genes! is! due! to! a! lack! of! interaction! with!CPSF6.! Instead,! we! hypothesise! that! this! observation! is! misleading! and! that!S41A!restores!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CPSF6,!as!it!appears!to!do!for!PF74!and!BIW1.!We! therefore!propose! that! there!are!other! factors! involved! in! integration! site!targeting!of!HIVW1!that!we!have!not!yet!identified.!!!!
4.2.9 The* CA* context* of* HLA&B*27&associated* mutations* can* alter* their*
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Figure' 44.' The' CA' context' of' B*276associated' mutations' incluences' their'
effect'on'viral'titre'





encodes!threonine!at!position!41,!which!is!found!in!25%!of!all!CA!sequences!in!the! Los! Alamos! database! (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/!mainpage.html),!has!a!polar!uncharged!side!chain!like!serine,!and!has!not!been!shown! to! compensate! for! R132K!mutation.! The! finding! that! reversion! of! this!threonine! to! serine! exhibited! a! very! small! decrease! in! titre! could! mean! that!S41T! is! a! poor! compensatory! mutation! and/or! that! another! unknown!compensatory!mutation!is!present!in!this!virus’s!CA.!!We! next! tested! whether! the! CsAWdependence! of! L136M/R132K! was! context!dependent.! Figure! 45A! shows! that!whilst! all! viruses! encoding! A/V/T41!were!insensitive! to! 5µM! CsA! treatment,! CsA! rescued! the! reduced! titres! of! all! the!viruses! encoding! S41.! The! degree! of! rescue! conferred! by! CsA! was! context!dependent.! As! before,! CR0312W!had! an! especially!weak!phenotype;! CsA!only!rescued!the!titre!of!CR0312W!by!2Wfold,!whilst!it!rescued!all!others!7!to!14Wfold.!We! also! used! this! panel! of! viruses! to! test! whether! the! ApCWsensitivity! of!R132K/L136M!was!context!dependent.!Figure!45B!shows! that! the! titres!of!all!viruses!encoding!A/V/T41!were!unchanged!by!ApCWmediated!cell!cycle!arrest.!In! contrast,! 2µg/ml! ApC! significantly! inhibited! all! viruses! encoding! S41,!suggesting! they! cannot! efficiently! enter! the! nucleus! via! the! NPC! and! are!dependent! upon! mitosis.! The! degree! of! inhibition! was! context! dependent.!Again,! CR0312W! exhibited! an! exceptionally! weak! phenotype! and! was! only!inhibited! 4Wfold,!whilst! all! other! viruses!were! inhibited! between! 21! and! 130Wfold.!These!observations!suggest!that!a!compensatory!mutation!other!than!S41T!exists!in!CR0312W.!!!!Having! previously! found! that! R132K/L136M! was! less! sensitive! to!Nup358/TNPO3!depletion!than!WT!HIVW1!but!that!the!compensatory!mutation!S41A! restored! sensitivity,! we! sought! to! test! whether! this! phenotype! was!context!dependent.! Figure!46A! shows! that! all! viruses!were! significantly!more!sensitive! to! depletion! of! these! two! nuclear! entry! cofactors! when! encoding!A/V41! than! when! encoding! S41,! as! expected.! In! contrast,! CR0312W! was!sensitive!to!the!depletion!of!these!proteins!regardless!of!whether!it!encoded!T!or!S!at!residue!41.!The!finding!that!CR0312W!(encoding!T41)!does!not!have!! !
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Figure' 45.' The' CA' context' of' B*276associated' mutations' determines' their'



























































































Figure' 46.' The' CA' context' of' B*276associated' mutations' determines' their'
sensitivity'to'Nup358/TNPO3'depletion'and'to'hCPSF6[68]6358'




reduced! dependence! upon! these! cofactors! suggests! that! at! least! one! other!residue!in!CA!is!acting!as!a!compensatory!mutation!for!the!CTL!escape!mutation!R132K.!!We!next!measured!whether!the!sensitivity!of!these!viruses!to!Nup358/TNPO3!depletion! correlated! with! their! sensitivity! to! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated!restriction,!which! is! a! surrogate! assay! for! the! affinity!of!CA! for!CPSF6.! Figure!46B/C!(raw/normalised!data,!respectively)!shows!that!the!residue!encoded!at!position!41!did!not! significantly! alter! the! level! of! inhibition! conferred!by! this!artificial!restriction!factor;!all!viruses!were!restricted!between!10!and!22Wfold.!This!implies!that!the!affinity!of!HIVW1!CA!for!CPSF6!is!not!altered!by!S41A/V/T!mutation.!Therefore,!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CPSF6!cannot!explain!the!restoration!of!Nup358/TNPO3!dependence!conferred!by!S41A/V/T!mutation.!!!!!! !
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4.3 Discussion**CTL!escape!mutations!associated!with!the!protective!HLA!alleles!B*57!and!B*27!have!been!reported!to!alter!the!relationship!of!the!virus!with!CypA!(325,!326).!In!light!of!the!finding!that!the!CAWCypA!interaction!can!dictate!the!nuclear!entry!pathway!of!HIVW1!(79),!we!hypothesised!that!these!CTL!escape!mutations!may!differ!in!their!nuclear!entry!pathway.!This!would!be!of!great!interest!as!it!would!inform! us! about! the! significance! of! this! nuclear! entry! pathway! to! viruses!containing! clinically! relevant! mutations.! Whilst! we! found! that! the! B*57Wassociated!mutations!did!not! significantly! affect! the!nuclear! entry!pathway!of!HIVW1,!we!found!that!the!B*27Wassociated!CTL!escape!mutation!in!CA!R132K!is!defective!in!its!use!of!the!CPSF6Wdependent!nuclear!entry!pathway!described!in!section! 3.3.8.! Intriguingly,! we! found! that! the! compensatory! mutation! S41A!restores! the!ability!of! the!virus! to! interact!with!all! components!of! the!nuclear!entry!that!we!measured!except!for!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!as!is!discussed!below.!!!
4.3.1 B*57&associated* CA* mutations* do* not* alter* the* nuclear* entry*
pathway*of*HIV&1*Firstly!we!examined!CA!mutations! in! the!epitope!TW10,!which!are!associated!with!escape!from!the!protective!HLA!allele!B*57.!In!agreement!with!Brockman,!et! al.! (325),! we! found! that! the! proposed! CTL! escape! mutations! T110N! and!G116A! were! more! sensitive! to! CsAWmediated! inhibition! than! WT! HIVW1.! In!contrast,!the!proposed!compensatory!mutations!H87Q,!I91L,!and!M96I!did!not!alter!the!relationship!of!the!virus!with!CsA,!despite!their!location!within!or!close!to!the!CypA!binding!loop!of!CA.!These!findings!lead!us!to!hypothesise!that!other!components! of! the! nuclear! entry! pathway! may! also! be! affected! by! these!mutations.!We!found!that!T110N,!I91L,!and!M96I!were! less!sensitive!than!WT!HIVW1!to!depletion!of!Nup358.!However,!given!that!these!CA!mutants!retained!sensitivity!to!depletion!of!TNPO3!and!to!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!we!propose!that!they! still! enter! the! nucleus! via! the! same! pathway! at! WT! HIVW1,! albeit! less!efficiently.!These!mutations!lie!within!or!proximal!to!the!CypAWbinding!loop!of!CA,! which! interacts! directly! with! Nup358Cyp!(79).!We! therefore! hypothesised!that!their!insensitivity!to!Nup358!depletion!is!due!to!a!reduced!ability!to!bind!to!
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this! nucleoporin.! None! of! these! B*57Wassociated! mutants! were! inhibited! by!ApCWmediated!cellWcycle!arrest,!indicating!that!they!were!all!able!to!infect!nonWdividing!cells!via! the!NPC.!We!therefore! interpret! these! findings! to!mean!that,!although! some! of! these! B*57Wassociated! mutations! may! slightly! disrupt!interaction! with! CypA! and/or! Nup358,! they! do! not! dramatically! affect! the!nuclear!entry!pathway!of!the!virus.!!
4.3.2 B*27&associated* CA*mutations* alter* the* nuclear* entry* pathway* of*
HIV&1*In! contrast! to! the! B*57Wassociated!mutations! in! the! epitope! TW10,!we! found!that! some! HLAWB*27Wassociated! mutations! in! KK10! do! significantly! alter! the!nuclear! entry! pathway! of! HIVW1.! L136M! did! not! significantly! alter! any! of! the!nuclear! entry! phenotypes!measured.! In! contrast! to! L136M,! and! in! agreement!with! Schneidewind,! et! al.! (326),! we! found! that! R132K! causes! a! significant!reduction!in!viral!titre.!We!found!the!magnitude!of!this! infectivity!defect!to!be!cellWtype! dependent,! ranging! from! 3Wfold! in! TE671s! to! 252Wfold! in! CEM! cells.!Importantly,! we! also! observed! a! 5Wfold! defect! in! singleWround! infection! of!primary!CD4+!T!cells,!confirming!the!importance!of!this!mutation!in!the!cell!type!most! commonly! infected! by! HIVW1! in# vivo.! The! virus! evolves! R132K! due! to! a!strong! selective! pressure! to! escape! the! CTL! response,! but! the! virus! is! then!under!pressure!to!replicate!more!efficiently!and!so!it!evolves!the!compensatory!mutation! S41A.! Like! Schneidewind! et# al.! we! found! that! S41A! rescued! the!infectivity! defect! caused! by! R132K! in! all! cell! types,! no!matter! how! large! the!defect!was,!such!that!S41/R132K/L136M!was!as!infectious!as!WT!HIVW1!(326).!The! ability! of! this! triple!mutant! to! escape! the! CTL! response! and! to! replicate!efficiently! explains! why! its! detection! in# vivo! usually! coincides! with! disease!progression!(381).!!!We! found!R132K/L136M! infection! of! HeLa! cells! to! be! defective! after! reverse!transcription!but!prior!to!2WLTRWcircle!formation,!which!suggests!that!the!virus!is! defective! in! nuclear! entry.! A! previous! report! showed! that! R132K! infection!was!defective!after!nuclear!entry!(403)!but!the!qPCR!probes!used!to!measure!2W
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LTR! circles! in! this! study! (and! in! many! other! studies)! also! measure!autointegrants,!which! can! form! in! the! cytoplasm!and!do! therefore!not! signify!nuclear!entry!(247)!(as!discussed!in!section!1.5.1.1).!Therefore,!in!this!study,!we!used! probes! that! specifically! recognise! the! LTRWLTR! junction! of! 2WLTR! circles!and!in!doing!so!revealed!that!R132K/L136M!is!defective!prior!to/at!the!stage!of!nuclear!entry.!!The! infectivity! defect! of! R132K! was! reportedly! rescued! by! CsA! (326),! a!phenotype! we! recapitulated! in! this! study.! We! found! the! infectivity! of! WT,!L136M,! R132K/L136M,! and! S41A/R132K/L136M! to! be! equivalent! in! the!presence!of!5μM!CsA.!In!cell!types!such!as!HeLa!and!CEM,!in!which!WT!HIVW1!is!unaffected!by!CsA,!this!meant!that!the!titre!of!R132K/L136M!was!increased!and!this!mutant!is!therefore!considered!CsAWdependent.!In!cell!types!such!as!Jurkat!and! TE671,! in! which! WT! HIVW1! is! inhibited! by! CsA,! R132K/L136M! was!unaffected! by! CsA! and! is! therefore! considered! CsAWresistant.! This! CsAWresistant/dependent! phenotype! has! previously! been! reported! for! the! CA!mutation! A92E,! which! was! selected! for! by! serial! passage! of! HIVW1! in! the!presence!of!CsA!(297)!but!has!never!been!found!to!arise!in#vivo.!In!this!study!we!confirmed!that!A92E!is!indeed!CsAWdependent!in!HeLa!cells,!like!R132K/L136M.!As!discussed!in!section!1.5.2.3,!the!infectivity!defect!of!A92E!in!TE671s!can!be!rescued!by!overexpression!of! CypA,! suggesting! that! the!defect!may!be! simply!due!to!CypA!concentration!(298).!However,!neither!a!gene!expression!analysis!of!six!different!human!cell! lines!(HeLa,!H9,!CEM,!HOS,!Jurkat,!and!293T)!(300)!nor!a!screen!of!32!different!HeLa!cell!clones!(112)!found!a!correlation!between!permissivity! to! A92E! and! expression! of! CypA.! This! CsAWresistant/dependent!phenotype! has! therefore! been! attributed! to! an! unidentified! CypAWdependent!restriction! factor! (299).! This! putative! restriction! factor! may! be! difficult! to!identify! if! its! potency! depends! not! only! on! its! expression! level! but! also! the!expression! levels! of! CypA.! Further! investigation! is! therefore! required! to!determine!whether! this! restriction! factor! exists,!whether! it! is! responsible! for!the! infectivity! defects! of! A92E! and/or! R132K/L136M! and,! if! so,! how! S41A!escapes!this!restriction.!!!
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Given!the!unusual!relationship!of!R132K/L136M!and!A92E!with!CypA/CsA,!we!asked! whether! either! of! these! mutations! alters! the! affinity! of! CA! for! CypA.!Despite! residue! A92! lying! within! the! CypA! binding! loop! of! CA,! A92E! CA! has!previously! been! reported! to! interact!with! CypA!with! an! affinity! equivalent! to!WT! CA! (298).! In! contrast! to! A92,! both! R132! and! S41! lie! within! the! CPSF6Wbinding! pocket,! in! helix! 7! and! 2! respectively.! Despite! their! distance! from! the!CypA! binding! loop,! mutations! in! the! CPSF6Wbinding! pocket! have! previously!been! reported! to! alter! interaction! with! CypA! in# vitro! (358).! As! a! surrogate!measure!of!CypA!binding,!we!measured!the!effect!of!these!mutations!upon!the!level! of! restriction! conferred!by!omTRIMhuCypA,!which!binds! to! cores! via! its!CypA!domain.!In!agreement!with!previous!reports,!A92E!mutation!did!not!alter!the! level! of! restriction! but,! intriguingly,! R132K!mutation! reduced! the! level! of!restriction!from!47Wfold!to!25Wfold!and!subsequent!S41A!mutation!restored!it!to!44Wfold.! Importantly,! this! 2Wfold! reduction! in! omTRIMhuCypAWmediated!restriction! does! not! necessarily! represent! a! 2Wfold! decrease! in! the! affinity! of!R132K!CA!for!CypA.!TRIM5Wbased!restriction!factors!such!as!this!exist!as!dimers!and! multimerisation! of! CypA! has! been! shown! to! increase! its! avidity! for! CA!(405).!Therefore,!the!2Wfold!reduction!in!restriction!caused!by!R132K!mutation!may!actually!represent!a!much!more!significant!reduction!in!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CypA.!!!As!well!as!being!CsAWresistant/dependent,!A92E!is!reportedly!sensitive!to!ApCWmediated! cellWcycle! arrest! (298).! In! agreement! with! this! we! found! that! ApC!inhibits! A92E,! but! not!WT!HIVW1,! in! HeLa! cells.! Similarly,!we! found! that! ApC!inhibits!R132K/L136M!but!not!L136M!or!S41A/R132K/L136M!in!HeLa!cells.!In!fact,! R132K/L136M! was! significantly! more! sensitive! to! ApC! than! the! other!viruses! in! all! cell! lines! tested,! although! the!degree! of! inhibition! varied.! These!observations!suggest!that!A92E!or!R132K!mutation!prevents!HIVW1!from!being!able!to!enter!the!nucleus!via!the!NPC!and!instead!must!enter!the!nucleus!during!mitosis.! Importantly,!we!have! shown! that!CsA! rescues!A92E!and!R132K! from!inhibition! by!ApC,! suggesting! that! it! is! the! CAWCypA! interaction! that! prevents!these!mutants!from!traversing!the!NPC!efficiently.!The!fact!that!we!do!not!know!why! A92E! or! R132K! are! defective/CsAWdependent! makes! this! observation!
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difficult!to!interpret.!However,!whether!these!mutants!are!inhibited!by!CypA!or!by! a! CypAWdependent! restriction! factor,! we! propose! that! the! inhibition! is!specific!to!NPCWmediated!nuclear!import.!Unexpectedly,!it!was!found!that!A92E!(298)!and!R132K/L136M!(Rasaiyaah.!J,!unpublished!observations)!replicate!as!efficiently!as!WT!HIVW1!in!nonWdividing!primary!MDMs.!This!suggests!that!HeLa!cells! and!MDMs! differ! in! their! expression! levels! of! CypA! and/or! the! putative!restriction!factor.!!!!!!!The!finding!that!A92E!or!R132K!mutation!alters!the!relationship!of!HIVW1!with!CypA! lead! us! to! hypothesise! that! these! mutations! may! also! alter! the!relationship!of!the!virus!with!downstream!nuclear!entry!cofactors!whose!use!is!dependent! upon! CAWCypA! interaction,! namely! Nup358,! TNPO3,! and! Nup153!(79).! Indeed,! we! found! that! R132K! mutation! significantly! reduced! the!sensitivity! of! the! virus! to! depletion! of! each! of! these! cofactors! and! that! coWmutation! of! S41A! restored! sensitivity.! However,! the! reduced! sensitivity! of!R132K/L136M! to! TNPO3! depletion! cannot! be! due! to! its! reduced! interaction!with! CypA! because! CsA! treatment! (which! would! reduce! the! CAWCypA!interaction! even! further)! caused! R132K/L136M! to! become!more! sensitive! to!TNPO3!depletion.!!We! therefore! considered! the! possibility! that! these!B*27Wassociated!mutations!could! alter! the! sensitivity! of! HIVW1! to! depletion! of! each! of! these! cofactors!separately.!With! respect! to! Nup358,! we! found! that! R132K!mutation! reduced!sensitivity! to! omTRIMhuNup358Cyp! and! that! the! S41A! restored! sensitivity.!With! respect! to! Nup153,! it! has! recently! been! reported! that! Nup1531410W1418!interacts! directly! with! CA! residues! L136! and! S41! (when! in! complex! with!hexameric! CA)! and! lies! in! close! proximity! to! R132! (83,! 340).! It! is! therefore!possible! that! the! mutations! R132K! and! S41A! could! reduce! and! enhance! the!ability!of!CA!to!interact!with!Nup153,!respectively.!In!other!words,!R132K!may!reduce! the! sensitivity! of! HIVW1! to! Nup358! and! Nup153! depletion! because! it!cannot! interact!with! these!nucleoporins! anyway.!However,!we! cannot! explain!the!reduced!sensitivity!of!R132K/L136M!to!TNPO3!depletion!in!the!same!way.!!
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We!therefore!sought!to!test!the!hypothesis!that!R132K!alters!the!sensitivity!to!HIVW1!to!these!nuclear!entry!cofactors!by!reducing!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CPSF6.!As!discussed!in!section!3.3,!it!has!recently!been!shown!that!CPSF6[68]276W290!not!only!interacts!with!helices!3!and!4!of!one!CA!monomer!but!also!with!helices!2,!7,!8,!and!9!of!the!adjacent!CA!monomer!in!a!hexamer!(340).!This!15mer!of!CPSF6!does!not! interact!directly!with!residues!L136,!R132,!or!S41,!but! it! lies! in!close!proximity! to! them.! It! is! therefore! plausible! that! mutation! of! these! residues!would! alter! CAWCPSF6! interaction,! particularly! given! that! fullWlength! CPSF6!would! make! much! more! extensive! contacts! with! CA! than! this! 15mer.! As!surrogate! assays! of! CPSF6! binding,! we! measured! inhibition! of! the! B*27Wassociated! mutants! by! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! as! well! as! two! small! molecule!inhibitors!of!HIVW1,!PF74!and!BIW1,!which!interact!with!the!same!CA!pocket!as!CPSF6!(111,!327,!340)! (discussed! further! in!section!5.1).!As!hypothesised,!we!found!that!R132K!mutation!significantly!reduced!the!sensitivity!of!HIVW1!to!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! and! PF74! and! made! it! completely! insensitive! to! BIW1.!Furthermore,! S41A! mutation! restored! sensitivity! to! PF74! and! BIW1.!Unexpectedly,! S41A! did! not! restore! sensitivity! to! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358.! One!might!expect!that,!of!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!PF74,!and!BIW1,!the!interaction!of!CA!with! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! would! most! closely! mimic! its! interaction! with!endogenous! CPSF6.! However,! given! that! the! structure! of! fullWlength! CPSF6!remains!unknown,! there! is!no! evidence! to! support! this! and! it! is!possible! that!such!a!large!truncation!of!CPSF6!significantly!alters!the!structure!of!the!protein.!Importantly,!the!observations!made!here!clearly!demonstrate!that!both!R132K!and!S41A!alter!the!structure!of!this!pocket!in!CA.!We!therefore!hypothesise!that!R132K! mutation! reduces! the! sensitivity! of! HIVW1! to! depletion! of! Nup358,!TNPO3,!and!Nup153!because!it!reduces!the!affinity!of!CA!for!CPSF6.!Similarly,!we!propose! that! S41A! restores! sensitivity! to! depletion! of! these!nuclear! entry!cofactors! because! it! restores! the! affinity! of! CA! for! CPSF6! to! WT! levels.! In!contrast!to!R132K,!we!found!that!A92E!mutation!does!not!affect!the!sensitivity!of!HIVW1!to!depletion!of!TNPO3!or!Nup358,!nor!to!omTRIMhuN358Cyp!or!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358.! Therefore,! despite! its! unusual! relationship!with! CypA,! A92E!appears! to! interact! normally! with! all! other! known! components! of! the! HIVW1!nuclear!entry!pathway.!The!fact!that!both!A92E!and!R132K!are!CsAWdependent!
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in! HeLa! cells! and! yet! only! R132K! has! an! altered! relationship! with! CPSF6,!Nup358,! TNPO3,! and! Nup153! allows! us! to! differentiate! between! the! two!phenotypes.! In! other! words,! it! reveals! that! being! CsAWdependent! does! not!necessarily!confer!independence!of!the!rest!of!the!HIVW1!nuclear!entry!pathway.!!Our!findings!thus!far!suggest!that!HIVW1!can!enter!the!nucleus!via!two!different!nuclear!entry!pathways.!One!pathway! is! taken!by!WT!HIVW1!and! is!dependent!upon!CPSF6,!Nup358,!TNPO3,!and!Nup153.!The!other!is!taken!by!N74D!and!is!completely!independent!of!these!cofactors.!Both!of!these!pathways!are!equally!efficient! in!HeLa! cells.!The! findings! that! S41A! rescues! the! infectivity!defect!of!R132K/L136M! and! also! restores! its! ability! to! efficiently! use! the! CPSF6Wdependent!pathway! lead!us! to! the!hypothesis! that!partial!or! inefficient!use!of!the! CPSF6Wdependent! pathway! causes! an! infectivity! defect.! We! therefore!hypothesised! that! allowing! R132K/L136M! to! use! the! CPSF6Windependent!pathway! may! also! rescue! its! infectivity! defect.! Whilst! we! found! that! N74D!rescued! R132K/L136M! infectivity,! we! were! intrigued! to! find! that! CPSF6!depletion!did!not.!Henning,! et! al.! (335)! recently! reported! that,! in! their!hands,!CPSF6!depletion!does!partially!rescue!the!titre!of!R132K/L136M!in!HeLa!cells.!Whilst!it!is!possible!that!they!achieved!a!stronger!depletion!than!ours,!the!level!of! depletion! we! achieved! was! sufficient! to! make! WT! HIVW1! insensitive! to!depletion! of! TNPO3! or! Nup358.! Another! possible! explanation! for! our!observation! is! that! N74D! mutation! confers! an! unknown! phenotype! that! is!unrelated!to!CPSF6!binding.!This!notion!is!supported!by!the!finding!that!N74D!similarly! rescues! the! titre! of! A92E,! which! we! have! shown! is! able! to! use! the!CPSF6Wdependent!nuclear!entry!pathway!efficiently.!!!In! light!of!our! findings! that!B*27Wassociated!mutations!alter! the!nuclear!entry!pathway!of!HIVW1,!we!investigated!whether!they!also!affect!the!integration!site!targeting! of! the! virus.! As! discussed! in! section! 1.5.2.5,! disrupting! CAWCypA!interaction!causes!HIVW1!to!integrate!into!regions!of!a!higher!gene!density!(79).!In!contrast,!disrupting!the!CAWCPSF6!interaction!or!depleting!Nup358!or!TNPO3!leads! to! integration! into! regions!of! a! lower!gene!density! (figure!25)(79,!159).!Furthermore,! it!was!shown!that!CAWCPSF6! interaction!was!dominant!over!CAW
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CypA!interaction!with!respect!to!integration!site!selection!(79).!Consistent!with!these! observations,!we! found! that! R132K/L136M! integrates! into! regions! of! a!significantly! lower! gene! density! than! WT! HIVW1! and! L136M.! However,!S41A/R132K/L136M! unexpectedly! integrated! into! regions! of! an! even! lower!gene!density,! approaching! the!phenotype!of!N74D.!Based!on! this!observation,!we! hypothesised! that! that! there! are! other! host! cofactors! involved! in! HIVW1!integration!site!selection!that!have!not!yet!been!identified.!!As!discussed!in!section!1.2.9.6,!it!has!been!widely!proposed!that!integration!into!geneWrich!regions!is!beneficial!to!HIVW1!because!they!are!more!transcriptionally!active!and!so!proviral!transcription!would!be!increased.!Conversely,!integration!into! regions! of! a! lower! gene! density! would! result! in! lower! proviral!transcription,! lower! virus! production,! and! slower! replication.! However,! there!are! several! observations! that! strongly! argue! against! this! hypothesis.! For!example,! S41A/R132K/L136M! has! been! shown! to! replicate! efficiently! in!primary! PBMCs,! CD4+! T! cells! (326),! and! MDMs! (Rasaiyaah.! J,! unpublished!observations).! Furthermore,! its! appearance! in# vivo! is! associated! with! an!increase! in! viral! load! and! disease! progression! (326).! A! longitudinal! study! of!three! HLA! B*27! negative! patients! who! each! contracted! HIVW1! carrying! the!mutations!S41A,!R132K,!and!L136M!from!a!B*27!positive!patient!revealed!that!these!mutations! did! not! revert! inside! their! new!HLAWmismatched! hosts! even!after! 1W3! years! of! active! viral! replication! (patients! were! all! treatment! naïve)!(406).! In! contrast,! the! B*57Wassociated! TW10! mutations! tested! in! this! study!were! found! to! revert! within! a! few! months! of! transmission! to! an! HLAWmismatched!host!(395).!These!observations!suggest! that! integration! into!gene!dense! regions! is!not!necessary! for!efficient!viral! replication! in#vitro! or! in#vivo.!However,! it! is! possible! that! the! virus! developed! further! compensatory!mutations!that!allowed!it!to!integrate!into!gene!rich!regions!in#vivo.!Importantly,!none!of! the!mutations! tested!here! altered! the! ability! of! the! virus! to! integrate!inside!genes,!another!characteristic!that!is!thought!to!be!necessary!for!efficient!proviral!transcription!(detailed!in!section!1.2.9.3).!!!
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In!order!to!further!assess!the!consequences!of!these!B*27Wassociated!mutations!arising!in#vivo,!we!examined!whether!the!CA!context!of!these!mutations!affected!their! phenotypes.! We! compared! the! viral! strain! used! throughout! this! study!(p8.91Ex! S41A/R132K/L136M)! with! 4! viruses! containing! CA! derived! from!B*27+! patients.! These! clinical! CA! sequences! all! encoded! the! mutations!S41A/V/T,!R132K,!and!L136M/I,!differed! from!p8.91Ex!by!9W15!residues,!and!from! each! other! by! 2W8! residues.! Whilst! S41A! is! a! known! compensatory!mutation!of!R132K,!S41T!occurs!in!25%!of!HIVW1!sequences!and!S41V!has!not!previously! been! observed! and! so! it! is! unknown! whether! they! serve! as!compensatory!mutations!or!not.!!!For!each!virus,!we!reverted!residue!41!to!serine!and!assessed!its!effect!upon!the!nuclear! entry! pathway! of! HIVW1.! For! three! of! the! four! viruses! –! CR0339X,!PRLS24,! and! CR0206U! –! reversion! of! residue! 41! to! serine! resulted! in! very!similar! phenotypes! as!we! had! previously! observed;! they! became! significantly!less! infectious,! dependent! upon! CsA,! sensitive! to! ApC,! and! less! sensitive! to!depletion!of!Nup358!and!TNPO3.!These!findings!inform!us!that,!like!S41A,!S41V!is!an!efficient!compensatory!mutation!for!R132K.!Furthermore,!the!magnitude!of!the!effect!of!these!mutations!is!dependent!on!the!CA!context.!!!In! contrast! to! these! three! viruses,! CR0312W! exhibited! very! small! changes! in!phenotype,! if! any,!when! residue! 41!was! reverted! from! threonine! to! serine.! It!became! only! 3Wfold! less! infectious,! was! rescued! only! 2Wfold! by! CsA,! was!inhibited! only! 4Wfold! by! ApC,! and! its! sensitivity! to! depletion! of! Nup358! and!TNPO3!was!unchanged.! In!other!words,!CR0312W!is!phenotypically!similar!to!p8.91Ex! S41A/R132K/L136M! regardless! of! the! residue! at! position! 41.! We!interpret! this! to! mean! that! another! unidentified! residue! within! CR0312W! is!compensating!for!R132K.!There!are!7!residues!within!CR0312W!CA!that!differ!from! all! other! isolates! and! could! thus! be! compensating! for! R132K:! I6,! H50,!E163,! D180,! I191,! G208,! and! S216.! Two! residues! of! particular! interest! are!residue!6,!which!lies!in!the!βWhairpin!loop!of!CANTD!and!may!therefore!influence!the! CypAWbinding! loop,! and! residue! 50,! which! lies! in! helix! 3! of! the! CPSF6!binding! pocket! close! to! S41.! Further! mutational! studies! would! be! needed! to!
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5.1 Introduction*The!majority! of! licensed! ARVs! target! reverse! transcriptase! or! protease,! with!some! newer! compounds! targeting! integrase! or! entry.! One! of! the! biggest!problems! facing! these! current! treatments! is! the! emergence! of! drugWresistant!variants! and! so! there! is! an! increasing! need! for! compounds! inhibiting! new!therapeutic!targets.!CA!is!an!exciting!potential!target!for!several!reasons.!Firstly,!CA!orchestrates!both!early!and!late!events!in!HIVW1!infection!and!CA!mutations!have!been!shown!to!disrupt!many!stages!of!the!viral!lifecycle!including!reverse!transcription,! uncoating,! nuclear! entry,! integration! (and! so! potentially!transcription! and! latency),! assembly,! and! maturation.! Furthermore,! some!regions! of! CA! are! very! highly! conserved;! Li,! et! al.! (407)! recently! reported! a!largeWscale! analysis! of! over! 10,000! naturally! occurring! Gag! sequences! from!across! the! 8! major! HIVW1! subtypes! in! which! they! found! 153! of! the! 231! CA!residues! to!be!completely!conserved.!They!examined!the!binding!sites!of!over!50!published!GagWbinding!inhibitors!and!found!that!the!binding!site!of!PF74,!an!antiviral!compound!that!interacts!with!the!same!CA!pocket!as!CPSF6!(111,!340),!was!the!most!highly!conserved!of!all.!Targeting!a!conserved!site!means!that!any!resistance!mutations! that!do!arise!are! likely! to!have!high! fitness! costs.! It! also!means! that! the! compound!will! have!broadWspectrum!activity! across! subtypes,!the!importance!of!which!was!exemplified!by!the!development!of!Bevirimat,!an!assembly! inhibitor! that! reached! phase! II! clinical! trials! but! proved! ineffective!against!specific!subWtypes!due!to!resistant!polymorphisms!in!CA!and!SP1!(408).!!!The! majority! of! published! CAWtargeting! antivirals! are! described! as! assembly!inhibitors! (409).! However,! we! are! particularly! interested! in! the! recent!discovery! of! CAWbinding! compounds! that! can! inhibit! early! events! of! HIVW1!infection!by!disrupting!the!CAWCPSF6!interaction.!PFW1385801!was!identified!in!a! highWthroughput! reporterWcell! screen! (410)! for! compounds! inhibiting! fullW
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length!HIVW1!replication!and!analogs!of!this!drug!were!designed!in!an!attempt!to! improve! potency.! The! most! potent! compound! identified! was! PFW3450074!(PF74),!the!structure!of!which!is!shown!in!figure!47A.!PF74!is!reportedly!active!against! a! range! of! clinical! HIVW1! isolates! as! well! as! laboratory! strains! (111).!Serial! passage! of! HIVW1! NL4W3! in! MT2! cells! in! the! presence! of! increasing!concentrations!of!PFW1385801! lead! to! the!outgrowth!of!a!virus!containing! the!CA!mutation!T107N!(111,!411),!which!was!later!shown!to!escape!inhibition!by!PF74!as!well!(412).!CA!residue!T107!was!also!known!to!interact!with!CPSF6!and!crystal! structures! of! PF74! in! complex! with! both! monomeric! CANTD! and!hexameric! CA! have! now! been! solved,! revealing! that! PF74! occupies! the! same!binding! pocket! as! CPSF6[68]276W290! (111,! 340,! 342).! As! shown! in! figure! 47B,!PF74! interacts! with! two! adjacent! monomers! within! a! CA! hexamer,! like!CPSF6[68]276W290.!It!hydrogen!bonds!with!CA!residues!N57,!Q63,!and!K70!of!the!first! monomer! and! although! it! does! not! hydrogen! bond! with! the! second!monomer! it! does! interact! with! four! residues! (340).! Comparison! of! the!structures!of!CA!in!complex!with!CPSF6!peptide!or!PF74!reveals!that!a!phenyl!ring!of!PF74!almost!exactly!mimics!the!positioning!of!the!phenyl!ring!of!CPSF6!F284!(figure!47C).!As!one!would!predict,!100μM!PF74!has!been!shown!by!ITC!(isothermal! titration! calorimetry)! to! completely! abolish! CAWCPSF6[68]276W290!interaction!through!direct!competition!(342).!!!A!separate!screen!for!inhibitors!of!VSVWG!pseudotyped!HIVW1!vector!by!Lamorte!










and! places! a! phenyl! ring! in! the! same! pocket! as! PF74! and! CPSF6[68]! F284!(figure!47C).!However,!whereas!CPSF6!and!PF74!also!interact!with!the!adjacent!monomer!of!a!hexamer,!BIW2!does!not!(figure!47B).!!!Intriguingly,! PF74! reportedly! inhibits! HIVW1! through! a! different! mechanism!than!BIW1! and!BIW2;!whilst! PF74! inhibits!HIVW1! after! entry! but! before! reverse!transcription!(111,!113),!BIW1!and!2!inhibit!after!reverse!transcription!but!prior!to! 2WLTR! circle! formation! (327).! PF74! also! purportedly! inhibits! late! stages! of!HIVW1! infection;! virus! produced! in! the! presence! of! PF74! contained! similar!amounts!of!p24! (as!measured!by!ELISA)!as!virus!produced! in!untreated!cells,!but!the!infectivity!of!these!virions!was!reduced.!EM!of!virions!produced!in!cells!treated!with! 7μM!PF74! lack! the! dense! conical! cores! that! are! typical! of!HIVW1!particles! and! exhibit! a! range! of! unusual!morphologies! (111),! suggesting! that!PF74!disrupts!the!formation!and/or!maturation!of!cores.!BIW1!is!similarly!been!reported!to!disrupt!CAWNC!tube!assembly,!but!only!very!weakly!(327).!Although!the! present! study! focuses! on! the! early! stages! of! infection,! the! fact! that! these!compounds!affect!core!assembly! lead! to! the!hypothesis! that! they! inhibit!early!stages!of!infection!by!disrupting!core!structure.!!!!As!one!would!expect,!both!PF74!and!BIW1!have!been!shown!to!compete!CPSF6!from! CAWNC! tubes! in# vitro# (345,! 413).! However,! having! shown! that! CPSF6!depletion!and!N74D!mutation!do!not!affect!viral!infectivity,!we!argue!that!these!antiviral! CPSF6! peptidomimetics! cannot! inhibit! HIVW1! infection! simply! by!competing! endogenous! CPSF6! off! from! CA.! Therefore,! these! drugs! must! be!having! some! direct! effect! upon! the! virus,! as! we! have! previously! argued! for!antiviral!forms!of!CPSF6!(discussed!in!section!3.3.2).!PF74!and!BIW1!have!been!tested!for!their!effect!upon!core!stability!using!the!biochemical!assays!described!in! section!1.2.7.1! but,! as!with! antiviral! forms!of! CPSF6,! the! results! have!been!inconsistent.! Whilst! one! group! has! used! the! FoC! assay! to! show! that! PF74!induces!uncoating!(113),!another!used!it!to!show!that!PF74!prevents!uncoating!(90).! Furthermore,! whilst! the! FoC! assay! has! been! used! to! suggest! that! BIW1!(413)! induces!uncoating,! the!CAWNC! tube!assay!has!been!used! to! show! that! it!stabilises!cores!(327).!In!this!study,!we!have!sought!to!examine!the!mechanism!
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of!PF74!and!BIW1!inhibition!using!cellular!assays!in!order!to!avoid!the!problems!associated!with!biochemical!assays.!!!It! has! recently! been!discovered! that! the! pocket! of! CA!bound!by!CPSF6,! PF74,!and!BIW1!also!interacts!with!Nup153!(340).!It!follows!that!PF74!has!been!shown!to!compete!with!Nup153CTD!for!CAWNC!tube!binding!(83).!It!could!therefore!be!suggested! that!PF74!and!BIW1/2! inhibits!HIVW1!by!preventing! interaction!with!Nup153.! However,! we! have! previously! shown! that! CPSF6! depletion! or! N74D!mutation! causes! HIVW1! to! become! independent! of! specific! interaction! with!Nup153! and! so! we! hypothesise! that! any! drug! that! prevents! CAWCPSF6!interaction!would! cause! the!virus! to!be! insensitive! to! any!drug! inhibiting!CAWNup153!interaction.!!!Having! found! that! HIVW1! triggers! a! potent! innate! immune! response! in! the!absence! of! CAWCPSF6! interaction,! Rasaiyaah,! et! al.! (92)! tested!whether! HIVW1!infection! of! MDMs! in! the! presence! of! PF74! lead! to! a! type! I! IFN! response.!However,! PF74! inhibited! synthesis! of! viral! cDNA,! which! is! thought! to! be! the!PAMP!detected!by!PRRs,!and!so!did!not!trigger!a!detectable!immune!response!(92).!We! therefore!hypothesise! that!a!drug! that! competes!CPSF6! from!CA!but!does!not! inhibit! reverse! transcription,! such!as!BIW1/2,!may! ‘uncloak’! the!virus!and! trigger! an! innate! response.! However,! these! compounds! were! toxic! to!primary! MDMs! at! doses! that! inhibit! the! virus! (Rasaiyaah! et! al! unpublished!observations).!If!such!a!drug!could!be!designed,!it!would!potentially!have!use!as!an!HIVW1!therapeutic!and!also!as!a!prophylactic;!by!inducing!an!antiviral!state!at!the!site!of!primary! infection! it!may!prevent!spread!of! the!virus.!Regardless!of!whether! it! induced! an! innate! immune! response,! any! antiviral! compound!binding!to!the!same!CA!pocket!as!CPSF6!is!of!great!interest!because!we!predict!that!escape!mutations!in!CA!that!prevent!the!drug!from!binding!but!would!also!prevent! CPSF6! from! binding,! and! these! mutants! would! therefore! induce! an!antiviral!response.!!!
*Shi,!et!al.!(113)!recently!reported!that!CypA!depletion,!G89V!or!P90A!mutation,!or! CsA! reduced! the! efficacy! of! PF74.! If! CypA! and! PF74! stabilise! cores! in! a!
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cooperative! manner! (and! PF74! inhibits! because! its! stabilisation! is! not!reversible),!then!CsA!may!lead!to!a!reduction!in!PF74!efficacy.!Alternatively,! if!CAWCypA! interaction! causes! conformational! changes! that! encourage! CA! to!interact!with!PF74,!CsA!may!reduce!the!affinity!of!CA!for!PF74.!Ambrose,!et!al.!(358)! reported! that! N74D! mutation! reduces! the! amount! of! CypA! that! coWimmunoprecipitates!with! CA,!which! suggests! that! CAWCPSF6! interaction! could!alter! the! affinity! of! CA! for! CypA! interaction.! Together,! these! reports! point! to!cooperative!binding!between!CA,!CypA,!and!CPSF6.!Consistent!with! this,!CypA!and!CPSF6!play!very!similar!roles!in!HIVW1!infection!(discussed!in!section!3.3.5).!!!In! this! study,!we!have! further!probed! the!mechanism/s!of!action!of!PF74!and!BIW1.! In! order! to! avoid! the! previously! discussed! caveats! of! the! biochemical!assays!used!in!many!previous!studies,!we!focused!on!using!cellular!assays!and!measuring!infectivity!as!a!readWout.!Due!to!the!fact!that!the!mechanism!of!action!of!CPSF6,!PF74,!or!BIW1/2!is!not!fully!understood,!we!could!not!easily!rationally!design! drugs! to! have! a! specific! effect! upon! the! virus.! Instead! we! sought! to!identify! compounds!with!novel! phenotypes! and! to!use! these! as! tools! to! learn!more!about!the!effects!of!ligands!interacting!with!this!conserved!CA!pocket.!We!did,! however,! design! compounds! with! the! general! aims! of! making! more!extensive!contacts!with!CA!or!disrupting!the!structure!of!viral!core.!!!!!!! !
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5.2 Results*
5.2.1 HA&hCPSF6[68]&358,* PF74* and* BI&1* exhibit* different* inhibition*









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(A6C)$HeLa$cells$stably$expressing$hCPSF6[68]6358$or$empty$vector$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$WT$HIV61(GFP).$(D6F)$UnmodiKied$HeLa$cells$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$WT$HIV61(GFP)$in$the$presence$of$a$titration$of$PF74.$(D)$Viral$titre$was$measured$ at$ 48hrs$p.i.$ by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ (E)$ Late$ reverse$ transcripts$were$measured$6hrs$p.i.$by$qPCR.$(F)$26LTR$circles$were$measured$at$18hrs$p.i.$by$qPCR.$






!different! mechanisms.! Alternatively,! it! could! mean! that! BIW1! inhibits! by! the!same! mechanism! as! lowWdose! PF74.! Importantly,! BIW1! may! also! exhibit! a!biphasic!inhibition!curve!if!it!could!be!used!at!higher!doses!without!being!toxic.!!!
5.2.2 HIV&1*loses*sensitivity*to*Nup358/TNPO3*depletion*in*the*presence*
of*PF74/BI&1*Earlier! in! this! study!we! showed! that! CAWCPSF6! interaction! commits! HIVW1! to!using! a! particular! nuclear! entry! pathway,! which! is! dependent! upon! Nup358,!TNPO3,! and!Nup153! (figure!23).!PF74!and!BIW1!have!been! shown! to! compete!with! CPSF6! for! CAWNC! binding! in# vitro! (345,! 413)! and! it! follows! that! these!antiviral! compounds! ought! to! also! prevent! CA! from! interacting! with!endogenous! CPSF6! in! the! context! of! an! infection.!We! therefore! hypothesised!that!PF74!and!BIW1!prevent!the!virus!from!using!the!CPSF6Wdependent!nuclear!entry!pathway.!We!infected!HeLa!cells!stably!depleted!of!TNPO3!or!Nup358!in!the! presence! of! a! titration! of! PF74! or! BIW1.! We! found! that! the! degree! of!inhibition! caused! by! PF74! negatively! correlated!with! the! degree! of! inhibition!caused!by!TNPO3/Nup358!depletion.!In!other!words,!increasing!concentrations!of!PF74!caused! the!virus! to!become!decreasingly!sensitive! to!Nup358/TNPO3!depletion!(raw/fold!data!in!figure!49A/B).!We!also!observed!a!similar!trend!for!BIW1! (raw/fold! data! in! figure! 49C/D).! The! fact! that! PF74! and! depletion! of!Nup358/TNPO3!are!not!additive! in! their!ability! to! inhibit!HIVW1!suggests! that!they! inhibit! the! same! step! of! HIVW1! infection,! nuclear! entry.! Importantly,! we!could! not! find! a! concentration! of! PF74/BIW1! that! reduced! sensitivity! to!Nup358/TNPO3!depletion!without!also! inhibiting! infection.!This!suggests! that!the!same!(or!lower)!PF74/BIW1!concentration!is!required!to!inhibit!the!virus!as!is! required! to! free! the! virus! from! commitment! to! the! TNPO3/Nup358Wdependent!nuclear!entry!pathway.!!
5.2.3 Inhibition*by*PF74,*BI&1,*or*HA&hCPSF6[68]&358**is*reversible*As!discussed!in!section!5.1,!biochemical!assays!used!to!test!the!effect!of!CPSF6!truncations,! PF74,! or! BIW1! upon! core! stability! have! produced! inconsistent!results.!Some!studies!have!suggested!that!these!inhibitors!work!by!destabilising!!
Figure'49.'PF74'and'BI61'cause'HIV61'to'become'less'sensitive'to'Nup358'and'
TNPO3'depletion'HeLa$cell$ clones$stably$expressing$Nup3586$or$TNPO36targeting$shRNA$or$a$non6targeting$ control$ shRNA$were$ infected$with$ a$ titration$ of$WT$HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$presence$of$a$titration$of$(A)'PF74$or$(C)'BI61.$(B)'and$(D)$show$data$ in$(A)$and$(C),$ respectively,$ as$ fold$ difference$ between$ titre$ in$ control$ cells$ and$ titre$ in$Nup358/TNPO36depleted$ cells.$ All$ data$ are$ representative$ of$ at$ least$ 2$independent$ experiments.$ Each$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'


































































































































and! prematurely! uncoating! cores! (113,! 344,! 413).! If! this! were! true,! then!inhibition! would! be! irreversible.! We! tested! whether! inhibition! by! PF74! is!reversible! by! performing! a! washout! assay,! as! depicted! in! figure! 50A.! We!infected!HeLa!cells!in!the!presence!of!a!titration!of!PF74!and!allowed!infection!to!proceed!for!6!hours,!a!time!point!at!which!we!had!previously!shown!PF74!to!be!effective! in! inhibiting!reverse! transcription!(figure!48E).!We! then!removed!the!infected!cells’!media!and!replenished!it,!either!with!drugWcontaining!media!(wash)!or!with!unsupplemented!media!(washout).!We!repeated!this!5!times!at!5min! intervals! to! ensure! efficient! wash! out! of! the! drug.! We! then! allowed!infection!to!continue!as!normal!and!assessed!infectivity!by!flow!cytometry!at!48!hours!postWinfection.!We!found!that! inhibition!by!5!or!10µM!PF74!was!almost!completely!reversible!by!washout!(figure!50B).!Presuming!that!uncoating!is!an!irreversible! process,! this! observation! strongly! argues! against! the! notion! that!PF74! induces! premature! uncoating.! At! 20µM! PF74,! we! found! that! infectivity!could!only!be!partially! rescued.!This!could!simply!be!because!wash!out!of! the!drug!was! incomplete.! However,! an! alternative! explanation! is! that! the! second!‘phase’!of!PF74Wmediated! inhibition,!which!only!occurs!at!high!concentrations!and!inhibits!reverse!transcription,!is!caused!by!the!drug!uncoating!the!virus.!We!therefore! sought! to! test! whether! 20µM! PF74Wmediated! inhibition! of! reverse!transcription!was!reversible.!We!performed!a!washout!as!described!previously,!but!also!measured!late!reverse!transcripts!by!qPCR!at!the!time!of!washout!(6hrs!postWinfection)!and!6hrs!after!the!washout!(12hrs!postWinfection),!as!depicted!in!figure! 50C.! This! ensured! that! any! viral! cores! that! were! inhibited! for! reverse!transcription! at! 6hrs! postWinfection! had! another! 6hrs! to! produce! reverse!transcripts! after! the! drug! had! been! removed.! We! found! that! 20µM! PF74!inhibited! reverse! transcription! 8Wfold! at! 6! hours! postWinfection,! as! expected!(figure! 50D).! 6! hours! after! washing! (12! hours! postWinfection)! reverse!transcription!was!inhibited!11Wfold!in!‘wash’!cells!but!only!2.5Wfold!in!‘washout’!cells! (figure! 50E).! This! shows! that! PF74Wmediated! inhibition! of! reverse!transcription!is!reversible.!This!argues!against!the!hypothesis!that!infection!can!only!be!partially!rescued!at!20µM!PF74!because!the!second!phase!of!inhibition!inhibits!reverse!transcription!by!inducing!uncoating.!!! !




























































































































(A)$Diagram$of$the$experimental$procedure$carried$out$ in$(B).$(B)'As$depicted$ in$(A),$HeLa$ cells$were$ infected$with$ a$ titration$ of$HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$ presence$ of$ a$titration$ of$ PF74.$ 6hrs$ p.i.$ media$ was$ replaced$ 5$ times,$ either$ with$more$ PF746containing$media$ (‘wash’)$ or$with$ unsupplemented$media$ (‘washout’).$ Viral$ titre$was$ measured$ 48hrs$ later$ by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ (C)' Diagram$ of$ the$ experimental$procedure$carried$out$in$(D6F).'As$depicted$in$(C),$HeLa$cells$were$infected$with$a$titration$ of$ HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$ presence$ of$ either$ 20uM$ PF74$ or$ DMSO.$ 6hrs$ p.i.$media$was$replaced$5$times,$either$with$more$PF746containing$media$(‘wash’)$or$with$unsupplemented$media$(‘washout’).$Late$reverse$transcripts$were$measured$
(D)'6hrs$ p.i.$ or$ (E)'12hrs$ p.i.$ by$ qPCR.$ (F)$ Viral$ titre$was$measured$ 48hrs$ after$wash/washout$by$Klow$cytometry.$(G)'As$in$(B)$but$used$a$titration$of$BI61.$(H)'As$in$(G)$but$carried$out$wash/washout$at$18hrs$p.i.$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$ 2$ independent$ experiments.$ Each$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$ biological$repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'





































































































!!We! similarly! tested! whether! BIW1Wmediated! inhibition! of! infectivity! could! be!rescued!by!washout.!We! found! that!washout!of!BIW1!at!6!hours!postWinfection!completely!rescued!infectivity!(figure!50G).!We!assume!that!BIW1!interacts!with!viral!cores!at!a!similar!stage!of! infection!as!PF74!but,!given!that!BIW1!does!not!inhibit! reverse! transcription,! we! cannot!measure!whether! BIW1! is! having! any!effect!upon!the!virus!at!this!time!point.!We!therefore!also!washed!out!BIW1!at!18!hours!postWinfection,!a!time!point!at!which!we!knew!that!BIW1!was!effective! in!inhibiting!2WLTRWcircle!formation!(figure!48J).!Washout!of!BIW1!at!18!hours!postWinfection! partially! rescued! HIVW1! infectivity! (figure! 50H).! We! propose! that!rescue!is!partial!because!viral!complexes!that!are!stalled!in!the!cytoplasm!may!begin!to!be!degraded!by!18!hours!postWinfection.!!!Of!course,!we!cannot!use!a!washout!assay!to!measure!whether!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated! inhibition! is! reversible.! Instead,! we! tested! whether! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated! inhibition! of! reverse! transcription! is! reversible! by!displacing!this!protein!from!cores!using!PF74!or!BIW1!at!concentrations!that!we!had!previously! shown!do!not! inhibit! reverse! transcription! (figures!48E!and! I,!respectively).!We!infected!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!expressing!HeLa!cells!or!control!cells!with!WT!HIVW1!and!allowed!infection!to!progress!for!6!hours,!a!time!point!at! which! we! have! previously! shown! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! to! inhibit! reverse!transcription!(figure!48B).!We!then!supplemented!the!infected!cells’!media!with!either! 80µM! BIW1! or! 5µM! PF74.!We! then! allowed! infection! to! progress! for! a!further!6!hours,!measuring! reverse! transcripts!every!2!hours.! In! control! cells,!addition! of! PF74/BIW1! at! 6! hours! postWinfection! did! not! affect! reverse!transcription! (figure! 51! A/C).! However,! in! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wexpressing!cells,!reverse!transcription!was!inhibited!at!6!hours!postWinfection!and!addition!of!PF74/BIW1!lead!to!an!increase!in!the!number!of!reverse!transcripts!over!the!following! 6! hours! (figures! 51! B/D).! These! data! confirm! that! this! CWterminal!truncation!of!CPSF6!can!be!displaced!by!5µM!PF74!or!80µM!BIW1!in!the!context!of! an! infection.! They! also! reveal! that,! like! PF74,! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! inhibits!reverse!transcription!in!a!reversible!manner,!arguing!that!this!restriction!factor!!

















































































Figure' 51.' Inhibition' of' HIV61' reverse' transcription' by' hCPSF6[68]6358' is'
reversible'by'addition'of'PF74'or'BI61'HeLa$cells$ stably$expressing$(A/C)$ empty$vector$or$(B/D)'hCPSF6[68]6358$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$HIV61(GFP).$At$6hrs$p.i.$media$was$supplemented$with$
(A/B)' 5μM$ PF74$ or$ (C/D)' 80μM$ BI61.$ (A6D)' Late$ reverse$ transcripts$ were$measured$at$6,$8,$10,$or$12hrs$p.i.$by$qPCR.$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$ experiments.$ Each$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$ biological$ repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'



























































































































































5.2.4 PF74* and* BI&1* inhibit* HIV&1* at* a* lower* occupancy* than* HA&
hCPSF6[68]&358**The!observations!made! in! figure! 51! revealed! that!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!which!inhibits!reverse!transcription,!can!be!displaced!by!concentrations!of!PF74!or!BIW1!that!do!not!inhibit!reverse!transcription.!This!suggested!that!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!may!inhibit!reverse!transcription!at!a!lower!CA!occupancy!than!PF74/BIW1,!which! could! suggest! that! they! inhibit! HIVW1! via! different! mechanisms.! To!investigate!this!possibility!further,!we!infected!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wexpressing!cells! in! the!presence!of! a! titration!of!PF74!or!BIW1.!We!were! intrigued! to! find!that! PF74! can! rescue! HIVW1! from! inhibition! by! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358.! For!example,!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!expression!inhibited!HIVW1!infection!44Wfold!but,!together,!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!and!5µM!PF74!only!inhibited!infection!by!6.5!fold!(figure! 52A).! ! In! other! words,! 5µM! PF74! rescued! infectivity! from! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! by! 7Wfold.! We! observed! the! same! pattern! when! measuring!reverse! transcription;! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! expression! inhibited! reverse!transcription! 11Wfold! but,! together,!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! and!2.5µM!PF74! only!inhibited!reverse!transcription!3Wfold!(figure!52B).!In!other!words,!2.5µM!PF74!rescued! reverse! transcription!by! 3.5Wfold.! Similarly,!we! found! that! 80µM!BIW1!was!able!to!rescue!HIVW1!infectivity!from!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!by!2Wfold!(figure!52C)! and! reverse! transcription! by! 5Wfold! (figure! 52D).! These! observations!inform!us!that!PF74!and!BIW1!are!able!to!displace!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!from!CA!at! concentrations! at! which! they! are! less! inhibitory! than! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358.!We! interpret! this! to!mean! that!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! inhibits!HIVW1! (infectivity!and!reverse!transcription)!at!a!lower!CA!occupancy!than!PF74.!!! !











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure' 52.' PF74' and' BI61' inhibit' HIV61' at' a' lower' CA' occupancy' than'
hCPSF6[68]6358'HeLa$cells$stably$expressing'hCPSF6[68]6358$or$empty$vector$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$HIV61(GFP)$in$the$presence$of$a$titration$of$(A6B)'PF74$or$(C6D)'BI61.$
(A/C)'Viral$ titre$w s$measured$48hrs$p.i.$ by$ Klow$cytometry.$ (B/D)$ Late$ reverse$transcripts$were$measured$at$6hrs$p.i.$ by$qPCR.$All$ data$ are$ representative$of$ at$least$ 2$ independent$ experiments.$ ach$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$ biological$repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'
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5.2.5 Compounds* disrupting* CA&CPSF6* interaction* and* compounds*
disrupting*CA&CypA*interaction*can*be*antagonistic*or*synergistic*in*


























































































































































































































































































































We! found! that! SmBz! had! a! similar! relationship! with! BIW1! as! with! low!concentrations! of! PF74.! In! HeLa! cells,! SmBz! antagonised! BIW1,! rescuing!infectivity!by!up! to!7Wfold! (figure!55A)!whilst! in!TE671s,!SmBz!and!BIW1!were!additive!(figure!55B).!This!is!consistent!with!the!hypothesis!that!BIW1!and!lowWdose!PF74!inhibit!HIVW1!by!the!same!mechanism.!!!
5.2.6 Rational*design*of*small*molecules*to*fit* the*CPSF6&binding*pocket*











































































(A)'HeLa$ or$ (B)'TE671$ cells$were$ infected$with$ a$ titration$ of$HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$presence$of$a$titration$of$PF74$+/6$10μM$SmBz.$Viral$titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$ Klow$ cytometry.$ All$ data$ are$ representative$ of$ at$ least$ 2$ independent$experiments.$Each$experiment$includes$at$least$3$biological$repeats$and$error$bars$show$variation$between$these$repeats$(bars$represent$one$standard$deviation$from$the$mean).$'
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infect! via! a! Nup358! and! TNPO3Windependent! pathway.! Furthermore,! we!hypothesise! that! it! would! trigger! an! innate! immune! response! in! MDMs,! like!SmBz!(92).!!All!SAL!compounds!used!in!this!study!were!designed,!modeled,!and!synthesised!by!Dave!Selwood,!Justin!Warne,!Edith!Chan,!Richard!Angell,!and!Sally!Oxenford.!!












































































































than!PF74!(figure!58C).!We!also!created!other!cyclised!compounds!in!which!the!thiol!group!of!SALW4!was!replaced!by!a!thiomethyl!group!(SALW15),!a!hydroxyl!group! (SALW25),! or! much! larger! groups! (SALW24! and! 147),! with! the! aim! of!making!up! further! interactions!between!CA!and! the!drug! (figure!59A).!Whilst!SALW25!and!147!were!both!weakly!antiviral,!SALW15!and!24!both!had!a!similar!potency!as!SALW4!(figure!59B).!However,!whilst!SALW4!had!a!normal!inhibition!curve,! SALW15! and! 24! exhibited! the! biphasic! inhibition! curve! typical! of! PF74.!We! have! previously! discussed! the! possibility! that! BIW1! inhibits! HIVW1! via! the!same!mechanism!as!PF74!but!simply!never!reaches!this!level!of!inhibition!due!to!its!lower!affinity!and/or!solubility.!However,!our!observation!that!molecules!with!very!similar!potencies!can!exhibit!these!two!different!phenotypes!strongly!argues!against!this!idea.!We!have!also!previously!discussed!the!possibility!that!PF74! has! a! biphasic! inhibition! curve! due! to! its! ability! to! interact! with! two!adjacent!monomers,!which!BIW1!does!not.!However,!we!have!shown!that!SALW4!interacts!with!two!adjacent!monomers!and!yet!does!not!show!the!same!pattern!of!inhibition!as!PF74.!!!We!also! tested! the!effect!of!altering! the! indole!group!of!SALW4.!We! found! that!methylating!the!nitrogen!of!the!indole!(SALW13)!or!adding!a!chloro!group!to!the!indole! (SALW19)! reduced! potency,!whereas! adding! a!methoxy! group! (SALW14)!increased! toxicity! without! improving! potency! (figures! 60A! and! B).! We! also!found! that! demethylating! the! indole! of! SALW4! (SALW135),! adding! a! CH2! linker!(SALW157),! or! replacing! the! indole! with! a! benzoindole! group! (SALW151)!diminished!antiviral!activity!(figures!61A!andB).!Intriguingly,!adding!a!carbonyl!group! to! the! indole! to! form! an! oxindole! (SALW143)! created! a! compound! that!actually!increased!HIVW1!infectivity!by!2Wfold.!!!When!comparing!the!structure!of!CPSF6[68]276W290!in!complex!with!CA!with!that!of! ! PF74/SALW4,! we! noted! that! CPSF6[68]! residues! V277! and! L278! make!contacts!with!CA!in!a!pocket!not!reached!by!PF74/SALW4!(figure!62A).!With!the!aim!of!designing!a!compound!that!mimics!CPSF6!more!closely,!we!attempted!to!reach! this!pocket!by!extending! the!CWterminal! cap!phenyl!group!of!SALW4! in!a!variety!of!ways.!Adding!small!methyl,!methoxy,!or!tertbutyl!groups!to!this!




































































































































































































(A)'A$comparison$of$crystal$structures$of$CPSF6[68]2766290$(PDB$4U0A$from$Price$et$al.$ 2014)$ or$ SAL64$ in$ complex$with$ hexameric$ CA.$ Peptides$ shown$ in$ red,$ CA$ in$grey.$Red$arrows$indicate$a$pocket$of$CA$that$the$compounds$depicted$in$(B)$were$designed$to$reach.$(B)'Chemical$structures$of$SAL64,$11,$17,$12,$or$10.$The$shaded$ovals$ highlight$ regions$ that$ differ$ between$ compounds..$ (C)' HeLa$ cells$ were$infected$with$a$titration$of$HIV61(GFP)$in$the$presence$of$a$titration$of$PF74,$or$the$compounds$ depicted$ in$ (B).$ All$ infectivity$ data$ are$ representative$ of$ at$ least$ 2$independent$experiments.$
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phenyl!group!(SALW11,!17,!12,!and!10,!respectively)!(figure!62B)!either!slightly!reduced! potency! or! slightly! enhanced! potency! but! also! increased! toxicity!(figure!62C).!We!next! tested!the!effects!of!adding! larger!groups!to! this!phenyl!(figure!63A).!SALW22! lost!almost!all!antiviral!activity,!whilst!SALW8!and!16!had!similar!potency! to!SALW4.! Interestingly,! SALW7!had! increased!potency!and!also!exhibited!the!biphasic!phenotype!of!PF74!(figure!63B).!!!As! well! as! adding! groups! to! the! CWterminal! phenyl,! we! tested! the! effect! of!replacing!the!phenyl!group.!Replacing!it!with!nonWaromatic!cyclic!groups!(SALW18,! 20,! and! 21)! (figure! 64A)! resulted! in! a! dramatic! loss! of! antiviral! activity!(figure!64B).!Replacing!the!phenyl!group!with!a!3Wpyridyl!group!(SALW6)!(figure!65A)!also!resulted!in!a!loss!of!antiviral!activity!(figure!65B).!We!also!extended!the! linker! between! the! phenyl! group! and! the! rest! of! the! molecule.! Whilst!addition! of! a! single! CH2! linker! (SALW5)! significantly! enhanced! the! antiviral!activity,! addition! of! a! CH2CH2! linker! (SALW9)! reduced! the! inhibitory! effect!significantly! (figures! 65A! and! B).! SALW5! is! a! particularly! interesting!molecule!because! it! inhibits!HIVW1! to! a! similar!degree!as!PF74!at! concentrations! above!~4µM,!but!inhibits!significantly!less!well!than!PF74!at!lower!concentrations.!Of!the! compounds! tested! so! far,! SALW5! is! the!most! potent! singleWphase! inhibitor!and!SALW15!the!most!post!biphasic! inhibitor.!Surprisingly,!all!antiviral!activity!was!lost!when!we!combined!the!two!modifications!made!in!SALW5!and!SALW15!(SALW23,!figures!66A!and!B).!!!Table! 17! shows! the! IC50,! IC90,! and! IC95! values! for! the! 30! compounds! tested.!When!comparing! the!potency!of! these!compounds! it! is! important! to! take! into!account!these!three!different!measurements!due!to!the!unusual!shaped!curves!we!observed!with!some!compounds.!! !














































(A)' Chemical$ structures$ of$ SAL64,$ 7,$ 8,$ 16,$ and$ 22.$ The$ shaded$ ovals$ highlight$regions$ that$ differ$ between$ compounds.$ (B)$ HeLa$ cells$ were$ infected$ with$ a$titration$ of$ HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$ presence$ of$ a$ titration$ of$ PF74$ or$ the$ compounds$depicted$in$(A).$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$
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(A)'Chemical$structures$of$SAL64,$18,$20$and$21.$(B)$HeLa$cells$were$infected$with$a$titration$ of$ HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$ presence$ of$ a$ titration$ of$ PF74$ or$ the$ compounds$depicted$in$(A).$The$shaded$ovals$highlight$regions$that$differ$between$compounds.$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$
'
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(A)' Chemical$ structures$ of$ SAL65,$ 15,$ and$ 23.$ The$ shaded$ ovals$ and$ rectangles$highlight$regions$that$differ$between$compounds.$(B)$HeLa$cells$were$infected$with$a$titration$of$HIV61(GFP)$in$the$presence$of$a$titration$of$PF74$or$the$compounds$depicted$in$(A).$All$data$are$representative$of$at$least$2$independent$experiments.$
'
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Drug' IC50' IC90' IC95'SAL$1$ 57.6$SAL$2$ 36.8$SAL$3$ 9.6$ 87.0$SAL$4$ 1.5$ 9.1$ 24.2$SAL$5$ 1.3$ 4.1$ 6.1$SAL$6$ 5.4$ 35.9$SAL$7$ 0.7$ 6.8$ 40.29$SAL$8$ 3.0$ 12.5$ 19.2$SAL$9$ 6.0$ 35.7$ 50.7$SAL$10$ 0.3$ 5.5$ 13.8$SAL$11$ 2.5$ 41.3$SAL$12$ 0.4$ 7.7$ 23.9$SAL$13$ 4.7$ 40.1$ 133.4$SAL$14$ 1.4$SAL$15$ 1.6$ 48.7$ 51.0$SAL$16$ 1.3$SAL$17$ 4.9$SAL$18$ 61.8$SAL$19$ 27.9$SAL$20$SAL$21$ 58.2$SAL$22$ 47.7$ 72.5$SAL$23$ 3.8$SAL$24$ 0.4$ 18.9$ 24.4$SAL$25$ 1.4$SAL$135$ 2.5$SAL$143$SAL$147$ 3.7$SAL$151$ 5.2$ 45.3$ 66.9$SAL$157$PF74$ 0.2$ 0.5$ 5.9$BI61$ 6.6$ 57.4$




correlates!with!their!ability!to!inhibit!infection!We!previously!showed!that!PF74!only!begins!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription!at!doses! above! ~4µM,! at! which! concentration! it! inhibits! infectivity! >11Wfold!(figure!48D/E).!BIW1!never!reaches!this! level!of! inhibition!and!so! it! is!possible!that!it!would!also!be!able!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription!if! it!could!be!used!at!higher! doses! (which! cannot! be! done! due! to! toxicity! and! solubility! problems).!The!same!could!be!said!for!all!other!CPSF6!peptidomimetics!that!do!not!inhibit!reverse!transcription!as!well!as!PF74.!If!this!were!true,!we!would!expect!to!see!that! the! SAL! compounds! that! can! inhibit! reverse! transcription! are! those! that!inhibit! infectivity! most! strongly.! Any! outliers,! such! as! a! drug! that! inhibits!infectivity!very!efficiently!without!inhibiting!reverse!transcription!at!all,!would!indicate!a!different!mechanism!of!action.!We!measured!inhibition!of!infectivity!(figure!67A)! and! late! reverse! transcripts! (figure!67B)! for! the! six!most! potent!compounds!identified!in!this!study,!alongside!PF74!and!BIW1.!We!then!compared!the! ability! of! each! compound! to! inhibit! infection! at! 20µM! with! its! ability! to!inhibit! reverse! transcription! at! the! same! concentration.! We! found! a! strong!positive! linear! correlation! between! inhibition! of! infection! and! inhibition! of!reverse! transcription! (figure! 67C).! This! observation! supports! the! notion! that!these! compounds! all! inhibit! HIVW1! by! the! same!mechanism! but,! importantly,!does!not!negate!the!possibility!that!they!work!via!different!mechanisms.!!!
5.2.6.3 SALD143!causes!HIVD1!to!become!less!sensitive!to!the!CPSF6,!Nup358,!
and!TNPO3!dependent!nuclear!entry!pathway!without!inhibiting!
viral!titre!As! discussed! previously,! simply! displacing! endogenous! CPSF6! cannot! be! the!mechanism!by!which!PF74!or!BIW1! inhibits! the!virus!because!CPSF6!depletion!and!N74D!mutation!do!not!affect! titre.!We! therefore! considered! it!possible! to!separate! the! ability! of! CPSF6! peptidomimetics! to! displace! CPSF6! from! their!ability! to! inhibit! the!virus.! In!other!words,!we!hypothesised! that! a! compound!could! be! created! that! displaces! endogenous! CPSF6! from! viral! cores! without!inhibiting!the!virus.!If!so,!this!compound!would!cause!the!virus!to!behave!as!if!!
























































































































































Figure' 67.' The' ability' of' CPSF6' peptidomimetics' to' inhibit' reverse'



























Figure' 68.' The' effect' of' PF74,' BI61,' or' SAL61' to' 16' upon' the' sensitivity' of' HIV61' to'




































































































































































































































































































































































Figure' 70.' SAL6143' reduces' the' sensitivity' of' HIV61' to' Nup358' or' TNPO3'
depletion'and'to'hCPSF6[68]6358''
(A)'HeLa$ cell$ clones$ stably$ expressing$ Nup3586$ or$ TNPO36targeting$ shRNA$ or$ a$non6targeting$ control$ shRNA$were$ infected$with$ a$ titration$ of$WT$HIV61(GFP)$ in$the$presence$of$ a$ titration$of$ SAL6143$and$viral$ titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$ by$Klow$cytometry.$(B)'HeLa$cells$stably$expressing$hCPSF6[68]6358$or$empty$vector$were$ infected$with$a$ titration$of$WT$HIV61(GFP)$ in$ the$presence$of$ a$ titration$of$SAL6143$and$viral$titre$was$measured$48hrs$p.i.$by$Klow$cytometry.$Arrows$indicate$the$fold$increase$in$infectivity$caused$by$80uM$SAL6143.$All$data$are$representative$of$ at$ least$ 2$ independent$ experiments.$ Each$ experiment$ includes$ at$ least$ 3$biological$ repeats$ and$ error$ bars$ show$ variation$ between$ these$ repeats$ (bars$represent$ one$ standard$ deviation$ from$ the$ mean).$ ns$ means$ p>0.05$ (not$statistically$ signiKicant,$ *$means$ p≤0.05,$ **$means$ p≤0.01,$ ***$means$ p≤0.001,$ as$measured$ by$ Student’s$ t6test.$ Statistics$ show$ whether$ the$ viral$ titre$ at$ 60uM$SAL6143$is$signiKicantly$different$from$the$viral$titre$in$the$absence$of$drug$(in$the$same$cell$line).$'






































































































































































































































Figure'71.' SAL65' inhibits'HIV61' at' an' occupancy' the' same' as' or' lower' than'











5.3.1 HA&hCPSF6[68]&358,* PF74,* and* BI&1* inhibit* the* normal* nuclear*
entry* pathway* of* HIV&1* through* reversible,* CypA&dependent*
mechanisms*As! discussed! in! section! 3.3.3,! several! studies! have! examined! the! inhibition! of!HIVW1! by! cytoplasmic! antiviral! forms! of! CPSF6! (247,! 259,! 342W345).! The!mechanism!of!inhibition!is!still!in!dispute,!not!least!because!different!constructs!inhibit! at! different! stages! of! infection.! It! has! been! suggested! that! constructs!inhibiting! reverse! transcription! inhibit! through! a! different! mechanism! than!constructs! inhibiting! nuclear! entry! (344),! but! this! finding! has! not! yet! been!reproduced.!Instead,!the!consensus!is!that!antiviral!forms!of!CPSF6!inhibit!HIVW1! by! stabilising! cores! and! preventing! them! from! uncoating! (90,! 247,! 345).!However,! this! does! not! explain! why! some! constructs! inhibit! reverse!transcription! and! other! do!not.!One!possibility! is! that! constructs! differ! in! the!degree!of!stability!they!confer!(due!to!expression!levels,!CA!affinity,!and/or!CA!occupancy)!and!a!certain!degree!of!stability!must!be!reached!in!order!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription.!Another!possibility!is!that!constructs!differ!in!the!level!of!CA! occupancy! they! achieve! and! that,! at! a! certain! occupancy,! CPSF6! obstructs!pores!within! the!HIVW1! core,!making! it! impervious! to! dNTPs! and! thus! inhibit!reverse!transcription.!!!These!hypotheses!not!only!apply!to!different!antiviral!forms!of!CPSF6!but!also!to! CPSF6! peptidomimetics.! These! smallWmolecule! compounds! are! particularly!useful!tools!because,!unlike!proteins,!they!can!easily!be!titrated!and!so!we!have!been! able! to! test! the! hypothesis! that! the! stage! of! inhibition! is! concentrationWdependent.! Blair,! et! al.! (411)! reported! that! PF74! inhibited! HIVW1! prior! to!reverse!transcription!but,!upon!titrating!PF74,!we!found!that!it!has!an!unusual!biphasic!dose! response!curve,!which!plateaus!between!approximately!0.5!and!4µM,!and!that!reverse!transcription!was!only! inhibited!above!~4µM.!This!was!consistent! with! the! hypothesis! that! molecules! interacting! with! the! CPSF6!binding!pocket! of! CA! can!have!different! effects! at! different! concentrations.! In!agreement!with!Lamorte,!et!al.!(327),!we!found!that!BIW1!cannot!inhibit!reverse!
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transcription! at! any! nonWtoxic! dose.! However,! whilst! Lamorte,! et! al.! (327)!interpret! the! different! inhibition! profiles! of! PF74! and!BIW1! to!mean! that! they!inhibit! by! fundamentally! different! mechanisms,! we! hypothesise! that! BIW1!inhibits!HIVW1!by!the!same!mechanism!as!PF74!and!simply!does!not!reach!the!second!phase!of!inhibition!at!subWtoxic!concentrations!(due!to!its!lower!affinity!for!CA!and/or!its!poor!solubility).! In!order!to!better!understand!the!inhibition!profiles!of!these!two!molecules!we!further!probed!their!mechanism!of!action.!!Thus! far,! the!biochemical!assays!used! to! study! the!effects!of!PF74!and!BIW1/2!upon! core! stability! have! produced! inconsistent! results! (87,! 90,! 113,! 327).! As!discussed! in! section! 3.3.2,! these! studies! have! many! caveats,! including! the!inability!to!differentiate!between!virions!that!would!go!on!to!be!infectious!and!those! that! would! not.! We! therefore! used! a! drug! washout! assay! to! study! the!effects!of!PF74!or!BIW1!upon!core!stability!in!the!context!of!an!infection!and!used!infectivity!as!a! readWout.!Through! this!assay!we!demonstrated! that!both!PF74!and!BIW1Wmediated!inhibition!of!HIVW1!infection!and/or!reverse!transcription!is!reversible.!We! presume! that! uncoating! is! an! irreversible! process! because! the!process! of! core! assembly! and! maturation! in! producer! cells! requires! such!complex!machinery!(discussed!in!section!1.2.11).!These!data!strongly!argue!that!neither! PF74! nor! BIW1! induces! premature! uncoating! of! HIVW1.! Similarly,! we!demonstrated! that! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated! inhibition! of! reverse!transcription! is! reversible! by! displacing! this! artificial! restriction! factor! from!viral! cores! using! concentrations! of! PF74! or! BIW1! that! do! not! inhibit! reverse!transcription.!This!strongly!argues!against!the!notion!CWterminal!truncations!of!CPSF6! inhibit! reverse! transcription! by! prematurely! uncoating! cores.!Importantly,! the! fact! that! these! molecules! do! not! uncoat! cores! does! not!necessarily!mean!that!they!stabilise!cores!–!they!may!not!affect!stability!at!all.!However,! the! hypothesis! that! CPSF6,! and! therefore! its! peptidomimetics,!stabilise! cores! is! strongly! supported! by! the! recent! finding! that! endogenous!CPSF6!‘cloaks’!HIVW1!reverse!transcripts!and!prevents!them!from!being!exposed!to!PRRs!in!MDMs!(92)!(discussed!in!section!3.3.7).!!!
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The! finding! that! concentrations! of! PF74/BIW1! that! do! not! inhibit! reverse!transcription!were!able!to!displace!(at!6!hours!postWinfection)!a!concentration!of! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! that! does! inhibit! reverse! transcription! suggested! that!PF74/BIW1!and!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!inhibit!reverse!transcription!at!different!CA!occupancies.!We!investigated!this!phenotype!further!and!found!that!PF74/BIW1!was!able!to!rescue!both!infectivity!and!reverse!transcription!from!inhibition!by!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!when! added! at! the! same! time! as! infection.!We! interpret!this! to!mean! that!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! inhibits!HIVW1!at!a! lower!CA!occupancy!than!PF74/BIW1.! In!other!words,! fewer!molecules!of!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! than!PF74/BIW1!must!be!bound! to! a! viral! core! in!order! to! confer! the! same! level! of!inhibition.! This! either! means! that! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! inhibits! through!different! mechanisms! from! PF74/BIW1! or! that! they! inhibit! through! the! same!mechanism! but! with! different! efficiencies.! The! latter! could! be! possible! if,! for!example,! all! three! inhibitors! stabilise! cores! and! prevent! uncoating! but! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! stabilises! the! core!more! effectively! than! PF74/BIW1,! perhaps!because!it!makes!more!extensive!contacts!with!CA.!!!We,! and! others,! have! shown! that! PF74! and!BIW1! can! displace! CPSF6! from!CA!(figures! 51! and! 52)! (83,! 413)! and! that! the! inhibitory! activity! of! these! smallWmolecules! cannot! simply! be! a! result! of! their! ability! to! displace! CPSF6! (figure!20)(342).! We! therefore! considered! the! possibility! that! PF74/BIW1! might!displace!endogenous!CPSF6!at!subWinhibitory!concentrations.!Having!previously!shown!that!the!consequence!of!disrupting!CAWCPSF6!interaction!is!insensitivity!to!Nup358!or!TNPO3!depletion,!we!tested!whether!PF74!and!BIW1!were!able!to!confer! insensitivity! to! Nup358/TNPO3! at! subWinhibitory! concentrations.!However,! we! only! observed! insensitivity! to! Nup358/TNPO3Wdepletion! at!inhibitory! concentrations!PF74/BIW1.!This! suggests! that!PF74!and!BIW1! inhibit!the! virus! at! concentrations! equal! to! or! below! concentrations! that! displace!endogenous!CPSF6.!The!fact!that!PF74/BIW1!and!Nup358/TNPO3Wdepletion!are!not!additive!in!their!ability!to!inhibit!the!virus!also!supports!the!hypothesis!that!they!inhibit!the!same!stage/pathway!of!infection.!!
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Whatever! the! mechanism! of! action! of! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,! PF74,! or! BIW1,! it!appears!to!be!dependent!upon!CAWCypA!interaction.!Shi,!et!al.!(113)!previously!reported! that! CsA! or! depletion! of! CypA! antagonised! PF74! and! Hilditch!(unpublished! observations)! similarly! found! that! SmBz! (a! nonWimmunosuppressive!CsA!analog)!reduced! the!ability!of!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!to!inhibit!HIVW1.!We!previously!hypothesised! that!CypA!stabilises! cores!and! that!dissociation!of!CypA!from!cores!was!dependent!upon!CPSF6!trafficking!cores!to!the! NPC,! where! Nup358! competes! off! CypA.! If! so,! cores! inhibited! by! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358/PF74!would!not! traffic! to! the!nucleus!and!so!CypAWmediated!stabilisation!would!be!permanent!and! inhibitory.! It! follows!that! the! inhibitory!effects! of! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358/PF74! and! CypA! would! be! additive! and,!conversely,! that! CsA! would! appear! to! antagonise! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358/PF74.!Alternatively,!these!data!could!be!interpreted!to!mean!that!CAWCypA!interaction!causes! conformational! changes! that! encourage! CA! to! interact! with! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358/PF74.!!!In! agreement! with! these! previous! findings,! we! found! that! 10µM! SmBz!antagonised!low!concentrations!of!PF74!in!HeLa!cells.!However,!we!found!that!SmBz! was! synergistic! with! high! concentrations! of! PF74.! Furthermore,! SmBz!never! antagonised! PF74! in! TE671s.! Instead! SmBz! and! PF74! were! either!additive!or!synergistic,!in!a!PF74!concentrationWdependent!manner.!In!both!cell!types,! the! presence! of! SmBz! caused! PF74! to! lose! its! characteristic! biphasic!inhibition! curve,! which! could! be! interpreted! to!mean! that! the! plateau! in! the!PF74! inhibition! curve! is! somehow!due! to! CypA.! Importantly,! SmBz! and! PF74!were!additive!in!their!ability!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription!in!both!cell!types.!When!testing!the!effect!of!SmBz!upon!BIW1,!we!observed!the!same!phenotype!as!with!low!doses!of!PF74.!This!complex!relationship!between!SmBz!and!PF74/BIW1! is! difficult! to! interpret! because! the! mechanism! of! action! of! neither! CypA,!CPSF6,! nor! their! inhibitors! has! been! determined! and! because! the! effects! of!CypA/SmBz!are!cell! typeWdependent.!However,!given!the!similar!roles!of!CypA!and! CPSF6! in! early! HIV! infection,! it! is! unsurprising! that! they! influence! each!other.!These!observations!suggest!that!the!cellWtype!specificity!of!CypA,!and!also!CPSF6,!warrants!further!investigation.!!
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!Based!on!the!observations!made!in!this!study!and!others,!we!have!proposed!a!model! in! which! endogenous! CPSF6! binds! to! cores! and! stabilises! them,!preventing!uncoating.!CPSF6!then!traffics!cores!to!the!NPC!where!it!dissociates,!allowing! cores! to! uncoat! at! the! NPC.! We! propose! that! CPSF6! CWterminal!truncations,!PF74,!and!BIW1!mimic!CPSF6!in!its!ability!to!bind!CA!and!to!stabilise!cores! but! not! in! its! ability! to! traffic! to! the! NPC! or! dissociate! from! cores.!Therefore,!cores!are!permanently!stabilised!in!the!cytoplasm!and!are!unable!to!enter! the! nucleus.! We! hypothesise! that! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358! and! high!concentrations!of!PF74!inhibit!reverse!transcription!either!by!stabilising!cores!such!that!reverse!transcripts!cannot!grow!or!by!obstructing!pores!in!viral!cores!such! that! dNTPs! cannot! access! the! reverse! transcribing! genome.!We! propose!that!BIW1! and! low!concentrations!of!PF74!do!not! inhibit! reverse! transcription!because!they!have!not!achieved!the!CA!occupancy!required!to!do!so.!We!suggest!that!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!inhibits!at!a!lower!CA!occupancy!than!PF74/BIW1!due!to! its! size,! which!means! that! it!makes!more! extensive! contacts!with! CA! than!PF74/BIW1!and!occludes!entry!of!dNTPs!more!efficiently!than!PF74/BIW1.!!!
5.3.2 Molecules*interacting*with*the*CPSF6&binding*pocket*of*CA*can*have*
entirely*different*effects*upon*the*virus*Having!examined!the!mechanisms!by!which!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358,!PF74,!and!BIW1! inhibit! HIVW1! infection,! we! sought! to! explore! the! effect! of! other! ligands!interacting! with! this! CA! pocket.! We! therefore! designed! a! series! of! small!molecules!based!on!the!structure!of!PF74!and!compared!their!phenotypes!with!PF74/BIW1.! Although! this! was! primarily! an! exploratory! study,! we! did! design!molecules! rationally.! For! example,! we! tried! to! increase! the! potency! of! the!compound!by!adding!small!functional!groups!that!we!predicted!would!pick!up!additional! interactions! and! increase! its! affinity! for! CA.!We! also! tried! to!make!compounds!that!mimicked!CPSF6!more!closely!than!PF74!does!by!extending!the!CWterminus!of! the!molecule! into!pockets!reached!by!CPSF6!but!not!PF74/BIW1.!We!also!cyclised!the!core!scaffold!such!the!compound!was!less!flexible!and!was!permanently! orientated! in! its! bound! conformation.!We!were! also! particularly!
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interested!in!the!concept!of!creating!a!compound!that!caused!uncoating!of!the!virus,!exposing!viral!DNA!to!innate!PRRs!and!triggering!an!antiviral!response!in!primary!MDMs.!We!therefore!also!designed!compounds!that!were!significantly!larger! than! PF74,! with! the! aim! of! disrupting! CAWCA! interactions! and! causing!disassembly.!!!The!core!scaffold!of!PF74!is!an!amide!group!that!is!found!primarily!in!the!trans!conformation! in! solution!but! adopts! the! cis#conformation! in! complex!with!CA!(340).!We! therefore! created! a! series! of! compounds! in! which! this! amide!was!cyclised,!fixing!it!in!the!cis#conformation.!A!crystal!structure!of!SALW4!in!complex!with!hexameric!CA!confirmed!that!it!adopts!an!almost!identical!conformation!as!PF74.!Whilst!some!of! these!compounds!had!a!similar!potency! to!PF74!at!high!doses!(>5µM),!for!example!SALW5,!PF74!was!the!most!potent!compound!by!far!at! lower! concentrations.! Cyclising! this! bond! reduces! the! flexibility! of! the!compound,!which!could!be!the!cause!of!the!reduced!antiviral!activity.!Reduced!flexibility!may!also!cause!compounds!to!be!more!likely!to!disrupt!this!pocket!of!CA,!which!would!be!beneficial!if!aiming!to!create!a!compound!that!disassembles!cores.!!!The!majority!of!compounds!screened!in!this!study!showed!similar!phenotypes!to! PF74! and/or! BIW1.!We! observed! a! strong! positive! correlation! between! the!ability!of!compounds!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription!and!their!ability!to!inhibit!infectivity.! Like! PF74,! the! degree! of! inhibition! of! reverse! transcription! could!never! account! for! the! degree! of! inhibition! of! infection,! supporting! the!hypothesis!that!reverse!transcription!is!inhibited!at!a!higher!CA!occupancy!than!infectivity.! We! found! that! the! ability! of! almost! all! compounds! to! reduce!sensitivity! to!Nup358/TNPO3Wdepletion!correlated!with! their!ability! to! inhibit!infection!(with!the!exception!of!SALW143,!discussed!below).!Similarly,!almost!all!compounds! tested! were! able! to! rescue! HIVW1! from! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated! inhibition! in! a! concentration! dependent!manner,! showing! that! they!inhibit!the!virus!at!a!lower!occupancy!than!this!artificial!restriction!factor!(with!the!exception!of!SALW5,!discussed!below).!!!
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It!remains!unclear!why!PF74,!but!not!BIW1,!has!a!biphasic!inhibition!curve.!We,!and!others,!have!proposed!that!BIW1!would!exhibit!such!a!phenotype!if!it!could!be!used!at!a!high!enough!concentration!to!reach!the!same!level!of!inhibition!as!PF74.!Whilst! this!may!be! true! for!BIW1,!we!have! identified!several!compounds!that!show!that!this!is!not!true!for!all!antivirals!interacting!with!this!pocket.!For!example,! SALW4! has! a! normal! inhibition! curve! but! we! have! created! several!compounds! of! similar! potencies! to! SALW4! (when! potency! is! measured! taking!into!account!IC50,! IC90,!and!IC95)!that!exhibit!a!biphasic! inhibition!curve.!These!include!SALW15!and!24,!which!differ!from!SALW4!through!the!functional!groups!attached! to! the! cyclised! core,! and! SALW7! and! 16,! which! differ! from! SALW4!through!the!functional!groups!attached!to!the!CWterminal!phenyl!cap.!Similarly,!SALW5! reaches! the! same!potency! as!PF74!at!~4µM!and!yet!does!not! exhibit! a!biphasic! curve.! Importantly,! both! compounds! with! one! and! twoWphase!inhibition!curves!were!able!to!inhibit!reverse!transcription.!It!would!be!of!great!interest! to! compare! the! crystal! structures! of! compounds! with! these! two!different!inhibition!phenotypes.!!!SALW5! is! of! particular! interest! because,! unlike! all! other! compounds! tested,! it!cannot! rescue! HIVW1! infectivity! from! HAWhCPSF6[68]W358.! This! suggests! that!SALW5!inhibits!at!a!similar,!or!even!lower,!occupancy!than!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358!and! thus! a! lower! occupancy! than! the! other! compounds! tested.! SALW5! differs!from!SALW4!due!to!an!extra!CH2!linker!between!the!CWterminal!phenyl!cap!and!the!rest!of!the!molecule.!Based!upon!the!structure!of!SALW4!in!complex!with!CA!(figure!58B),!we!predict!that!this!extra!linker!allows!the!phenyl!group!of!SALW5!to! extend! further! into! a! channel! of! CA! that! does! not! interact! with! PF74/BIW1/SALW4!but!interacts!extensively!with!CPSF6[68]276W290.!In!this!way,!SALW5!may!more!closely!mimic!CPSF6!than!other!compounds.!!!In!light!of!the!discovery!that!CPSF6[68]276W290,!PF74,!and!SALW4!all!interact!with!two!adjacent!CA!monomers!within!a!hexamer,!we!were!particularly!interested!in! exploring!modifications! of! the! region! of! PF74! or! SALW4! that! interacts!with!this! second!monomer,! the! indole!group.!Thus! far,! all! compounds! in!which!we!replaced!the!indole!group!or!added!functional!groups!to!the!indole!resulted!in!a!
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significant! loss! of! antiviral! activity.! SALW143,! in!which!we! replaced! the! indole!group! with! an! oxindole,! enhanced! infectivity! by! up! to! 2Wfold.! Further!investigation!into!the!effects!of!SALW143!upon!the!nuclear!entry!pathway!of!HIVW1! revealed! that! it! caused! HIVW1! to! become! 6.5Wfold! less! sensitive! to! Nup358!depletion,!4Wfold!less!sensitive!to!TNPO3!depletion,!and!5Wfold!less!sensitive!to!HAWhCPSF6[68]W358Wmediated! restriction.!We! interpret! these! observations! to!mean!that!SALW143!induces!core!uncoating!and!allows!the!virus!to!infect!via!the!efficient! CPSF6/Nup358/TNPO3Windependent! nuclear! entry! pathway,! like!N74D.!If!so,!we!would!predict!that!this!compound!would!cause!WT!HIVW1!(or!at!least!a!proportion!of!WT!HIVW1)!to!be!detectable!in!MDMs,!thereby!inducing!an!antiviral! response.! Although! the! phenotype! of! SALW143! is! partial,! it! is! an!excellent! proof! of! principle,!which! encourages! us! to! screen!more! compounds!based!upon!the!structure!of!SALW143.!Furthermore,!only!a!small!proportion!of!virions! may! need! to! be! detected! by! the! innate! immune! system! in! order! to!mount!an!efficient!antiviral!response.!A!compound!that!causes!HIVW1!to!trigger!an! innate! immune! response! in# vivo! could! theoretically! function! as! a!prophylactic! by! inducing! a! local! antiviral! response! to! viruses! during!transmission,!preventing!their!replication!and!spread.!! !
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6 Chapter*6.*Future*work*!Our!model!of!a!HIVW1!nuclear!entry!could!be!further!tested!in!several!ways.!For!example,! the! immunofluorescence! assays!used!by!McDonald!et#al.! (65)!or! the!superresolution! microscopy! assays! used! by! Lelek! et# al.# (101)! to! study! RTC!composition! during! early!HIVW1! infection! could! be! used! to! test!whether!NESWCPSF6[68]! and! CPSF6! peptidomimetics! prevent! core! uncoating,! as! has! been!suggested!in!this!study!and!others.!These!assays!could!also!be!used!to!test!the!effect! of! cofactor! depletion! and/or! CA! mutation! upon! the! composition! and!location!of!the!virus.!If!CA!mutants!whose!nuclear!entry!pathway!has!been!well!characterised!in!HeLa!cells!–!such!as!N74D!and!R132K/L136M!–!were!found!to!be! phenotypically! different! from!WT!HIVW1! in! these! assays,! their! phenotypes!could! also! be! studied! in! CD4+! T! cells! and! MDMs! as! a! way! of! examining! the!nuclear!entry!pathway!in!these!cell!types.!Whilst!there!is!a!significant!amount!of!evidence! that! Nup358,! TNPO3,! and! Nup153! are! cofactors! of! HIVW1! nuclear!import!in!HeLa!cells,!their!involvement!in!nuclear!entry!in!primary!cells!has!not!been!well!studied,!primarily!because!these!cells!are!very!difficult!to!manipulate!through! protein! depletion! or! expression.! Microscopy! techniques! could!therefore!be!an!excellent!way!of!comparing!the!nuclear!entry!pathway!of!HIVW1!in!cell!lines!and!primary!cells.!!!We,! and! others,! have! demonstrated! that! the! nuclear! entry! pathway! taken! by!HIVW1! is! reflected! in! its! integration! site! characteristics.! Therefore,!characterisation! of! WT! and! mutant! HIVW1! integration! sites! in! primary! cells!could!help!to!determine!whether!the!virus!takes!similar!nuclear!entry!pathways!in!these!cells!as!in!HeLa!cells.!It!would!also!be!important!to!test!the!location!of!these!proviruses!within!the!nucleus!of!primary!cells!using!the!HIVW1!LTR!DNA!FISH!assay!designed!by!Lusic!et#al.! (unpublished!observations)!because! these!cell! types! likely! differ! from! tumorigenic! HeLa! cells! in! their! genomic!organisation.!!!Our! study! of! B*27Wassociated! CTL! escape! mutants! has! suggested! that! the!mutations!R132K!and!S41A!alter!the!interaction!of!CA!with!CypA,!Nup358,!and!
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CPSF6,!and!ITC!could!now!be!used!to!measure!these!interactions!directly.!If!ITC!data! proved! consistent! with! our! observations,! then! the! fact! that!S41A/R132K/L136M! does! not! integrate! into! the! expected! integration! sites!would!suggest!that!CAWdependent!factors!other!than!CypA,!CPSF6,!Nup358,!and!TNPO3! are! influencing! integration! site! targeting.! We! have! developed! a!SureSelectXT2!assay!for!integration!site!sequencing!and!this!could!now!be!used!to! screen! the!effects!of! a! series!of! other!nucleoporins! and!karyopherins!upon!integration!site!selection!of!HIVW1.!!!Having! found! that! at! least! one!mutation!other! than! S41A! can! compensate! for!the!defect!of!R132K!in#vivo,!the!candidate!mutations!we!identified!could!now!be!tested.! Examining! the! effects! of! this! alternative! compensatory!mutation! upon!the!nuclear!entry!pathway!of!HIVW1!could!be!very!informative,!particularly!if!it!rescues!R132K!through!a!different!mechanism!than!S41A.!!!Whilst! this! study! has! examined! the!molecular! interactions! that! HIVW1!makes!with!nuclear! import! cofactors,! others!have! focused!upon! the! consequences!of!these!interactions!with!respect!to! innate!immune!detection!in!MDMs.!In!order!to!understand!the!mechanism!by!which!CypA!and!CPSF6,!and!potentially!other!cofactors,! determine! innate! immune! detection! of! the! virus,! it! would! be!extremely! useful! to! be! able! to! study! both! aspects! in! the! same! cells.!Unfortunately,!HeLa!cells!cannot!be!used!to!study!innate!detection!because!they!have!defective! innate! signaling!pathways! (Tan!CP.,!unpublished!observations)!and!MDMs!cannot!easily!be!used!to!study!the!molecular!details!of! the!nuclear!entry! pathway! because! they! are! so! difficult! to!manipulate.! Existing! cell! lines!could! be! screened! for! the! ability! to! detect,! for! example,! N74D! and! P90A.!Alternatively,! sequencing! and! protein! expression! studies! could! be! used! to!determine! the! point/s! of! the! cGAS! signaling! pathway! at!which!HeLa! cells! are!defective!so!that!it!could!be!reconstituted!to!detect!P90A.!Of!course,!the!innate!immune!sensor!of!N74D!in!MDMs!would!need!to!be!identified!before!the!same!was! possible! for! this!mutant.! If! this!were! achieved,! CA!mutants! and! cofactor!depletions! known! to! influence! HIVW1! nuclear! entry! could! easily! be! tested! for!their!ability!to!trigger!an!innate!immune!response.!!
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!Such! a! cell! line! could! be! used! to! test! whether! SALW143,! and! other! CPSF6!peptidomimetics,!exposes!WT!HIVW1!to!the!innate!immune!system!as!we!predict!it!would.!Whilst!MDMs!can!also!be!used!to!test!these!compounds,!screening!of!large!numbers!of!compounds!would!be!much!more!efficient!and!reproducible!in!a! reporter! cell! line.! Regardless! of! whether! antiviral! CPSF6! peptidomimetics!cause! the!virus! to! trigger!an! IFN!response!or!not,!we!hypothesise! that!escape!mutants!of!these!compounds!would!trigger!an!IFN!response.!To!test!this,!viral!outgrowth! assays! could! be! used! to! identify! escape! mutants,! which! could!subsequently!be!screened!for!their!ability!to!induce!an!IFN!response.!The!notion!of!creating!an!antiviral!compound!whose!escape!mutants!are!unable!to!replicate!because!they!induce!an!antiviral!response!themselves!is!a!particularly!exciting!prospect.!!! !
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